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INTRODUCTION 
In the post World War II years, the Bundaberg district 
has reflected a national trend where population has 
gravitated from the rural to the urban areas but where the 
mutual inter-dependence of Bundaberg and the neighbouring 
shires, Woongarra and Gooburrum, continues to be a feature 
of the region's history. Despite expansion in secondary 
industries, the cultivation and manufacturing of sugar 
remain the backbone of Bundaberg's economy. 
In some ways, Bundaberg is a hybrid, like its name. 
The city is the focus of the most important southern sugar-
growing district, encapsulated in a sub-tropical environment. 
Technological advances and human determination have ensured 
the viability of the region's basic industry. Government 
intervention and schemes of sugar industry protection aimed 
at advancing European settlement along the long Queensland 
coast have provided common characteristics in the histories 
of Bundaberg and its sister sugar cities in the far tropical 
north. 
Bundaberg-born essayist, poet and novelist, Vance 
Palmer, was inspired by the view from a vantage point on 
the Dividing Range in North Queensland to write: 
There is nothing to see but steep ridges 
covered with wild scrub and coarse grass, but 
to the inner vision the spot is an eyrie from 
which one can look out over thousands of miles, 
watching the labors of men coming and going 
over Australian earth.... The ebb and flow of 
this great wave of energy that populated the 
North!... Beyond the horizon, or even the 
knowledge of the cities along the coast, a 
2. 
great creative impulse is at work - the only 
thing, after all, which gives this continent 
a meaning and a guarantee of the future.... 
Bundaberg's early history lacked the dynamism of 
Palmer's vision but many of the themes he applied generally 
to Australia could be adapted to the local scene. 
Bundaberg's history falls into four periods. During the 
1840s and 1850s, the first drive of population north into 
what is now Queensland was spurred by the search for sheep 
country. Bundaberg's site was the scene of speculation and 
undeveloped outstations for the Kolan squatters rather than 
genuine settlement resulting from the pastoral industry 
which gave many Queensland coastal cities their genesis. 
However, the events during the period 1840 to 1866 constitute 
a chapter in Bundaberg's history. Small-scale cattle herds 
from the Kolan stations gradually infiltrated the coastal 
scrub and Bundaberg's site became part of that wide frontier 
where European-aboriginal clashes occurred and where, as one 
Kolan squatter wrote, "desolation dogs our civilised desires". 
From 1866, timber getters, ignoring official condemnation 
of the Burnett River, began their determined onslaught on the 
heavy scrub and Palmer's vision begins to have some validity 
for Bundaberg's history. The 1870s were years of struggle 
for Bundaberg yet the foundations of a town and agricultural 
district were laid and the interaction among migrants from 
Britain and the continent forged the framework of a 
community. 
The years between 1880 to 1920 are the most significant 
for Bundaberg's evolution. Bundaberg survived because it 
became a sugarapolitan in the boom of the 1880s, sustained 
by the catalytic action of the Millaquin refinery and 
3. 
private milling companies investing in the region. The 
pattern of sugar town was increasingly reinforced. By 
1920, the city's basic characteristics were established. 
Its population was directly and indirectly dependent on 
the sugar industry and industrial developments were ancillary 
to sugar. The social history of the town was enlivened by 
labour problems arising from the employment of kanakas 
primarily in the plantation phase of the sugar industry, 
although plantations have remained a feature of the Bundaberg 
district. The kanakas were replaced by increasingly militant 
Australian workers who were embroiled in what were nation-
wide struggles against monopolistic capital. Out of the 
process of consolidation during the early decades of the 
twentieth century, the sugar industry was becoming 
increasingly able to provide a guaranteed living to workers 
and growers, who had established themselves as farm-owners. 
The stability of the government-backed sugar market with-
stood the challenges of worldwide depression and two world 
wars. 
The fourth phase of Bundaberg's history came with the 
increasing industrialization and diversification in the 
primary industries' sphere in the years after the second 
World War. Before this time, the cities of the sugar belt 
were very much products of their rural environment. The 
local historian is confronted by the problems of urbanization 
in a country which until recently was dominated by rural 
values. Bundaberg's hinterland in its prehistory was 
peopled by the pastoral workers who have been taken to 
epitomize the qualities of the typical Australian - a 
4. 
phenomenon dissected by Russel Ward in The Australian 
Legend. Strangely enough, his local variant is 
represented by a twentieth century figure, the itinerant 
cane-cutter, moving in gangs along the sugar-belt and it 
is perhaps symbolic of a new age that machines, operated 
by contractors, have recently displaced him. Bundaberg, 
the key Queensland manufacturing centre for cane harvesting 
equipment has hastened his demise. The figure closer to 
the reality of the Bundaberg district's development in the 
1870s was the struggling agriculturalist, captured by 
Steele Rudd's pen. The qualities of mateship and self-
sufficiency, which are part of the Australian's view of 
himself, had a role to play in the isolated Burnett 
scrublands. Some settlers took a temporary excursion 
into plantation society which was passing for Queensland 
even as it began in Bundaberg but many of the largescale 
planters and millers, who initiated Bundaberg's transition 
to a prosperous sugar district, continue to co-exist with 
independent farm-owners in the twentieth century. 
The factor which becomes obvious to the observer in 
Bundaberg is a high level of civic pride and awareness of 
local identity. An interest in regional history has 
developed strongly in recent Australian historiography and 
is in fact, evidenced by the commissioning of this history 
by the local authorities of the Bundaberg district. A 
community's consciousness of itself is not only conditioned 
by its present environment but by past events and myths. 
Local chauvinism, born of the search for security and 
5. 
identity in the 1870s, seems to remain a feature of 
Bundaberg's ethos; there has always been among its 
residents, leaders determined to succeed in adversity and 
the district at present rests on a plateau of prosperity 
achieved by those leaders. Yet should one receive the 
impression of unrelieved struggle, one should remember 
that those who were inspired to found the Nil Desperandum 
Club in the dour 1870s have their descendants among the 
Apexians a century later. They for the sake of charity 
release each year during the Sugar Festival, with which 
the Bundaberg district celebrates its basic industry, a 
gently satirical paper, the Blundy Wail. 
CHAPTER 1 
Speculation in the Promised Land 
The modern observer of the orderly and prosperous 
agricultural lands surrounding Bundaberg may wonder why 
the history of this city, only two hundred and seventeen 
miles north of the capital, Brisbane, post-dates many 
centres further to the north - Gladstone, Rockhampton, 
Mackay and Bowen. Bundaberg began to grow slowly from 
the late 1860s. The city stands on the banks of the wide 
Burnett River, one of four rivers draining the local 
coastal plain; the Kolan (to the north) and the Elliott 
and the small Gregory (to the south) complete the quartet. 
The Burnett is similar to other Queensland coastal streams 
that provided access to the sea for early settlers but the 
flats surrounding the present city constituted a cul-de-sac 
ignored by the pastoralists moving north. For over a decade 
after their hinterland had been occupied in the late 1840s 
and 1850s, much of the land constituting the modern shires 
of Woongarra, south of the Burnett, and Gooburrum, to the 
north lay insulated because of adverse, and sometimes 
mistaken, reports by land and coastal explorers. Early 
investigators were searching for easily accessible sheep 
country and were deflected inland or northward by belts 
of heavy scrub and an unpredictable river. Man and nature 
seemingly conspired to keep the site of the future Bundaberg 
an unknown territory. 
The despatch with which the area around the tributaries 
of the Burnett was occupied contrasts strongly with the 
7. 
thirteen-year delay in utilizing the rich southern 
downlands discovered by Allan Cunningham in 1827. A 
partial explanation lay in the official fifty-mile ban 
placed on free settlement around the Moreton Bay penal 
station, since this deprived prospective settlers of a 
logical port. Convict transportation to Moreton Bay ceased 
in 1839. Not long after, the artificial restriction on 
free settlement was removed in February 1842 by Governor 
Gipps' proclamation that "all settlers and other free 
persons shall be at liberty to proceed thither in like 
manner as to any other part of the colony". The extent 
of pastoral occupation was such as to warrant the appoint-
ment of Commissioners and the declaration of the Moreton 
Bay and Darling Downs squatting areas. The Leslie brothers, 
belonging to a notable Aberdeenshire family, had been in 
the vanguard of pastoralists from the New England region, 
willing to face remoteness from Sydney in order to establish 
a run on the rich downlands. One of their claims at 
Canning Downs, close to the present city of Warwick, was 
like so many staked during an early pastoral rush into 
rich country; it proved too large and the number of stock 
insufficient to hold it against the claims of the influx 
which quickly followed Patrick and Walter Leslies' 
explorations. 
When Governor Gipps inspected the Moreton Bay and 
Darling Downs districts, the port of which had been thrown 
open to free settlement just three months before in February 
1842^ there were forty-five stations planning a total 
8. 
shipment of 1,500 wool bales that year. It was obvious 
that long before the government proclamation, young men, 
equipped with money, initiative and some pastoral 
experience, had overcome great distance and aboriginal 
hostility to bring the pastoral frontier into what is 
now southern Queensland. Labour difficulties and limited 
credit which existed in Sydney and Port Phillip business 
circles in 1841, and which assumed critical proportions for 
most traders, bankers and squatters by 184 3, did not stay 
the exodus to the north. With the authorization of free 
settlement, squatters came east of the Great Divide to 
occupy the Albert and Logan River basins. Some outposts 
of Upper Brisbane Valley settlement had been planted in 
the Burnett region by 1842 - Simon Scott had claimed 
Taromeo station and J.M. Borthwick and W.E. Oliver were 
2 
lessees of Tarong and Nanango respectively. 
In May 1842, a party led by Henry Stuart Russell and 
guided by two fugitive convicts called Duramboi (Davis) 
and Wandi (Bracewell), who had lived among aborigines to 
the north of Brisbane, left by boat to search for pastoral 
land watered by a substantial river. Russell, one of the 
* 
original Darling Downs "Pure Merinos", had been disappointed 
1. S.H. Roberts, The Squatting Age in Australia 1835-1847, 
Melbourne 1964, p 177. 
2. J.E. Murphy and E. W. Easton, Wilderness to Wealth 
1850-1950, Brisbane 1950, p 17. 
* "First noted in 1826 by [Allan] Cunningham in his Two Years 
in New South Wales the term 'Pure Merino' originally 
referred to a free settler. By the time that the Downs 
were settled, the 9::ope of the expression had narrowed to 
describe a group of aristocratic pastoralists of excellent 
family connections." D.B. Waterson uses it in its distinc-
tive regional connotation in his history of the Darling 
Downs, 1859-93. "Until the 'seventies a 'Pure Merino' was 
a large Downs squatter of family and wealth who had firmly 
established himself on a vast estate within the Settled 
District." D.B. Waterson, Squatter, Selector, and Store-
keeper, Sydney 1968, p 11. 
9. 
with his property, Cecil Plains. Among his companions were 
Andrew Petrie, the Hon. Walter Wrottesley, and a man with a 
similar mission to Russell's, ex-midshipman Joliffe, run-
searcher for his employer, Eales, a Hunter River squatter. 
The expedition struck a bonanza with their discovery of 
the Wide Bay (later Mary) River. Joliffe came back as 
quickly as possible to establish a sheep station, near 
modern Tiaro. Russell, on a second exploratory journey in 
November 1842, was not impressed with Joliffe's progress, 
restricted, as it was, by aboriginal depredations and the 
unsuitable nature of the country for sheep. Moreover, 
suspecting "that the mountainous fringes of the Darling 
Downs were a watershed which divided the rivers which flowed 
south-west into the Murray-Darling system from an undiscovered 
3 
system flowing north-eastward into the Pacific Ocean", 
Russell struck inland. Within the space of one year, he 
discovered another large river which he mistakenly thought 
to be the Boyne. Lieutenant Oxley had given this name to 
a river debouching into Port Curtis but later investigation 
proved Russell's "Boyne" River to be a major tributary of 
the Burnett. 
Russell's explorations of 1842 helped to advance the 
squatter's frontier into the Wide Bay and Upper Burnett 
regions. In discovering two substantial rivers he assured 
intending pastoralists of sufficient surface water for their 
flocks - a necessity in the time before artesian resources 
were tapped. 
3. D. Dignan, The Story of Kolan, Brisbane 1964, p 4. 
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However, Russell had cast doubts on the coastal lands 
near the mouth of the Burnett. He is reported to have 
crossed the site of Bundaberg in 1842 and the opinion 
attributed to him reveals why the area may have been 
bypassed in the 1840s; it ironically foreshadowed the 
potential use of these lands, but discounted their value 
to squatters eager for the profits from sheep. Russell 
concluded that "the country though suitable for the growth 
of sugar, rice and other tropical products was becoming 
4 
increasingly too warm for wool". Such an explicit 
rejection of Bundaberg's site is not discernible in a 
reading of Russell's reminiscences although they do reveal 
that the area failed to interest him as country suitable 
for sheep-raising. As such, his report would have had an 
inhibitory effect. He wrote that his party followed the 
Boyne (the Burnett's tributary) until "we had assured 
ourselves of the 'lay' of the land, had turned up the 
stream in search of the best country sure to be about the 
5 
sources". Moreover, if he crossed the future Bundaberg 
site, he would have encountered the scrub which proved a 
hindrance to later pastoralists. At this stage, the scrub 
presented an obstacle which prospective settlers were not 
compelled to meet because "gently undulating downs and 
grassed plains...richly watered" were available elsewhere 
and "the pastoralists of that era thought that such 
meadow-land was the best for sheep: the day of the dry 
plains had not yet come". Cattle, which were more suited 
4. Murphy and Easton, op.cit., introduction p 2. 
5. H.S. Russell, The Genesis of Queensland, Sydney 1888, 
p 336. 
11. 
to the coastal grasslands, were in the words of an early 
Queensland pastoralist, Colin Archer, "despised stock" 
during the early pastoral rush; in the 1840s sheep held 
unquestioned prominence. Cattle outnumbered the require-
ments of a small and scattered population, and, for many 
years, the industry was retarded by the problem of 
disposing of surplus stock although some pastoralists ran 
small numbers of cattle for food and investment purposes. 
It took years of experiment and disease to persuade the 
majority that the coastal plains were unsuitable for 
sheep-raising. However, Bundaberg could not benefit even 
from this fallacy and in retrospect it is not surprising 
that the expanding pastoral industry, with the lure of 
wool before its eyes, at first neglected the immediate 
surroundings of the present Bundaberg, and looked for 
more suitable lands further out. 
Russell, who stocked Burrandowan in the Wide Bay 
District in 1843, did not find fault with this country on 
closer acquaintance. Southern financial depression retarded 
widespread occupation in the early 1840s but Russell's 
comments, publicized by the Moreton Bay Courier in 1846, 
were enough to engender fresh interest. "The country [is] 
very open, well grassed, and thickly covered with all kinds 
of herbage. In fact, the further they went the more open 
the country was found with abundance of creeks well supplied 
with sheets of purest water." The Courier enthusiastically 
estimated that "the Boyne River is capable of depasturing 
500,000 sheep and a proportionate number of cattle". The 
paper reported soon after that "thirteen stations had 
12. 
already been taken up on the Boyne...it is more than likely 
that in the course of another year upwards of forty stations 
will be formed". 
Because of these activities in the hinterland, a 
government surveyor, James Charles Burnett, was appointed 
in 18 47 to report on the lower reaches of the river which 
Russell had assumed to be the Boyne. This stream, it was 
thought, flowed into Port Curtis. His investigations soon 
solved this mystery but his hostile opinions provided a 
substantial setback to Bundaberg's probable genesis. The 
key point of his report was the emphatic rejection of the 
Burnett River as "the best port near" the squatters stocking 
the Burnett. His decisions were not hastily reached. (The 
main stream of the Boyne was, in fact renamed the Burnett 
by Governor Fitzroy as a tribute to the surveyor's thorough 
investigations.) Burnett first examined the river by land; 
unable to reach the mouth through thick scrub, he then 
requested permission to approach it from the sea. His land 
investigation had already confirmed Russell's opinions about 
the hinterland. "...on the tributaries both large and small, 
there is generally good grazing country..." but he was not 
impressed with the lower reaches. He reported: 
The Boyne cannot be considered likely to become 
of much importance or utility as a navigable 
river. It is available only for the smaller 
class of vessels and for these for but a short 
distance and its situation between Port Curtis 
and the Wide Bay River to which last there is 
easy access from the upper parts of the Boyne 
will probably prevent its being used to any 
great extent as an outlet for the produce of 
the country. 6 
6. New South Wales Government Gazette (NSWGG), Vol 11, 1847, 
p 956. 
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Rejected by an astute pastoralist and a professional 
surveyor, the Burnett's coastal lands lay dormant as "the 
steady flows of pastoral occupation [which] resembles the 
rise of the tide or some other operation of nature rather 
7 
than the work of man" continued its sweep far into north 
(and west) Queensland during the 1850s and the 1860s. By 
1852, the Darling Downs, Moreton Bay and the Burnett were 
already quite thickly settled; by 1853, attention was 
focusing on the Port Curtis area which was declared a 
pastoral district in January 1854, to be administered from 
Gladstone. In the mid-1850s, the Archer brothers Colin and 
Charles, spearheaded a movement into the Rockhampton 
district. On 3 March 1861, Bowen, the township that "was 
to become the base for the pastoral conquest of North 
Queensland" was proclaimed. Even if Mackay, founded in 
October 1862, was "a dilapidated and unenterprising little 
township", it was at least on the map, taking its starting 
point from the pastoral industry which had spawned 
Gladstone, Rockhampton and Bowen. 
Bundaberg did not grow as a launching-site for run-
searchers en route for the interior from the steamers which 
had brought them. Nor was its genesis attended by the 
promise of progress as parties droving stock from points 
south arrived, foisting an accomplished fact on a reluctant 
government in distant Sydney. In pastoral land registers 
of the 1850s, the lower Burnett lands would not appear to 
have been ignored, but in actuality, exploitation did not 
7. Despatch of Governor Bowen, quoted by G.C. Bolton, A 
Thousand Miles Away - A history of North Queensland" 
to 1920, Brisbane 1963, p 19. 
14. 
begin until the 1860s when a variety of more favourable 
conditions began to break the vacuum sealing this 
territory. The Kolan district squatters, in what is now 
Bundaberg's hinterland, were part of the northward-moving 
stream of pastoralists in the 1840s and 1850s. To a 
certain extent, this movement was self-perpetuating; the 
pastoral explorations of the Leslies and Russell had 
created chain reactions leading north and in turn some 
Kolan squatters drove the frontier forward. The first 
settlers, Gregory Blaxland, youngest son of the Blue 
Mountains explorer, and his nephew, William Forster, had 
left their respective properties on the Clarence River to 
o 
pioneer the Kolan district. Evidence suggests that 
settlement began in the present Kolan shire (of which 
Gooburrum vras later a large temporary subdivision) during 
1848. 
According to Abraham Pegg, whose father had been in 
the pioneering party, it is possible that on the last leg 
of their trek from the Clarence River, they crossed the 
site of Bundaberg before journey's end at Gin Gin Creek, 
9 
a tributary of the Kolan River. Their station was 
watered by both the Burnett and the Kolan. On hearsay 
evidence, for there is no documentary support for the 
claim, Blaxland and Forster's original run stretched to 
the coast across south Kolan. In practice, their efforts 
were concentrated on consolidating their hold on the head 
station of Tirroan against the aborigines. A year later. 
8. N.W. Brown, Memoirs of a Queensland Pioneer, (stencil, 
Brisbane 1944), p 7. 
9. H. Bloxsome, The Early Settlement of the Burnett River 
District (typescript, Brisbane 1952), p 112. 
15. 
to the south of them, Dr J. and Archibald McMurdo 
Thompson established themselves at Walla on the Burnett 
River. The Landsborough brothers occupied Tenningering, 
south of Gin Gin around the Goodnight scrub and Monduran, 
eight miles north of Gin Gin on the Kolan River (1850); 
Kolonga, taken up by J. Blackman also dates from that 
year. Further back in the Burnett range foothills, George 
Rankin had formed Wonbah in 1849 and to the north-west of 
this, around the headwaters of the Kolan River was Molangool. 
To pursue the fortunes of all the Kolan pioneers is 
not relevant to this thesis but some names which became 
significant in Bundaberg's early history emerge from the 
confusing land records of the period. Among them were 
William Henry Walsh, Arthur Henry and Alfred Brown, Alexander 
Walker and Augustus Purling Barton. Examination of their 
activities gives a picture of how squatters made use of 
the 1847 Orders-in-Council to their advantage, and 
illustrates that as men gambled with fortune on southern 
goldfields, other men were simultaneously speculating for 
possibly more substantial stakes on the pastoral lands in 
the northern districts of what was still a part of the 
colony of New South Wales. 
The legislative basis on which the expanding pastoral 
industry grew in the decade before separation was the 1847 
Orders-in-Council. These contributed to far-flung settle-
ment; "country could be tendered for and held unstocked 
and those in search of new runs were forced either to pay 
some hundreds of pounds to the holders of unstocked runs, 
10. Dignan, op.cit., p 8. 
10 
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or move further out." They also encouraged speculation; 
Colin Archer, commenting on this characteristic, said, 
12 
"This is no doubt the way to make money. Stock and sell." 
This explains the many changes of ownership and the holding 
of many properties by one family or a syndicate. Land 
Commissioners appointed to handle tenders often found chaos 
born of speculation and multiple leasing of unexplored and 
unstocked lands, as happened on the lower Burnett. The new 
Queensland parliament attempted to rationalize anomalies 
in pastoral holdings quickly because the pastoral industry 
provided 72 per cent of the new colony's revenue, and 92 
per cent of its exports. The 1860 Land Act, among other 
things, gave the pastoralist security of fourteen years' 
tenure on unoccupied Crown lands, together with compensation 
for improvements if the run were resumed. An 18 63 amending 
Act extended conditions of the earlier Act, making stocking 
the basis of occupation to eliminate the confusion caused 
by the granting of licences to several people for the 
same land. 
One of the first local adventurers was William Henry 
Walsh whose early colonial career paralJelled that of many 
young British men of good family. Born in Oxfordshire in 
1823, he arrived in Australia in 1844. Two of his brothers 
were already here: James, a solicitor in Ipswich; Charles 
an Anglican clergyman in New South Wales. However, William 
Henry was destined to a different life-style. He began 
his colonial career as a jackeroo on a Bathurst property of 
11. N. Corfield, The Development of the Cattle Industry in 
Queensland unpublished B.A. history thesis. University 
of Queensland, 1959,, p 34. 
12. Quoted in ibid., p 35. 
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family friends, the Perriers. In 1847, Walsh helped to 
transfer 6,000 sheep to stock a run on the Mclntyre River 
for the Perriers; according to his grand-daughter, Walsh 
took another flock from Bathurst to a new property leased 
by the Perriers in the Wide Bay-Burnett district in 1846, 
receiving part of the flock in payment. This property was 
probably Degilbo where the young Oxford graduate established 
himself in 1847. Having graduated from his pastoral 
"apprenticeship", he acquired Degilbo with the backing of 
Griffith, Fanning and Co. of Sydney on 20 June 1852. 
According to his brother-in-law, Nugent Wade Brown, Walsh 
took up the adjoining lease of Stanton Harcourt (named 
after the village where his cousin, William Percival Walsh 
was rector) in 1854. This was sold in the same year to 
H.C. Corfield, being transferred to him in 1856. Griffith, 
Fanning and Walsh bought Monduran in 1854 and "when this 
and other properties were sold to wind up the partnership" 
Walsh and Edward Mullett purchased Monduran, remaining co-
owners until Walsh's death. Monduran still belongs to the 
Mullett family. Prior to all this activity, Walsh had 
been to the fore in opening the Port Curtis area to the 
north. Charles Archer, A.H. Brown, Henry Holt Brown (his 
brother) and Walsh had in a variety of ways, petitioned 
Governor Fitzroy on their need for new pastures because 
of expanding flocks. In July 1853, Walsh and the two 
Browns marked out land around Port Curtis but learned 
that under the operation of the 1847 Orders-in-Council 
their proposed territory was within the settled class of 
lands - within three miles of the coast and near the site 
18. 
of Gladstone surveyed in July 1853. The Walsh-Brown party 
was apparently on the way with some flocks when this was 
gazetted in January 1854. Representations from Walsh and 
Brown to the Executive Council and an interview with the 
Governor brought about modifications which allowed 
annually renewable leases to be granted on land "as might 
be situated at a greater distance than twenty miles from 
the outside boundary of Gladstone". The Archers acquired 
Gracemere; Alfred Brown, Barmundoo and W.H. Walsh, Milton 
(named after his childhood home); he also acquired Rodds 
Bay in the Gladstone District. 
In the space of the years from 1847 to 1855, William 
Henry Walsh had been closely associated with territory 
encircling Bundaberg's future site, symbolic of the way 
in which most Kolan squatters bypassed the lower reaches 
of the Burnett. 
His squatting associates and friends, Arthur and 
Alfred Brown, however, were to become more directly 
involved in events foreshadowing the probable development 
of a port on the lower Burnett. The Browns' home station 
was Gin Gin. According to Nugent Wade Brown, their agent, 
Tirroan or Gin Gin was purchased from Forster at the close 
of 1850 or early in 1851, after Blaxland's death. While 
it is not possible to confirm from official records when 
the Browns took over, it could have been about 1854; in 
this year, Forster left the district and Brown said in 
evidence in 1858 that they had been at Gin Gin four or 
five years. The holders of Gin Gin theoretically pushed 
the frontier closer to the coast when Eureka and Electra 
19. 
runs were leased in 1856, Electra being adjacent to Bingera, 
the first run to be tendered for in the immediate Bundaberg 
locality. Many of the early tenders were either speculative 
or outstations of established runs in the hinterland, a 
process which indicated that the squatters were reaping the 
full benefits of the 1847 Orders-in-Council. This provided 
the right to freehold a homestead area in each block of 
16,000 acres. Gin Gin and its outstations belonging to 
the Browns covered 198,000 acres in 1856. Their interest 
in the lower Burnett in the 1850s appeared to be of a 
speculative nature. The catalyst that turned the attention 
of the Kolan pastoralists, Gayndah publican Alexander Walker, 
and others to the hitherto neglected coastal plains was the 
increasing popularity of cattle-raising. 
It has been persuasively argued that sheep probably 
lasted no longer than a decade in Kolan, and that these 
squatters had "changed to cattle while the Burnett flocks 
were still increasing, and before the problems of footrot, 
catarrh, lungworm and scab were regarded as too serious 
13 to permit the continuation of sheeprearing in the region". 
Speargrass has been cited as prompting this early change-
over. Burnett stations further inland were learning the 
lesson the hard way through stock losses. W.H. Corfield 
arrived at his uncle's station, Stanton Harcourt, from 
England in 1862 and found that his uncle had gone further 
north in search of new country since "grass seed and 
14 footrot were playing havoc with the sheep". A George 
13. Dignan, op.cit., p 36. 
14. W.H. Corfield, Reminiscences of Queensland 1862-99, 
Brisbane 1921, p 10. 
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McLachlan, who had worked on Degilbo, blamed the severe 
drought of the early 1860s for the arrival of speargrass. 
This station had had reasonable supplies of grass and 
water but "starving mobs were coming through the runs 
continually from the outside country, [and] these sheep 
brought the speargrass on to the Burnett and with a good 
season or two it spread...". North Queensland pioneer, E. 
Palmer, who had witnessed this scourge outlined the insidious 
effect of speargrass: 
The seeds...are finely barbed and intensely sharp 
and hard; once entered they pass right through 
the skin of the sheep, even into the flesh, 
causing great annoyance and leading to poverty 
and death. 15 
The stations around Gayndah did not abandon sheep 
abruptly- Even in 1867, there were still 878,025 sheep in 
the Gayndah police district but in 1881 the flocks niimbered 
67,214. Further towards the coast, in the western section 
of Kolan shire, the stock returns collected in the Tenningering 
(Mt. Perry) police district reveal that in 1872 there were 
67,055 sheep and 41,712 cattle; however, a decade later the 
comparable statistics were 1,496 sheep and 60,321 cattle 
(1881). Returns for the new Bundaberg police district in 
1873 indicate that there were 18,600 cattle and only 100 
1 C 
sheep in the locality. 
Two advertisements concerning the Kolan property, 
Tenningering, south of Gin Gin and watered by Tenningering 
Creek, a Burnett tributary, neatly capture the changing 
pastoral pattern of the district. In 1856, the property, 
stocked with sheep, was advertised as "capable of grazing 
15. E. Palmer, Early Days in North Queensland, Sydney 
1903, p 129. 
16. Dignan, op.cit., p 35. 
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12,000 to 15,000 sheep"; moreover, it was located in the 
"Burnett district now so universally acknowledged to be 
one of the best wool-producing districts in New South 
17 Wales". In 1861, it was again on the market. 
This splendid cattle property... situated on 
the Burnett forty miles from Gayndah, eighty-
five miles from the Boiling Establishment at 
Maryborough...is in the market solely on 
account of its proprietors moving their sheep 
out to the north...its character [is] fully 
equal to the well-known fattening stations it 
adjoins. 18 
Monduran had also undergone a well-organized change from 
sheep to cattle. It was described as 
That well-known first-class cattle property 
...on the Kolan River, with which will be 
sold 5,500 choice well-bred cattle... The 
country cannot be surpassed for its 
fattening qualities, and the run is capable 
of carrying 12,000 to 13,000 head.... Mort 
and Co. can confidently recommend Monduran 
as one of the finest cattle properties in 
the Burnett District.... 
At this time of change, when some squatters were 
stocking newly leased land with cattle, two men of 
consequence arrived in the Burnett. Like many young men 
of their class, William Harvey Holt and Augustus Purling 
Barton had come straight from English public schools for 
their colonial experiences - to be gained, it was 
anticipated, on sheep stations belonging to friends and 
relatives. 
Holt, aged eighteen, had come to the Burnett in 1851 
to undergo pastoral apprenticeship on Yendah. Like 
Barton, his first independent venture into the pastoral 
industry was on a cattle station. With his partner, Robert 
Wilkin, Holt had taken up Kolonga station in 1859. Three 
17. Moreton Bay Courier, 7 June 1856. 
18. Maryborough Chronicle, 1 August 1869. 
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years later the Maryborough Chronicle reported on the 
"beautiful pastures off which such fat cattle are taken 
to the pot". Kolonga was thirty miles up the Kolan River, 
not far north of Bundaberg's site. The scrub lands 
bordering the Burnett River, inpenetrable to sheep, were 
no:longer an impossible barrier to occupation of the 
long-neglected coastal pocket around Bundaberg. 
The second newcomer. Barton, arrived at Gigoomgan, 
Wide Bay, belonging to the Mant family, in January 1851. 
Barton, born in Munich in Germany, had been privately 
educated while his family lived on the continent. Following 
his mother's death, he attended Taylor's school, Woolwich 
Common and the Agricultural College at Cirencester. His 
History of the Bartons, perhaps ambitiously named, 
nevertheless affords delightful glimpses into the whimsical 
childhood of this significant Bundaberg pioneer. After 
jackerooing on the Mant properties of Gigoomgan and Widgee 
(George Mant had been a fellow student at Cirencester), 
Barton purchased a run which he forfeited after a tour of 
inspection; the country contained what subsequently became 
the Gympie goldfield. Moving northwards, he finally 
purchased land around the headwaters of Gin Gin Creek 
from Arthur and Alfred Brown and established Moolboolaman 
cattle station in 1861. 
The problem of marketing the district's cattle was 
solved in a variety of ways. A Moolboolaman mob made the 
long journey to Victoria in 1856. Early in the next decade, 
the enterprising Holt, who had gone to Glen Prarie in Broad 
19. See A.P. Barton, History of the Bartons, Brisbane 1911. 
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Sound in 1872, shipped cattle to New Zealand from Port 
Clinton and Gladstone in a specially fitted steamer, the 
20 Yeoman. However, most of the cattlemen of the Kolan 
found markets closer to home. Two points made by the 
agents handling the sale of Tenningering and Monduran 
were that the former property was "eighty-five [miles] 
from the Boiling Establishment at Maryborough" and that 
the latter was "situated about equidistant from the ports 
of Maryborough and Gladstone and within twenty-five miles 
of the shipping port of Baffle Creek where there is a 
21 boilmg-down establishment". Herein lay a key to the 
successful, if not immediately profitable changeover from 
sheep to cattle. In the early 186 0s, surplus cattle were 
sent to boiling-down establishments at Maryborough, Gladstone 
and the smaller one at Baffle Creek. These supplemented the 
two works built around Brisbane in 1853 and 1855. Before 
refrigerated ships, Robert Tooth's meat extract business 
at Yengarie, near Maryborough, cornered a big export trade 
from 1865 onwards and provided another certain market for 
graziers of this area. Their abattoirs handled 80 to 
100 cattle a day. Moreover, markets that had been negligible 
in the 1850s were providing a greater incentive to cattle 
graziers in the next decade. These were the relatively 
close and growing towns of Brisbane, Ipswich and Maryborough 
and in the late 1860s miners of Gympie gold and Mt. Perry 
copper boosted demands for beef. Sheep from Degilbo, a 
Kolan property abandoned because of speargrass, were moved 
20. N. Bartley, Australian Pioneers and Reminiscences, 
Brisbane 1896, pp 205-206. 
21. Maryborough Chronicle, 1 August 1896, 11 June 1863. 
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inland and the run was eventually taken up by a Mr. Sly 
who was engaged in butchering at Gayndah; he also supplied 
Mt. Perry. 
The prospects of the incipient Upper Burnett and 
Kolan cattle industry encouraged local squatters to occupy 
the country along the lower reaches of the Burnett, Kolan 
and Elliott Rivers. In the 1860s, five stations emerged 
from the confusion caused by multiple leasing in this area 
- Tantitha and Kolan (in the present Gooburrum shire) and 
Barolin, Bingera and Branyan (in what is now the Woongarra 
shire). The 1868 Crown Lands Alienation Act was to bring 
all these runs under the "Settled Districts" category, 
reserving them primarily for agricultural exploitation. 
However, local squatters benefited from the legislation 
which the Queensland parliament enacted in the first decade 
of separate existence to protect the basic pastoral industry 
and to promote agricultural settlement and migration to the 
vast and sparsely populated new State. The agricultural 
aims of the 1868 Act had already been foreshadowed by the 
Sugar and Coffee Regulations, issued at various intervals, 
under the 1860 Land Act. 
In the development of stations about what is now the 
Bundaberg district, the Brown brothers, Alfred and Arthur, 
constantly emerge as one of the most important influences 
in this crucial period of settlement. 
Nugent Wade Brown, their agent who was eventually 
related to the Browns by Arthur's marriage to Nugent's 
niece in 1865, believed that the Hassalls, the original 
lessees of Tantitha, had accompanied Charles Tooth in 1861, 
25. 
droving cattle north to stock Colanne station for Robert 
Tooth. The Hassalls explored in the vicinity of Colanne 
(or Kolan) and, discovering good country along the coast, 
22 tendered for Tantitha m February 1860; they had a 
limited number of stock on the station by mid-1862. Their 
continuing interest in the area was evidenced by Samuel 
Hassall's lease on Welcome Creek, a forty-square-mile 
block, granted in January 1864. This block, as with others 
in the Bundaberg area, underwent many changes of ownership. 
In the 1870s, the run had passed from the Hassalls to a 
group of Sydney merchants who, in turn, sold to the Browns. 
They did not rely on pre-emptive rights, which guaranteed 
2,560 acres under the 1868 Act, to secure part of Tantitha. 
Under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations of 1862, Alfred, 
Arthur and Nugent Wade Brown selected five square miles 
* 
comprising the present Fairymead , which was later to 
become the Young's famous sugar plantation. 
Apart from Colanne station, Robert Tooth had applied 
for another run in the area - The Promised Land - a fifty-
square-mile property extending upriver from Tantitha to 
Splitter's Creek. The Tooths' interest highlights the 
22. Brown, op.cit., p 22. 
* This name originated when two sisters, the Misses 
Thorne from Parramatta were visiting the Browns at 
Barolin. As Mr. A.D. Walsh and Mr. Brown were driving 
their visitors over from Barolin, they came upon the 
view of the open plain country across the river and 
one of the girls exclaimed, "What a veritable fairy 
mead!" Brown drew fire for this selection from H.E. 
King who led the parliamentary attack in the early 
1870s on squatters' monopoly on land better suited 
for agriculture. Bundaberg News-Mail, 18 November I959, 
The anecdote was recounted in an article by Mr. C.A.N. 
Young, Managing Director of Fairymead Sugar Company Ltd, 
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new horizons for the Bundaberg area. Cattle from this 
station were probably destined for the family's boiling-
down and meat extract works at Yengarie, near Maryborough. 
However, because of irregularities. Tooth's application 
for lease and a previous one for the same run, by a J.C. 
White of Widgee (Wide Bay) were cancelled. Again, one of 
the Browns appeared, in this instance Alfred, who success-
fully tendered for the run estimated to be thirty-square-
miles, with the licence being issued in September 1867. 
Nugent Wade Brown had been on two scouting missions 
for the Browns into the lower Burnett in 1863. A native 
companion had persuaded him to investigate a big flat near 
the "saltwater"; wild life was abundant on the "beautiful 
volcanic open country running for miles along the coast"; 
Barolin, according to Brown, meant the "land of the 
23 
Kangaroo". He inspected the tract of country lying 
between the Elliott and Burnett Rivers and sent Arthur 
Brown a description of an area twelve miles by three miles 
wide. The lease was purchased at £30 a year upset by 
auction in Brisbane. A five-year lease was issued to 
Arthur Brown in January 1863. On a second visit to Barolin 
in 1863, Nugent Wade Brown, accompanied by Alfred Brown and 
an aboriginal, walked into the scrub in an attempt to reach 
the summit of the Hummock, an extinct volcano which is 
Bundaberg's only hill. "The scrub was so dense that we 
could scarcely make headway and ultimately got lost and 
23. Ibid., pp 18-19. 
* So named by Matthew Flinders as a navigational aid. 
(Pugh's Almanac) 
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spent the night there getting back to our horses at 10.00 
24 
a.m. next day". However, much of the country was 
lightly timbered or grass country which suited the 
purposes of the squatters well. Nugent Wade Brown later 
acted as manager on Barolin and presided over the building 
of a fine house, spacious stables, barn and underground 
brick and cement tanks. The pastures at Barolin were used 
for fattening bullocks, stock-breeding and the raising of 
draught and blood horses. 
The Browns were also involved in disputed claims to 
lands bordering the southern banks of the Burnett River's 
lower reaches, including the site of the future Bundaberg. 
Out of the confusion of the unsystematic leasing processes 
of the 1850s emerge the names of two properties, Bingera 
and Branyan, around which the controversy revolved. 
Branyan had been leased by Robert Shaw Brooker Forbes 
(of Doongul South and Lower Doongul, Gayndah). He and 
another grazier, Howard, are said to have explored the 
lower Burnett in search of new pastures in 1856. It is 
reported that they took up "the area on which the city of 
Bundaberg stands together with the open forest country 
25 
around it". However, William Howard later claimed that 
he had accompanied Forbes and Robert Walker (mail contractor 
at Gayndah and brother of Alexander Walker) when they marked 
off Branyan run; they then returned via Eureka station 
in July 1859, "three years before Mr. Nugent Wade Brown 
24. Ibid., p 21. 
25. "Pioneering Queensland Families - No 33 - The Walkers 
of Bingera", The Steering Wheel and Society and House, 
p 44. 
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'discovered' Barolin". This adamant assertion seems to 
indicate that Howard thought that this was the first time 
the country had been traversed. Neverthless, it is possible 
that because of the time lapse, his memory may have been at 
fault. The run register of the local Commissioner for 
Crown Lands for the years 1849 to 1851, indicates that 
Branyan was tendered for as early as 4 March 1855, by Forbes, 
reported on by the Commissioner on 3 March 1858, and 
accepted in May of the same year. In 1859, the Branyan 
lease was transferred to Robert Walker and E. Beames. It 
is probable that Walker rode with Forbes to inspect his 
investment and it is here that the confusion arose in 
Howard's mind. The run covered what is now the parish of 
Kalkie. 
Robert Walker, one of Branyan's lessees, belonged to 
a family who had arrived in Gayndah from Sydney in 1850. 
His brother, Alexander, became one of Bundaberg's outstanding 
pioneers. Alexander v/as not primarily a squatter, although 
27 he did own a small property called Cynceries. Apart from 
other business interests, he was proprietor of the first 
hotel in Gayndah. According to one account. Walker was 
"encouraged by their [Forbes' and Howard's] success" and 
organized a party which still further explored the country 
all the way to Burnett Heads. He was so impressed by what 
he saw that he took up a considerable area which he called 
Bingera and at once determined to stock it with cattle. 
26. Correspondence with Dr. Cumbrae-Stewart, 4 July 1925 
(R.Q.H.S. files). 
27. W.D. Morrison, The Aldine History of Queensland, 1888 
(typescript excerpts), pages unnumbered (Bundaberg/ 
Woongarra/ Gooburrum Historical files) . 
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The route between the new property and Gayndah was marked 
as carefully as possible on the return journey and a mob 
of cattle was at once despatched to stock up under the 
2 8 
direction of Mr. Walker's son, Alexander Christie Walker. 
This version concedes that the boy was "in his early teens 
when given this important, not to say dangerous mission" 
but the sense of urgency conveyed by the despatch of an 
exploring party and then cattle so soon after Forbes and 
Howard places this in the late 1850s. Another version is 
more explicit: "In 1858, Alexander Christie Walker, W.A. 
Franklin and Ben Barnard took the first mob of cattle from 
the Upper Burnett to Bingera." In 1858, Walker's son 
would have been nine years old - obviously incapable of 
blazing a trail to the coast with his father's cattle. 
This could well have been an exploratory trip under Walker 
senior or the W.H. Franklin mentioned; he later became 
Walker's son-in-law. The expedition bringing the cattle 
might have come down in 1863 or 1864 (the first stock 
returns being requested in the latter year in compliance 
with the 1863 Amendment Act). Alexander Christie Walker, 
then aged fifteen, could easily have accompanied, if not 
led, the party down to Bingera. 
But was it Bingera? William Howard and the Land 
commissioners' run registers of the period indicated that 
Branyan was the station with which the VJalkers were first 
associated. Bingera had been tendered for in mid-1851 as 
three co-terminous runs. The aims of the lessee, Richard 
28. "The Walkers of Bingera", op.cit. 
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Purvis Marshall, an officer in the New South Wales Native 
Police, raised to protect Condamine and Burnett settlers 
29 
against aboriginal attack, were obviously speculative. 
Despite his being stationed near Gayndah for much of the 
1850s, there is no evidence to suggest that he ever 
occupied the land although he held it until 18 68 when it 
was transferred to Robert and John Ridler. Reading the 
records of the Land Commissioners for the year 1863-64 
reveals a comedy of errors. The correspondence of Alexander 
Walker, Richard Marshall and Alfred Brown demonstrate 
uncertainty about the geography of the country towards the 
Burnett's mouth despite stocking of some leases. Walker 
applied for a run called Wonggarra in January 1863; Marshall 
wrote a countering letter in 1864 to protect his lease 
Bingera, which was "...on the south bank of the Burnett... 
[and] extends twelve miles down the river from a lagoon 
well known..=as Bingera and it must I believe, come within 
say two miles of the Coast Reserve". 
Ten days before Marshall's letter, Alfred Brown wrote 
on 13 May 1864 to the Chief Commissioner for Crown Lands 
about Marshall's lease which he believed had been re-leased 
as Branyan. In a letter of 3 February 1864, Brown had 
indignantly called the attention of the Commissioner to 
the confusion concerning 
certain blocks...situated on the south side of 
the Burnett River near its mouth.... The first 
is named Branyan and it adjoins the coast 
reserve and runs up the river six miles, was 
tendered for by Mr. Forbes, was accepted and he 
29. A. Haydon. The Trooper Police of Australia, London 
1911, p 370. 
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sold it to a Mr. Walker [ie, Robert in 1859]. 
Subsequently Mr. Walker [actually his brother, 
Alexander] tendered for a block named Wonggarra, 
...described as bounded by the eastern boundary 
of Brangen [sic], this would thrust him into 
the coast reserve and in fact into the sea, but 
he professes to believe that Wonggarra is upon 
the coast and Brangen above it. 
Obviously a hostile exchange had preceded this letter and 
the reason becomes clear as Brown's letter continued: 
In August 1863, I applied for and received a 
licence for Hope and Anchor (on the river) 
bounded on the west by...Electra [Brown's 
lease] and extending down the river eighteen 
miles - upon portion of this tender Mr. Walker 
has put cattle and claims it in right of his 
tenders. Will you point out to me what is the 
extent of Mr. Walker's claim so that I can 
satisfy him he is trespassing. 
As a result of the investigation, both Brown and Walker 
were proved to be at fault. On 13 June 1864, nearly a 
year after the application for Hope and Anchor was accepted. 
Brown learned that it was part of the land leased to R.P. 
Marshall; Walker learned that Wonggarra was partly identical 
with Branyan; both his and Brown's cattle were trespassing 
on Marshall's neglected lease. On 14 August 1864, there 
was notification of the transfer of Branyan from R. Walker 
and the late Ernest Beames to Alexander Walker, whose place 
of residence was given as Gayndah. Because of a legal flaw, 
the transfer was informal and not effected until March 1870. 
Under the 1868 Crown Lands Alienation Act, Bingera and 
Branyan were consolidated but rented separately - Bingera 
Nos. 1 and 3 to the Ridlers; Branyan to R. Walker and E. 
Beames, and then to A. Walker, as noted earlier, in 1870. 
Alexander Walker immediately transferred it to the Ridlers, 
a process reversed in 1875 when Walker again became lessee 
of Bingera and Branyan. In the following year, a Thomas 
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Robertson of Baffle Creek took over the lease and Alexander 
Walker appeared satisfied with the 200 acres which he had 
selected from Bingera homestead block in November 1869, 
under the provisions of the 1868 Land Act; he had settled 
there on his arrival from Gayndah in 1870. However, his 
son, Alexander Christie Walker, re-leased Bingera station 
in 18S0, much depleted by acts catering for agricultural 
selection although run descriptions suggest it was suited 
more to the pastoral industry; for example, under the 1884 
Land Act, the eastern half of the run had been resumed for 
an agricultural area "not on account of its soil but being 
near to Bundaberg would be likely to be availed of by 
persons requiring grass paddocks". Bingera cattle station 
is still owned by the Walker family. 
Alfred and Arthur Brown's activities on the lower 
Burnett seemed to have been guided with acumen by Nugent 
Wade Brown. With Barolin between the Burnett and the 
Elliott Rivers, they had secured the "pick of the district 
from a grazing point of view" and in the early 1870s, 
they garnered choice lands north of the Burnett on the 
original holdings of the Tooths and the Hassalls. Walker, 
the other survivor of the speculators of the 1850s, was 
to play a direct role in the development of a community 
on the lower Burnett. 
Throughout the 1860s, the climate of opinion which 
had prevented the development of such a community began 
to change. The arrival of the first small herds of 
30. H.V- Franklin, Early Bundaberg and District (typescript, 
Bundaberg/Woongarra/Gooburrum Historical Society files), 
p. 2 
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cattle destined for expanding urban markets and local 
boiling-down works were promising heralds of change. 
The possibility of agricultural exploitation and closer 
settlement had been foreshadowed in general legislation 
by the new State parliament. By the end of the 18 60s, 
the local aborigines were no longer a factor inhibiting 
settlement. It is significant that the year 1863, during 
which the Bundaberg district was occupied to its coastal 
perimeter (by the Browns at Barolin), marked the transfer 
of the local force of the Native Police to the unpacified 
pastoral frontiers in the north. This move recognized, 
as settlement became more likely, that the most dangerous 
phase had passed. 
CHAPTER 2 
"A mass of scrub hardly touched by the white 
man's foot." 
Bundaberg is now the largest city in the Wide Bay 
and Burnett region. It was among the last major urban 
centres to be developed in the area and indeed its present 
site was rejected by explorers on official and private 
missions. Despised as a place of settlement for several 
decades, it was described in 1887 by a proud propagandist 
as: 
A mass of scrub sixteen years ago, hardly 
touched by the white man's foot.... For 
years a struggling, drowsy, shanty township, 
with a few poverty stricken farmers living 
on pork, and pumpkins and not too much of 
that - today a town that any colony might 
be proud to own. 1 
The years between 1840 and 187 0 saw the first steps 
in Bundaberg's birth. They were steps that were in many 
ways similar to those of other colonial towns and cities. 
But, at the same time, there were characteristics of 
Bundaberg's emergence that were distinctive and related 
to the problems and environment of the area about the 
mouth of the Burnett River. 
The Aborigines of Paddy's Island 
The settlement of the Burnett and Wide Bay districts 
typifies the clash of a frontier society between a European 
and an indigenous people, resulting in a white dominance of 
the latter. Missionary agencies had proved fairly 
1. Wide Bay and Burnett Directory (WB&BD), 1887, p 77. 
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ineffective as bridges between the two societies. 
Civilization via an alien religion had made little progress 
despite the determined efforts of the German missionaries 
at Zion's Hill (Brisbane) and the Roman Catholics on 
Stradbroke Island. Despite attempts at practical 
approaches, the hope of converting the nomadic hunters 
into agriculturalists did not work. 
In 1856, William Forster (formerly of Gin Gin), when 
giving evidence to the Select Committee of the Legislative 
Assembly of New South Wales outlined the phases through 
which he had seen aboriginal-white relations evolve: 
I think there are three stages. At first they 
[the aborigines] are thoroughly wild, and at 
war with the whites, though in appearance 
disposed to be civil than otherwise; they do 
not commence their depredations until they 
understand our habits; they then reach another 
stage, which is a kind of open war; after which 
they reach a third stage, when they understand 
our superior power, and at the same time their 
predatory habits are still in existence - they 
will carry on small depredations, and no doubt 
take lives at times, but their object is not 
to take life - it is not war. 2 
Prior to 1853, twenty-eight squatters and shepherds 
had been killed in the Gayndah and Maryborough districts. 
The number of aborigines killed in clashes with the white 
intruders was never recorded. Early attitudes to the 
aborigines reflected the common beliefs of nineteen 
century Europeans to indigenous people everywhere. Henry 
Stuart Russell, Wide Bay squatter, recorded his opinion. 
The natives who inhabit the countries which 
the Boyne and Stuart with their tributaries 
water...are treacherous, cruel and great 
thieves. When I first went to Burrandowan 
2. New South Wales Votes and Proceedings (NSWVP), 1856-
57, Vol 1, p 1207. 
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I tried kindness. I showed them how they 
might have flocks of their own...gave them 
presents, but all in vain...when they are 
bent on acts of murder and robbery, they 
assume towards the intended victim a 
manner of great kindness... 3 
On the other hand, there is ample evidence now that 
aborigines had good grounds for fearing the white pastoralists. 
CD. Rowley in his book. The Destruction of Aboriginal 
Society, writes: 
What seems to have been a large-scale massacre 
by poisoning on Kilcoy Station in 1842 was 
known among the tribes far and wide; it appears 
to have been merely the biggest of many such 
attempts. [Tom] Petrie tells of the flour 
being poisoned and left in the shepherd's huts.... 4 
Before pastoralists had begun to trickle into the 
immediate Bundaberg vicinity in the 1860s, the violence 
between the squatter and the aboriginal, which had marred 
the early settlement of the Upper Burnett and the Kolan, 
had been curbed by the work of the squatters and the Native 
Police Force; Forster's three phases had gone through their 
cycle. 
Prior to the raising of the Native Police, the squatters 
on the expanding eastern Australian frontier had been 
prepared to take revenge into their own hands and in the 
grim reality of survival they were not too concerned with 
the rights of the aborigines. The government faced an 
unenviable dilemma: 
...with the proclamation of sovereignty over 
all lands in a colony and the consequent 
definition of such lands as Crown Lands, the 
resistance of the dwellers thereon to officials 
of the Crown such as the police (including the 
Native Police), cannot appear in the official 
3. Russell, op.cit., pp 347-48. 
4. C D . Rowley, The Destruction of Aboriginal Society, 
Canberra 1970, p 157. 
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reports as frontier war. If not rebellion, 
it becomes criminal activity of some 
convenient kind - for both white and black. 
The real problem for the colonial government 
then becomes one of keeping the peace between 
two kinds of British subjects - the whites 
and the blacks. 5 
The agency which acted as a buffer in the clash between 
two irreconciliable sets of mores was the Native Police, 
developed originally in the Port Phillip District of 
Victoria. 
[It] came into its full role in the thick 
scrub, riverine brush, and the ranges, mainly 
north from the Macleay and Clarence areas, 
where the New South Wales government allowed 
it to operate primarily as a military force 
to protect settlers. 6 
As the pastoral frontier rolled north, what is now 
Queensland inherited the Native Police as the means of 
native administration. A small military detachment had 
been stationed at Helidon, on the road to the Darling 
Downs, for three years in the 1840s and had managed to 
bring order to this area. However, as pastoral occupation 
quickly outstripped official jurisdiction, some more 
permanent answer to worsening aboriginal-white relations 
was needed. In 1848 Burnett and Condamine settlers became 
the first (in what is now modern Queensland) to be afforded 
the protection of this force staffed by native troopers 
under white officers. 
Frederick Walker was chosen as Commandant to conduct 
the experiment. He soon found that he had to steer a 
delicate course between the behaviour of aboriginal troopers, 
unused to discipline and likely to "be fond of fighting for 
7 
the mere fun" and the attitude of the squatters who saw 
5. Ibid., pp 5-6. 
6. Ibid., p 39. 
7. Walker to Colonial Secretary of New South Wales, cited 
in Dignan, op.cit., p 13. 
the Native Police as the official means of suppressing 
the aborigines. 
To a certain extent, he overcame the first problem by 
selecting men known to him for five years "purposely from 
among blacks inhabiting a country one thousand miles from 
o 
where the native was first to be employed". However, the 
force later developed a reputation for brutality on the 
9 
Condamine. Richard Purvis Marshall was Walker's second-
in-command. The Native Police were first based at 
Callandoon, near Goondiwindi, but from about 1852 the 
headquarters was at Traylan, near Gayndah. Marshall, 
lessee of Bingera, commanded a detachment of Native Police 
based at Walla. In evidence to the 1856-1857 Select 
Committee, Marshall, by then an ex-officer of the Force, 
cited one case of brutality in the Wide Bay District when 
troopers had been delegated by a white sergeant to handle 
a complaint and had killed 'station blacks'. This was 
serious because it depleted the already small reservoir of 
labour and destroyed the tenuous trust fostered by the 
squatters' knowing these aborigines as people. Marshall 
also commented "It is not boys that ought to be placed in 
command of such men, and for such duty". 
Such was one side of Lieutenant Walker's dilemma. 
On the other hand, C D . Rowley, in his authoritative study 
on the impact of white settlement and officialdom on 
aboriginal society, has argued that "no member of the 
Select Committee questioned the philosophy at which New 
South Wales settler democracy had finally arrived: that of 
8. Ibid. 
9. Haydon, op.cit., pp 370-1. 
10. Cited in Rowley, op.cit., p 41. 
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the one bloody lesson as the basis for peace in frontier 
regions". If this is a fair assessment, one could 
argue that the die had been cast for white supremacy in 
the Kolan district as early as 1849, two years before 
Frederick Walker arrived in the Burnett district. Punitive 
parties from the Kolan stations gave a demonstration of 
their superior power by despatching with summary justice 
natives whom they believed responsible for the deaths of 
the Pegg brothers - an operation repeated in 1850 following 
the murder of Gregory Blaxland of Gin Gin. The Peggs' 
father had been an employee of Blaxland when he drowned 
in the Clarence River; his widow continued to work for 
Blaxland and her sons acted as shepherds for the 30,000 
sheep and 800 cattle which Forster and his uncle over-
landed from the Clarence. Commenting on their difficulties 
in holding the head station of Tirroan, Abraham Pegg 
recalled that 
The blacks were numerous, and daring in their 
attacks on newcomers who sought to divide 
possession of the country with them and daily 
the small band carried their lives in their 
hands. 12 
His two young brothers were the first victims, speared to 
death, in June 184 9. Blaxland headed a punitive party down 
the Burnett and catching the natives on the future site of 
Gibson's Cedars Estate inflicted what Pegg euphemistically 
called a "sound thrashing", although obviously muskets 
against spears had a more definitive effect. Over sixty 
years later, ploughmen are said to have unearthed skulls. 
11. Ibid., p 42. 
12. Bloxsome, op.cit., p 112 
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13 bones and weapons where the clash occurred. A few months 
after the punitive expedition the tribe returned to Gin Gin 
seemingly showing no resentment. The station people, 
choosing to ignore some minor incidents, tried to foster 
goodwill with gifts and stores. However, Blaxland met his 
death in 1850 when he was nulla-nullaed within two hundred 
yards of the head station. 
There are two versions of what ensued. Abraham Pegg's 
guileless account appears to be straightforward, the other 
version was discreetly vague - giving the impression that 
it was weighted towards what certain sections of the 
community would have preferred to have happened rather than 
what actually did happen. According to Pegg, the squatters 
gathered their forces for about a week after Blaxland's 
death. Messengers carried the news to the neighbouring 
stations of Walla and Tenningering and the Upper Burnett 
runs of Yendah, Wetherton, Iderway and Barambah. The punitive 
party came upon about 1,000 aboriginals at Paddy's Island 
(near Fairymead) - "the recognized crossing place of the 
blacks...from Gin Gin via Paddy's Island to the Woongarra 
scrub". For aborigines trying to flee from the hail of 
musket shots the dense scrub afforded little protection, 
although many escaped by swimming the river to reach the 
Woongarra. The other version or what could be termed the 
official story, by M.C O'Connell who at the time of the 
incident had been Land Commissioner for the Burnett, seems, 
deliberately, to play down the brutality of the incident. 
His report said: 
13. A. Laurie, "Early Gin Gin and the Blaxland Tragedy", 
JRHSQ, Vol IV, No 5, December 1952, p 112. 
14. Bloxsome, op.cit., p 115. 
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A party of squatters on the Burnett were sworn 
in as special constables, followed the blacks, 
and surprised a camp. We found blacks in the 
scrub on the banks of the Burnett River, 
surprised a camp and burned all the things in 
it; owing to the difficulty of the scrub, we 
did not succeed in getting the parties supposed 
to be implicated in the murder. 15 
Although mention of casualties was avoided, it seems 
unlikely that revenge planned for a week would find 
satisfaction in the burning of a camp; nor would the 
squatters be likely to have too many scruples about the 
identity of the aborigines whom they cornered in the scrub. 
It was inevitable that Walker, motivated by pity for 
the dispossessed aboriginals, should clash with men who 
had witnessed deaths and experienced property losses at 
the hands of the local tribes. Walker's humanitarian 
approach to the native was beyond the comprehension of 
and offensive to these men. His attempt to show the 
aborigines as the victims of circumstance and to explain 
their motives in terms of reaction to the white's policy 
of "keeping them at a distance" met with open hostility. 
He defended his point of view in a provocative letter, 
published in the Moreton Bay Courier, where he claimed that 
...The blacks...were in a manner outlawed in 
their own country, being hunted from the river 
and creek frontages and thus deprived of means 
of lawfully obtaining food. Driven to 
desperation, they carried out a constant war 
of retaliation with the whites and lived 
solely on cattle.... It is the hostile bearing 
of the settlers that causes the blacks to keep 
in such large numbers, for they cannot continue 
the assemblies customary to them for more than 
a few days on account of the want of food... 
15. Queensland Votes and Proceedings (QVP), Vol 1, 1861, 
p 492. 
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He was only partly satisfied by one settler's claim that 
aborigines were driven away to prevent inevitable clashes 
between white shepherds and aborigines over native women. 
Forster, however, accepted the clash as the inevitable 
outcome of the incompatibility of aboriginal hunter and 
white squatter. He felt that "murders will be committed 
by the natives, and upon the natives, in spite of any 
force you can organize". Walker, soon after his arrival 
in the Burnett area, found that squatter opposition, ably 
led by William Forster and W.H. Walsh was a formidable 
hindrance to carrying his theories into practice. Forster, 
as spokesman for his fellow squatters, stood diametrically 
opposed to Walker and conducted a three years' agitation 
to have Walker removed from his position as local Commander 
of the Native Police. This opposition finally manifested 
itself in attacks on Walker's character based on grounds 
divorced from his work; consequently Forster's grudging 
concession that Walker handled his troopers well, has all 
the more worth for this reason. While deploring his 
familiarity with these men, Forster noted that 
They, no question, had acquired a certain 
respect for his character, and received 
commands from him which were carried out 
without any derogation from this authority, 
notwithstanding the familiar terms on which 
he lived with them.... He was, I believe, 
a man of some natural ability. 
Walker's defence of the dispossessed aborigines, 
broadcast by the squatter's journal, the Moreton Bay Courier, 
was soon countered by anonymous letters from Burnett 
squatters to the same paper. The charges were based on both 
personal and professional grounds. Apart from representations 
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to the press, the squatters also tried to bring their 
weight to bear on the government in Sydney which had not 
chosen to act on Forster's indignant demands for Walker's 
dismissal. But, following protests from subordinate 
officers, an enquiry was held in Brisbane in 1855; the 
Colonial Secretary refused the evidence of Walsh and Dr. 
H.H. Brown, but Walker destroyed his chances just as 
effectively as if they had appeared. He attended in a 
drunken state. The thorn was at last out of the squatter's 
side; Walker, who had had the temerity to question the 
squatters' attitudes, was dismissed and left the area. The 
Force, as it did later in other squatting areas, had proved 
a success in promoting occupation without too much bloodshed. 
Although the local aborigines may have been ruled more 
by the fear instilled in them by Blaxland's avengers than 
pacified by the presence of Native Troopers, it is true 
that by 1856 the Kolan area'was fairly quiet. Alfred 
Brown, Forster's successor on Gin Gin, could not recall any 
fatalities in the five years prior to 1858, although there 
had been injuries. The Walkers and Franklin both recalled 
unpleasant encounters in the scrubs around Bundaberg in 
i5\Hi4 m.iTvu§cript "ILxriY Bi.u-\doi>et3 arid Disbict" 
the later 1850s. W.H. Franklin recorded.how, when his 
party was surrounded by aborigines in the Bundaberg area, he 
gained 
their goodwill by making grimaces, danced... 
to please them and cut and trimmed his beard 
into all sorts of fantastic shapes to secure 
his freedom. 
* His dismissal did not mark the end of his career. He 
later led an expedition in search of Burke and Wills. 
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This would seem to indicate that the aborigines were not 
intent on attacking the settlers. Even in the 1860s, the 
scrub continued to harbour the aborigines after their 
upriver forays. Nugent Wade Brown recalled how in the wet 
season of 1863 the natives "killed cattle on the north side 
of the Burnett and conveyed meat across to the Woongarra 
scrub where they enjoyed comparative safety". The 
unsuitability of the area for sheep rather than the squatter's 
hesitancy to exploit these scrubs because of fear had 
preserved the aboriginal's last sanctuary- The belt of 
scrub barred the squatters from "a beautiful volcanic, open 
country running along the coast...[where] the plain was 
crowded with kangaroos, native companions, emus, plain 
turkeys..." When Brown gazed at the Barolin plain, he felt 
that it was the "most beautiful place in the world"; it was 
undoubtedly the last undisturbed hunting place for the 
aborigines in the Bundaberg area. The natives still held 
their corroborees on Gin Gin in the 1860s and aboriginal 
stockmen were employed on Monduran but they remained the 
scattered remnants of the local tribes. Although the Native 
Police may have prevented the aborigines' extermination by 
the squatters, the end result was not much better. The 
process of broken tribal structure and mores was viewed 
without much sympathy by a correspondent in the Bundaberg 
Star of 26 March 1875: 
The presence of the white population has driven 
what remains of the aboriginal race far away 
and I am persuaded that before long they will 
perish off the face of the earth. 
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Urban competition 
One of the reasons probably that Bundaberg did not 
have an earlier beginning was that the area was already 
well serviced by towns on the coast and in the hinterland; 
any new urban development faced competition on both 
economic and social grounds. Maryborough (to the south) 
and Gladstone (to the north on Port Curtis) proved, as 
Surveyor Burnett had predicted in 1847, to be the logical 
outlets for the Burnett and Wide Bay districts. Just 
after Burnett had come to his adverse conclusions about 
the river bearing his name, the Moreton Bay Courier in 
July 1847 carried the information that a George Furber 
intended to open a wool-receiving depot at the head of 
navigation on the Mary River. The Kolan squatters soon 
availed themselves of these facilities. Previously the 
wool had been hauled by bullock-teams via Nanango, to 
Ipswich and then by river to Brisbane (a connection which 
had begun in 1846). The Kolan squatters now crossed the 
Burnett at Walla, came down through Eureka, and met the 
drays coming in from Gayndah; the route that they blazed 
across the intervening country became well enough known 
to serve as an official boundary for McMurdo Thompson's 
Boolyal run. Provisions of essential services for the 
fifty stations in the locality swelled the towns of 
Maryborough and Gayndah; by the 1851 census, there were 
299 residents in the former town and 92 in the latter. 
Maryborough remained the commercial outlet for the Upper 
Burnett squatters in the early period and Gladstone 
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fulfilled the same function as the pastoral industry 
expanded north. 
There had been a premature attempt to establish 
Gladstone in 1847 as centre of an ambitious project for 
a new colony of North Australia. Governor Bourke had 
suggested the project in 1838 as an alternative to cessation 
of transportation to answer labour needs; the project was 
revived in 1845 but, as the official wheels were set in 
motion, Gladstone was succeeded as Secretary of State for 
the Colonies by Lord Grey. Meanwhile, Colonel Barney, 
Lieutenant-Governor of the "colony" had chosen Port Curtis 
as the site and the foundation party arrived in January 
1847 unaware that Lord Grey had directed the whole scheme 
to be abandoned; after three miserable months the pioneering 
group were recalled to Sydney. Within seven years, however, 
private enterprise in the guise of the pastoralists, Walsh, 
the Browns and the Archers, were staking their claims and 
Gladstone's site was surveyed as its need became justified 
in economic terms. Gayndah, as has been noted, served as 
an entrepot, a function illustrated by the inauguration of 
a weekly mail between Gladstone and Gayndah in August 1854, 
connecting with the mail service to Sydney. 
Just as Warwick served as "the local haunt for the 
16 
'Pure Merinos of the Southern Downs'", the Upper Burnett 
squatters' social life revolved around Gayndah, which dated 
17 from 1849. Gayndah was a "lively town...in the sheep days". 
16. Waterson, op.cit., p 83. 
17. Maryborough Chronicle, 7 April 1930. (A number of 
pioneers' recollections was published by this paper 
in 1930.) 
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One reason was the Gayndah races, the memory of which still 
recurred in reminiscences of pioneers as late as the 1930s. 
This social activity attracted most of the community who 
could watch bloodstock bred on local properties, being put 
through their first paces. With Gayndah as nucleus, "a 
civilized and well-regulated society" was created by these 
men of English and Scottish origin, of good family who had 
arrived in the colonies in their early twenties and had 
successfully established themselves as property-owners. 
The rough slab pioneer huts, reinforced against aboriginal 
attack, were replaced by well-sited homesteads over which 
presided gracious hostesses as the original squatters 
married. In July 1851, William Walsh married Elizabeth, 
sister of Nugent Wade Brown and the daughter of John Brown 
of Parramatta, originally of Kokkedal, Denmark and second 
son of a Scottish family who had migrated after Cromwell's 
victories over Royalist troops in the seventeenth century. "''^  
Walsh's friend, Arthur Brown, married Wade Brown's niece, 
Ellen Whitty, in 1856. 
Weekly Gayndah and Maryborough newspapers acted as a 
socially cohesive force for the whole district in the 1860s. 
This strength of local independence was demonstrated by one 
of the Kolan squatters' favourite activities - politicking. 
The timing of separation from New South Wales and the site 
of the possible capital of a new State had been key points 
of debate during the 1850s among the Gayndah district 
pastoralists. Discussion was born of antipathy to the 
18. H. Bell, The Walshes of Degilbo, typescript, address 
to the RIMSQ, n.d. 
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aspirations of Brisbane and feelings of neglect by the 
distant Sydney government. The agitation to secure 
separation of the northern districts of New South Wales 
was begun in earnest in July 1850 and in January 1851 the 
Moreton Bay and Northern Districts Separation Association 
petitioned for separation with Brisbane as seat of govern-
19 
ment and the re-introduction of convict transportation. 
About the same time Gayndah and the Burnett District made 
it known that it was opposed to Brisbane as capital and 
the latent political talent in the district, began to 
manifest itself. In December 1853, among those assembled 
at Gayndah Court House to discuss separation were "Forster, 
Sandeman, Walsh, Charles Archer, Alexander Walker, D.J. 
McTaggart, Clement Lawless, Dr. H.H. Brown, brother of the 
20 
Browns of Gingin...[and] Archibald McMurdo Thompson". 
In his speech to the meeting, William Forster said: 
This was the first political combination of the 
inhabitants of these districts... They were now 
met to prevent the elevation of Brisbane into a 
seat of Government... It was necessary...to 
shake off the apathy of which the squatters had 
been accused...on reflection, when he came to 
consider the indifference shown towards their 
interests by the Sydney Government, he could not 
avoid the conclusion that it was necessary for 
them to have a government of their own. 
After an attack on an unnamed person, who could only have 
been Lieutenant Walker of the Native Police, and whose 
conduct was used to exemplify Sydney's indifference to the 
area, Forster continued: 
He trusted a spirit of local independence could 
always be kept up in these districts... But 
however much he admired local independence, 
there was nothing more contemptible than local 
19. Brown, op.cit., pp 28-30, 
20. Dignan, op.cit., p 22. 
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jealousy-.. It was in this spirit that the 
people of Brisbane had acted towards them. And 
however he desired separation, he would rather 
not have it than be placed under a Brisbane 
government... The Brisbane people would not 
have been pleased had Maryborough been proposed 
for capital, yet Maryborough seemed to him as 
suitable. The harbour was as good, the approach 
by land better. He could not silently pass over 
the claims of Port Curtis to this distinction... 
He knew little of that port, but from all he had 
heard it was the most suitable site yet 
discovered for a metropolis... 21 
Before Queensland became a separate colony, Forster 
was to enter the New South Wales parliament in 18 54 and 
advocate an interior capital "such as Bathurst or Wellington 
2 2 
[not] chained to the commercial capital". This was 
clearly a residue of his antipathy to Brisbane and perhaps 
the strength of what one historian has called the "Gayndah-
for-capital movement". Concurring with many of Forster's 
basic ideas at the 1853 meeting in Gayndah was William 
Henry Walsh who, in 18 59, was to be returned as a member 
for Leichhardt, the name of the Burnett-Wide Bay electorate, 
in the New South Wales Legislative Assembly. He strenuously 
opposed separation of Queensland and would take no part in 
the first Queensland parliament. He joined with Maurice 
O'Connell to have the seat of government sited in Gladstone 
23 
carrying out m practice the mood of the 1853 meeting. 
For one who earned the nickname, "The Demon of Discord", 
political exile proved anathema. He retired to Bulimba a 
suburb of Brisbane in 1864, while still a part-owner of 
21. Moreton Bay Courier, 14 January 1854. 
22. Ibid., 13 October 1855. 
23. A.A. Morrison, "Some Lesser Members of the Queensland 
Parliament", JRHSQ, Vol VI, No. 3, 1960-61, p 564. 
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Monduran, and re-entered parliament as the chauvinistic 
champion for "his beloved Maryborough" which he represented 
from 1865 to 1873. In his capacity as Minister for Works, 
it sometimes seemed to the infant Bundaberg that he was 
over-zealous in his ministering to the needs of Maryborough. 
More than anything, Walsh's antipathy dramatizes how 
Bundaberg, rejected as an urban centre while communities 
fostered by pastoral industries grew in a crescent around 
the lower Burnett, suffered because of a delayed birth. 
Bundaberg lagged in the socio-political stakes against the 
maturing community spirit of local urban rivals. 
Fourteen years after Burnett's initial report on the 
navigability of the river bearing his name the city's future 
site was again being criticized, though not completely 
condemned. In 1861, R.B. Sheridan, the Maryborough Harbour 
Master, expressed the belief that "the soil bordering the 
Burnett River is admirably suited for agricultural purposes" 
24 
with "extensive plains and abundance of rich scrub land". 
A year later the Burnett Argus in its issue of 13 January 
1862, reporting on the activities of Lieutenant Heath, 
Portmaster of Brisbane, concluded "That the Burnett will 
shortly be opened up, townships formed on it, and its 
products made articles of export, there is not the slightest 
doubt". However, Sheridan and Heath found Bundaberg's 
setting deficient in the field where these men could be 
considered expert and where consequently their opinion 
would carry weight. They independently judged the Burnett 
difficult to navigate and hazardous to approach. Sheridan 
24. Maryborough Chronicle, 29 August 1861. 
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wrote that the river mouth was 
quite exposed to north, north-east and easterly 
winds; [it] was almost surrounded by shoals and 
mud flats so that although there is a narrow 
channel having ten feet at low water leading to 
the river, still in rough weather navigation 
must be dangerous, and from the number of 
sandbanks...intricate. 
In later years indignant residents of Bundaberg argued 
that Sheridan had been mistaken in his survey: 
Many persons who know the country will insist 
that Mr. Sheridan was never in the Burnett at 
all, that he was either in the Elliott or the 
Kolan. His description of the Burnett is 
certainly unlike what it is... A good deal of 
reproach seems to be attached to Mr. Sheridan 
in consequence of his report, as it is asserted 
that but for it a good deal of the inland 
traffic would have found its way to the mouth 
of the Burnett instead of to Maryborough, and 
that the township would now [January 1875] be 
nearly co-equal with Maryborough in point of 
population and commercial prosperity. It was 
reserved for others to make the truth known, 
and be the means of founding a settlement, 
that shall do credit to the country- 25 
However, mistaken or not, the report on the navigability 
of the Burnett was officially accepted. Moreover, Lieutenant 
Heath's explorations of the next year supported Sheridan's 
findings. Heath postponed his examination of the Burnett 
mouth until the autumn when the easterly winds broke a 
little, but decided 
From what I have seen of the mouth of the 
Burnett, it appears to be a part of the coast 
which small vessels at least should always 
give a wide berth during south-easterly winds 
... It seems improbable that there should be a 
permanent navigable channel through these banks. 
A channel through silt must be shifting where it 
is acted upon for such a distance by so many 
forces at once and for a considerable period of 
the year must be impracticable for the purpose 
of navigation. 26 
25. Bundaberg Star, 29 January 1875. 
26. Maryborough Chronicle, 5 June 1862. 
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Bundaberg was to remain "a mass of scrub...hardly 
touched by the white man's foot" until others proved the 
conclusions of Sheridan and Heath to be wrong. 
The Man on the Log 
Contrary official reports had long prevented establish-
ment of Bundaberg from the seaward side; the land route to 
the present city's site had been considered not easily 
accessible, but was proving not impossible. More positively, 
Sheridan and Heath had made favourable reports on the lands 
bordering the Burnett for agricultural purposes. The 1860 
Crown Lands Alienation Act had set aside agricultural 
reserves for selection on the shores of navigable waters of 
Moreton Bay, Wide Bay, Port Curtis, Keppel Bay and within 
five miles of towns with populatiDns exceeding five hundred. 
Burnett, Sheridan and Heath had agreed on one point - the 
Burnett was not easily navigable. Given these adverse 
reports, the Bundaberg area might have continued to be a 
pastoral backwater - an area of outstations for the Kolan 
squatters - had it not been for John and Gavin Steuart. 
Just as cattle had originally brought the squatters to the 
Bundaberg locality, they were indirectly responsible for 
introducing the men rightly named as Bundaberg's founders. 
As with most pioneers, the Steuarts were gamblers 
and like many other pioneers, they had little material 
gain to show for it at the end. However, the fact that 
they had little to lose gave them the incentive to experiment, 
In fact, necessity forced them to be versatile from the 
beginning. John and Gavin arrived in Sydney in 1848 from 
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their native Scotland. Under contract to acquaintances 
from home, Arthur and Robert Robertson of Hallcraig and 
Wellington Vale, New England, the young brothers were 
assured of three years' employment, totally alien to their 
way of life in Scotland. In its challenge lay the adventure 
which John, working in a Lanark lawyer's office, had 
probably anticipated with the inexperience of youth. 
However, matters did not work out well in practice because 
the Robertsons, like many squatters in 1848, were in 
financial difficulties. While Robert and his wife went to 
Sydney in an attempt to raise money to tide them over the 
crisis, the Steuarts, with a month of colonial experience 
behind them, were left in charge of the property; the other 
partner, Arthur Robertson, was in Scotland. 
Their dilemma was complicated by the necessity for 
finding the rations and wages of the station hands. They 
borrowed the stores, but the money came directly out of 
their savings. Robertson afterwards redeemed this bill but 
the rations account remained outstanding. After several 
months had passed in uneasy deadlock, the Steuarts were 
released from their contract, forfeiting eight months' 
salary. This move left them nearly destitute and money 
sent from home proved insufficient to establish them on a 
small property as they had hoped. They then turned to gold 
prospecting, missing by one day a letter 
which would have changed our career. The 
Reverend Tom Aiken, a Sydney friend of ours, had 
6,000 sheep on the Clarence, which he was obliged 
to get rid of and he wrote offering us sheep at 
2/6 per head on six months' bill and 2/6 worth of 
wool on their backs. 27 
27. D.R. Steuart, Bygone Days, Edinburgh 1936, p 162. 
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They had to make their living as best they could 
and for several years the Steuarts, sometimes alone, 
sometimes as members of a syndicate, chased elusive gold 
on various northern New South Wales diggings. A tin ore 
venture at Vegetable Creek also caught John's attention 
for a time but when assayed, the metal proved of no 
practical value. Tiring of this precarious means of 
living, Gavin became a drover while John set up a store 
and wharf on a Clarence River station, owned by another 
home acquaintance, W. Robertson. With a touch of nostalgia, 
John called it Lanark Lodge (now Lawrence) after his home 
town and, following a cattle drive to Melbourne, Gavin 
joined him there. Their interests were extended to include 
a shipping business and it seemed that their fortunes were 
following an upward trend. However, the Steuarts showed a 
propensity to misjudge their associates' character or were 
perhaps not astute enough businessmen to have their agree-
ments put in writing. In return for the Steuarts' 
improvements on his property, Robertson had promised them 
a half-interest in the pre-emptive rights which the Steuarts' 
improvements entitled him to have; but he reneged once they 
were established and charged them rack rent. The brothers 
also had competition from the established town of Grafton 
and from a similar business set up by a wealthy squatter. 
Against such odds they were soon faced with financial 
difficulties. A remittance from home just cleared them 
of their debts. Summing up their assets, Gavin said that 
they left Lawrence "without a sixpence". John, who had 
also pioneered Maclean and the small towns of Iluka and 
Palmer's Island on the Clarence, undertook the management 
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of Woodsberg station while Gavin went droving in 
Queensland. 
It was now 1865, and after seventeen years in Australia, 
they were no closer to fulfilling the hopes that had 
motivated their coming here. They had probably long dismissed 
impractical schemes of making their fortune by prospecting 
or cattle-raising; even though experienced in most phases of 
handling cattle, they had not managed to establish themselves 
as squatters even on a modest scale. In January 1866 when 
the Steuarts joined forces once more, their new occupation 
again brought them on to the fringes of the pastoral 
industry. They went to Baffle Creek, fifty-three miles 
north of Bundaberg's site, where boiling-down works for 
the treatment of surplus cattle had been established. Here 
they saved £100 ($2 00) in eight months, cutting and splitting 
ash and white cedar from which were made casks to hold the 
tallow. Hearing reports of fine timber stands to the area 
south of Baffle Creek, possibly from those droving cattle 
to the boiling-down works, they decided on a course which 
was to result in the beginnings of Bundaberg. Were they 
to find the area suitable, they would be able to claim 
land under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations issued under 
the 1860 Crown Lands Alienation Act. 
Although the Burnett River was not far to the south, 
the trip there was eventful. At first they attempted to 
sail their boat down to the Burnett, but it twice capsized 
28 
on the bar of Baffle Creek. John Steuart was not to be 
28. In information supplied by Mrs Bell, grand-daughter of W.H. 
Walsh and Augustus Purling Barton, both local pioneers, is 
contained an explanation of the origin of Baffle Creek, 
"...in the early 'sixties he [W.H. Walsh] and C.J. Trundle 
led a punitive expedition against some blacks who had 
murdered a shepherd on a Gladstone district out-station. 
They followed the tracks of the murderers as far as a scrub 
bordering a creek and lost them in the density of undergrowth 
__ " " ' " " - halt. 'It is no use continuing - i am 
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deterred; guided by a couple of local aborigines, he set 
out overland - a hazardous trip for a non-swimmer since 
between Baffle Creek and the Burnett lay some sizeable 
creeks, the Yandaran and Littlebella, as well as the Kolan 
River. Fortunately for Steuart, his aboriginal companions' 
artfulness enabled him to cross the Kolan. Telling Steuart 
that he would be able to wade across, the aborigines placed 
sticks under his arms to give him buoyancy and then launched 
the startled man in mid-stream. The Burnett was to be a 
more difficult proposition. For this crossing, the aborigines 
lashed three logs together and ferried Steuart across at 
the Rubyanna Rocks in comparative safety. 
John Steuart explored the scrub on both sides of the 
river for six weeks, undergoing all the discomforts of 
camping in unfamiliar bush. One account reports that he 
then returned to spend Christmas at Baffle Creek with his 
29 
brother and to arrange their removal to the Burnett. 
However, according to another account given by Gavin Steuart, 
the site which they picked for their base had been chosen 
by both. He had followed John with packhorses, coming via 
Bottle and Yandaran Creeks. Meanwhile, John worked his way 
up the south bank and recrossed to the northern side at 
Tomato Island. He forced a path through the scrub to 
Tantitha station when he met Gavin. Together, the brothers 
retraced their steps and ultimately determined their 
selection, Woondooma. It was sited near the later location 
of the North Bundaberg railway station. The date was 
29. J.Y. Walker, The History of Bundaberg, Brisbane, 1890, 
p 7. 
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Christmas Day, 1866. This second version would appear 
the more feasible since it is unlikely that John, on foot, 
could have carried sufficient stores to tide him over his 
search through the scrub. Satisfied that there was a 
future for them in this isolated pocket of coastal scrubs, 
John went back to Baffle Creek to organise shipment of 
their belongings to Woondooma; before the second month of 
1867 had passed, the Steuarts were permanently camped 
there. 
Communications with other areas and accessibility of 
markets were their major problems. Till then, the greatest 
stumbling block to settlement had been the reports that 
the Burnett was not navigable. With characteristic energy, 
the Steuarts proceeded to open up the sea communications. 
There had been at least two incidents which questioned the 
adverse reports on the navigability of the river. Firstly, 
the explorations by Alexander Walker's party to Burnett 
Heads had led them to believe that the river was navigable. 
It was this suggestion that had prompted investigations by 
Sheridan. Many believed that he entered the Elliott River 
by mistake; however, Gavin Steuart attributed Sheridan's 
rejection of the Burnett to his overshooting the entrance 
31 
and attempting to enter the north channel. Secondly, 
the Steuarts learned that the Miller brothers of Maryborough 
had brought their ketch upriver as far as Fairymead but had 
32 
not reported it, thus leaving no record. Even if these 
30. Steuart, op.cit., p 171. 
31. Walker, op.cit., p 11. 
32. Steuart/ op.cit., p 172. 
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heartening factors had not been known, it is unlikely 
that John Steuart would have been prevented from doing 
what he considered possible. 
On returning to Baffle Creek, he chartered a ketch. 
Lady Bowen, which was brought south under the guidance 
of Lawrence Jansen, then the pilot of Baffle Creek. On 
board was the Steuarts' boat in which they roughly charted 
the river and forwarded their findings to the Maryborough 
Port Office. They erected temporary beacons on the tricky 
Burnett bar. Having done these essential preliminaries, 
the Steuarts then induced Thomas Miller, a sawmiller of 
Maryborough^to bring in his schooner, the Elizabeth (under 
Captain Coode) in the hope that he could guarantee the 
shipping and milling of the timber which they felled. 
About the same time, another firm of sawmillers became 
interested in Burnett timber. Pettigrew and Sims of 
Maryborough sent an employee called Mitchell to the Burnett 
with instructions to organise a load of log timber. 
The financial crisis which struck Queensland in 1866 
had made it necessary for a ship's captain, William Collin, 
to go further afield in search of employment. He had 
been conveying Burrum River coal to Maryborough and 
Rockhampton when lack of capital suspended operations. 
He then approached Pettigrew and Sims to see if it was 
possible to secure a timber cargo. Sims sent him to collect 
the shipment which Mitchell was supposedly organizing on 
the Burnett River, thus beginning a long association with 
Bundaberg for this pioneer coastal trader. Collin's small 
ship, the Enterprise, was a welcome sight as it came up 
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the Burnett. For the isolated community, now comprising 
the Steuarts and Thomas Watson and his wife, any social 
contact with the outside was welcome. Apart from this 
group, the scattered European population of the district 
numbered only a few - five at Tantitha; two at Bingera 
and three at Kolan. 
For the timber-getters Collin's arrival had a greater 
significance. Although discussions about Thomas Miller's 
mill were probably under way by mid-1867, the Steuarts 
and Watsons realized that alternative avenues of trade 
would be essential for their future. His presence fore-
shadowed the possibilities of future trade and proved the 
navigability of the Burnett. 
When Collin enquired about John Mitchell, he found 
that he was living with aborigines on Bingera (on what 
was later Gibson and Howe's plantation) and had done 
nothing towards collecting the timber cargo. However, 
Mitchell soon mobilized the local natives and the felling 
and stripping of timber was quickly under way near the 
site of the present Bundaberg railway station. With this 
phase of operations under control, Collin went to Tantitha 
station to hire bullocks for hauling the timber to the ship. 
This proved a lively experience as the only animals available 
were wild. However, the bullock-driver (sent by Pettigrew 
and Sims) and the station manager, a Mr. Henderson, 
eventually managed them. Collin's use of the northern 
river bank did not foreshadow that this would be the 
permanent site of Bundaberg's wharf facilities but the 
Steuarts persevered with north Bundaberg and built the 
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town's first wharves there. John Steuart told Collin 
that he had recommended that the government proclaim a 
township on the southern side of the Burnett. He asked 
Collin if he would be interested in speculating in land 
there but Collin, like the Steuarts, lacked the necessary 
capital. However, Collin sailed across the river and 
walking around the future site of Bundaberg saw the 
possibilities for its settlement, although be believed 
"it would be a long time before anyone comes here to build 
33 
a city". The Steuarts and Watson could not entertain 
such a pessimistic view of the area they had chosen for 
their home but as the remainder of 1867 passed without 
incident, they probably kept an anxious eye on the bend 
of the Burnett where Millaquin now stands, for boats 
heralding the beginning of a steady trade. 
From the early months of 1868, the tempo of shipping 
did increase. Small vessels such as the Fairy, the 
Reindeer, Alma, Thomas Day, the Petrel and Captain Collin's 
Enterprise made regular trips to the Burnett. Hopes were 
raised by attempts to establish a timber mill, but the 
first two of these efforts proved abortive. Establishment 
of a processing mill would have been an important step 
forward for the timber industry. Wharf facilities were 
virtually non-existent and milled timber would undoubtedly 
have been easier to load. Moreover, by ensuring employment 
for even a few men, the basis of a settlement would be 
provided. 
33. W. Collin, Life and Adventures of Capt. William Collin, 
A Queensland Pioneer, Brisbane, 1914, p 151. 
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These factors were probably in John Steuart's mind 
when he encouraged Thomas Miller to become joint-lessee 
of Woondooma in 1867. However, although Miller went as 
far as freighting in mill machinery, he dashed the Steuarts' 
hopes by withdrawing from the venture in the following year. 
Another vote of no-confidence for the struggling timber 
industry came in August 1868. A Mr. Cooper came from 
Maryborough to assess whether the area warranted the erection 
of a mill. His doubts about the permanence of the industry 
and the navigability of the river led to the abandonment of 
the project. On the other hand, Samuel Johnston, already a 
successful sawmiller, arrived six weeks later and dispelled 
the gloom resulting from Cooper's decision. Johnston had 
acted on reports about successful timber-getting with 
characteristic decisiveness. He had conducted a sawmill at 
the Eighteen-Mile Island on the Fitzroy River since the 
early 1860s and with his practised eye made a quick, but 
sound judgment on the future of Bundaberg's timi)er industry. 
Although the settlement was isolated, without stores and a 
public house, Samuel Johnston saw, as others had not seen 
before him, the wood for the trees. Before he left, he 
negotiated the purchase of a site for his mill on Thomas 
Watson's selection, Mabbro. On 13 December 1868, he 
returned aboard the Violet with men and machinery for his 
venture, Waterview Mill. This Irishman, who had emigrated 
from County Derry in 1840, had a galvanizing effect on the 
small community; in fact, as Gavin Steuart noted, "the first 
thing to give the settlement a start was the advent of Mr. 
34 Sam Johnston with his sawmill". 
34. Walker, op.cit., p 12. 
CHAPTER 3 
The Certainty of Permanence 
The pioneers associated with the timber industry, 
John and Gavin Steuart, Thomas Watson and Sam Johnston, 
established themselves on the Burnett's northern banks 
but during 1868 the scrub on the river's southern side 
began to fall before the axes of men whose primary aim 
was to establish themselves as agriculturalists. The 
two occupations were not mutually exclusive. The timber 
industry continued to be a sustaining factor in the 
district's economy, but even rudimentary agricultural 
exploitation during the 1870s began to reveal the area's 
true identity. Certain influences made the agriculturalist's 
life difficult during this decade, but significant steps 
were tentatively made towards a certainty of permanence. 
Like their counterparts in other Australian colonies, the 
Bundaberg pioneers of the 1870s had a hard row to hoe in 
metaphorical and literal senses but even if most were 
"poverty-stricken farmers living on pumpkin and pork", they 
deserve a more sympathetic epitaph than this. Of diverse 
national origins, they were drawn to the Burnett river-
flats by apparently favourable legislation and they carved 
from the scrub the basis of a community which owed much to 
their efforts. 
The foundation group of agriculturalists had acquired 
their selections around Bundaberg's site in 1867-68 under 
the Sugar and Coffee Regulations issued at various intervals 
under the 1860 Crown Lands Alienation Act. These were 
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temporary expedients to attract agricultural migrants 
until a land code suitable to Queensland conditions could 
be framed. The 1860 Act itself providing for agricultural 
reserves on the coast and around specific areas including 
Wide Bay had little direct bearing on Bundaberg's origins. 
On the other hand, the immigration policy concomitant with 
the 1860 land scheme was of greater significance. While 
it was true that migrants did not go directly to Bundaberg 
under the 1860 scheme, many who made Bundaberg their home 
undoubtedly found their way to Queensland under this 
legislation. One of Bundaberg's most successful pioneer 
families, the Gibsons of Bingera, affords the most 
outstanding example. 
The combined effects of the cleared scrubland and 
the increasing timber trade had far-reaching results for 
the Bundaberg area. The broadcasting of the opinions of 
coastal seamen in the course of their work attracted the 
attention of parties on the qui vive for agricultural 
lands. Just one example of how this maritime telegraph 
worked was demonstrated by the letter of 21 September 1867, 
which sawmiller William Pettigrew despatched to the 
Surveyor-General. He relayed information given him in 
Maryborough by the masters of three coastal vessels, who 
assured him that the Burnett was navigable "for about 
twelve miles - just below some islands in the river"(i.e. 
Harriet Island). Pettigrew also drew attention to the 
"large plains of rich, dark soil with few trees. The 
1. Queensland Parliamentary Debates (QPD), Vol XCIII, 
1904, p 81. 
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masters of the coastal traders thought it suited to grow 
sugar or cotton very well". He mentioned that all good 
land on the Mary River, where navigable, had been sold 
and many settlers to whom he had spoken indicated that 
they were interested in going on to the Burnett. 
Surveyor-General Gregory was soon aware that several 
people were interested in exploiting land on the Burnett's 
banks. Less than a month after Pettigrew's letter, he 
submitted a number of applicants' names to the Minister 
for Lands. Among those listed were the Steuarts and Thomas 
Miller, the potential sawmiller, claiming Woondooma, 320 
acres on the north bank. For some obscure reason, Thomas 
Watson's selection, Mabbro, which adjoined the Steuarts' 
land, was not governed by these arrangements. His 
application was received on 17 February 1865 and approved 
just two months later. Watson had worked on Bingera 
station but did not act on his claim until the Steuarts 
arrived. Possibly it had been Watson who had told the 
Steuarts of the Burnett timbers when the brothers worked 
at Baffle Creek. 
On the south side a much more ambitious venture was 
behind the applications of John Charlton Thompson and 
Richard Kendall, an ex-school teacher from Ipswich. Kendall 
and his wife Elizabeth each selected 640 acres and were 
invited to join forces with Thompson who planned to convert 
his 1;200 acres into a sugar plantation. Thompson, the 
District Surveyor, had sent his two assistants, James 
Ellwood and A.D. Edwards, to search for country described 
by Alexander Walker. Armed with a tracing made by Surveyor 
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James Burnett and a sketch by Walker, Ellwood and Edwards 
located the land which Thompson later leased as Rubyanna. 
This name was supposedly derived from those of Mrs. 
Thompson, but the inscription on her gravestone in Bundaberg 
reads Hannah Elizabeth. The final claims on the original 
list were for two sizeable properties, each of lj280 acres; 
the applicants were A. Brown and William Henry Walsh, 
better remembered as squatters. 
Of the other lessees, Watson and the Steuarts had 
originally taken up the land for timber-getting purposes 
while Thompson and Kendall intended to grow sugar. 
Ironically, the former two fulfilled the agricultural 
conditions of occupation while Thompson's reported efforts 
to do the same sound farcical. By mid-18 71, the Steuarts 
had sixteen acres under cane, twenty under corn and nine 
acres growing "general garden produce"; there were five 
cottages and a barn to the value of £250 ($500) on Woondooma 
and the payment of three years' rent satisfied the conditions 
of occupation under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations. 
Watson was similarly placed. The Surveyor-General reported 
in September 1871 that there were eighteen acres under cane 
on Mabbro where improvements valued at £554 ($1100) had been 
made. The sixty-sixth clause of the Crown Lands Alienation 
Act of 1868 provided that any person holding a lease issued 
under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations could apply to bring 
his land under the later legislation. Watson and the 
Steuarts did. 
John Thompson, the third bona fide early selector, did 
not fare so well. Protesting to the Minister for Lands in 
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1871 about the heavier rental charged under the 1868 Act, 
Thompson pointed out that he had not applied to have his 
land brought under this Act, since he was not in a 
position to prove fulfilment of the conditions required 
by the Sugar and Coffee Regulations. Moreover, he was 
not free to act as he pleased. From a letter of his 
agents, George Raft and Company, in April 1871, it is 
apparent Thompson had mortgaged his estate "for the benefit 
of creditors and covenants to assign his estate absolutely 
to us when required. We shall...feel obliged by your so 
informing us that this notice may operate as a bar to your 
acceptance of any transfer by Mr. Thompson of his land or 
any portion of it...and to your issue of lease or deed of 
2 
grant...without our concurrence". Unfortunately, records 
concerning Thompson's property have not weathered well; 
consequently the full story is subject to conjecture. A 
clue as to how he solved his financial difficulties is 
suggested by early Bundaberg historian, J.Y. Walker who 
probably exaggerated Thompson's attempt to prove fulfilment 
of conditions. Admittedly, pioneer sugar planting was 
unscientific but the procedure adopted at Rubyanna either 
reveals a loophole in the land laws or a desperate need 
for settlers. 
...that the temporary exigencies of the Bundaberg 
pioneer planters should permit the placing of 
cane sets in single plough furrow drawn across 
the virgin sward of the pockets where the grass 
was...over the horses'heads is not...perhaps in 
the circumstances altogether inexcusable; but the 
2. Sugar and Coffee Regulations file (Queensland State 
Archives), letter of 21 April 1871. 
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planting of roasted coffee beans which was the 
only variety then available for seed seems the 
very perfection of absurdity in the way of 
scrupulous fulfilment of agricultural conditions. 
It was on such planting of sugar and sowing of 
coffee that the District Surveyor [i.e. Thompson] 
reported that the conditions had been fulfilled 
- that so many acres were under coffee and so 
many acres under sugar. 3 
In 1872, Thompson applied for Rubyanna to be brought 
under the 1868 Act and a ten-year lease in his name began 
on 1 July 187 2. His ideas were basically sound and fitted 
in well with later developments in the sugar industry but 
he did not meet with success. On 30 April 1873 he wrote 
a letter protesting that a mooted road along the water 
frontage of Rubyanna would destroy it as a sugar plantation 
because the mill and wharves would have to be built on a 
public thoroughfare. Thompson pointed out that he was 
trying to establish a large estate and a mill, which in 
its function, foreshadowed the central processing mills 
which promoted the spread of the Queensland sugar industry 
from the 1890s onwards. However, Thompson's aspirations 
were not fulfilled, the property being transferred to F.H. 
Atherton in 187 3. 
It was ironic that after a variety of owners, the 
lease of the land that had comprised Rubyanna was taken 
up by Robert Cran of Yengarie in 1879. Here the Crans 
established Millaquin, the sugar refinery which revolutionized 
the pattern of the district's agriculture after the early 
1880s. Despite Thompson's failure, the Rubyanna experiment 
was not without merit in terms of Bundaberg's future; it 
gave "employment to a large number of hands and...an impetus 
3. Walker, op.cit., pp 13-14. 
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to agricultural settlement". This, after all, was the aim 
of the legislators seeking the best method of bringing 
population to Queensland. Throughout 1870 and 1871, settlers 
gradually came to the long-neglected lands of the Burnett 
and started the slow subjugation of the scrub. 
By the time John Thompson admitted defeat as a planter 
in 1873, other sugar pioneers were struggling to establish 
themselves, but it would be premature to claim their efforts 
as the beginnings of a viable sugar industry. One such 
settler who survived the experimental days of sugar 
cultivation on the Burnett River was Richard Palmer who 
selected 480 acres in December 1869. By 1871, he had 
cleared Millbank and erected one of the early sugar mills 
there. The majority of settlers who came to the Burnett 
in 1870-71 had less ambitious plans and their activities 
reveal the pattern of life for the agriculturalists who 
selected lands around Bundaberg during the ensuing decade. 
They tended to be family units, not speculators, who aimed 
to succeed by hard work. Their optimism matched the 
idealism motivating the framers of the 1868 legislation 
who wanted to establish an English-type yeoman in Queensland 
but had not yet found the most efficacious means of 
transferring him into an Australian environment. 
The Agricultural Acts of 18 68 and 1874 have been 
criticized because, in certain areas but particularly the 
Darling Downs, squatters were able to circumvent the 
legislation's provisions to secure land permanently by pre-
4 
emptive rights or "dummying" tactics. Bundaberg's 
4. Waterson, op.cit., p 111. 
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chapter in this general Australian drama will be duly 
examined but in 1870-71, the problem did not exist. As 
half the pastoral leases on Bingera and Tantitha were 
voluntarily surrendered (in return for pre-emptive rights), 
the question was whether some demand existed to absorb the 
supply and give the struggling settlement a stronger hold 
on life. 
It soon became obvious that the infant town of 
Bundaberg could draw on various sources of population. Some 
settlers had been in the district for several years and were 
not slow to capitalize on land open to selectors. Others 
came from the Maryborough district, as William Pettigrew 
had predicted, and overseas settlers also came to begin a 
new life in an alien land. 
In theory/ the 1868 Act aimed at promoting mixed 
farming based on the legislators' belief that "an agricul-
tural selector would have to supplement his farm income by 
small grazing". This famous Queensland via media aimed at 
creating a class of grazing farmer to alleviate the growing 
friction between the free selector and the large squatters. 
S.H. Roberts, while acknowledging that the Acts did not 
promote agricultural settlement as successfully as the 
legislators had hoped, maintained that the theory behind 
was "sound and admirable". 
The 1868 Act, he argued: 
..-was twenty years in advance of the legisla-
tion of other Australian colonies, and embodied 
the provisions which they adopted piecemeal 
during the eighties...* Queensland had become 
noted for the range of her experiments, many of 
them successful, all with good qualities. The 
State had gone far in land matters. 5 
5. S.H. Roberts, Australian Land Settlement, p 252, cited 
in ibid. 
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Land for the different types of settler was classified as 
agricultural, first-class pastoral and second-class 
pastoral. The areas made available for the three categories 
were in inverse proportion to their value; agricultural land 
was 15 shillings per acre; first-class pastoral 10 shillings; 
and second-class 5 shillings. Terms were reasonable although 
purchase was strictly conditional on actual occupation and 
improvement. Up to 640 acres of agricultural land was 
available but the Act also provided adequately for Agricultural 
Homesteads or closer settlement blocks, not exceeding 80 acres 
(agricultural) or 160 acres (pastoral) at a low rental. 
Only practice would prove whether these provisions would 
result in an economically viable farm. A suitable cash crop 
and locational factors would also be a vital factor in 
allowing the agriculturalist to subsist. How did the 
Bundaberg "guinea-pigs" of 1870-71 fare? 
Some of the earliest selections equipped their lessees 
to become members of the new class of grazing farmer envisaged 
by the 1868 legislation. One selector, Alexander Walker, was 
no stranger to the district. With cattle grazing on Branyan, 
he already had a vested interest in the area and the 1868 
Act allowed him to enter the pastoral industry on a more 
modest scale than he had previously envisaged. He took up 
a variety of selections but his first thoughts were obviously 
to find an assured place for the herds which had grown from 
the stocking of the unimproved Branyan run. As noted 
earlier, his first selection, made 15 November 1869, was the 
6. Our First Half Century, 1859-1909, Government of 
Queensland, p 58. 
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Bingera Homestead block (200 acres of second-class pastoral 
land) which he bought for 5 shillings per acre, purchase 
being completed in 1878. In January, March and July 1870, 
he made three selections in the parish of Kalkie, totalling 
550 acres. With his future resting on these investments. 
Walker relinquished his business interests in Gayndah and 
in the ensuing decade, until his accidental death in 1879, 
was a valuable asset to the growing community of Bundaberg. 
In December, Richard Kendall, Thompson's ex-partner, 
chose a mixed holding of sixty acres (thirty-five acres 
agricultural, twenty-five acres first-class pastoral). 
Another was James Palmer who had been manager of Eureka 
station since 1864, a position he held for about seven 
years. His first property, north of Bundaberg, was at 
Littlebella Creek where he established a dairy. He added 
to his land over the years until, by 18 88, he owned 6,000 
acres freehold, section of which was used as a cattle-
fattening property. In 1880, he bought a farm. The Corals 
in North Bundaberg to which he transferred his family. 
Obviously the eventual success of settlers such as James 
Palmer vindicated the foresight of the legislators responsible 
for Queensland's unique via media to land legislation. 
Many selected farms on the resumed half of Bingera 
in 187 0; H.J. Ford, Bundaberg's pioneer storekeeper, was 
one of them. However, since "the country was fairly overrun 
by selectors in the space of a few months and the cry was 
'still they come'". Ford gave his attention to shop-keeping, 
forfeiting his selection. This decision was to cause him 
some regrets. When Bundaberg land values soared in the 
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1880s under the influence of the growing sugar industry. 
Ford's former lease "extending a little way above the 
ferry cutting to some distance behind the Royal Hotel... 
[now] included in the town area", represented a missed 
opportunity. 
Quite a phalanx of settlers were now ranging along 
the southern riverbanks. From the present Kennedy Bridge 
to Rubyanna were the farms of Kendall (his original 
selection), Kirby, McGill, Jealous and Lee. J.Y. Walker 
claimed that the Jealous family was typical of groups who 
were responsible for the high percentage of genuine (as 
opposed to speculative) selection in the Bundaberg district 
and that they also explained why many of these selections 
o 
were in the original occupant's name two decades later. 
George Jealous, who had emigrated from Essex, led a varied 
life before becoming a Bundaberg agriculturalist. At 
first he had worked on a farm on the Hunter River in New 
South Wales. He then came north to Gayndah. For many 
years. Jealous worked on pastoral properties in the Upper 
Burnett and the Port Curtis districts, including Gigoomgan. 
However, discovery of gold at Gympie in 1867 brought him 
south but he was not destined to make his fortune quickly. 
He returned for some time to his old life of general bush 
work and carpentry, living at Musket Flat, twenty-five 
miles out from Maryborough. This happened to lie on the 
road from Bundaberg and Gayndah to Maryborough and reports 
soon filtered through about the scrub lands open to 
selection around Bundaberg. George and his wife, Sarah 
7. Bundaberg Star, 26 February 1875. 
8. Walker, op.cit., p 48. 
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carrying their babies and possessions on horseback, 
passed through Gayndah and followed the Burnett until they 
came to Bundaberg. Here, George selected Marsh Bolden as 
their home, one mile out from the site of Millaquin. This 
was George's home for fifty years although Sarah did not 
survive to share the security of an established farm. She 
died in 1877 when the fruit trees which he had planted 
there were still small and maize, the chief cash crop, 
faced an uncertain future. George, the eldest child, 
recalled the thick scrub which grew like a solid wall to 
where Millaquin later stood, on the outskirts of the 
present city. Just as Emma Price did, they watched with 
trepidation as the aborigines hunted game at their back 
door. 
As an old lady, Emma Price now Emma Johnston, recalled 
the early isolation of her girlhood home in the Woongarra. 
Her father and brother-in-law, Richard Jones, were "the 
first who seriously tackled the subjugation of the Woongarra 
scrub", selecting Duncraggen in March 1871. The sub-tropical 
scrub continually encroached on the track which her father 
had cut from their selection to the town. Added to the 
effort of carrying provisions was the fear of becoming lost; 
in fact, Mrs. Price, Emma's mother, once lost the track in 
the long blady grass as she came through the present East 
Bundaberg, then known as Spain's Pocket. Hindered by her 
baskets but not wanting to lose them when she set them down, 
she began marking her trail away from them with pieces torn 
from her hankerchief and skirt; she was wandering quite 
9. Undated and unspecified Bundaberg newspaper cutting 
(Bundaberg/Woongarra/Gooburrum Historical Society files) 
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close to their farm but only became aware of her location 
when Emma came through the scrub at the edge of their 
cleared land. 
Throughout 1871, others joined the Price and Johnston 
families in their exhausting task of clearing the rain-
forest cover from the rich, red volcanic soil of the 
Woongarra. To facilitate the movement of the incoming 
settlers. Surveyor Barnes was appointed in February 1872 
to mark the road from the township to the Elliott River 
crossing. This line became the base from which settlers 
fanned out over the Woongarra scrublands. Two pioneer 
neighbours on the southward side of the survey line were 
George Greathead and William Archer. They were already 
there when Barnes undertook his survey. The former had 
quickly assessed the potential of the Burnett timber 
stands and had been an early trader to the timber-getters' 
settlement on its banks. As the competition from other 
small ships increased, Greathead decided that a better 
living was possible by settling on the land. According 
to Greathead's son, his father and Archer brought their 
families north from Maryborough in 18 69. Annie, the 
Greatheads' eldest child, was born in a slab-humpy on the 
family's selection on 22 January 1870. Archer's property, 
Everton, which adjoined the Greatheads' was three miles 
from Bundaberg on the Barolin Road leading to Elliott Heads. 
In March 1872, Barnes surveyed the selections of another 
Maryborough contingent who, in the preceding year, had also 
10. The Australian Agriculturalist, 2 July 1894. 
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approached the Woongarra from the eastward along the 
Barolin track originally traced by John Thompson. This 
group comprised Charles Faulkner, Walter Adams and 
George Noakes. The former two were Englishmen who had 
resided in Maryborough for ten and eighteen years 
respectively- Faulkner had led a migratory life before 
settling in Maryborough. Like the Steuarts, he had 
unsuccessfully worked on New South Wales gold diggings, but 
the search for gold had also taken him to California and 
Victoria. The discoveries at Gympie in 1867 had again 
tempted Faulkner but fortune did not favour him. He had 
obviously not found what he wanted from life in Maryborough 
and his move to Bundaberg represented another gamble which 
by dint of hard work eventually paid off. His property. 
Woodlands, seven miles out from Bundaberg in the Woongarra, 
produced maize for ten years until Millaquin's construction 
made the transition to sugar cultivation possible. Walter 
Adams had also had his reverses since arriving in the 
Australian colonies in 1849, his first business venture 
ending unsuccessfully. Being a realist, he soon turned 
to a trade which assured him of a reasonable living in the 
agricultural community of Maryborough, by becoming a 
blacksmith. In 1860, Adams invested the earnings from this 
business in some land and turned to farming. When he came 
to Bundaberg, he struck into the scrub towards Burnett 
Heads and laid the foundations of a property which was 
converted to sugar production as Somerville plantation in 
the 1880s. The development of Noakes' property. Spring 
Hill, five miles out from Millaquin, followed the same 
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pattern as those of Faulkner and Adams. 
Other settlers came from further afield. Several 
factors persuaded nineteenth century Europeans to migrate 
to the United States and Australia. The traditional 
structure of society was changing - peasant emancipation 
had only been achieved in the lifetime of some migrants' 
grandfathers. Landowners, deprived of obligatory service, 
had consolidated their scattered holdings. Barriers which 
had predetermined the peasants' life were breaking down 
and this was reflected as the century progressed. "Through-
out the whole of Northern and Western Europe, a steady 
growth occurred in the mobility of the people. In the 
places where this was greatest, emigration first took 
12 place". Queensland possibly attracted these migrants 
because land was available on reasonable terms; in 1860, 
Governor Bowen had noted the tendency of "...the Germans 
who, for example, seem more ready than the English to 
13 
settle down as cultivators of small freehold farms". 
Of the European migrants landed in Maryborough during the 
1870s, several came to the scrub around Bundaberg to find 
a selection on which to expend their land orders. This 
system, part of the complementary legislation to bring 
the needed agriculturalists to the new Colony, remained 
in force until 1875. Many came from rural backgrounds in 
their native countries and, although the dense scrub must 
11. Morrison, op.cit., unnumbered page. 
12. M.L. Hansen, The Atlantic Migration, 1607-1860, 
Cambridge, 1951, p 6. ~^  
13. Despatch of Governor Bowen to Secretary of State for 
the Colonies, Vol. 1, 27 March 1861, p 430. 
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have daunted some when they recalled the long-tamed fields 
of Europe, most proved adaptable. Persevering, they 
established farms, some of which remain in the possession 
of their descendants today; the Lutz family is one example. 
Danish carpenter, Morten Jensen, arrived in Maryborough 
in July 1871. But by the next year, he had secured a small 
holding in the Bingera scrub and by fulfilling the conditions 
of occupation added to his farm. There he grew maize which 
supplied the Mount Perry copper miners. However, demand 
for good land sent prices up and Jensen, receiving an offer 
of £600 ($1,200) from Gibson and Howes and another party, 
sold his land and worked as a contract carpenter for the 
Queensland railways on local work for two and a half years. 
After this he returned to the land, taking up 600 acres at 
Daylesford. Here he established dairying and grazing 
properties, interests to which he added in succeeding years. 
Like many settlers, he tried his hand at diverse activities 
when the opportunity offered. For a time, he ran a 
butchering business on Moolboolaman and on his return to 
the South Kolan district acquired a small hotel early in 
this century. This hotel, with subsequent alterations was 
14 the BurnettJ he was also licensee of the North Star Hotel. 
Other migrants found their place in Maryborough, but 
their sons often drifted into the Bundaberg district as 
casual labourers. Eventually they made a selection and 
became permanent settlers. One such Bundaberg pioneer was 
a Dane, Christian Thygesen. While giving specific reasons 
for his family's migration, he possibly highlighted the 
14. Bundaberg News, 7 August 1933, "Pioneer of South Kolan". 
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motives of many northern Europeans who found their way to 
Queensland in the 1870s. Thygesen senior feared for the 
future of his sons when several of his nephews were 
conscripted into the Prussian army to fight against France 
in 1870. Before his sons came of age, the Thygesen family 
sailed from Hamburg and eventually reached Maryborough. 
The father and his two sons found employment at Tooth's 
sugar refinery, Yengarie. Sixteen-year—old Christian soon 
decided to investigate promising reports of Bundaberg. 
Having no transport, he walked north and found farm work on 
the outskirts of the town. Soon afterwards in 1876, he was 
employed at Sharon sugar mill. He continued to work there, 
finding a role to play while he and the industry which made 
Bundaberg were young. Thygesen learned most aspects of 
field and factory management, eventually managing two 
Bundaberg mills and acquiring land on Littlebella Creek. 
He wrote in the early twentieth century, "I had not acquired 
a fortune [but] had made sufficient to enable my wife and 
myself to visit the Old Country". A prosperous and well 
respected Shire Councillor, he represented yet another group 
of bona fide settlers who made Bundaberg their permanent 
home. 
By the close of the 1870s, the opportunity to settle 
on the land in Bundaberg and other agricultural centres was 
fading and migrants were more likely to become agricultural 
labourers instead of small farmers. Although the initially 
fast rate of selection close to the town had inevitably 
slowed by this time, the later settlers sought to secure 
15. Bundaberg News, 18 March 1933, "The Passing of a 
Bundaberg Pioneer". 
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all lands with agricultural possibilities, accessible to 
transport. In so doing they completed the process begun 
by the 1869 legislation. In early 1883, Jens Neilsen 
enquired on behalf of fellow selectors for scrub lands on 
the leased half of Bingera. Its lessee, William Bligh 
O'Connell, soon afterwards brought it under the 1884 Land 
Act and it was divided. Its fate reflected the inevitable 
whittling away of the runs in the immediate vicinity of 
Bundaberg. In 1881, the local Land Commissioner had 
pointed out that "the best parts of the run are being 
selected and the townspeople's stock so overrun the country 
that the lessee would never be able to keep it free". This 
admission reflected that the small selector was irrevocably 
established at the expense of the local squatter. 
The struggle to 'unlock' land under pastoral leasehold 
in areas of closer settlement was a key phase in the history 
of most Australian colonies; Queensland was no exception. 
Among the first to face the problem were prospective 
agriculturalists in the Wide Bay, lower Burnett and Darling-
Downs districts. The process of transference in the 
Bundaberg district had also been attended by personal 
animosity between the two protagonists, H.E. King, the 
Liberal member for Wide Bay, and the redoubtable William 
Henry Walsh, representing Maryborough. 
Formulation of Queensland land policy in the period 
1860 to the 1890s and its implementation was complicated by 
differing political attitudes manifested in the two Houses 
of the colony's legislature. Both, in the early decades 
of Queensland's separate existence, were squatter-dominated. 
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In the lower House, ie. the Assembly, 
even with increased representation and 
amended electoral laws, the squatter element 
was the dominant one for at least thirteen 
years after Separation, and...it was an 
unhappy Ministry that did not give due weight 
to their representations.... 16 
There were two broad groups - the squatters, largely 
conservative, and their opponents who resembled the Liberals 
of England. Their differing economic and ideological 
approaches as to how land could best be utilized in the 
vast and under-populated state led to some lively debates 
about the sort of programme required and the timing of its 
implementation. In the early years, political expediency 
dictated the co-operation of representatives from these 
groups to form the frequently changing succession of 
Ministries which steered the coJony through its first vital 
decades of development. 
However^ the interest groups were often divided within 
themselves. G. Taylor, writing on nineteenth century land 
policy, has noted that the Liberals' philosophy was derived 
from a variety of sources, but he argued that, by definition, 
17 
most Liberals were merely anti-squatter. 
Among the squatters from the middle 1860s, one group 
still expanding into unsettled districts and pursuing 
extensive pastoral methods, sought a traditional squatter 
policy of longer leases and lower rents. The established 
squatters of the Darling Downs and Port Curtis-Burnett 
areas 
16. CA. Bernays, Queensland Politics during Sixty Years, 
Brisbane 1949, p 193. 
17. G. Taylor, "Political Attitudes and Land Policy in 
Queensland 1868-1894", Pacific Historical Review, Vol 
37, No. 3, 1968, pp 247-64. 
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occupied the best land in the colony... Their 
policy was based partly on the fact that their 
land would be required for closer settlement 
in the foreseeable future and partly from a 
change that was taking place in their economy. 
They had begun to adopt more intensive methods 
of stock management, which required investment 
in costly improvements and made freehold 
preferable to terminable leaseholds. 
The Port Curtis-Burnett group, according to Taylor: 
formed a Queensland Land League to press for 
the general sale of all Crown Land at an 
extremely low upset price and offered to 
surrender one-half of their runs if...given 
pre-emptive rights of purchase over the other 
half. 
Some of the Bundaberg pastoralists were in an anomalous 
position. Much of the ammunition of King's campaign to 
throw open land for selection around Bundaberg was directed 
at Barolin. Arthur and Alfred Brown had acquired a five-
year lease on this coastal run just before the Pastoral 
Leases Acj of 1863. Its legality was still being disputed 
in 1875; King claimed the lease was "an atrocious job". 
Although the lease of Barolin obeyed the letter of the law, 
legal niceties did not interest those demanding land and 
King, feeling that the spirit of the law had been evaded, 
demanded total resumption. He argued that the Browns, by 
well-planned and scattered selection on Barolin and 
monopoly of water-frontages on Tantitha (where land demand 
was greatest) had subverted the purposes of the 1868 Act. 
Another irregularity noted by King was the selection of 
five square miles out of the total area of twelve on 
Tantitha under the Sugar and Coffee Regulations. Refusing 
to believe that the Browns intended to invest in the sugar 
industry. King conceded that they would attempt to fulfil 
the necessary conditions - cultivation of 160 acres of 
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cane in three years - in order to secure the land freehold. 
"Peacocking" or "picking the eyes" out of a run was a 
weapon used throughout Australia by both speculative 
selectors and squatters intent on forestalling the 
agriculturalists' encroacliment on their interests. King 
maintained that of the 43,000 acres originally open for 
selection, 8,000 were in absentee speculators' hands; 
10,000 acres were held by genuine selectors; the other 
25,000 acres were held by "three individuals, lessees of 
the runs in which the land was taken up". 
King was backed by a strong pressure group. The 
settlers on the lower Burnett around Bundaberg had mounted 
an intensive campaign to raise the issue in parliament. 
Their weapons were petitions, public meetings and individual 
letters of complaint. 
In August 1870, B. Southbrook, a farmer, of Maryborough, 
had complained to the Land Commission about the squatter's 
reluctance to take the initial step of bringing their 
runs under the 186 8 Act. He claimed to represent "the 
would-be settlers who are backward in making their wants 
known". 
By the following year, 1871, Bundaberg settlers were 
less reticent. The arrival of more land-hungry selectors 
had strengthened their ranks and consequently their case. 
Forty-one representatives of these intending agriculturalists 
marshalled their complaints into a petition demanding 
resumption of pastoral leases in the immediate vicinity of 
Bundaberg. Arguing that "a large number of persons... 
desirous of settling in the neighbourhood have been unable 
to obtain a location", the petitioners hinted that the 
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Commissioner for Crown Lands and District Surveyor were in 
collusion with the lessees of local runs who were thus 
"monopolizing very large quantities of best land at a 
nominal price to the detriment of the public revenue and 
the hindrance of settlement". D.B. Waterson has established 
a strong case for this charge in the administration of the 
186 8 Act on the Darling Downs. During a visit to Bundaberg 
by H.E. King, the campaigners called a public meeting over 
the land issue where they urged him to present the 
resolutions which they embodied in their petition to 
parliament. In November he proposed that four Bundaberg 
runs - Barolin, Santitha, Tantitha and Georgiana (part of 
Kolan) be completely resumed in whole or in part. This 
was the starting point of an acrimonious struggle to 
administer the 1868 Act to the advantage of the intended 
beneficiary, the small selector. 
William Davidson, Assistant Commissioner for Crown 
Lands, was requested to submit a report on agricultural 
land available in the Bundaberg district but particularly 
on Kolan, Tantitha and Barolin. His terms of reference were 
"a means of consideration whereby the clashing interests of 
the general public and lessees of runs in question may be 
adjusted without detriment to the latter". He reported 
that there were 500 acres of scrub land on the leased half 
of Tantitha (proper), seven miles upriver from Bundaberg 
and another 200 acres on Otoo and Welcome Creek (commonly 
known as Tantitha) opposite the town. The other run 
affected by public inquiries was the leased half of Kolan 
where 1,000 acres were in demand. In sharp contrast to King, 
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Davidson claimed that the above 1,700 acres "comprise the 
only accessible agricultural areas...withheld from the 
public..-within the leased halves of the runs in question". 
The only other land close to the town was on the resumed 
halves of Bingera and Barolin but was barred to settlement 
by heavy scrub; he suggested bridle tracks be opened to 
develop the country's possibilities. Further afield, 
Davidson pointed out agricultural lands on the resumed 
halves of Kolan and Gin Gin where by 1871, 6,000 acres of 
blacksoil had been taken up; however, needy agriculturalists 
preferred to cut their overhead charges by selecting land 
close to ports. They were adamant because they believed it 
to be wrongly held. 
Much of the sting could have been taken out of the 
early squatter/selector clash had it been realized that 
the Bundaberg area was situated over a subterranean 
reservoir, since tapped. However, it did lead to resentment 
of the pastoralists' monopoly of river-frontages as well as 
decreasing estimates of land suitable for agriculture. 
Electoral reform, introduced in 1872, granting virtual 
manhood suffrage, opened the way to Liberal victory in the 
1873 Legislative Assembly elections. The squatters, however, 
were still firmly entrenched in the Legislative Council. 
The Liberals' Land Bill proposed throwing open to selection 
all runs in the Settled Districts; resximption was to follow 
selection, thus allowing the squatter to stay until the 
land was actually wanted. To break out of the impasse 
resulting from the Council's rejection, the Assembly 
formulated a plan for specific large-scale resumptions 
including 53,500 acres from Gin Gin; the Council successfully 
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parried this move in 1875. The Assembly again used the 
only weapon available - a resolution for large-scale 
resumption but this time Liberal theory was backed by 
practical evidence. Compared with Davidson's report in 
1871, favouring delaying tactics, the 1875 report of the 
Land Commissioner for Bundaberg was definite about the 
extent of the demand: 
At the present time the supply of agricultural 
land is quite exhausted... With respect to 
the resumptions it is desirable to make for the 
purpose of settlement, I have the honour to 
recommend that a portion of the frontage of Gin 
Gin Run should be thrown open as a homestead...^ 
Alfred Brown and his fellow Councillors bowed to popular 
demand, but as a last protection against unrestrained 
resumption, they wanted schedules for proposed resumptions 
to be submitted to a Select Committee of the Upper House. 
This procedure proved a two-edged weapon because the 
Assembly sent up a schedule encompassing most of the runs 
in the Settled Districts; this move was backed by a 
Pastoral Leases Bill proposing that once the ten-year 
leases had expired, these runs would be open for selection. 
With its passage, the argument was theoretically over and 
the way appeared to be open to the farmer. 
The weapons of pre-emptive right to purchase 2,560 
acres and judicious selection on the resumed halves afforded 
the squatters some protection. The historic Kolan stations 
survived, intact although reduced, down-river runs such as 
Branyan, Bingera, Tantitha, Barolin and Kolan fell to the 
selector. Sections of the first two were quickly surrendered 
after 1868; with others the process was protracted. Tantitha's 
resumption was an example of how public pressure could be 
brought to bear, but also how slowly legislation was 
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implemented. Petitions, private letters and Land 
Commissioners' reports from 1871 onwards had demanded this 
land; in 1873 Joseph Hughes, Bundaberg Land Commissioner, 
urged surrender of the lease. This was done in 1874 
despite a plaintive letter from the lessee, Isaac Moore, 
in November 1873 protesting that while he was willing to 
relinquish part of Otoo and Welcome Creek, he had "never 
expected the whole of the leased portion of Tantitha to 
be resumed". 
The outcome of the legislative tug-of-war between 
the Assembly and Council in the mid-1870s did much to 
assuage the pangs of the selectors' land hunger; legislation 
patterned on the 1868 Act administered by the persistent 
Liberals eventually coped with the first rushes of 
settlement on the lower Burnett's reaches. The pressure 
of demand inevitably fell and individual requests were more 
easily dealt with within the established framework. 
During the opening stages of King's campaign, W.H. 
Walsh had derided the temerity of this interloper "the 
youngest town in the Colony" and found its demands for the 
first compulsory administration of the 1868 Act presumptuous 
He ventured to say that "if land was put up at Maryborough, 
or Gympie, or many other places, a thousand acres would be 
18 taken up to one hundred in Bundaberg". 
King's political eulogizing took him to the other 
extreme: 
If it had been known ten years sooner that it 
[the Burnett River] was navigable, Bundaberg 
would be as large as Maryborough, and there 
would be as extensive settlement, and as many 
saw-mills along the navigable waters of that 
18. QPD Vol XIII, 1871-72, p 122. 
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river as there were on the banks of the Mary. 
But what were the Bundaberg district's chances for 
survival? As the 1870s drew to a close, the area had 
become established in the agricultural pattern King had 
forecast. However^ not all prospective settlers could 
turn immediately to cultivating their own land. Some 
found employment in clearing the land of their neighbours 
- an expensive process, costing up to £10 ($20) per acre. 
Morten Jensen, previously mentioned, during his first year 
in Bundaberg, lived on the proceeds of scrub-clearing in 
the Bingera and South Kolan area. In the first years 
after selection, the new settler was fully occupied with 
'brushing' and firing scrlib-covered land, in the way Emma 
Price described. Some pinewood was utilized to build a 
rudimentary slab-and-shingle hut but in their haste to 
plant subsistence crops of maize and pumpkin, many settlers 
wasted the soft timbers growing in the scrub lands. However, 
for many, employment in the timber industry, fencing, dam-
making, and other general work tided them over the first 
lean years. Many, in fact, found timber-getting a more 
reliable source of income. Reversing the pattern of the 
Steuarts, "selectors became timber-getters when the 
cultivation of maize and pumpkins was barely profitable 
and cultivators when agriculture on another basis offered 
20 
induced enhancement". In 1871 H.E. King cited the 
viability of the timber industry as one reason why more 
pastoral land in the Bundaberg district should be made 
available for small selectors. While perhaps overstating 
19. Ibid., p 111. 
20. W.H. Train, A Queenly Colony, Brisbane 1901, p 95. 
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his case for political reasons, he estimated that there 
were six hundred men occupied in timber-getting and 
cutting in the Wide Bay district. According to King there 
were two sawmills in the immediate Bundaberg area. One 
(undoubtedly Samuel Johnston's) had "very extensive 
machinery...erected at great expense". King believed that 
as local stands of pine and hardwood were cleared, the 
timber-getters would work upstream. The river was navigable 
for a distance of forty-one miles above the township by 
flat-bottomed boats; King, in urging his case, claimed that 
rafts of pine from as far away as "Wallah, near Gayndah" 
(obviously meaning Gin Gin) could provide a cheaper and 
less taxing journey to the riverbank Bundaberg mills than 
the more expensive bullock teams. 
In the first decade of Bundaberg's existence when 
glutted maize markets caused hardship to many growers, the 
timber industry continued to grow. Samuel Johnston's 
prosperity was an index to the industry's viability. Even 
before the success of sugar cultivation boosted the town's 
expansion rate in the 1880s, Samuel Johnston had accumulated 
enough capital in the previous decade to invest in the new 
industry. Building of Waterview Sugar Mill commenced in 
April 1879. Another yardstick of expansion in the timber 
industry and contributing to the town's increasingly assured 
permanence, was the erection of Manchester and Scott's 
Burnett Sawmills in 1876. It was estimated fifteen to 
twenty men would be permanently employed at the mill, 
exclusive of timber-getters, carters and puntmen. To the 
present day, the timber industry has remained important in 
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the Bundaberg economy and several major mills continue to 
handle the local hardwoods (iron bark, blue gum, spotted 
gum, stringy bark and bloodwoods); hoop pine and some cypress 
pine while small units cope with orders for railway timbers 
21 
and extra building materials. 
With mechanized transport, the crack of the bullocky's 
whip, the creak of laden wagons, the pine rafts sweeping 
down the Burnett are no longer part of the Bundaberg scene. 
But until 1908, these rafts, comprising stripped logs 
lashed together by chains and navigated by poles, were a 
familiar sight. It was not as expensive as rail transport 
or arduous compared with a haul by horse or bullock teams 
through the forest country but there was one drawback which 
raftsmen hoped to avoid. At Bingera Falls, the head of 
navigation, there was a natural loose stone causeway. It 
was sometimes artificially built up to act as a weir for 
irrigation water; if a good freshet was not coming up the 
river, the raft was baulked by this obstacle. The raftsman 
then had to break up the load and ease the logs over one 
22 
at a time. The time lost was docked from his pay. 
Timber was an important staple but it was not the only 
one. Even as the lands were being cleared the settlers 
turned to maize-growing. At first it served as a subsis-
tence crop. Cooked when green, the maize supplemented 
their diet of pumpkin, eggs and goats' milk; ripe, it was 
ground for meal. However, maize soon had a greater 
significance for Bundaberg, backing as it did, the 
21. The Bundaberg Reporter, 6 March 1888. 
22. S. Round, The Last Hoop Pine Riding the Burnett River 
to the Bundaberg Sawmills, typescript, Bundaberg/ 
Woongarra/Gooburrum Historical Society. 
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agricultural boom which brought settlers to the lower 
Burnett lands. While high prices lasted, the economy of 
Bundaberg and of other predominantly agricultural centres 
seemed viable. 
The clearing of the Woongarra scrub revealed the red 
volcanic soil which, with optimum moisture supply, later 
proved to be the best cane-growing land in the district. 
On the fringes of the Woongarra was a rich brown loam 
variant with the same high value. Developed from basalt, 
this elevated area centred on the Hummock. The Woongarra 
lands stretch from Bundaberg to the Elliott River, south 
of the present city, and the soil formation is repeated 
in a similar outcrop at the Hill End section on Bingera. 
North and west of the Woongarra the country is flat and 
featureless, apart from the alluvial deposits of the 
Elliott, Burnett and Kolan rivers and their tributaries. 
These lands, bordering on watercourses and covered with a 
variety of trees ranging from the predominant blue gum to 
black bean, weeping myrtle and giant water gum, attracted 
the early settlers. Soil analysts in the twentieth 
century^however, ranked this type of soil (the Burnett 
series) as third in importance in the Bundaberg area. The 
Gooburrum series although proved in time to be extremely 
valuable for cane cultivation, was not cleared and brought 
23* into production for a considerable time. 
23. N.J. King, "Soil Investigations in the Sugar-Producing 
Areas in Bundaberg", Queensland Journal of Agricultural 
Science, Vol 6, No 3, 1949, p 147. 
* Significant deposits of this soil are located at South 
Kalkie, Alloway, Clayton, Gooburrum, Oakwood, Bingera, 
Ten Mile Road, and Pine Creek; however, they did not 
become of major importance in sugar production until 
analysis by the Bureau of Sugar Experiment Stations 
indicated that phosphatic fertilizing was necessary if 
the soil was to retain its original productivity-
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Such was the richness of the soil that men with 
little experience and armed only with a hoe, plenty of 
strength and determination could reap large yields. More 
intensive cultivation with a plough had to be postponed 
until the tree stumps rotted (a process of about four years) 
However, hoe cultivation brought rumoured yields of up to 
one hundred bushels per acre, and the rich soil continued 
its high rate of production even though there were two 
harvests a year. Bundaberg's new settlers, inexperienced 
as farmers, naturally turned to a crop that was both 
remunerative and relatively simple to cultivate. Early 
high maize prices of 6 shillings to 7 shillings per bushel 
gave the majority a false sense of security. Their 
unbounded optimism was reflected in the words of a local 
correspondent who wrote in late 1875 that "primitive as 
is this mode of culture, its results are astonishing... ^ 
Agriculturally considered the prospect of no portion of 
the colony is greater than that of the district of which 
24 Bundaberg is centre". However, weevil attacks on the 
maize crop in 1876 and plummeting prices caused by 
diminishing northern markets in the latter years of the 
decade, were to temper this early optimism. Bundaberg 
farmers, indebted to store-keepers, knew the bitterness 
of poverty. Businessmen were also caught in the backlash 
from the town's unsound and undiversified economy. G.T. 
Bell, storekeeper, auctioneer and shipping agent, was well 
qualified to judge the misery resulting from this mutual 
dependence. 
24. Bundaberg Star, 22 October 1875. 
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In 1876, when the crop failed owing to some 
disease, nearly every businessman in the place 
was ruined. The farmers could not meet their 
six months' accounts; and meetings of creditors 
and insolvencies were the order of the day. To 
add to our troubles our only bank 'put the screws 
on'... The distress among the poor farmers and 
their hardworking families was very acute. The 
majority of them did not know the taste of 
butcher's meat for months, and subsisted on 
pumpkins, sweet potatoes, wallabies and birds 
caught in the snare...* 25 
James Noakes also remembered the adverse effects of the 
falling market. By 1873, maize from Spring Hill was 
fetching 3 shillings to 3s.6d. per bushel. Sound northern 
markets enabled many of the pioneers to weather the first 
years. However, maize prices fell to ls.6d. per bushel 
and 
most of the farmers were soon more or less hard 
up. I have sold to Mr. Boston, the butcher, a 
four bushel bag of maize for 4/-; that was not 
1/- a bushel as the bag had to be thrown in... -
According to Noakes, the town was only saved by the advent 
of sugar. In 1882, just before sugar was introduced (by 
large-scale capitalists) "maize was up to 2/6 and most of 
. . . T II26 the farmers were on their beam ends... 
While maize farmers around Bundaberg were in this 
unhappy position, freight costs for upriver growers further 
whittled away the possibility of a reasonable living. These 
men of inadequate means were carried down to subsistence 
level by the weight of their own numbers. As both Bundaberg's 
northern and southern markets began to find local suppliers, 
some agriculturalists attempted to counter their reliance on 
maize by diversification but comparable cash crops were 
difficult to find. The Bates family tried wheat on Walla; 
25. G.T. Bell, Going, Going, Gone!, Brisbane. 1908, pp 126-27 
26. WB&BD, 1887, p 69. 
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Walter Adams also tried wheat, sending samples of this 
cereal and sugar to the Paris Exhibition in December 1877; 
on Electra near Bundaberg, James Drinan commenced wine 
27 
making in January of the same year. 
The first Exhibition of the Mulgrave Pastoral, 
Agricultural and Horticultural Association, staged in 1878, 
demonstrated this trend towards wide experimentation. In 
a competition for the Queenslander Cup, Richard Kendall 
displayed "oranges, grapes, pineapples (and such pineapples), 
beeswax, cherry guavas, apples, lard, jute, rosellas", many 
varieties of vegetable and fruit preserves. None of these 
was classifiable as a cash crop but here, as elsewhere in 
the report the point, reassuringly stressed, was the 
variety of crops vMch the Bundaberg district could produce. 
Despite the uneasiness that must have been engendered by 
falling prices, the reporter endorsed the crop confidently: 
"The exhibits of maize in cob and shelled were, as might 
be expected in so thoroughly a maize locality, both numerous 
and good". Underlying the article, however, was an aware-
ness that Bundaberg was approaching a crossroads vital to 
its future. The reporter cast into the future, arguing that 
the locality was suitable for sugar cultivation. On the 
other hand, cattle which had first brought settlement to 
the neglected lower reaches of the Burnett fifteen years 
before, provided only "sparse" displays at the 1878 
Exhibition. Their absence indicated more than a lack of 
28 
interest. Taken in conjunction with the emphasis on small 
27. Chronological Table - Bundaberg and Mt. Perry Mail, 
(CT-BMPM), pp 3-4. 
28. BMPM, 14 June 18 78. 
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crops, it was indicative that the 1868 land legislation 
had largely succeeded in bringing the small selector to 
the Bundaberg district to the exclusion of the pioneering 
pastoralists. It also indicated that the "grazing farmer" 
clauses of that legislation had been less successful. For 
large-scale pastoralists, the search for beef markets 
continued and the majority of small selectors did not have 
the resources to depend on a long-range market or to invest 
in frozen beef experiments, as the Browns and Mcllwraith 
of Gin Gin were doing. 
Despite the optimistic reports of the 1878 Exhibition, 
the success of the small selector experiment lay in the 
balance. The evidence of Bell and Noakes was representative 
of the doubts assailing both businessmen and agriculturalists 
at that time. Many farmers were not salvaged from penury 
until the next decade when the provision of large-scale 
processing mills by outside capital guaranteed the 
selectors' entry into the sugar industry. 
At the beginning of the 1870s, King had realized that 
Bundaberg could not develop in a vacuum; his optimistic 
forecast that it would soon be a "thriving and populous 
town" was drawn from three sources. Apart from agriculture 
at the base, it would be buttressed by the thriving timber 
industry and the potential development of the Mt. Perry 
copper mines, some fifty miles distant. The timber industry 
would inevitably expand upriver, incidentally clearing the way 
for further settlers; both it and the mining industry would 
promote the port of Bundaberg and boost the population of 
the town's hinterland. In this latter point lay a possible 
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basis and justification for Walsh's derision of King's 
claims. Bundaberg's population in 1871 was 117; that 
of the immediate district was approximately 500 while 
only 100 lived in Bundaberg's hinterland (the later Kolan 
shire). Although Bundaberg was only a small town, the 
makings of a community lay in the people there. Walsh 
underestimated their determination to make up for the 
early disadvantages and official mistakes that had 
retarded the logical development of a town on the Burnett's 
banks. This sense of urgency was manifested in many ways, 
but nowhere more dramatically than in Bundaberg's fight 
to become Mt. Perry's port. 
CHAPTER 4 
A Mayor is Elected 
Copper mining operations began in Mt. Perry during 
1871. King, the local parliamentary representative, had 
assumed that Bundaberg would be Mt. Perry's outlet but 
the small town was soon rivalled by Maryborough, longer 
established, more populous and backed by its member, 
William Henry Walsh. Increased harbour traffic was not 
the only prize though the most immediate. Because of the 
longterm implications, each town aimed to be the terminus 
for the Mt. Perry access route. This would be an 
invaluable asset to any agricultural community - opening 
the way to settlement, providing alternative employment 
for struggling agriculturalists, and expediting the 
transport of perishable produce to market. 
The campaign for a road from Bundaberg to Mt. Perry 
began in 1872 but was superseded by the potentially more 
important scheme for a railway as it became obvious that 
the economic stakes were worth the battle. Although 
Bundaberg residents more than held their own with public 
meetings and petitions on the Mt. Perry issue, Maryborough 
had the initial advantage when it came to propaganda. The 
Maryborough Chronicle provided a permanent forum in which 
the town's case was cogently argued. To a lesser extent, 
Bundaberg partisans, particularly the storekeepers 
anticipating trade with Mt. Perry and pastoral stations 
between, had redress to the Mt. Perry Mail. However, the 
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contest became more even in January 1875 when the fiercely 
chauvinistic Bundaberg Star burst upon the scene. The 
first number was rushed from the press on 31 December 1874 
with such speed that it bore no number and the street 
where the printing office was situated was unnamed. The 
appearance of Bundaberg's first paper on the last day of 
1874 might have been a symbolic gesture with which the 
proprietors saluted the New Year and a fresh epoch in the 
district's history. That Henry Marcus and William Mellefont, 
also of the Ipswich Observer, meant the Bundaberg Star and 
the Burnett Times to be a meaningful agent for growth was 
announced by the editorial in the first (numbered) issue, 
7 January 1875. This extolled the attributes of the 
district and recommended how best to exploit them and 
concluded: 
The proprietors beg to remind the residents 
of the town and district that the interests 
of the Bundaberg Star and theirs are identical. 
If they progress, the paper may reasonably hope 
to share in their prosperity- If, on the 
contrary, apathetic carelessness prevails 
serious loss can scarcely be avoided. The 
proprietors, therefore have the strongest of 
all inducements - that of self-interest - to 
study the welfare of the town and the district... 
John Rowland took over the role of community spokesman 
when he bought the Star from Mellefont in June 1876. 
During this year the equally sympathetic but more moderate 
Mt. Perry Mail was transferred to Bundaberg by its 
proprietor, Thomas White, because of depression in the 
copper-mining industry. Beginning with issue 203 of the 
Bundaberg and Mt. Perry Mail, Bundabergians had two papers 
of opposing political persuasions in which to ventilate 
their problems and promote their interests. The Star 
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sedulously reported the Maryborough Chronicle's jibe at 
Bundaberg's claims to be Mt. Perry's port. The resultant 
vitriolic exchanges between the new newspapers served to 
heighten Bundaberg's sense of separate identity. Although 
the Star's outbursts were occasionally deplored even by 
the Mail's reporters, the Star reflected and furthered a 
militant streak which had been evolving in the Bundaberg 
ethos since the early 1870s. 
That the town could support two papers was an 
encouraging sign of growth; at first, the survival of the 
Star had ironically depended on advertisements mainly from 
Maryborough merchants, but expanding local commercial 
interests helped to swell the paper's income. In 1875, 
when the Star's proprietors set up its presses, the town 
was equipped with a rudimentary commercial centre. There 
were auctioneering, mining and shipping agencies, surveyors, 
six stores, five hotels, butchers' shops and two shoemakers. 
Secondary industry made its humble entry into Bundaberg 
with the establishment of two cordial factories by J. Hume 
2 
and Charles Bertheau. These were promising portents for 
the district agriculturalists growing sugar. Richard 
Ruddell, who arrived in 1872, had set up a soap factory. 
No less than four blacksmiths earned their living in the 
predominantly agricultural community in 1875. These 
businesses were a normal feature in any developing town 
but favourable indicators of growth. 
In 1871, there had been sound economic reasons for 
1. Walker, op.cit., p 45. 
2. W.D. Morrison, op.cit., page unnumbered. 
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Maryborough's claiming priority over Bundaberg as Mt. 
Perry's port. Bundaberg comprised only five stores, two 
of which were under construction, and did not have the 
commercial facilities to handle the copper trade. No 
banking company had been attracted to the town and ready 
money was scarce; a Customs House had been established 
on the Burnett River, but duties had to be paid at 
3 
Maryborough. Lack of another basic service also retarded 
the district's general development. Although Bundaberg's 
primary reason for being was as the centre of a newly 
opened agricultural district, residents had to petition 
in December 1871 for the establishment of a Land Office 
in the town, all previous business having been transacted 
in Maryborough. The petition complained of inconvenience 
caused when settlers tried to select or purchase land. 
Lessees of mineral lands were similarly placed. However, 
on both counts, the check was only temporary. The first 
* 
sale of land in Bundaberg was held in 1872. Banking 
facilities were established in the same year "under 
circumstances more suggestive of Yankee celerity than the 
4 
usual take-it-easy colonial style". Representing the 
Commercial Bank, a Mr. Walker arrived in Bundaberg in April 
1872 to assess whether the town could support a bank. His 
3. Walker, op.cit., p 28. 
* The first Bundaberg land sales had been held in 
Maryborough on 11 May 1870 and resulted in a Mr. John 
Foley (a hotel keeper) buying a town allotment for 
£11; in 1872, the first sale was held in Bundaberg; 
40 perches adjacent to the present School of Arts 
realized £4/10/-. (Cutting of Bundaberg newspaper 
(undated) in possession of BWGHS.) 
4. Ibid., p 37. 
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suggestions were eagerly accepted and he left the town 
with the assurance that a branch would be established 
within the next few months. However, the Bank of New 
South Wales stole a march on its rival. The day after 
Walker's departure, their representative, Mr. Sheridan 
Newman, "rode into town 'bloody with spurring, fiery hot 
with haste', ten hours from Maryborough...and the news was 
bruited about that a branch of the Bank of New South Wales 
was open for the transaction of business". The 
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Limited did open as 
promised in June 1872, but Mr. Sheridan in hastily 
establishing the Bank of New South Wales branch, had 
assessed the volume of business correctly. The Commercial 
Bank was forced to close its doors in October 1873. Not 
until prompted by hopes for the sugar industry in the 
1880s did that bank return. 
The small town had some initial advantages over 
Maryborough, one by default. Although Bundaberg was the 
closer town to Mt. Perry copper, between it and the mines 
lay a mountain range which the drays found hard to traverse. 
Yet this route was preferred by the early teamsters. To 
reach Maryborough the drays had to cross the Burnett at 
Mingo ford which was susceptible to flooding with each 
freshet - a more unpredictable route than the one to 
Bundaberg. In 1875, Maryborough attempted to capture more 
traffic with the construction of a large causeway at Mingo 
crossing and a subsidiary punt service on an adjoining reach, 
5. Ibid. 
6. Maryborough Almanac 1875, p 69-
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Nevertheless Bundaberg had the clear advantage for some 
years. The most convincing argument that Bundaberg could 
bring forward in its case for a government road was the 
cheaper rate of carriage - £5 ($10) per ton to Bundaberg, 
7 
£8 ($16) to Maryborough. 
In the Bundaberg community there were optimists who 
read into the amount of copper arriving haphazardly by 
the mountain road the beginning of a sizeable traffic. 
This issue held direct interest for the town's few business-
men. Mt. Perry (comprising the twin townships of Fife-Barnet 
and Tenningering) was a rapidly growing town on their 
doorstep - from ten in 1871, its population had risen to 800 
in 1872; in 1875, it was estimated to be 1,400. In 
February 1872, at a well attended public meeting chaired by 
Alexander Walker, it was decided to establish a fund from 
which a bonus of £1 ($2) could be paid to copper hauliers 
bringing their drayloads to Bundaberg; storekeepers guaranteed 
to make the trip worthwhile by supplying thirty return loads 
of goods. They argued quite honestly that their rate of 
carriage was cheaper both to Mt. Perry and to the local 
P 
pastoral runs. For these pastoralists, Bundaberg's 
agitation for a road to Mt. Perry, taken in conjunction with 
continuing land demands, threatened a more rapid encroachment 
of agriculturalists on to their runs. If their plan succeeded 
one station thus jeopardized was Monduran, the property of 
William Henry Walsh. This fact, when combined with his 
position as Minister for Public Works and Maryborough's 
7. Walker, op.cit., p 30. 
8. Mt. Perry Mail, 22 February 1872. 
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representative and his apparent bias against Bundaberg as 
a small farmer's town, seemingly presented Bundaberg with 
heavy odds. Paradoxically, A.H. Brown, his friend and 
fellow squatter, although unchanging on the land question, 
reversed his attitude towards a Mt. Perry road. Perhaps 
this lends credence to his statements that he intended to 
become a bona fide sugar planter on Barolin; it is more 
likely that he agreed with the storekeepers' arguments that 
their carriage rates were lower than Maryborough's. Whatever 
the reason. Brown chaired a public meeting in March 1872 
convened to plan action on the road issue. Indignation was 
running high. The campaign to win the Mt. Perry trade had 
just taken a backward step with parliament's vote of £1,000 
($2,000) for a Maryborough-Mt. Perry road (without any 
supporting survey). Out of this meeting emerged a committee 
whose duties were to delineate a road from Bundaberg to Mt. 
Perry and to petition the government for a parliamentary 
vote to cover its construction. 
Despite an increasing number of drays, the Palmer 
administration, advised by the Minister for Public Works, 
Walsh, dealt Bundaberg's ambitions a great blow- In early 
1872, Ebenezer Vickery, director of the Mt. Perry Mining 
Company, had brought forward the suggestion that his 
Company construct a private railway to Bundaberg. The 
government rejected the proposal. Indulging in retrospective 
assessment of this rejection, Bundaberg's two newspapers took 
opposite stands. The Star, in typical pose of enraged 
champion, stated that the government's inaction on the road 
issue "pale[d] before the outrageous treatment accorded Mr 
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Vickery and a party of Sydney capitalists who actually 
proposed to make a railway themselves, so fully convinced 
were they of the paying nature of the investment and the 
permanent good that would ensue..."* When the government 
shelved the plan and did not submit one of its own "... 
bona fide copper mining was crushed at its birth...and 
9 
the commercial prosperity of the district suppressed". 
On the other hand, an article in the May issue of the 
Bundaberg and Mt. Perry Mail (1876) reflected the Palmer 
Ministry's dilemma in 1872. Unlike the Liberal-orientated 
Star, its political sympathies lay with Palmer's party; but 
it also believed that the line to Mt. Perry would have 
proved, and would still prove, remunerative. Reconciling 
the rejection with this belief, the Mail argued that the 
government was to be congratulated for holding "the public 
estate". It pointed out that Vickery had offered to 
construct the line in return for grants of alternate blocks 
of land along the proposed route; the Mail agreed that the 
land's value in agricultural and mineral wealth far 
outweighed the price of construction. 
For the very reason used by the Star to justify 
Vickery's case, the Mail rejected it. Because the 
government had realised that Treasury coffers would benefit 
with the opening up of agricultural and metalliferous land, 
they had not been swayed into alienating the land to be 
used for private enterprise purposes. Some Bundaberg 
residents suspected the squatter-dominated legislature of 
baser motives - land grants to the Mt. Perry Mining Company 
9. Bundaberg Star, 26 February 1875. 
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would have involved pastoral runs en route. To them, the 
rejection of Vickery's offer represented a missed 
opportunity. Soon afterwards, a government surveyor sent 
to report on the Mt. Perry mining industry, argued that 
"cheap carriage...like a railway" was needed. 
Bundaberg's chagrin was reflected in the meeting of 
July 1872 and the government was informed that "The 
conviction was fully expressed that the local interests 
had been betrayed by the Government and the rising port 
outwitted and over-reached by Maryborough". Vickery and 
Alexander Walker, exasperated with official inaction, 
offered to have a road to Mt. Perry privately surveyed. 
In August, Walker was able to announce at another public 
meeting that the government had approved a survey, promised 
a surveyor and voted money for construction of a road to 
the nearest mine. In the same month, W.H. Walsh, in his 
capacity as Minister for Public Works, tentatively 
submitted general resolutions covering the construction of 
railways, tramway lines, bridges, canal and irrigation 
works by private companies. The Queensland government did 
not have the means to support an expensive major railway 
programme which is what the many regional demands dictated. 
Plans such as Vickery's were one solution. As one regional 
patriot argued "If the resolution had been limited as it 
had been at one time proposed to the construction of a 
railway to Mt. Perry, he should have opposed it; but in 
its present form...he should give it his support". 
10. BMPM, 25 February 1875. 
11. QPD, Vol XIV, 1872, p 978. 
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In the ensuing debate, it was obvious that this was 
not a majority opinion. Regional jealousies and the need 
to protect the public heritage from possible exploitation 
dashed Bundaberg's hopes for an early rail link with Mt. 
Perry. Plans for a road to the mines mollified campaigners 
in 1872. Although the Bundaberg Star reported that the road 
was still under construction in 1875, news of the proposed 
link three years before had led to an upsurge of optimism 
for Bundaberg's future. The tempo of business quickened 
and storekeepers abandoned plans to desert to Mt. Perry; 
some acknowledged their belief in Bundaberg's future by 
expanding their businesses. John Nott, who had won the 
copper-hauling contract, arrived with his fifty teamsters 
in January 1873. A Brisbane Courier correspondent judged 
"that Bundaberg is recovering from its recent depression 
12 
and is set in a fair way to prosper". 
Several residents realized that if Bundaberg were to 
attract population and to consolidate its claims to become 
Mt. Perry's port, some co-ordinated effort was needed to 
provide the town with essential services. The formation of 
a Progress Committee in early January 1873 epitomized the 
new optimism and determination to promote the district's 
interests. 
Committee members had already been active in giving 
the small town some basis for future expansion. Alexander 
Walker had led in Bundaberg's struggles for a road to Mt. 
Perry- He chaired most of the protest meetings and was 
influential in formulating their plans. Having sold his 
12. Cited Walker, op.cit., p 31. 
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Gayndah assets. Walker's future lay in Bundaberg's 
prosperity and the ironic fact that Gayndah lay on the 
Mt. Perry-Maryborough route probably did not escape him 
in his efforts to secure the copper traffic. Walter Adams 
was particularly useful to this group who, in the absence 
of local government bodies, were to serve as the town's 
liaison officers with the government, forwarding requests 
to the relevant departments or their parliamentary 
representative. Adams had lived in Maryborough since 1853 
and he was able to use the experience gained as that town's 
Chairman of the Works Committee to guide Bundaberg through 
the comparable stages of development. John Steuart was 
the first chairman. Samuel Johnston and G.T. Bell were the 
other members. Bell had arrived in 1871 and had established 
himself as auctioneer and shipping agent. All had proved 
by their adaptability to be resourceful leaders of the 
pioneer town and were representative of town and country 
interests. 
One of the first acts was to compile a list of urgent 
requirements suggested by Bundaberg residents. Heading 
their eleven-point programme was continued agitation for 
the Mt. Perry road. The other demands were mainly for 
external and internal communications - beacons at the 
river mouth; roads to Gayndah and Maryborough; a bi-weekly 
mail to Maryborough and Mt. Perry; transport across the 
Burnett River and a punt to cross Saltwater Creek, for the 
convenience of the Woongarra settlers. Securing essential 
reserves for hospital, cemetery and recreation purposes 
was another important item in serving the community although 
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a sense of priorities relegated these to last on the list. 
Less basic but indicative of the growing civic awareness, 
which the members comprising the Progress Committee wanted 
to promote, was the demand that the principal streets be 
cleared of timber. 
That John Steuart was chairman of the first Progress 
Committee was fitting. The Steuart brothers had more than 
established their credentials as district promoters, 
having given the town the means of easier communication with 
the outside world - by road and river. 
Soon after settling, they were optimistic that 
selectors would be overlanding from Maryborough in the near 
future. Gavin set out during 1868 to determine as short a 
route as possible between the two towns. The customary 
route between Maryborough and Bundaberg was via Eureka up 
river but Gavin struck south through the Burrum, checking 
particularly the best fording places on the coastal creeks. 
Using his brother's information, John, accompanied by some 
aborigines, blazed a trail to the Burrum. Gavin claimed 
that this track after straightening at some points by 
Surveyor Maunsell and Sergeant Gallagher, became the road 
to Maryborough. 
An urgent requirement was crossed off the Progress 
Committee's list with the gradual improvement of mail 
services. The first issue of the Bundaberg Star announced 
twice weekly mail services to both Maryborough and Mt. 
Perry. In August 1876, West's Coach Service began running 
between the former town and Bundaberg, but as patronage 
did not equal the ambition of the scheme, the seirvice 
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ceased in October. But what is life without optimism or 
enterprise? In January 1878, conditions were more conducive 
to a limited success. The proprietor of the coach service 
secured a bi-weekly contract for carrying the mail, 
previously done by horseback. With this subsidy, the 
coaches were able to make their inter-town journey thrice 
13 
weekly, later daily. This service continued until the 
rail link was forged between Maryborough and Bundaberg in 
1888. 
Basic to its efforts to be Mt. Perry's outlet was the 
standard of the town's port facilities. The Burnett River's 
reputation did not make the chances of winning government 
expenditure an easy undertaking; and improvement of 
Bundaberg's port facilities was to be a long process. The 
ubiquitous Steuarts had temporarily buoyed the river 
entrance to guide the early shipping from 1868. The main 
channel into the river was narrow but deep; the seas 
rarely broke on the bar, which at low water was covered 
by six feet of water. The west entrance was best avoided 
as the seas broke heavily there and the way was choked by 
sandbanks. Government dredges were not employed at this 
stage of Bundaberg's development and a few low-water patches 
had to be negotiated by ships making their way nine miles 
up the serpentine course of the Burnett to Bundaberg. 
The official township had been surveyed on the higher 
southern banks by District Surveyor Thompson in 1869. The 
wisdom of this decision was confirmed by the floods of 1870 
and 1875 which inundated the district. An unofficial 
13. Ibid., p 99. 
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township grew on the north bank where the first pioneers 
settled. While the Steuarts had recommended that the 
townsite be developed on the southern side, they had 
hoped that a town reserve would be declared on the 
northern banks. 
The increased traffic of small coastal traders after 
1868 persuaded the Steuarts to turn their capable hands 
to wharf-building. They cut a road from Woondooma to 
North Bundaberg and built a wharf later purchased by the 
Australian Steam Navigation (ASN) Company which also 
erected a bond and free store (on the site purchased from 
the Steuarts) in July 1872 and this continued for several 
years to be the landing place for the town and district. 
The ASN Company began their fortnightly steamer service 
in 1873. The increasing tempo of shipping was perhaps the 
best indicator of Bundaberg's steady growth. The 1875 
Maryborough Almanac reported "the trade has...now increased 
sufficiently to maintain a weekly steamer and schooner, 
which now ply constantly between the Burnett and Mary 
15 Rivers". 
It was reported that there was a "substantial" wharf 
on the north side. The first government landing place. 
Queen's wharf on the southern bank, was only in process 
of completion in 1875 although an 1871 journal had noted 
"a natural wharf" on that side of the river. The government 
had been persuaded to reverse its decision not to build on 
this favourable site by Walter Adams' tender which undercut 
the official estimate by £2,000 ($4,000). The ASN Company 
14. Steuart, op.cit., p 173. 
15. Maryborough Almanac, 1875, p 66. 
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leased this wharf in 1876, a decision prompted by the 
widespread floods of the preceding year. Their main 
cargo was maize: "21,000 bushels were forwarded by the 
A.S.N. Company's steamers and a corresponding quantity by 
sailing vessels and inland in the first eight months of 
1874" but minerals were also part of their complement. 
The arrival of the Mt. Perry copper drays at the 
northside wharves led to pressure from the growing business 
community on the southside. One of the first projects to 
be crossed off the Progress Committee's eleven-point 
programme was the demand for a ferry or punt across the 
Burnett. In May 1872 a petition was framed at a protest 
meeting; although a government officer was sent to 
investigate, no action followed his recommendation. The 
Gillen brothers put a proposition to the Minister for 
Public Works, for a five-year lease of ferry rights, using 
their own punts. Eventually the growth of the district 
outstripped the usefulness of this service; in 1886 
agitation for a major bridge began, but to the Bundabergians 
of 1873, the makeshift service was welcome. 
Many improvements carried out for the purpose of 
promoting Bundaberg's image as Mt. Perry's port was of 
benefit to the growing community and many efforts of the 
Progress Committee were of course directed primarily to 
this end. Prior to 1872, Saltwater Creek had prevented 
the movement of vehicular traffic between the town and most 
of the Woongarra. Walter Adams was one property holder 
inconvenienced by this. Government action was urged in 
1872 and money voted. Every tender exceeded the government 
16. Ibid. 
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estimate of the cost but Adams then underbid himself. 
The bridge, known as Adams* Bridge, was built, the first 
in the district, at a cost of £329 ($660) and was used 
until superseded by the (wooden) Kennedy bridge, 
constructed in 1878. 
Bundaberg had received another window on the world 
in 1874. Following the customary representations, a 
telegraphic service with Maryborough commenced in March 
1874; the Pilot Station at the Heads was linked with the 
town a year later. Until 1876, J.H. Cathcart ran a post 
office-cum-store in Quay Street, its small proportions 
demonstrated by a local joke that if Cathcart "wanted to 
17 lace up his boots, he had to go outside". Unfortunately, 
the new telegraph post office, opened in 1876 on Targo 
Street, still proved inadequate for the growing town and 
as the 1870s closed a larger building was erected on the 
site of the present Post Office. 
Private enterprise and government had given the area 
banking facilities, post office services, wharf and 
improved internal communications. Under the impetus given 
by an organized Progress Committee, projects for survival 
came to be seen as instriiments of growth, and the story of 
the 1870s was one of steady improvement. 
As the town became more complex and the district's 
population increased, some began to argue that Bundaberg's 
formal incorporation as a municipality was a warranted 
step, although a premature move in this direction was 
17. Queensland Times, 21 April 1934, articles by T 
Dexter, "Bundaberg's Early Days". 
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rejected in 1873. Mt. Perry was again a catalyst in this 
tendency to conceive of Bundaberg no longer as a suppliant, 
but as a community with confidence in its potential and 
with resources to plan its own future. A correspondent 
to the Star foreshadowed the inadequacies of the Progress 
Committee to handle the needs of the expanding town: "... 
if this [Mt. Perry] railway goes ahead...I'm afraid we'll 
find ourselves in a pretty fix, having no one to look after 
18 
our streets, their formation...etc." 
Like most Queensland towns, Bundaberg was slow to 
seek the status and responsibility of a municipality and 
was led to this decision by the government rather than 
taking the initiative itself. The government, faced with 
the dilemma of funding large-scale developmental projects, 
gradually evolved a local government structure whereby some 
of the responsibility was delegated. 
Queensland's first legislation on local government had 
been the Municipalities Act, 1858, inherited from New South 
Wales. Since it was argued that many communities did not 
avail themselves of the powers of self-government because 
unoccupied land was rated equally with occupied land, and 
residents were wary of new taxes, Theophilus Pugh moved 
and secured several amendments in 1861, to the above Act. 
Firstly, endowment by the government was to be increased 
by one-third of the revenue from land sales within the 
municipality, or if more than half the land were sold, 
half the revenue; this principle of providing for local 
works out of land revenue was further endorsed by "The 
18. Bundaberg Star, 29 January 1875. 
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19 Principles of Government" passed in 1867. Secondly, 
municipalities could borrow on the security rates to the 
extent of three years' revenue. 
Amalgamating the 1858 and 1861 legislation, the 
Municipal Institutions Amendment Act of 1864 had given 
the "care, construction and management of roads, public 
streets, bridges, ferries, wharves, jetties and public 
thoroughfares" to councils and this suggested an inhibiting 
expense to communities such as Bundaberg. The 1864 
Municipalities Act retained the provision of 1861, that it 
was each community's decision to seek incorporation as a 
municipality- Mackay, a township of the same vintage as 
Bundaberg, had sought incorporation in 1869. 
Bundaberg was divided on the issue. At a meeting of 
the Committee in July 1878, J. Lamb and newspaper 
proprietor, John Rowland, put strong cases for the 
affirmative. Walter Adams' arguments carried the vote in 
the negative. He pointed out that, if the town v/as 
incorporated, their income, which had averaged £1,400 ($2,800) 
per annum in the previous six years, would be greatly 
reduced: "Well^ say there are 170 houses in North and South 
Bundaberg...at £1 each per annum...that's £170; unimproved 
properties, £50; total £220; Government endowment £440; 
giving a grand total of £660, all to be spent on our streets! 
No, it wasn't though: wait a minute...!" He then 
balanced against these assets the expenditure on salaries 
for surveyor, town clerk, rate inspector and general office 
material. This left "the gigantic sum of £259 per annum for 
19. A.A. Morrison, Local Government in Queensland, Brisbane 
1952, p 10. 
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six Aldermen to squabble for." To a town and district 
experiencing problems arising from glutted maize markets 
and not particularly able to take on extra financial 
burdens, Adams' approach made sense. 
The membership of the Progress Committee had been 
increased to twelve in 1877 but this machinery had only 
been intended as an ad hoc arrangement and with the 
increasing demands of the district, its defects became 
obvious. Firstly, as parliament's legislative load became 
heavier, it could not afford to indulge too many 'roads 
* 
and bridges' members. Each was forced by public pressure 
in his own constituency to bargain for public monies. To 
secure reciprocal support, members resorted to "back-
scratching" techniques. Secondly, the Committee's operation 
was cumbersome. An elected body, it had to go through a 
monthly procedure of calling a public meeting to report its 
actions and to receive further instructions, although this 
was beneficial in terms of building community spirit. 
The long legislative process by which the Queensland 
legislature had been intuitively feeling its way towards 
sound local government culminated in Griffith's Local 
Government Act of 1878 and Mcllwraith's measure, the 
Divisional Boards Act 1879. The former Act dealt only with 
existing municipalities. Consequently, a Bundaberg board 
20. Walker, op.cit., p 154. 
* "After Separation...it is perfectly true to say that 
the most important function a representative of the 
people had to perform was to secure for his constituents, 
by every means in his power, grants of money for the 
construction of every conceivable class of local work. 
Hence the origin of the term 'Roads and Bridges'." 
Bernays, op.cit., p 384. 
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was constituted under the 1879 Divi_s_ional Boards Act. 
This legislation expanded on the Act of the previous year 
and enforced local government organization in every portion 
of the colony, however sparsely populated. Bundaberg had 
no choice in this procedure. 
Local government in the agricultural lands adjoining 
Bundaberg was administered by the Kolan and Barolin 
Divisional Boards. The areas of their jurisdiction extended 
along the coast for approximately forty miles on either side 
of the Burnett and inland for ten to twenty miles. Kolan, 
the larger of the two divisions, included the suburban area 
of North Bundaberg, not included in the municipality when 
the town was finally incorporated, the historic Kolan pastoral 
runs and rich scri±ilands in the Kolan River watershed and good 
scrub and forest lands at Walla and Gin Gin. On the river's 
southern side was Barolin, comprising the rich Woongarra, 
some good land around Bingera, Electra and Pine Creek, a 
tributary of the Burnett. Much of the land appeared to be 
indifferent or moderate grazing land and therefore not 
likely to yield high rates. Adjustments had to be made in 
both divisions by the mid-1880s because of expansion and 
disproportionate prosperity in the various subdivisions. 
Changes in municipal government came more quickly. 
The first Bundaberg Board was constituted in March 18 80 
and re-elected in 1881 under the chairmanship of F.L. Nott. 
Roads had been cleared and stumped and sanitary conditions 
improved but it became obvious, after a year's experience, 
that municipal matters could be more easily administered 
under the Local Government Act. Consequently, after the 
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elections of 1881, the Bundaberg Board petitioned that 
the town be constituted a municipality. 
In April 1881 the new Borough of Bundaberg was 
gazetted; its governing body was to be a Council of six 
(elected on a much reduced franchise). In June, there 
was a dull electoral campaign. J.Y. Walker, early local 
historian, commented: "There was not much scope for 
oratory - no past errors to explain, no sins of omission 
and commission to be condoned or confessed; and no 
predecessors whose demerits might be used as foils to the 
21 
merits of would-be successors". However, the results 
were more enlivening. Out of the eleven candidates offering 
to the fifty electors, three of each political persuasion 
were returned: Aldermen Adams, O'Connell and Ruddell against 
Gaffel, Isambert and Rowland. Their first major decision 
- to elect a Mayor - ended twice in undignified deadlock. 
However, a letter in the Mail supporting Ruddell, signed 
by thirty-six electors, decided the issue. Richard Ruddell 
became Bundaberg's first Mayor. 
The mayoral election had set the pattern of Council 
meetings. Some aldermen such as Walter Adams had not been 
happy about the restricted franchise, and when it became 
obvious that "the new municipal machinery worked...with 
much creaking and considerable friction" public meetings 
were called and attended by more than the fifty-five on 
the electoral roll. In their haste to resolve the dead-
locked situation, and under the verbal onslaught from two 
public meetings, the Cduncil resigned too prematurely. 
This meant that the November elections of the new Council 
21. Ibid., pp 156-7. 
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again had to use the limited Parliamentary roll, instead 
of the wider electorate, incorporating all ratepayers. 
The lists were revised by February 1882, when elections 
were again held for a reconstituted Council of nine to 
end the deadlocked debate situation. The interim Council 
had instigated some important works. The town had been 
brought under the operation of the Health Act; a reserve 
of six acres was secured as a source of water supply and 
a loan application made for important road works in the 
town main streets. Walter Adams assumed the office of 
Mayor in February 1882 and under his capable leadership 
Bundaberg moved into an era of prosperity and expansion. 
During the 1880s, Bundaberg became the centre of an 
expanding and prosperous sugar district. 
CHAPTER 5 
Building a Community 
The pioneers' struggles of the 1870s to equip the 
community for economic survival fittingly culminated 
with Bundaberg's being incorporated as a municipality in 
18 81. Government legislation had launched the venture 
although the Bundaberg'Board's decision to announce that 
the town was ready to steer an independent course was 
based on community readiness. As the first Council ran 
into troubled waters, well-attended public meetings 
demonstrated an eagerness to supervise the direction 
taken by the town. Fifteen years of closer settlement 
had led to informal and institutionalized social relation-
ships, creating a communal pattern from diverse elements. 
One force operating at both conscious and subconscious 
levels to bring about these developments was the district's 
newspapers. Like the Progress Committee, the efforts of 
the Star and the Mail had been devoted from the mid-1870s 
to promoting the district's interests, and a further 
cohesive factor lay in their reporting of social activities. 
The retrospective analyses of the Mt. Perry road issue 
of 1872 by the two newspapers were preliminaries to the 
more bitter controversy between Bundaberg and Maryborough 
over a railway to tap the mineral and agricultural resources 
of their hinterlands. The Star had assured readers in its 
first issue that its best efforts would be aimed at 
achieving the railway; the copper industry, centred on Mt. 
Perry and extending to subsidiary mines within a twenty-mile 
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radius, was yielding rich returns. In the period 1871 to 
1875, 2,000 tons of pure copper valued at £160,000 ($320,000) 
had been won, and shareholders in Ebenezer Vickery's Company 
received dividends of 10 per cent on 80,000 £1 ($2) shares. 
As with the land issue, the resignation of the Palmer 
Ministry in January 1874 brought fresh hope to the 
campaigners for the most efficient means of freighting 
mineral and agricultural products. Their priority had 
shifted from road to rail transport. In the electoral 
campaign, candidates who later formed the Government under 
Arthur Macalister, had promised extensive railway 
construction to promote settlement. In February 1874, 
Bundaberg staged a railway rally to coincide with a visit 
from the new Minister for Works, Thomas Mcllwraith, but 
this had little result. Representations were made in 
August during a visit of the Governor and Premier Macalister 
indicating that the lack of a railway was "materially 
affecting the well-being and commercial progress of this 
2 
district". Macalister's initial reaction raised hopes: 
"I do not think you have asked for anything unreasonable 
or that I might not be quite safe in promising you..."-
By 1875, no action had resulted and the Maryborough 
Chronicle gloated over Bundaberg's discomfiture: 
That rash foreshadowing by the Premier of a 
railway from Mt. Perry to the coast, still 
hangs like a millstone round the necks of 
himself and colleagues and...Hardly had it 
been uttered when the sanguine denizens of 
Bundaberg already saw themselves inflated 
1. Dignan, op.cit., p 51. 
2. Bundaberg Star, 7 January 1875, reprint of August 
address 1874. 
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into celebrity and importance by the pantings 
of the iron steed...and their port a second 
Falmouth or Callao, the central depot of 
untold wealth..., Hence there has been no 
lack of pressing enquiries as to when the 
curtain should rise on the transformation 
scene. 3 
This ridicule, calculated to abash the small town for being 
unduly ambitious, evoked caustic comments about "the 
literary talent of the Maryborough Clique" and a re-iteration 
of pro-Bundaberg arguments by the Star which stressed that 
a Mt. Perry-Maryborough line would be thirty miles longer. 
The Star in its first month of existence demonstrated its 
fighting spirit and its battle tactics. Its technique was 
to report the Chronicle's unflattering aspersions on 
Bundaberg's claims with vitriolic rejoinders. The paper 
did not merely reflect the town's reactions. In its 
vigorous espousal of Bundaberg's claims and its unwavering 
votes of confidence in the town's future, the Star etched 
on the general reader's mind a sense of separate identity, 
and of fighting great odds. 
Bundaberg took comfort from a Cabinet reshuffle by 
Macalister in late 1874. The schemes of Mcllwraith, the 
Minister for Works, had included a transcontinental 
railway, as well as completion of the Ipswich-Brisbane 
and Dalby-Roma links. Such a policy was anathema to 
several Liberal constituencies wanting their own lines. 
Mcllwraith was replaced by H.E. King, Bundaberg's champion 
in the land issue. During a colony-wide tour in January 
1875, King implied that the Bundaberg-Mt. Perry line had 
3. Ibid. , 29 January 1875, quoting Maryborough Chronicle 
23 January 1875. 
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been delayed because of the Government's difficulty in 
securing a competent surveyor; he promised that the 
first twenty miles would be surveyed before the House 
met again. His largesse did not end there. Maryborough, 
for example, was promised a line to Gympie and the 
estimated costs of several other lines acceded to by King 
proved beyond the Treasury's resources. A source of 
embarrassment to the Government, King was forced to relinquish 
the portfolio of Works within a year of his appointment. 
Bundaberg's campaigners had oscillated between hope and 
despair in 1875. Soon after King's encouraging visit, H. 
Stanley, engineer in charge of railway surveys, inspected 
the route to Mt. Perry. The resulting report submitted to 
the Government in March placed the official seal of 
disapproval on the proposed railway; his estimates of the 
cost, far higher than anticipated, proved inhibiting to the 
Macalister Ministry, overcommitted by King's promises. 
To the Bundabergians, exasperated by the Government's 
paper promises and harrassed by Maryborough's newspaper, 
even the weather seemed against them. The timing of the 
survey was unfortunate; in late February-early March 1875, 
the town was inundated by the second serious flood in its 
short history- Stanley had reported that "no suitable site 
4 
can be found in the township itself for a terminal station". 
South Bundaberg was rejected since a large bridge across 
the Burnett near Bingera station would be necessary. Stanley's 
survey started inauspiciously in North Bundaberg on a flooded 
site. He proposed a three-phase construction plan. 
4. QVP, Vol. 11, 1875, p 935. 
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The first section extended twenty miles from Bundaberg; 
except for a bridge across Splitter's Creek, it was by 
far the least expensive - £5,000 ($10,000) per mile. He 
approximated the cost of the next twenty-five miles, to 
the left hand branch of Gin Gin Creek, at £8,000 ($16,000) 
per mile. The remaining eighteen to twenty miles covered 
difficult terrain, and Stanley assessed the minimum cost 
per mile as £ 10 , 000-£12,000 ($20,000-$24,000). The total 
estimated cost was an inhibitory £532,500 ($1,065,000). 
Bundaberg's supporters refused to accept it as final. The 
barb that hurt the most was his preference for a Maryborough-
Mt. Perry line because less engineering difficulties were 
involved. 
The Government reacted as Bundaberg feared. King, 
part author of their hopes, deflated, but did not extinguish 
their optimism. Replying to Walter Scott, member for 
Mulgrave (encompassing Bundaberg and Mt. Perry under the 
1872 Electoral Districts Act), King said that the estimated 
cost of the line was too expensive; if the proposed lines 
in the Wide Bay proved successful, the government would 
consider a Bundaberg-Mt. Perry line "at some future time". 
Pressure brought to bear by Gympie and Charters Towers, 
then a flourishing mining town, in particular had caused 
this retreat from Macalister's and King's promises. Many 
northern newspapers had campaigned to eliminate from the 
Government's comprehensive railway proposals the Mt. Perry 
line, judged to be the least remunerative. 
The Star, however, sought to lay the burden of guilt 
5. Cited Walker, op.cit., p 69. 
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at Stanley's feet, seeing him as spokesman for Maryborough's 
"sinister designs on the trade qnd prosperity of Bundaberg". 
The Star5 editor arcju^d +UciT XK. .:OU-\^ be i cUlu,^ ruDn. 
if our contemporary [Maryborough Chronicle] or 
'interested parties' in whose hands he is a but 
too willing tool, flatter themselves that we 
are to be put down, or stamped underfoot because 
we have refused to be cajoled...from a course we 
know to be at least an honest one. 6 
Public reaction backed the editor's words in both Bundaberg 
and Mt. Perry where lively protest meetings were convened. 
Chaired by J.H. Cathcart, the Bundaberg audience was 
addressed by Walter Adams, G.T. Bell, Thomas Watson and 
Alexander Walker. It was realized that the Macalister 
Ministry's tenure was precarious; one resolution promised 
continued support of the present'Liberal' Government only 
if the line went through. The other resolution was a 
modified request. The town would settle for a Bundaberg-
New Moonta line to be constructed immediately, since this 
would open good agricultural land and aid the copper 
industry to some extent, while eliminating the crippling 
cost of the last twenty miles. 
Nothing resulted from this scheme in the 1875 session, 
though charges and counter-charges between Maryborough and 
Bundaberg kept the issue alive. The Maryborough Chamber of 
Commerce in June 1875 resolved to demand a Mt. Perry-
Maryborough line since the Bundaberg scheme seemed a dead 
issue, but King dashed their hopes in "a manly outspoken 
letter", reasserting that Bundaberg would inevitably be the 
terminus. The Star stressed that information contained in his 
letter had irrefutably strengthened Bundaberg's case: "The 
sorest point on which Mr. King has touched is the fact 
6. Bundaberg Star, 5 February 1875, 21 May 1875. 
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that he dared to tell the Chamber of Commerce that 'as 
coal is found close to Bundaberg, a line from Mt. Perry 
7 
to Maryborough becomes unimportant'." Coal had in fact 
been discovered on Bingera, Alexander Walker's property. 
He had floated a company; a number of shafts was dug and 
an experienced miner was hired. The standard proved 
high, a prize having being won at a Sydney exhibition. 
Although nothing eventuated from the project in the long 
run, Bundaberg had become skilled in using any propaganda 
calculated to strengthen its case. 
The Star's advocacy was invaluable but it had so long 
conducted its campaign in terms of local loyalty that it 
had never learnt the art of compromise, and the more 
moderate Mail brought a reasoned restraint to Bundaberg's 
case. This point was well made during the renewed effort 
of many electorates to hold the Liberal Government to its 
election promises of a comprehensive railway policy. 
Representatives of rival districts united to coerce the 
Government to present a works programme that would encompass 
the demands of their districts. The Star, in a mid-April 
1876 issue, condemned the 'weathercock tendencies' of Ivory, 
member for Burnett and Scott, member for Mulgrave, who 
suddenly swung towards the view that "Mr. King's railway 
schemes are admirable". On the other hand, the Mail did 
not read this as vacillation; but part of a general 
realization that unity of action was the only policy: "We 
all know that nothing but political pressure in the Assembly 
can obtain anything from a Government that heedlessly breaks 
its most solemn promises..."« 
7. BMPM, 16 March 1875. 
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Of the five lines promised, only the Roma extension 
had been passed. Therefore, in July, two former Ministers 
for Works, King and Mcllwraith, moved a vote of no confidence 
in the Government on the grounds that it had no public works 
policy. Although the Ministry survived with a small 
majority, the "Maryborough Bunch" - representatives of 
electorates based on Gympie, Maryborough, Wide Bay, Burnett 
and Mulgrave - combined with other "Liberal" members to 
force the Government to accept a comprehensive railway 
policy. Meetings held in these electorates during July 
promised the Ministry support in return for action. J-C 
Walker, speaking at the Bundaberg meeting, gave credit 
to Mcllwraith and King in precipitating Government action 
towards a definite policy but traced that credit back to 
its origins - "due to public opinion expressed,, and felt . :. 
by them. "That pressure when brought to bear, had its 
A 
effect, and hence the present programme was presented to 
the House...". Prominent among the speakers were Rowland 
(of the Star) and White (of the Mail), two men instrumental 
in creating this public pressure. 
However, congratulations were premature. The 
Legislative Council refused to pass the total railway 
scheme, insisting that each line be separately discussed. 
The Government consequently withdrew the proposed programme. 
The resultant sense of anticlimax prompted the Star's 
editor to action. His proposed protest meeting to discuss 
abolition of the obstructionist Upper House was a fiasco, 
probably because, after four years' struggle, Bundaberg 
residents were seasoned enough campaigners to recognize 
this as too large a quarry to occupy their energy. Moreover, 
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they felt that if the Government persisted, it would be a 
matter of time before the scheme was passed. 
Their complacency was soon shaken. At the beginning 
of 1877, the then Premier, George Thorn, later in the year 
to be Minister for Works in the Douglas Ministry, remarked 
on a visit to Bundaberg that "the line from Bundaberg to 
Mt. Perry was the weakest of the bunch and that if it were 
not for the others, it would not be carried". Macrossan 
quoted this in the August 1877 debates on the Government's 
railway policy as one reason that he felt obliged not to 
o 
vote for the railways in globo. The Maryborough Chronicle 
dissipated the camaraderie of 1876 by commenting that "the 
Premier's seemingly artless outburst was but the result of 
mature reflection...preparing his auditors to bear with 
fortitude a coming disappointment". Their solicitude was 
unnecessary. With the formation of the Douglas Ministry 
early in 1877, the policy was passed; Walter Scott 
answering criticism in the August debate that the railway 
would be unprofitable, expressed the opinion that, had 
Vickery's 1872 proposition for a private railway been 
considered, "the population of the Mulgrave district would, 
9 
by this time, have amounted to 30,000 instead of 5,000". 
This assessment may have been extravagant; it did, 
however, distil the basic reason for the unpleasant 
rivalry between Bundaberg and Maryborough. In mid-18 75 
the latter's Chamber of Commerce, in demanding the railway, 
wanted to channel the hinterland's trade in Maryborough's 
8. QP£, Vol. XXIII, 1887, p 764. 
9. Ibid., p 770. 
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direction. As "the oldest [and] for some years the only 
port north of Brisbane, it might...advance a prior 
equitable claim to be the terminal station of any line 
tending to tap the back countiy of which it has so long 
been the key". But the victory was Bundaberg's. 
Despite closure of the Mt. Perry mines because of 
depressed markets, agricultural and timber industry 
developments in the ensuing two decades vindicated the 
determined campaign by the small town's leaders and the 
devotion of the residents' leisure time to this issue. 
Once the struggle concluded, civic leaders turned their 
attention to other community services. 
This attitude was best reflected in the Progress 
Committee's decision about the ceremony for turning the 
first sod of the Mt. Perry railway. Instead of the 
customary ball or banquet, they arranged for the 
contractors, Messrs. Overend, to donate £100 ($200) towards 
the founding of a local hospital. The development of the 
hospital area, reserved earlier, had been twice mooted; 
the effort had been made in 1875 but lack of finances 
prevented the establishment of this essential service. 
Moreover, Bundaberg in 1875 did not have a doctor. The 
Star, in one of its earliest issues, put the case for this 
important public servant, pointing out that patients had 
to go to Maryborough or await the arrival of a doctor 
from that town. One of the town's chemists, M. Coffey, 
had sought to fill the obvious gap: the Star had announced 
in its 12 February issue the opening of his private 
hospital at the ex-Royal Hotel. A year later, the Bundaberg 
10. Cited Walker, op.cit., p 70. 
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and Mt. Perry Mail was reiterating "Is a Doctor wanted in 
Bundaberg?" - surely a redundant question in a district 
populated by 2,185 people. Its chief point for the 
negative (and one that unconsciously appeared to answer 
its question in the affirmative) was that Coffey, "our 
clever and practical Chemist", was only making "the 
present business a mere hand to mouth affair". Another 
effort was made later that year to establish a hospital. 
A meeting convened 11 December 1876, unfortunately coincided 
with the annual holiday to commemorate separation from New 
South Wales. Showing a strange order of priorities, 
Bundaberg people, probably reacting against meetings 
called for earnest purposes, preferred to stay away. 
Meanwhile, for any Bundabergian reticent about Coffey's 
ministrations, the situation was remedied by the arrival 
of Dr. Evans in June 187 6, Dr. Sugden in late 187 7 and Dr. 
May in 1879. By 1881 the district's population had 
risen to 4,880 and in January of that year a public 
hospital was opened. Dr. May being Hie first superintendent. 
The immigration barracks had served this purpose from May 
1879 while a Committee and a Board of Trustees, comprising 
many pioneer names, worked to raise the funds. 
The spirit of co-operation and social integration was 
further promoted by efforts to establish religious and 
educational facilities in Bundaberg. The opening comments 
of J.Y. Walker, initially raise doubts about the church as 
a cohesive force in the community. Vigorously riding his 
particular hobby horse, he fulminated against feuds arising 
11. CT-BMPM, pp 2, 3, 7. 
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from a .divided Christianity and their repercussions on 
sparsely settled Australian rural communities. 
Where there might be one strong, vigorous 
Congregation, there are probably six or 
seven weak and puny chapels, overlapping 
each other in the limited field, whose 
ministers are paid with a pittance, whose 
moral and spiritual pabulum is of the 
poorest, and whose efforts at usefulness 
are paralysed by poverty, financial and 
numerical. 12 
Given these probably valid generalizations for the national 
scene, Bundaberg practice did not totally conform to the 
norms which he had established. "Almost from the first", 
Protestant groups conducted united services, led by laymen 
and following Anglican ritual, in the School of Arts 
building, the town's only public hall for some years. J.H. 
Cathcart conducted a flourishing Sunday School in the 
Pioneer Schoolroom. As the community prospered, the various 
sects did establish separate places of worship. One group 
whose enthusiastic lay preaching and convivial gatherings 
won support was the Primitive Methodists. They first met 
in August 1875, but the high rental charged by the School 
of Arts Committee caused them to build their own place of 
worship, and as the congregation rapidly increased, they 
extended the original building and^"cover[ed] the walls 
with weather-boards instead of palings. This last phrase 
indicates in a naive and graphic manner the primitive 
simplicity of early ecclesiastical architecture in 
|3uA 
Bundaberg". These people, while breaking away from the 
originally ecumenical meetings of the early days, were 
building a sub-group in Bundaberg society where meaningful 
12. Walker, op.cit., p 138. 
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contact was created. At an anniversary meeting in 1877, 
about 200 people attended. 
Other denominations were also creating interaction 
groups where personal bonds were forged. As in many 
other spheres in Bundaberg's early life, the generosity 
of its pioneers laid the foundations. The sites of the 
Anglican and Presbyterian Churches were donated by A.H. 
Brown and Alexander Walker respectively. Although the 
Anglicans had completed Christ Church by March 1876, the 
congregation was not in a financial position to provide 
a stipend for a regular minister. This situation was not 
remedied until the appointment of the Rev. William Morris 
in October 1878, but able lay preachers conducted services 
until then. The Presbyterian congregation was not organized 
until 1881, because though numerically large, the Scots 
element had, according to their consciences, worshipped 
with various other denominations. The Congregationalists 
and Primitive Methodists early secured permanent ministers 
to serve their congregations. The Anglicans, without a 
resident minister and eager to clear their debt, had 
promised the Congregationalists (or any other denomination) 
that they could use Christ Church, if the Anglican service 
were read once a Sunday. This arrangement, to which both 
groups were amenable, ran into difficulties with Church 
authorities in Brisbane. Yet the toleration and spirit 
of co-operation behind the original plan was a promising 
comment on the state of community feeling in Bundaberg. 
An interesting social off-shoot of the Lutheran Church 
established by the large German/Scandinavian element of the 
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district's population was their maintenance of a German 
school to keep their customs and their language alive. 
This was a common policy maintained by both branches of 
the Lutheran Church in the Australian colonies. The cost 
and inefficiency of frequently changing staff caused the 
system to break down; the children sent to secular schools 
were inevitably assimilated. 
The Roman Catholics were the first congregation to 
erect a permanent place of worship; the original core had 
begun to collect funds as early as 1873, and the Church 
was consecrated in October 1875; Fr. O'Brien of Maryborough, 
who had contributed financially to the building fund, brought 
his own church choir to open the district's first church. 
Like the Lutherans, the Roman Catholics established a school. 
The first was conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph from 
1876, and in 1881 a substantial convent building was erected. 
Community effort was also illustrated by the development 
of state educational facilities in the 1870s. In the early 
years of the decade, institutionalized education had rested 
solely in the hands of W.E. Curtis whose departure to 
Brisbane in 1873 left a break in this necessary service. 
Education was at that time administered by a Board and 
communities wishing for a school under this Board had to 
raise a third of the cost. Local subscription lists were 
twice unsuccessful in raising the requisite amount, but the 
third attempt succeeded. The Bundaberg Star carried weekly 
reports on how the building of the National School progressed 
on the first school reserve, now Buss Park; it opened on 26 
13 February 1875, with a roll-call of fifty-three. It was 
13. Queensland Times, 5 July 1934. 
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not until 1876 that "Hickman's School" (after the first 
teacher) had a committee officially recognized by the 
14 government. The residents of North Bundaberg had been 
agitating for a properly constituted government school 
since 1873. A school, apparently similar to W.E. Curtis' 
institution in Bundaberg, opened on 1 January 1874, 
according to records held at the North Bundaberg State 
School, but the Bundaberg Star mentions 22 September 1875 
as the opening date of the North Bundaberg's first official 
(National) school. The average attendance a year later 
according to a Bundaberg Mail reporter was about sixty; 
many were farmers' children, travelling eight miles a day 
15 
for their education. To cope with the expanding settle-
ment, four district schools were built on the southern side 
of the river in 1877, while the children of Gooburrum 
settlers attended the North Bundaberg School. 
Typical of parents who were thinking beyond the 'roads 
and bridges' stage of development were the farmers of the 
quite closely settled Kalkie area of the Woongarra. Concern 
for their children's education led to a public meeting on 
7 July 1875. A cross-section of pioneering nationalities in 
the district was included among the signatories petitioning 
for the school - McGill and Kirby, Samuel Stephenson, Ralph 
Chappilon, August Berg, Neils Bankson, Richard Jones, John 
Clarke, Joseph Newell, Martin Wessel, E. Turner and C F . 
Natzke. Their attitude was further recommended by the fact 
that many were not well placed financially. The School 
14. Bundaberg News-Mail (BNM), Centenary Supplement, 23 May 
1967, R.S. Harvey, "Education". 
15. Bundaberg Mail (BM), 24 August 1876. 
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Committee had difficulty in collecting some of the £ 64 
($128) promised locally towards the forty-pupil school. 
Poor returns on maize sales prevented many farmers honouring 
their pledge. However, by June 1877 the site, five acres 
donated by the Secretary of the School Committee, had been 
cleared, and sufficient funds raised locally to commence 
building. The school was ready for the next teaching year. 
Less than ten years before, these men had owed loyalty 
to other communities. However, co-operation to seek 
government action on important issues circumvented linguistic 
difficulties and national differences. Working together to 
further their common interests cemented relations on a 
personal basis, and in turn, developed a feeling of community 
centring on Bundaberg. 
Many children seeking secondary education were sent 
away to boarding school, and this pattern continued in the 
1880s, during which additional education facilities were 
developed or planned to cope with an expanding population. 
The Bundaberg Star candidly commented in 1875 that 
"there is very little to attract the stranger to Bundaberg 
in the way of amusement at present". During the dour 
struggle to establish the framework for expansion during the 
1870s, there were some who sought to dispel this reputation, 
according to their interests. 
The School of Arts Committee had been active since 1871. 
The original building, the first of many, was a "miserable, 
weather-boarded barn-like structure" which nevertheless 
served as the only meeting place for some for a variety of 
16. Queensland Times, 5 July 1934. 
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purposes. W.E. Curtis, Bundaberg's first teacher, was 
influential in forming the institute, and the reading room 
with recent publications and library facilities gave fresh 
mental horizons to those Bundabergians so inclined. J.Y. 
Walker has commented that "a superabundance of local 
poetry weekly crowded the poet's corner" of the Bundaberg 
Star. Although he admitted that at times "the rhyme... 
17 limps painfully on defective and superfluous feet", it 
gave amusement and sometimes satirical comment to the 
readers and pleasure to the authors. A significant increase 
in circulation, won by the newspaper's advocacy of local 
issues and the social function which it fulfilled, is 
reflected by twice weekly issues of the Star in 1881; the 
Mail followed suit a year and a half later. 
In 1876, the formation of various groups brightened 
the social scene to a degree. An Amateur Dramatic Club 
met in February, obviously superseding the spasmodic efforts 
of the Nil Desperandum Club, a name which is suggestive of 
triumph in adversity. Several societies, mainly friendly 
and benefit, were also formed in 1876; these included the 
Tyrian Masonic Lodge, the Protestant Alliance Friendly 
Society and Oddfellows Lodge. The Star had taken the lead 
in pleading the case in 1875 for an agricultural show: "We 
think that one day in the year at least might be set apart 
for gathering together in a spirit of hearty goodwill those 
who are turning our wastes and wilds into fertile fields". 
A move in this direction was made in August 1876 with the 
formation of the Mulgrave Pastoral, Agricultural and 
17. Walker, op.cit., p 45. 
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Horticultural Association, the President being Thomas 
Mcllwraith, later Premier of Queensland. Another group, 
opposed to this Society's adopted constitution, tried to 
establish a rival Association. Even when they eventually 
amalgamated, the attendance was small. As agricultural 
settlement expanded, support became more general, and their 
first show in June 1878 was considered a great success. 
Lack of finances prevented the use of all land reserved 
for essential services and recreation. The Hospital and 
Botanic Gardens Reserves were held over for this reason. 
Showing a strange order of priorities, horse racing devotees 
were not to be denied because money was scarce. Walter 
Adams was again to the fore. Joined by Thomas Watson, he 
collected £30 ($60) for marking and clearing a race course 
on the reserve granted. The estimated charges of the town's 
surveyors proved exorbitant. Starting at 9 o'clock one 
morning, Adams, George Skyring, John Foley and Fred Coleman 
in six hours work paced out the circle of the town's race 
18 
course. 
Floods, which continue to occur in many Queensland 
coastal streams, had inundated Bundaberg twice in the 1870s 
and in 1877, the decision was taken to refocus commercial 
development on Bourbong Street, one block removed from the 
riverside Quay Street. In 1868, the District Surveyor, 
John Thompson, had undertaken the official town survey and 
provided Bundaberg with a plan which promised uncongested 
development. His survey determined the uniform square 
blocks, the pleasing width of the main street (two chains) 
and secondary streets (one and a half chains). The site 
18. Ibid., p 34 
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of the first cemetery had been in the centre of the present 
city, near the Presbyterian Church, but Walter Adams 
realized that the small settlement on the Burnett's banks 
would soon encroach on it. A trust was established, and 
Adams and Alexander Walker successfully applied for a site 
three miles removed from the town. 
Thompson gave the name 'Bundaberg' to the town which 
he had surveyed. Although "berg" was mistakenly used 
instead of "burgh" (the topography of the locality is 
unusually flat), the blend of this word with "bunda" from 
the local aboriginal dialect was an euphonious one. 
According to one source, the four class divisions among the 
Bundaberg natives were Bunda, Barrang, Banjoor and Turroine. 
A.D. Edwards, one of Surveyor Thompson's assistants, became 
friendly with an old aborigine "named Bunda, because he 
19 belonged to that class" and exchanged names with him. 
J.Y. Walker believed that Edwards was "jestingly adopted 
into the aboriginal tribe, or family or clan of 'Bunda' 
and used to be addressed" as such. It is suggested that 
as an honour to him, Thompson called it Bunda's town or 
Bundaberg. Another interpretation of "Bunda" was suggested 
by the Bundaberg Mail: "Bunda is the name applied generally 
in this portion of Queensland to the master or employer. 
Hence 'budgeree Bunda' was the method of expressing 
appreciation of an employer who treated the natives in a 
generous or satisfactory manner". If this is a valid 
explanation, perhaps Edwards' popularity won him this name. 
19. E.A. Meston, "Mestonian Flashes - Bundaberg", Cummins 
and Campbell's Monthly Magazine, April 1957. 
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The origin of 'Bourbon' the name which Thompson gave 
to what was to become the main thoroughfare is even more 
controversial. The differences of opinion gave rise to 
the question whether the spelling was in fact "Bourbong" 
or "Bourbon". J.Y. Walker's explanation seems feasible; 
he held that Thompson and Edwards in naming the streets 
euphonized local aboriginal words, and that "Bourbon" 
originated in "boorbung" denoting the chain of waterholes 
which used to stretch between Rubyanna and the town; 
similarly "Targo" Street was named after "Tchago", the 
locality near the junction of Saltwater Creek with the 
20 
river. Aboriginal names inspired the surveyors m 
naming Walla, Tantitha, Woongarra and Bingera (the latter 
meaning "stony bream"). If the source of "Bourbon" were 
aboriginal, retention of the 'g' probably became optional 
for the Europeanized form of "Boorbong". There is another 
possible derivation which explains the presence of the 'g'; 
some believe that "bourbong" is the phonetic spelling of 
the French "Bourbon". This was the name given to one of 
the few varieties of cane grown before 1875. An established 
favourite, it comprised a major proportion of the Queensland 
crop in that year. At this stage, Bundaberg's sugar 
industry had not advanced very far from its hiomble 
beginnings, but it is probable that the pioneer planters 
in the area used the "Bourbon" variety of cane. Thompson, 
with his plans for a sugar plantation and mill, may have 
decided that Bourbon was an auspicious name for one of 
Bundaberg's main streets. 
20. Walker, op.cit., p 14. 
CHAPTER 6 
Queensland Sugar Towns 1880-1915 
During the years 1880 to 1915, Bundaberg was irrevocably 
established as a "sugarapolitan". The conversion of the 
district into an important cane-growing area dictated the 
pattern which its economic and social history would follow. 
In broad outline, its development in the period 1880 to 1915 
parallelled that of other sugar towns on the coastlands of 
northern New South Wales and Queensland as they faced 
problems associated with their key industry, sugar. Through 
the experiments of governments and individuals to solve these 
difficulties, ^ uniquely structured industry had evolved by 
1915. Within this framework, Bundaberg retained interesting 
features from the first phase of its sugar industry. 
Plantations remained a feature of the district, and rum-
distilling, initiated by the planters of the 188 0s continued 
as another legacy. Bundaberg is the only Queensland sugar 
district where the full cycle from cultivation to refining 
and distilling may be witnessed. Ancillaries and secondary 
and tertiary industries promoted the town's growth between 
1880 and 1915, while an improved transport system allowed 
the hinterland to be developed. 
By 1913, when Bundaberg achieved the status of city. 
* Sugarapolitan - an awkward but interesting title which 
sums up the way in which the farmers of Currajong Creek 
in Bundaberg's hinterland viewed the town; they invited 
Bundaberg's private millers to provide central milling 
facilities in 1893 and were interviewed by a reporter 
from the Bundaberg Mail. 
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the tenacity of the first pioneers had been vindicated. 
Their efforts had been, of necessity, concentrated on 
carving a community from the scrub and asserting the town's 
right to grow against competition from established centres 
of population. The picture of the years 1880 to 1915 can 
be painted on a wider canvas although the pioneer pattern 
of mixed farming repeated itself in the hinterland. 
Bundaberg was no longer an isolated bush town. By 1915, 
significant groundwork had been covered in economic and 
social terms and the guidelines for the future secured. 
Throughout the 1870s there had been a gradual 
realization of the sugar-growing potential in the Bundaberg 
district. Some agriculturalists participated in the initial 
phase of the Queensland sugar industry as planters, but 
their achievements were symptomatic of the scale of activitys 
in thi^ decade. Conversion of the district's arable lands 
to sugar-cultivation was pointless until mills, large and 
well-equipped, could be erected to process the increased 
production. Investment on such a scale was beyond the 
resources of most Bundaberg farmers, but as the 1870s 
closed, some efforts were being made to secure the necessary 
capital from outside sources. A leading historian has 
commented "Queensland during the 188 0s had tremendous 
optimism in its resources, and its demand for money was 
insatiable". Soon after 1880, private capital investment 
on a more significant scale than that of the pioneers 
brought rapid changes in the agricultural pattern in Bundaberg, 
1. G. Blainey, Gold and Paper, Melbourne 1958, p 205. 
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i( 
Millaquin sugar refinery financed with funds from 
2 
Victoria, which was the mam clearing-house for capital 
from English and Scottish investors, opened in 1882 and 
became the pacemaker in and yardstick of the district's 
progress, underpinning the changeover to sugar cultivation, 
particularly in the Woongarra district. Also dating from 
the early 1880s, the private milling concerns, conducted 
by the Gibsons of Bingera and the Youngs of Fairymead, 
were further important agents of Bundaberg's metamorphosis. 
Investment tended to be marked by planning conditioned by 
local factors. This balance of stability and speculation 
stood Bundaberg in good stead when the Australian economy 
swung between the extremes of a 'boom' in the early 188 0s 
and a depression by the early 1890s. Many British 
investors suffered serious loss when the illusion of the 
Australian colonies as a land of unlimited opportunity 
was dissipated by the crashes of banks and affiliated 
institutions in the early 1890s. 
Those involved in the sugar industry had already 
begun some significant revaluation of their goals. The 
basis of the industry was beginning to shift from the 
traditional plantation worked by coloured labour to the 
* Millaquin: The original label of the Millaquin Golden 
Syrup tin depicted an Aborigine falling with a spear 
in his eye. There are several explanations for the 
name, Millaquin. One is that it is the aboriginal 
word for "spear in the eye". It has also been said 
that the land on which the Millaquin mill stands was 
formerly part of an estate and known as the milking 
paddock which the aborigines called the "Milliken" 
paddock and that from this Millaquin was derived. 
(Information Mr. W. Eastgate, senr.) 
2. WB&BD, p 42. 
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modern and smaller properties, owned and worked by 
Europeans. By 1915, the industry had gone through an 
organizational revolution in the areas of growing, 
milling, marketing and labour/management. 
Until 1886, Bundaberg and other Queensland sugar areas 
shared a period of rapid growth founded on stable and 
relatively high prices and the ready investment from 
southern sources, but the excitement engendered by this 
boom began to dissipate during the second half of the decade. 
Apart from the natural hazard of drought, Queensland planters 
were competing against subsidized European beet-sugar, the 
saccharine content of which was being rapidly increased by 
advancing technology. Beet-sugar was capturing British 
markets while cane sugar grown with cheaper labour in China 
and on Java and Mauritius were making inroads into southern 
markets, which "in a good season took about 75 per cent of 
3 
the Queensland crop". Simultaneously, from 1883 to 1889 
the price of sugar fell by fifty per cent on the Queensland 
4 
market itself. 
Such developments were a cause of concern for the 
Queensland government, because by the 18 80s, sugar was the 
colony's only significant "cash" crop. After 1890, "the 
rapid expansion of the sugar industry, the development of 
commercial dairying and the emergence of an extensive meat 
market widened the range of significant exports and lessened 
5 
the dependence of the economy on wool". Commercial 
3. QVP, Vol. IV, 1889, p 71. 
4. Ibid., p 30; see G. Lewis, The Crisis Years, Economic 
Development in Queensland 1885-1895, unpublished B.A. 
history thesis. University of Queensland 1964, pp 89-99-
5. J. Laverty, "The Queensland Economy 1860-1915" in D. Murphy. 
R. Joyce, C Hughes (eds.). Prelude to Power, Brisbane 1970, 
p 30. 
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dairying, supplemented by maize cultivation and pig-raising, 
remained the alternative occupation to sugar cultivation 
for farmers in the Bundaberg area in the period 1880 to 1915, 
but many aspired to join the growing ranks of sugar 
cultivators. The impetus for growth after 1890 came 
basically from the Government. An outstanding feature of 
the period to 1915 was the increasing role played by State, 
and, after 1901, Federal Governments to protect one of the 
State's most reliable income earners and the industry 
responsible for peopling the long Queensland coastal plain. 
This intervention was far-reaching and had gone a long way 
towards stabilizing the sugar industry by 1915. 
Planters had charged in the late 1880s that investors' 
pessimism was the main cause of depression; this lack of 
confidence had been caused by the Liberal Premier, Samuel 
Griffith's threatened cessation of Pacific Island labour 
in 1890. Against a background of growing discontent, 
Thomas Mcllwraith, the Conservative leader, had been 
returned in the 1888 elections; his Secretary for Public 
Lands was Maurice Hume Black, a Mackay planter and spokes-
man for Mcllwraith's several northern supporters. Within 
five months a Royal Commission had been appointed to assess 
the validity of the planters' claims and to suggest 
solutions to the basic problems jeopardizing an industry 
which, in 1887, had accounted for an estimated £5 million 
($10 million) in investment and had occupied a quarter of 
Queensland's cultivated lands. The Commissioners appointed 
6. QVP, Vol. IV, 1889, p 62. 
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were planter A.S. Cowley; H.E. King, representative for 
Wide Bay and Ravenswood in the 1870s and unsuccessful 
candidate in the southern sugar town of Maryborough and 
the chairman, W.H. Groom. The Commission's examination 
was comprehensive, taking in one hundred and thirty-four 
representative witnesses along the coastline from Port 
Douglas to Coomera, south of Brisbane. The majority 
report of Cowley and King emphasized the importance of 
labour difficulties and reflected the complaints of large 
planters and small farmers that Griffith's black labour 
ban spelt doom to the industry. Groom was inclined to 
agree with their claims against the inability of white 
labour to work in districts north of Townsville. Groom 
argued in his minority report that 
they [the causes of depression] comprise 
mismanagement, extravagance, and inexperience 
of planters in the early days of the industry, 
financial embarrassment owing to working on 
borrowed capital, losses through unfavourable 
seasons, disease, exhaustion of the soil, fall 
in the price of sugar [the primary cause of 
the depression], and loss of confidence in the 
industry, which, it is alleged, is owing to 
the abolition of black labour in the near 
future, and which prevents planters obtaining 
the necessary advances to carry them on. 7 
Griffith, when Premier, had been impelled to legislate 
against kanaka labour because of the 1885 Royal Commission's 
revelations of recruiting malpractices. In the absence of 
cheap indentured labour, Griffith wanted to convert the 
sugar industry to a European small-holding basis by means 
of Government-backed Central Mills which would treat sugar 
grown by white labour only. Sugar journals from the early 
188 0s advocated the advantages of the new system for small 
7. QP£, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 528. 
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growers; reduced costs and greater efficiency would be the 
result of separating cultivation and milling processes. A 
Sydney engineer, Angus Mackay was sent to inspect the system 
at work in the West Indies in 1883 and made influential 
p 
recommendations to the Queensland Government. The idea lay 
dormant but when Griffith tried to put it into practice in 
the late 1880s, the experiment ironically foundered on the 
coloured labour question. Only two groups of farmers, and 
these were from around Mackay, were willing to reject kanaka 
labour at the outset. The mills, at Racecourse and North 
Eton, were run on co-operative lines by groups of small 
selectors who mortgaged their holdings to the government 
in return for a £1 for £1 subsidy to build the mill; in 
return, the government took responsibility for the mill 
until capital expenses were covered. Operations, begun in 
1888, were discouraging; selectors were unable to supply 
sufficient cane and the directors were forced to buy higher 
priced cane grown by coloured labour, while £5,000 ($10,000) 
of public money had to be used to sustain the mills through 
their initial problems. 
After Cabinet toured the depressed cane areas in late 
1891, Griffith, heading a joint Griffith-McIlwraith 
administration, reassessed the situation; he argued that 
the only alternatives were either "to do nothing, and let 
the sugar industry struggle on until the necessary European 
labour can be introduced and acclimatised, with the possible 
result in the meanwhile it may be greatly diminished..., or 
8. H. Easterby, The Queensland Sugar Industry: An Historical 
Survey, Brisbane 1929, p 9. 
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to take some action to bridge over the interval which must 
elapse before the change of system can be brought about". 
This could be done, Griffith argued, only with "the supply 
of some labour...at once available...with such a supply... 
in a few years the existing large plantations would be 
divided amongst small farmers, while large numbers of farms 
now held by selectors would be devoted to the cultivation 
9 
for sale to central mills". Griffith had now reversed his 
1885 decision, conceding temporary defeat on the coloured 
labour issue. The traffic was restored in 1892 for a TuUrfcyv^ T 
"feasrv-vte-ar period. Backed by the Sugar Works Guarantee 
Act in 189 3 introduced by Mcllwraith who had returned to 
the premiership, the central mill principle was given an 
extended trial in the 1890s, unfettered by any provisos 
rejecting sugar grown by coloured labour; eleven mills in 
sugar districts from Port Douglas to Nerang were erected. 
Developments in the Bundaberg-Woongarra-Gooburrum area 
did not follow the general pattern described although the 
government-backed Gin Gin and Isis Mills were built on the 
district's outskirts. Government intervention and the 
activities of the Colonial Sugar Refining Company Limited 
(CSR) defined the role which Bingera and Fairymead were 
already tentatively playing from the 1880s and they became 
increasingly significant in terms of small farmer settlement, 
complementing Millaquin's part in transforming Bundaberg 
into a viable sugar town. Throughout the years 189 0 to 1915, 
these private firms gradually tailored their roles to fit the 
circumstances, creating for themselves a certainty of permanence 
and promoting district growth. Plantation and small farmer 
9. QPD, Vol. LXVII, 189 2, p 8. 
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were established side by side and private milling companies 
provided technological assistance which promoted the 
industry's efficiency. 
Griffith, when reluctantly restoring coloured labour 
in 1892 as a necessary but temporary expedient, had indicated 
promising developments which would eventually outweight the 
industry's problems and settle "a European population on 
the lands of the colony". These trends were the planters' 
willingness to subdivide their properties (for sale or 
lease) and the growth of sugar by white labour, and the 
small farmer success in the Bundaberg, Mackay and Herbert 
River districts. Because of the independent action of 
the 18 84 Land Act, the extension of central milling facilities 
and the subdivision of plantations, the small farmer was 
entering an industry formerly reserved for the capitalist. 
The CSR had been instrumental in triggering several 
of these developments which led to an organizational overhaul 
of the sugar industry. In the early 1890s, the company 
subdivided their Homebush lands near Mackay because of 
interest shown by prospective small settlers; they 
accelerated this programme on their other Northern Queensland 
estates as its success was proved. In 1891 and 1892, planters 
in the Burdekin and the Herbert districts had been resourceful 
enough to recruit Italian migrants as the first phase in an 
operation which aimed at having these people as small holders 
within two years on their subdivided properties. White 
labour's reaction to the scheme was hostile since Italians 
10. Ibid. 
11. Bolton, op.cit., p 238. 
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had been used to break a northern mine strike in 1891. 
North Queensland planters also made an unsuccessful 
attempt to use Italian migrant labour in the early 1890s 
but planters in Bundaberg did not emulate this experiment 
perhaps because the local working man had already demon-
strated his hostility to being undercut by Cingalese 
labour in the 1880s. Bundaberg featured prominently in 
both industrial and political phases of the Labor Party's 
evolution. It became increasingly predictable that the 
electoral district centring on the town would return a 
Labor candidate, a trend begun with George Hall's surprise 
election in 1892. This alignment of forces ensured an 
interesting transition for the Bundaberg sugar industry on 
to a white labour basis. An examination of the role of 
organized labour from 1890 to 1915 gives an insight into 
some of the forces which helped to shape the Federation of 
Australia in 1901. It has been argued that: 
The Australian labour movement, in both its 
industrial and political forms, came of age 
at the same time as Australian nationalism 
became conscious of itself, and labour 
incorporated most of the traits, both good 
and bad, that our society had evolved and 
which nationalism raised to the status of 
a way of life. 12 
The socio-political problems caused by the employment 
of Melanesians wove a common thread through the history of 
the cane towns of Queensland. Kanaka labour had underpinned 
the economy of many sugar areas. Traffic began in 1863 but 
throughout the 1870s Pacific Islanders worked both on sheep 
stations and in tropical agriculture. In 1877, the 
12. J. Dalton, "An Interpretative Survey: the Queensland 
Labour Movement", in Murphy et al, op.cit., p 24. 
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Queensland government issued regulations limiting them to 
tropical and subtropical agriculture; after a delay caused 
by a new administration, this became law in 1884. The 
majority was concentrated on the sugar belt between 
Maryborough and Mackay. Kanakas came to Bundaberg in 1879, 
just in time to facilitate Bundaberg's belated entry into 
the sugar industry on a large scale; the 18 8 0s were the 
halcyon days for the Bundaberg plantations. It was not 
intended that the kanaka would become a permanent part of 
the country's social fabric, but it should be noted that 
the catalytic factor in formulating the White Australia 
policy was basically antipathy towards the Chinese. How 
Bundabergians coped with what the workers considered an 
alien component of, and even the planters a temporary 
element in, their society reflects conformity to general 
trends throughout Australia. Solution of the "White versus 
coloured" labour problem resulted in ideological and social 
confrontations which enlivened and reshaped sugar town 
histories. 
The economic and moral implications of Polynesian 
employment demanded increasing involvement of many 
Queenslanders in a variety of roles. The attraction of the 
fleshpots of Kanakatown, or Chinatown, a feature common to 
most sugar towns, was countered in Bundaberg by indefatigable 
missionary activities by organized churches and by members of 
leading planting families. The impact of their work is 
difficult to measure qualitatively but they and the humane 
attitude of Polynesian Inspector, Herbert Caulfield probably 
dampened a potentially explosive situation. Like most sugar 
149-
towns, Bundaberg witnessed riots between Solomon Islanders 
and New Hebrideans, a climactic factor in the White 
TV 4- 1 • . 1 3 
Australia campaign. 
Legislation could not eliminate all the problems 
raised by employment of kanaka labour. Governments faced a 
testing time in the first decade of this century. During 
1901 the Federal government had decided on 1906 as the last 
date for deportation of coloured labour. A State Government 
Royal Commission took evidence in 1906 on repatriation 
problems and tried to project on possible dislocation to the 
sugar industry by the loss of this labour. The day of 
reckoning came with the sugar strike of 1911 when the newly 
organized Amalgamated Workers Association flexed its muscles 
convincingly in registering its opposition to the treatment 
of white labour. The Federal governir.ent moved to protect 
the only primary industry capable of peopling (and defending) 
the long Queensland coast and providing a substantial amount 
to Queensland's trade balance. A Federal Royal Commission 
was appointed in 1912 with wide-ranging terms of reference. 
The Commissioners' questions probed the problems of workers, 
growers and millers and analyzed marketing difficulties. 
They investigated whether protective measures, such as excise 
and bounty levied to accelerate the transition to white-
grown cane, were working and in what other ways the respective 
governments could legislate to ensure the industry's 
efficiency and harmonious growth. 
13. These themes are discussed in depth in Chaper 9. 
14. These themes are discussed in depth in Chapters 8, 10. 
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The terms of reference under which the Commission 
operated foreshadowed an organizational overhaul of the whole 
industry. By 1915 significant steps were being taken to 
obviate the communication breakdown between key branches of 
the industry demonstrated in the 1911 strike. Various 
organizations had emerged as pressure groups and become 
sources of information about malfunctions in the industry. 
The unionism of the workers had been parallelled by the 
Australian Sugar Producers' Association, formed in 1907. 
However the small growers felt that it was too planter-
oriented and a separate group, the United Canegrowers' 
Association came into existence to protect their interests. 
Individual groups who helped form this body in 1913 had 
already voiced their opinions on what was wrong with the 
marketing cycle of the sugar industry to the 1912 
Commissioners and the government was not slow to act. 
In the decade after 1912, great changes were made in 
the marketing cycle. In 1915, price-fixing boards in New 
South Wales and Victoria, Queensland sugar's biggest markets, 
set the price of refined sugar per ton far below that of the 
previous three years. The Queensland government, with 
Commonwealth assistance, bought the whole crop and secured 
a better return than promised by the southern sugar boards; 
this action was ratified by The Sugar Acquisition Act of 1915. 
The Commonwealth further protected the industry from war-
time inflation by prohibiting imports and exports and 
purchasing just sufficient foreign sugar supplies to fulfil 
domestic consumption demands; "it also fixed the price to be 
15 paid to Australian mills for raw sugar". By 1915, the 
15. A.G. Lowndes (ed), South Pacific Enterprise, the Colonial 
Sugar Refining Company Limited, Sydney 1956, p 187. 
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Commonwealth and State governments established guidelines 
drawn from evidence by growers, millers and workers to the 
Royal Commission of 1912 and 1915 to ensure mutual advantages 
rather than antagonism in this key industry. The Sugar 
Acquisition Act of 1915, with The Regulation of Sugar Cane 
Prices Act of the same year became the "basis of the 
rationalization and stabilization of the industry... since 
achieved"• 
This latter piece of legislation was the first step 
towards eliminating problems faced by the small grower. 
Given a zone system, the small growers' independent action 
appeared limited. A group of non-Labor members from the 
sugar districts led by Colonel Rankin, joined with the Labor 
opposition in 1913 and 1914, in an attempt to secure remedial 
legislation. The proposal to establish district tribunals 
representing growers and millers, although unsuccessful, was 
a forerunner to The Sugar Cane Prices Act passed in 1915 by 
the first Labor government in Queensland headed by T.J. Ryan. 
Under this Act, with amendments in 1917 and 1921, a board 
consisting of two representatives each from millers and 
growers, chaired by a civil servant, could be constituted 
in any district when requested by the majority of cane-
growers to set a minimum price for the forthcoming season. 
A Central Board was established to deal with appeals from 
both growers and millers. In 1912, a Bundaberg grower had 
claimed that high sugar content in cane was not rewarded by 
millers; by this Act, the price of sugar was based on the 
sweetness of the cane delivered, i.e. its commercial cane 
16. Producers' Review, July 1964, p 64. 
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sugar content (CCS) and chemists were appointed to each 
mill to supervise weighing, sampling and analysis of the 
incoming cane; a grower, therefore, had incentive to 
17 increase the quality of his crop. In 1917, the Central 
Board's powers of assignment were defined; to end 
competitive bidding between mills, the farmer had to send 
his cane to a certain mill and the miller had to take the 
cane from his assigned land. Overproduction later in the 
18 1920s led to adjustments in assignment areas but in yet 
another significant area of the sugar industry, the modern 
lines were setting by 1915 and Bundaberg conformed to the 
general pattern. 
The small grower was caught between milling costs and 
wage demands although the Cane Prices legislation and other 
rationalization policies of 1915 began to bring some measure 
of stability. Queensland's Labor Premier, T.J. Ryan, 
continued to be occupied with growers' problems during the 
war years as Commonwealth and State governments, formerly 
partners in assisting the sugar industry, found difficulties 
in deciding where their respective jurisdictions lay. The 
growers' problems about sugar prices were complicated by the 
labour situation. The 1912 Royal Commission had heard 
complaints about white labour's standard of living; the 
Macnaughton award by the Queensland Industrial Court in 1914 
had improved their situation but caused dissatisfaction 
because of increased costs of production and the Dickson 
award in 1916 caused dislocation as most sugar mills south 
17. Easterby, op.cit., p 144. 
18. R. McDougall, Pattern of Expansion of the Sugar Cane 
Industry in Mackay, unpiiblished penultimate history 
thesis. University of Queensland 1959, p 16. 
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of Townsville closed in protest and farmers manned the 
mills. 
The new machinery structured to run Queensland's sugar 
industry may have needed adjustment but there were guarantees 
to the worker, under the control of the Arbitration Court, of 
a minimum wage. He tended to be in a favoured bargaining 
position because World War I had caused a labour shortage. 
The evolution of the sugar industry furnishes the stuff 
of history for Bundaberg and its sister coastal towns. Sugar 
products sustained their economy and the modern pattern of 
managing the industry had emerged by 1915 and the life style 
of many Bundabergians was dictated by this pattern. The 
transition from plantation to small farm had been an 
interesting chapter and kanaka and white labour problems 
wove the individual histories of these towns into a 
significant chapter in Australian social history. Each 
city could provide variations of a theme but Bundaberg, 
possibly more than any other sugar town, during the years 
1880 to 1915 followed interesting individual by-ways which 
may be pursued in more depth. 
19. C T . Wood, Sugar Country: A Short History of the Raw 
Sugar Industry of Australia, Brisbane 1965, p 23; 
BDM, 4 September 1916. 
CHAPTER 7 
Private Millers 
When shipping agent George Bell arrived in Bundaberg 
in 1871, he found a small town of "12 houses and a few tents 
...in its infancy-...There were two sugar plantations on the 
river; but timber and maize were the principal products". 
Bundaberg's founders foreshadowed its long-term future with 
the use of the Sugar and Coffee Regulations to claim their 
land and some of these settlers learned from hard experience 
during the 1870s that small, inefficient mills did not pay. 
The failure of the Steuart brothers' mill, Woondooma, in 
187 5 demonstrated the probable fate of the small investor. 
This had obviously been one of the plantations observed by 
G.T. Bell; the other was probably Mabbro owned by the 
Steuart's neighbour, Thomas Watson. The Steuarts had taken 
the logical but ambitious step of building facilities to 
process their crop but despite their determination, the 23 
March 1875 issue of the Bundaberg Star carried an advertise-
ment for the sale of Woondooma on the mortgagee's 
instructions. After its failure, Gavin Steuart ruefully 
admitted to "its rather imperfect appliances". 
While the practical experiments of the Steuarts went 
the way of John Thompson's earlier dreams, other pioneer 
millers managed to survive both financial and environmental 
hazards. Richard Palmer had enough confidence in the 
industry's future to replace machinery damaged by the 1875 
flood which had swept his property, Millbank. Sharon 
1. Bell, op.cit., p 119. 
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plantation, the property of H. Palmer, was similarly equipped 
after the flood and sugar-making commenced in November 1876. 
Branyan mill, owned by E. Jeune, also dated from the 1870s. 
The majority of agriculturalists had remained cautious about 
risking their capital on a proliferation of milling equipment. 
In retrospect, the delay may be seen as a calculated line of 
action. Sam Johnston ploughed some of the profits from his 
successful timber plant, Waterview, into a sugar mill of the 
same name in 1879 but this latter investment was made in an 
increasingly optimistic climate. A Mail reporter's 
assessment of the first Exhibition by the Mulgrave Pastoral, 
Agricultural and Horticultural Association captured this 
feeling of expectation well. The display was held in the 
enclosed Immigration Barracks Reserve and Armoury, the 
interior of which was devoted to sugar cane, "the samples 
of which were astonishingly and sufficiently indicative of 
the adaptability of the Bundaberg soil for the production 
of this lucrative crop". From the exotic variety of canes 
exhibited, it could be deduced that the Bundaberg sugar 
industry was still at a very experimental level in 1878. 
The Bundaberg-Mt. Perry Mail reported: 
Black Java there 13 inches long, and splendid 
examples of small yellow, ribbon, Bourbon, 
Bingham, Chinese, rappoe, Meira, Cheriboire, 
Caledonian, Malabar, rappoe Djoeling, Salagore, 
Poeti and others. These were so fresh, so 
healthy looking that no-one could doubt the 
virtue of the Bundaberg soil for their 
production. 
Yet the correspondent probably realized that without imported 
capital the district would continue as a maize-producing area 
by necessity, if not by choice. Following his description of 
the varied cane displays, he reassuringly stated that "tJie 
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exhibits of maize in cob and shelled were as might be 
expected in so thoroughly a maize locality, both numerous 
2 
and good". 
Prior to the 1878 Exhibition, some determined efforts 
had been made to convert this 'maize locality' into a sugar-
producing district. One such move was the petition in 1875 
to Robert Tooth, co-owner of the successful Maryborough 
Refinery, Yengarie for the establishment of a similar works 
in Bundaberg. J.H. Cathcart, one of the town's pioneer 
businessmen, inserted the full text of the petition in the 
March 19 issue of the Star urging "a,ll farmers and others 
interested in sugar-growing [to] call and attach their 
signatures without delay". This urgency was prompted by 
rumour that the Maryborough partners were seeking other 
localities in which to invest. Since local capital was 
scarce, the energetic partnership of Tooth and Cran appeared 
to be the best means of underwriting the risks involved in 
revolutionizing the basis of Bundaberg's agriculture. 
Robert Tooth and John Cran had begun operations in 1865 
with the purchase of a cattle boiling-down works at Yengarie; 
three years earlier. Tooth, then of Sydney, had tendered for 
Colanne run, north of Bundaberg. Although the business 
succeeded, rising cattle prices cut profits and the 
relatively new Maryborough sugar industry, dating from 1866, 
attracted their attention as an alternative. From a crushing 
mill with a rudimentary vacuum pan for granulating the cane 
juices. Tooth and Cran progressed to refining in 1870; in 
this field they were responsible for a major innovation. 
The double carbonatation process had become standard procedure 
in European beet-sugar manufacture in the preceding decade. 
2. BMPM, 14 June 187 8. 
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Tooth and Cran, having acquired the rights to use this 
process, were able to produce "very high grade consumption 
sugars. Yengarie must have been one of the earliest, if 
not actually the first factory in the world to apply this 
3 
process to cane-sugar manufacture". This had been duly 
noted by the Bundaberg petitioners: "...the modern and 
efficient process which you have introduced at Yengarie 
seems to us to offer the greater facilities to any other 
system as regards large return and expedition of manufacture" 
The number of petitioners is unknown, but the response 
was sufficient to prompt a tour of inspection by John Cran 
in April 1876. The combination of "a very large proportion 
of land upon the Burnett River...well-adapted for the 
cultivation of sugar-cane" and agriculturalists "anxious to 
secure the means by which the manufacture of sugar on a 
firm and effective basis" sounded promising to the Crans. 
John and Robert Cran returned in April 1877 to canvass the 
district for certain cane supplies. As the Star had done 
perhaps prematurely with the 1875 petition, the Mail urged 
that the Crans' involvement in the Bundaberg sugar industry 
was "an excellent opportunity for raising our farmers out 
of the Slough of Despondency which we hope they will not 
4 
allow to slip". Enterprising leaders such as Alexander 
Walker and Walter Adams needed no prompting to promote the 
earliest realization of these hopes. At a meeting convened 
to discuss the question on 7 March 1877 a committee 
comprising Adams, Rev. E. Tanner, A. Dunn, J. Nott and 
3. C H . O'Brien, "The History of the Australian Sugar 
Industry", Australian Sugar Journal, 15 March 1951, 
4. Walker, op.cit., p 209. 
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Richard Jones was formed to confer with the Crans. Robert 
Cran warned that his company could not hurry into a binding 
commitment because of the large amount of capital involved 
in launching such an undertaking, although he indicated 
that he was favourably impressed. This half-promise was 
undoubtedly used by the committee in their campaign to win 
extra assurances of local cane supplies for the proposed 
refinery. The Crans were eventually convinced there was a 
future for their venture and in June 1878, John Cran visited 
Bundaberg to make preliminary arrangements prior to inspection 
by their engineer. Apparently, Bundaberg farmers, oppressed 
by glutted maize markets could not believe the change in 
their fortunes. Even at this stage Walker said, "the firm 
are rather surprised at the incredulity of some of the 
farmers, and are determined to go on to erect the machinery 
as a proof of their intentions at all events". 
The initial investment in Millaquin was later assessed 
at £150,000 to £160,000 ($300,000 to $320,000);^ the 
financing of such a project obviously required time, more 
time than John Cran in his optimistic statement allowed. The 
time lapse between the Crans' decision to build a Bundaberg 
refinery and the actual realization of their plans dispelled 
some of the early confidence. Some prospective sugar-growers 
became impatient with the delay and approached the CSR as an 
alternative means of obtaining a refinery; this attempt, 
however, ended in unequivocal failure in June 1879 as did 
a meeting of farmers convened to discuss sugar growing. 
5. QPD, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 150. 
6. CT-BMPM, p 7. 
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Millaquin - Yardstick and Pacemaker 
Their flagging hopes were bolstered by the arrival of 
Robert Cran and Engineer Thomas in August 188 0; in the 
following October, Robert Cran senior, left for England to 
purchase machinery and in January of the new year, tenders 
were accepted for the construction of the Millaquin refinery. 
This was to be a lengthy procedure, partly because of cyclone 
damage in November that year. 
In January 1882 machinery arrived from England and by 
October the long anticipated refinery stood ready for action. 
A celebratory ball held in the refinery itself launched the 
venture. Operations that year were not more than a trial 
run, since the season was almost over but that of 1883 was 
long and prosperous, marking the successful inauguration of 
the venture. 
One newspaper correspondent commented in 1887, 
"Millaquin, the great refinery, has pretty well refined the 
7 
district into twenty times its former value". Rising land 
prices were an early indication of this trend. The Gibsons 
of Fairymead bought their partly cleared property in 188 3 
at £ 3 ($6) per acre; the land had previously been worth ten 
shillings. This sale was just a foretaste of the vigorous 
real estate business to come. Evidence was given to the 
1889 Royal Commission on the sugar industry, that before 
the Millaquin scheme was mooted, the "very best land in the 
Woongarra scrub, the Grange [was offered] at £ 3 [$6] per acre, 
o 
You could not buy the same land now for £30 [$60] an acre". 
7. WB&BD, 1887, p 42. 
8. QPD, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 148. 
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When conducting their feasibility survey, John and 
Robert Cran had been particularly impressed by the potential 
of the Woongarra. Millaquin was thus sited on the Burnett's 
southern bank about a mile from the town. North bank 
properties such as Mabbro, Oakwood and Waterview punted 
their raw sugar and juices across river but the solution to 
the transport problems of most of Millaquin's supply-mills 
situated in the Woongarra proved interesting. Local roads 
were poor and rail transport negligible when Bundaberg's 
sugar industry took its tentative steps towards permanence; 
however, the Crans had already perfected a technique at 
Yengarie which circumvented these hindrances to growth. 
The juice reached Millaquin by an ingenious network of 
pipes, totalling some twenty miles in length, the furthest 
mills being seven miles from the refinery; Woodlands, Charles 
Faulkner's property, was one of these. A daily rate varying 
between 20,000 to 30,000 gallons was pumped from one of the 
district's largest mills, situated on Duncraggan, owned by 
the Cran brothers. Although there were a few juice mills 
elsewhere, the system was only practised extensively in 
9 
the Maryborough and Bundaberg districts. At both Yengarie 
and Bundaberg, the pipes were the property of the refinery. 
Given the lack of transport facilities, this method was an 
important factor in making potential sugar-growers' 
aspirations a reality. 
Within a decade of its construction, Millaquin was 
finding it impossible to handle the volume of local cane 
supplies which it had generated, but the catalytic action 
which the refinery was to have on Bundaberg's development 
9. O'Brien, op.cit., 15 November 1951. 
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may be immediately measured by the number of plantations 
dating from 1882-83. Mills inaugurated in October 1882, 
Millaquin's first month of operations, were Rubyanna, Kepnock, 
Ashgrove, Windermere and Woodbine, all Woongarra properties. 
Within five years of its completion, there was about a score 
of plantations in the Woongarra. Several pioneer selectors 
quickly changed from maize to sugar cultivation; among 
properties falling into this category were Ashgrove (Clark 
and Ford), Bonna (originally selected by J. Pringle, who 
floated the Bonna Sugar Company in 1885) , Sunnyside (E. 
Turner), Kalkie (Ollsen and Grother), Spring Hill (the Noakes 
brothers), Woodlands (Faulkner) and Windermere (the Nott 
brothers). The latter two had selected in 1874 and crushed 
their first sugar crop in 18 82. James Noakes eventually had 
reason not to regret uprooting himself in middle age from a 
comfortable living as a storekeeper in Maryborough to join 
his brother, George, in their farming venture in 1873. 
Obviously early conditions had made him doubtful; he recalled, 
from the security of the 188 0s, that "the scrub was exceedingly 
heavy and cost not less than £10 [$20] per acre to clear". 
The Noakes weathered the lean years and by 1888 had 550 acres 
freehold and 640 acres leasehold under the name Spring Hill 
plantation; five hundred acres were under cane. An indication 
of their success in the intervening years was the sugar-
processing plant installed at a cost of £10,000 ($20,000) in 
1888. 
Other selectors, either to clear themselves of debt or 
when doubts began to assail them because of the labour 
10. CT-BMPM, p 12. 
11. WB&BD, 1887, pp 65-77. 
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questions and foreign competition, sold to incoming 
investors; some merely sold sections of their properties 
and were able to enter the industry on a modest scale. In 
1886, Charles William Buss acquired interests in Pemberton 
Grange, Glen Morris and Ashfleld; the latter property had 
been worked as a maize farm until 1882 by Martin Wessell 
who, on selling, ploughed the profits into his other property. 
Belle Vue. Richard Jones, one of the first Woongarra 
pioneers, was not lost to the district when, on selling his 
original property, Duncraggan to the Crans, he established 
12 the first sugar mill on the Kolan River at Tegege in 1884. 
Mon Repos, which with Kalkie and Windermere was 
Millaquin's major juice supplier in 1887, represented 
another source of investment. A relative late-comer to 
Bundaberg's boom, it was owned by Augustus Purling Barton 
who in 1863 had taken up Moolboolaman station in the Kolan 
- a property which remained under his family's control until 
1965. During 1886, Barton had acquired Drynie, a small mill 
in the Burdekin district and re-erected it with additions in 
the Woongarra. Mon Repos plantation soon absorbed its 
neighbour Duncraggan but its subsequent history belongs to 
a later phase of the milling story. Barton's fellow Kolan 
pastoralist, John Forrest, was also attracted by the 
possibilities of Bundaberg's sugar industry and invested in 
Avoca. 
Some investors came from much further afield. Two 
families, the Youngs and Gibsons, made major commitments 
which hinged on, as well as contributed to the solvency of 
12. "The Sugar Industry - Currajong Creek and North Kolan", 
BM, 1893, p 86. 
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the infant Bundaberg sugar industry. Some of their 
descendents are at the present time firmly associated with 
the industry and the town chosen by their families in the 
1880s. 
Plans for Millaquin were still being mooted when the 
Young family were sinking an initial investment of £40,000 
($80,000) into Fairymead, their 3,200 acre estate on the 
Burnett's northern bank. It had been part of the cattle 
property, Tantitha. When the original owners, A. and A.H. 
Brown chose to invest in the sugar industry, it was ironic 
that they sold the eminently suitable Fairymead and 
established Antigua Mill near Maryborough. Unlike the Crans 
and the Gibsons, Arthur, Horace and Ernest Young had no 
knowledge of the sugar industry except their "father's 
13 theoretical experience". They had formerly held two sheep 
stations in New Zealand but when these were devastated by 
rabbits in 1878, the brothers began an eighteen-month search 
for suitable investments. They toyed with the idea of 
entering the Fijian sugar industry but eventually came to 
Australia to investigate pastoral properties in New South 
Wales and Queensland. Fortunately for Bundaberg, the 
possibility of a booming sugar industry won them away from 
this course of action. The proposed construction of Millaquin 
may have influenced their selection of Bundaberg as the 
scene of their venture, but the decision came only after 
endless consultations and discussions, according to their 
sister, Florence. The scope of their gamble may well have 
given others the courage to speculate on a smaller scale. 
13. F. Young, Pearls from the Pacific, London 1924, p 34. 
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While Arthur and Horace Young began operations at 
Fairymead in 188 0, Young senior, his daughter Florence, and 
son Ernest visited Britain, Ernest intending to order mill 
machinery. Young senior died in England but the brothers 
in Bundaberg pushed ahead with the scheme. By 1883, the 
project was shaping well. The rougher pioneering work was 
done and the first major crop harvested. The Youngs punted 
the juice from their first two years' crops to Millaquin 
but they installed a complete clarification and boiling 
plant in 1884. White sugar was produced at Fairymead by means 
of a sulphitation process until 1912 and thus their mill was 
in a position to play a creative role in the formative years 
of Bundaberg's sugar industry. 
Another family who played an equally significant role 
were the Gibsons of Bingera. They are unique in that they 
have been continuously associated with the Queensland sugar 
industry for over a century. William Gibson, accompanied 
by his eldest son Angus, arrived in Queensland in 18 63 and 
selected land at Hemmant on Doughboy Creek, near Brisbane; 
the rest of the family including his other sons William, 
James and John migrated during 18 64. For some years, the 
Gibsons grew small crops on their farm, Clydesdale, but 
following the example of Louis Hope nearby, they turned to 
sugar cultivation, developing their own milling facilities. 
After the first decade, the farm at Doughboy Creek became 
too small for the growing family; consequently Angus, like 
the Young brothers before him, investigated various districts 
- Nambour, Bundaberg, Johnstone River, Carmila among them. 
Waterview, in North Bundaberg was one possibility but finally 
he settled for 2,600 acres of red soil, twelve miles from 
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Bundaberg. Like the Youngs' property, Bingera was mainly 
virgin land, 600 acres being heavily timbered. William 
Gibson had originally hoped to counter initial costs by 
crushing the cane of neighbouring selectors, but, as 
satisfactory terms could not be arranged, Gibson had to 
"plunge into debt to increase the growing capabilities of 
the estate in order that he might be enabled to keep his 
14 
mill working for at least half the year". As £ further 
guarantee of Bingera's chances of survival, William Gibson 
admitted the Howes brothers, Nathaniel, John and Harold 
into partnership, thus creating the firm of Gibson and Howes 
The years 188 3-85 were marked by intensive activity and 
meticulous planning. Eight hundred and forty acres were 
cleared and planted with cane. They erected a sugar mill, 
sawmill and twenty-two substantial buildings and installed 
expensive water-pumping machinery including three-quarters 
of a mile of piping from the river, necessary in the 
comparatively low rainfall of approximately forty inches; 
to keep marsupials from destroying the young cane they 
erected several miles of fencing; they laid five miles of 
2' gauge railway and had already for use about three miles 
of portable rail for cane haulage. They turned the problem 
of bringing in their mill equipment from Bundaberg to their 
advantage by constructing a branch line, two miles of 3'6" 
15 gauge, from the Bundaberg-Mt. Perry line to the mill site. 
The requirements of the mills on Bingera and Fairymead 
sustained and furthered settlement along the Burnett's 
14. Bundaberg Reporter (BR), 26 November 1887. 
15. BMPM, 13 October 1885. 
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northern bank, one plantation being twelve miles upriver, 
the other some miles downstream from the town. There were 
three levels in this process, although each section merged 
into a pattern of general expansion. Firstly, while the 
Gibsons had constructed their buildings from timber felled 
and dressed on the property, Bingera, unlike Millaquin, used 
timber for fuel; neighbouring selectors were under contract 
to supply firewood cleared from their land. The process 
was thus to their mutual advantage, Bingera cutting transport 
costs on fuel, the settlers being tided over the early lean 
years by some assured income. Secondly, these neighbouring 
farmers turned, as had the first pioneers, to maize which, 
in yielding two crops per annum, gave a quick turnover. 
Bingera, like most Queensland plantations, did not grow its 
own maize, but with keep to be found for kanaka labour and 
about one hundred working horses to be fed, bought its 
supplies locally. Bingera also had a bullock team, which, 
until 1894, was the motive power for the cane trucks along 
the branch line to Bingera siding. Bundaberg planters were 
not the only market for local maize. Michael Duffy, lease-
holder of the government wharf during the important decade 
for Bundaberg's development 1879-88, was well qualified 
to comment on the dramatically changing trends in the 
district's trade. Speaking in 1889, he noted that although 
production figures for maize had remained static in the 
decade, prices had been rising in the latter half of the 
1880s because of increasing demand. While local consumption 
accounted for a quarter of the crop, the remainder was 
exported to ports as far north as Cooktown, the largest 
16. Easterby, op.cit., pp 77. 
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customers being Rockhampton, Townsville and Mackay; 
17 plantations were the main consumers m the latter town. 
The third and most important contribution made by Bingera 
and Fairymead to the conversion of the Bundaberg district 
to sugar production arose from their mills' ever increasing 
demands for cane supplies. 
Once farmers in the immediate vicinity had been 
accommodated the Youngs and the Gibsons went further afield. 
It was in this capacity that Bundaberg's private millers 
were to fulfil a vital role, one which obviated any need for 
the government central mills which Griffith began promoting 
in the mid-1880s. Even before 1893, when the Sugar Works 
Guarantee Act inaugurated the system on a large scale, 
Fairymead and Bingera had been tentatively adapting to the 
small grower situation. Their continued adaptability to the 
new basis of the Queensland sugar industry in the period 
1890 to 1915 called for caution and experimentation within 
the framework dictated by the government and other private 
enterprises such as CSR and Millaquin. However before 
these developments, some Bundaberg planters during the 1880s 
probably saw the achievements of the large-scale private 
millers as the blueprint they could follow to success. 
Bundaberg was a favourable milieu for investment even at a 
time when the Royal Commissioners of 1889 were piecing 
together a picture of depression afflicting most Queensland 
sugar towns. Most had grave fears for the future because 
of their undiversified economy and problems facing the sugar 
industry. The export figures of the major centre of Mackay 
reflected the decline dogging the industry. In 1887, exports 
17. QP£, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 149 
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there had been worth £304,322 ($608,644); of this sugar 
accounted for £284,829 ($569,658). In 1888, these figures 
had plummeted to £127,527 ($255,054), sugar exports being 
to the value of £112,540 ($225,080). However, the 
Commissioners' findings on Bundaberg were relatively 
optimistic. "This district has been comparatively prosperous, 
and the rising and progressive town of Bundaberg owes its 
progress and its large accession of population almost 
entirely to the sugar industry. It has not suffered like 
many of the other districts". This vote of confidence was 
backed by the fact that in Bundaberg, at a time when all 
Mackay plantations were running at a loss, and CSR was 
contemplating withdrawal from the north, "in twelve instances, 
interest ranging from 2 to 11 per cent was paid on capital 
18 invested". Given Bundaberg's relative prosperity, several 
planters were confidently installing equipment in 1887-88, a 
period of general depression, which led to their properties 
being reclassified from juice mills to complete sugar 
manufactories. Mon Repos, Windermere, Spring Hill and 
Waterview fitted into this category, but most realized that 
given the milling facilities already being offered by 
Millaquin and other potential central mills, the use of 
capital to build complete mills served no purpose. It was 
noted by the Royal Commissioners that: 
There is not so much interest to pay on borrowed 
money in this locality as in some of the other 
sugar-growing districts; nor has so large an 
amount been invested in machinery on which 
interest has to be paid, nor are the areas of 
land in possession of the planters more than 
they can manage or turn to useful account. 19 
18. QVP, Vol. IV, 1889, p 79; p 63. 
19. QFD, Vol. LVII, 1889, pp 79-80. 
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Commissioner Groom, in assessing why Bundaberg should 
be unique, commended the creative role played by private 
enterprise. Millaquin was particularly singled out. Its 
presence had limited the need for building complete sugar 
mills, ones capable of conducting the processing cycle to 
the stage of crystallization because it handled juice from 
plantations and untreated canes from neighbouring farms. 
The private millers gave Bundaberg a confident launching 
into the sugar industry in the 18 8 0s and by the end of the 
first decade Bingera's and Fairymead's mills were shaping 
up to play a role similar to Millaquin's. 
CHAPTER 8 
Growers' Problems 
During the period 1890 to 1915, central mill practices, 
subdivision of plantations and the final loss of coloured 
labour under Federal legislation, converted the Queensland 
sugar industry to its modern European small holder basis. 
Bundaberg shared in this general pattern, although with 
certain companies, the plantation system was to remain a 
characteristic of the local scene. Associated with these 
far-reaching changes was the elimination of under-capitalized, 
technically-backward mills. Alterations to the original 
Bundaberg pattern of settlement may be gauged by analyzing 
the structuring of the three pioneer bodies, Millaquin, 
Fairymead and Bingera to fit the new conditions. In the 
process of consolidation and centralization, they emerged 
as strengthened phoenixes on the ashes of the old system, and 
dominated the Bundaberg milling scene by World War I. 
It has been argued that -
by 1884, it was becoming widely accepted on 
the Herbert [River] that cane-farming and 
sugar-manufacturing would soon be two separate 
and distinct occupations. The notion was 
slower in spreading to Mackay, where the 
selectors, though numerous, formed a less 
influential element in the community. 1 
In 1892, when Griffith bowed to popular pressure and restored 
kanaka labour, he noted that the sugar industry was unfolding 
as he hoped; he argued that the small grower experiment was 
already a success in the Bundaberg, Burdekin and Herbert 
1. Bolton, op.cit., p 154. 
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districts. As the sugar industry began to make the 
transition from the planter to small grower basis, the 
owners of Bingera and Fairymead tailored their roles to 
fit the changing situation without deserting their 
original formula for success. 
Even before the central mill scheme was instituted 
on a large scale by the 1893 Sugar Works Guarantee Act, 
in the hopes of promoting a tropical yeomanry, those 
pioneering in Bundaberg's hinterland were appealing to the 
Gibsons of Bingera and the Youngs of Fairymead for advice 
on establishing central milling facilities. The capacity 
of the mills on Bingera and Fairymead had outstripped the 
output of their own acreages by the late 1880s. By 1887, 
William Gibson had 1,000 acres under cane, but he was also 
crushing for neighbouring farms as he had originally planned. 
By the late 1880s, farmers in the Gooburrum were putting in 
their first cane crops because the Youngs of Fairymead had 
promised to extend their tramway into that part of the 
2 
scrub. Farmers of the rich volcanic soils at Currajong 
Creek, halfway between Gin Gin and Bundaberg, did not rest 
in their efforts to find private backers for their schemes 
in 1892-93. Replying to their queries, H.C.A. Young of 
Fairymead, argued that the district was a potentially rich 
sugar-producing area and that it warranted a modern mill, 
but he advised that the amount of capital required would be 
impossible to raise, given the uncertain future of kanaka 
labour. He added that "existing mills near Bundaberg would 
not be in a position to take anything like the cane the 
2. QVP, Vol. IV, 1889, p 309. 
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district could produce, taking into account their present 
arrangements". Yet when the Gibsons of Bingera acquired 
Watawa plantation, two miles west of Gin Gin, the Currajong 
Creek farmers assumed "that they will erect a complete sugar 
mill sufficient to take all the cane that can be grown on 
4 
the estate and also a considerable quantity raised around." 
These hopes did not eventuate and their approaches to the 
Bundaberg Chamber of Commerce and the Colonial Sugar Refining 
Company in the same year proved fruitless. 
The Gin Gin growers had, however, felt their efforts 
to be rewarded with the Sugar Works Guarantee Act. Sixty 
local farmers formed a mill company after the provisions of 
the Act were explained to them by prominent planter and M.L.A. 
Hume Black. The Gin Gin Co-operative Mill began operations 
in 1896. The caution of Bundaberg's pioneer millers in 
not speculating and developing a "white elephant" mill 
waiting for probable supplies was borne out. In the ensuing 
decade, the performance of several of these central mills, 
complicated by the consequences of severe drought from 189 8 
to 190 3, threatened to become a fiasco. Mill companies 
defaulted and could not even meet interest charges on govern-
ment loans after 190 0. In 19 04, following investigations 
of their past and probable performances, the central mills 
were classified in three groups; Gin Gin was among those 
taken over by the Treasury as mortgagee. One of the last 
of the original mills to reach steadier financial ground, it 
was returned to the growers' control under the Gin Gin Co-
operative Sugar Milling Association Ltd. Ironically the 
3. "The Sugar Industry", BM 1893, pp 9-10. 
4. Ibid., p 7. 
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wheel turned full circle to the hopes of 1893 when it was 
announced in December 1965 that Gibson and Howes Ltd. of 
Bingera had successfully bid to take over Gin Gin Co-
operative Mill at Wallaville. 
For a time, some smaller companies, Invicta and Miara, 
persisted. The former, owned by the Buss brothers, operated 
on the Kolan River from the 1890s to 1918, when it was 
transferred to Giru in the Burdekin district. By 1913, a 
small company had been formed at Baffle Creek to operate 
a mill brought from the Albert River, but the project was 
short-lived, the price paid for cane being insufficient. 
The failure of the Baffle Creek company might well be 
interpreted as an epilogue to the fate of many pioneer mills 
nearer to Bundaberg earlier in the century. Many, dating 
from the 1880-86 boom, closed and several plantations 
changed hands, particularly in the period 1900-15. 
One of the most active agents of reorganization was the 
Queensland National Bank. The specific problems facing the 
sugar industry in conjunction V7ith the general financial 
crisis of 1893 had taken its toll on Millaquin, and the 
Queensland National Bank moved in as mortgagee to protect 
its interests in 1896. By 1911, the Bank was in a position 
to convert its extensive sugar holdings into a limited 
liability company, the Millaquin Sugar Co. Ltd. The Bank 
took up shares to the full value of £500,000 ($1,000,000), 
the first share capital of the new company. It was, however, 
a dividend-paying concern from the start and the shares were 
5 
released on the market. 
5. BM, 21 February 1911. 
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The route by which many pioneer plantations became 
either the property or suppliers of Millaquin was often 
circuitous, but, from the 1890s on, the Queensland National 
Bank instituted a business-like standardization of Millaquin's 
supply system. By 1906, a mill was built on the refinery 
site to dejuice cane previously crushed by mills which had 
closed down or were about to do so. 
One of the earliest acquisitions of the Queensland 
National Bank was Mon Repos plantation and mill in the 
Woongarra; the original owner, pastoralist A.P. Barton, had 
already acquired neighbouring Duncraggan. The Bank set the 
seal of its ownership on the property by renaming it Qunaba 
- Qu(eensland) Na(tional) Ba (nk) . Doolbi mill (Isis) and 
the Waterview and Oakwood plantations and mills (Bundaberg) 
were gradually added to the Bank's local interests. The 
following transactions involving both juice and raw sugar 
mills illustrate the general and accelerating trend towards 
consolidation:- Waterview's veteran mill closed down in 1906 
and Millaquin took its cane supplies; in 1908, CW- Buss 
sold this property to Millaquin. Annerley mill (a co-operative 
concern) finished in 1906 and Pemberton then processed its 
cane; the proprietors of the latter property. Buss and 
Davidson, sold to Millaquin in 1912. In 1908 and 1909 
respectively. Spring Hill and Woondooma had become suppliers 
of Qunaba. Another early mill, Sunnyside, ground to a halt 
in 1911, its cane going to Windermere, and in the following 
year, Millaquin acquired the Windermere and Hummock estates. 
6. O'Brien, op.cit., 14 December 1951; Minutes of Evidence: 
Commonwealth Royal Commission 1911-1912, p 760. 
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While Millaquin Sugar Company Ltd. was thus organizing 
for action in the Woongarra, near Bundaberg, Gibson and 
Howes of Bingera and the Youngs of Fairymead were also 
coming to terms with the changing situation further afield. 
By 1904 and 1912 respectively, the two private companies 
had been converted to a limited liability basis. Evidence 
given to the Federal Royal Commission on the Sugar Industry 
in 1912 by Charles E. Young and William Gibson reflected the 
quandary facing the pioneers over the best methods of guiding 
these ventures through the period of flux 1890-1915. They 
had been asked for their opinions of mills owned on a co-
operative basis by cane-growers. William Gibson's firm had 
given some consideration to the possibility for Bingera; he 
claimed that his "company is prepared to make a deal with 
farmers or others on co-operative or other lines. Bingera 
has been twice offered to the Commonwealth Government" and 
commented that "the farmers should buy out all the proprietary 
7 
concerns, take all the risks, and get all the profits". 
Whether this opinion reflected a momentary fit of pique, 
prompted by some of the difficulties faced in the last decade, 
or was a genuine assessment of the problem, the Commonwealth 
Government's offer of £175,000 ($350,000) was never accepted. 
Charles Young was more emphatic about the benefits of private 
enterprise. While he conceded that "if capable management 
is employed, co-operation is good...I favour profit sharing 
as being still better", he argued that private mills played 
a far more creative role than co-operative mills could, and 
cited as an example the CSR company's innovation without 
7. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-1912, p 805. 
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which "this industry would have been a one-horse industry 
...". Illustrating his theme from the local scene, he drew 
"attention to the enormous gains to the industry by having 
some large farms mixed with small farms. The discovery at 
Fairymead of the variety of cane named D1135 has benefited 
the whole district and in many cases has saved farmers 
o 
from ruin". 
In these statements can be seen the ingredients of 
Bundaberg's modern sugar industry. Throughout the years 
1890-1915, doiibts gave way to certainty about the way in 
which these private firms were to play the role created for 
them by circumstances. The district's agronomy was based 
on mill plantations and small farms and the initiative for 
technological advances ensuring progress came from the 
milling companies. 
As the Bundaberg sugar industry moved into its modern 
phase, all links with the past were not cut. The plantation 
system remained strong, and the Bundaberg topography also 
retained two legacies from the planters who had carried the 
sugar industry through its experimental phase. These 
links with the past had implications for the future. The 
1889 Royal Commissioners had praised the Bundaberg planter 
for his survival capacity and planning ability, but his 
ingenuity was also apparent in the genesis of the Sugar 
Experiment Stations and the rum-distilling industry. In 
conjunction with remedial legislation to regulate the sugar 
industry, the work of the Experiment Stations was another 
factor ensuring progress and even survival. Charles Young 
had recognized the importance of an organization with more 
resources at its command than the local farmer's to provide 
8. Ibid.. n 1^^ 
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the dynamic for technological advance in his tribute to 
the CSR and in pointing out that Fairymead, for example, 
had already developed cane varieties suited to the Bundaberg 
district. The twentieth century activities of private 
concerns, in conjunction with the work of Government 
Stations, to increase the efficiency of the cane industry 
from field to factory have more than justified Young's 
arguments of 1912. Even in the 1890s, given the results 
achieved by technologists with European beet sugar, the 
Queensland government responded to planters' agitation for 
aid in boosting the productivity and quality of the Australian 
cane industry. Experimental farms were established at Mackay 
and Cairns in 1889 and 1891 respectively, but their progress 
with soil investigations and development of suitable cane 
varieties was too slow for many planters. "Some of the 
leading sugar grower^' (unfortunately unspecified) invited 
Dr. Maxwell, then Director of the Sugar Experiment Station 
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, to come to 
Queensland, guaranteeing him £800 ($1,600) per annum with 
right to supplement his income with private practice; the 
Mackay planters then expressed interest in the scheme and 
the eventual result was the Queensland government's 
9 
invitation m 1899 to Dr. Maxwell to investigate the industry. 
Following his advice, the government passed The Sugar 
Experiment Stations Act in December 1900. Dr. Maxwell 
accepted the invitation to direct these stations to be located 
at Cairns, Mackay and Bundaberg. The Bureau's main laboratory 
and headquarters were opened in the last-mentioned centre in 
9. QPD, Vol. XCVII, 1906, p 687. 
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August 1901. Although Brisbane became the administrative 
centre after 1912 and other stations (and sub-stations) 
played an increasing role, Bundaberg Station remains the 
key research area where problems facing farmers of the 
southern sugar belt are combatted. This scheme, shaped 
in part by the Bundaberg planters' initiative, has thus 
played an increasingly important role, given the changing 
pattern of the sugar industry. 
While the pioneer Bundaberg millers refused to over-
commit themselves in the last decade of the nineteenth 
century, they had extended their own acreages by acquisition 
of properties in Bundaberg's hinterland. Following the lead 
of large concerns such as the CSR, they threw some of these 
open to tenant farmers. 
In the Bundaberg area, the Gibsons experimented with 
subdivision and found that such schemes provoked a constant 
stream of inquiries. Some were accommodated by other 
Bundaberg plantations which also opened large areas of their 
land to tenant farmers in the 1890s; namely, the Buss brothers 
of Invicta; Bonna and Pemberton; Millaquin and Windermere. 
The Gibsons ventured to subdivide two of their properties. 
The Cedars, near Bundaberg, and the Currajong Creek property, 
Watawa, which they began working in 1895. The distance of 
the latter from the sea-board in an area susceptible to frost, 
demonstrated the enterprise which has always enabled the 
Gibsons to master fluctuations in the sugar industry's 
10. Fifty Years of Scientific Progress - Bureau of Sugar 
Experiment Stations, Brisbane 1950, pp 6-10. 
11. Minutes of Evidence: Queensland Royal Commission, 1906, 
p 760. 
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fortunes. Angus Gibson said in 1906: "The firm to which I 
belong never says 'die'...eleven years ago we started what 
we believed would come later on". 
The subdivision experiment met with mixed results. On 
Watawa, the Gibsons settled "thirty to thirty-five farmers" 
from Laidley; by 1906, the community was well-established, 
the children of this first generation had married and 
settled on portions of their parents' leases. On the other 
hand, none of the original twenty-five families remained 
after five years on the one thousand acres of The Cedars, 
leaving the Gibsons with £5,000 ($10,000) debt. However, 
by 1906 about a third was again let to farmers; the Gibsons 
had built houses on the land and "agreed to feed the men 
and keep them going, so that they can live until cane-
12 
cutting time comes". Although the persevering Watawa 
were still lessees in 1906, they were eventually able to 
purchase their farms on a long-term basis. 
Some critics, however, found the plantation companies' 
policy on subdivision too circumscribed. In 1906, Labor 
member for Bundaberg, George Barber, maintained that they 
had not moved far enough. Unrealistic perhaps in pursuing 
his ideal of "a co-operative settlement and co-operative 
farming" Barber, among others, had advocated "for many years 
...the cutting up of the large estates" as a practical 
solution to the problem of seasonal workers' drifting away 
from Bundaberg but as the Chairman of the Commission commented 
"you cannot make a man cut up his estate". 
However, Henry Cattermull, Bundaberg grower and president 
of a local farmers' union echoed Barber's argument on promoting 
12. Ibid., p 507. 
13. Ibid- . T^  -^ 1^ 
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permanent settlement, claiming in evidence to the 1912 
Federal Royal Commission that "the plantation system is 
still in vogue [in Bundaberg]". According to Cattermull, 
the experiment in subdivision had not been a great success: 
"at least 9 0 per cent of the farmers who went on this land 
made a failure owing to the low prices paid them for their 
cane. A great many of them had capital when they started, 
but after five or six years they had lost this and handed 
back the land to the miller. Out of the remaining 10 per 
cent I can safely say that they are doing no more than make 
a bare living". While vague about how such a plan could 
be implemented, he mentioned that subdivision of Bingera, 
Fairymead, Qunaba, Pemberton and Windermere, the last 
three being Millaquin properties, would be instrumental in 
bringing more permanent settlers to the Bundaberg area. 
However, while Barber's and Cattermull's ideas reflected 
general trends in the Queensland sugar industry, the 
plantation has remained a significant feature in the 
15 Bundaberg district. 
•iiAientact.lv ^J^fK^^i^ suggest that Fairymead, of all the pioneer 
companies, stayed closest to the original formula of success 
and to Charles Young's ideas expressed in 1912. Fairymead 
acquired Avondale in the early 1890s and continued to add 
to its plantation area in the twentieth century by acquisition 
of Goodwood (1917) and Woongarra (in the Bundaberg district) 
and Hapsburg and Lynwood (Isis). In 1951, C H . O'Brien 
commented that "the Fairymead Sugar Co. Ltd. has the 
14. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-1912, p 764; 
p 761. 
15. Producers' Review, July 1964, p 55. 
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distinction of operating by far the most extensive 
plantations ever worked in Queensland by a single proprietary; 
more than 70 per cent of the total cane crushed by the 
Fairymead mill is grown on the Company's own plantations'*.. 
By the mid-twentieth century Gibson and Howes Co. also 
carried large plantations growing "27 per cent of the cane 
16 
crushed by the mill". Millaquin has come to rely on its 
plantation areas in the twentieth century; during the twelve 
months to August 1965, for example, the Millaquin Company 
"crushed at its two mills a total of 625,000 tons of cane. 
Of this tonnage, 28,517 tons came from our two plantations, 
n 17 Qunaba and Windermere , The complement of supplies for 
the three companies is drawn from assigned farmers and this 
development too is one which is traceable to the rationali-
zing policies which needed to be applied to the sugar 
industry 1890-1915. 
Acquisition of properties gave Bundaberg millers one 
sure source of supply but as early as 1884, the CSR company 
had again pointed the way to the future pattern of develop-
ment. They had made seven-year agreements with growers on 
the lower Herbert for the cane which they contracted to buy, 
arranging to bear transport costs; the Company was also using 
the same system on the Clarence and Riclimond rivers in 
northern New South Wales. Bundaberg millers too were part 
of this new organizational approach. They needed further 
suppliers by 1893 but preferred to take these on piecemeal 
rather than committing themselves to the Currajong Creek 
farmers' idea that they, or any other private enterprise 
16. O'Brien, op.cit., p 640-
17. The Millaquin Sugar Company Ltd - the Fifty-Fourth 
Annual Report, 1965, p 4. 
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group, establish central mill facilities in the area. 
Government action in two spheres and the determination of 
the settlers themselves brought many small farmers the 
milling services which they required. The Gin Gin Co-
operative Mill serviced the Currajong Creek area from 1896 
but the building of trunk and branch trainlines in the 
Bundaberg area also allowed the established millers near 
the coast to tap newly-opened land. The rail-link reached 
Bundaberg in December 1887; a month earlier, a branch line 
from the north-south line to serve agricultural settlements 
in the Isis area, tv^ enty miles south-west of Bundaberg, had 
been opened. The link with Gladstone was finally finished 
in 1897 but the line had reached Rosedale, thirty-three 
miles north of Bundaberg as early as 1892 and the Railway 
Commissioners' Report in 1895-96 contained the heartening 
information for those who doubted the efficacy of building 
the line, that traffic and receipts were being boosted by 
sugar freights from the newly-opened Avondale area. Fairymead 
acquired their plantation, Avondale, in the 189 0s, but that 
it was also servicing small farms in the area by 1893, south 
of the Kolan River, is evidenced by a Bundaberg Mail report 
on the Currajong Creek/North Kolan area in 1893. The 
correspondent mentioned W.R. Knight whose farm, Arundale, 
bordered the Kolan; "the Messrs. Young of Fairymead will 
take all the cane grown at Arundale...which will be delivered 
at the [Moorlands] railway station". 
The acreages under cane were very small but the 
proselytizing reporter stressed that the potential was there. 
Greenwood, selected by William Hunt, was 340 acres in area. 
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120 of which were suitable for cane growing: "Fully twenty 
acres will be cut this season and despatched to Fairymead 
. .•,,,18 by rail". 
Bingera's activities turned to another point of the 
compass - to the west. The Mt. Perry line was finally 
completed by 1884 and while it carried timber freights in 
the early years, it soon began to tap cane country along 
19 the Burnett. Evidence to the 1906 State Royal Commission 
by Angus Gibson indicated that Bingera was supplied by all 
cane farms along the railway from Watawa to Sharon, near 
20 
Bundaberg, a distance of 25 miles. Some farmers, deter-
mined to reach the railhead, managed to negotiate roads of 
which the 1893 reporter was very critical. H. Hendricksen 
of Abo (175 acres; 145 acres cleared; 15 acres under cane) 
carried "his produce by road to the Bingera railway station 
on the Mt. Perry railway... six or seven miles distant and 
thence forwards it to Bundaberg. The cane now matured will 
be forwarded...to some mill around sugarapolitan". Other 
Bundaberg millers had also been scouting for cane suppliers 
in the area. Buchanan of Oakwood was frequently mentioned 
by farmers who had settled near the Goondoon railway station 
and to whose properties Buchanan had promised a rail line if 
cane were planted. While bad roads reduced some settlers to 
despair, the basin of the lower reaches of the Burnett and 
and Kolan became accessible to the Bundaberg mills and 
patterns gradually evolved as suppliers filled milling 
demands. 
18. "The Sugar Industry", BM, 1893, p 58; p 61. 
19. BC, 10 January 1882. 
20. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission, 1906, p 507 
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During the first decade of the twentieth century when 
farmers in Bundaberg's hinterland - at Goodnight scrub and 
Tenningering Creek, for example - were endeavouring to find 
ways to involve themselves in the industry, small cane-
farmers were encountering problems with far-reaching implica-
tions for the future of that industry. These difficulties 
could not be resolved by local sporadic self-help but only 
by State and Federal intervention. 
Of the Queensland situation generally, H. Easterby has 
commented: 
Prior to 1915, the position of the canegrower with 
respect to the sale of his crop was not at all 
satisfactory. It was customary for the mill-owner 
to notify him in some manner of the price he was 
prepared to pay for cane delivered to the mill. 
If such a price were not satisfactory, he had no 
redress other than to leave his cane standing in 
the field. 21 
More succinctly, as a witness to the 1912 Royal Commission 
said in summing up the millers' attitude: "if a man does 
22 
not like our price he can go elsewhere." 
According to Bundaberg pioneer, Henry Cattermull, 
president of the so-called Cane-growers' Union of Australia, 
formed in 1908, competition for cane supplies between the 
expanding mills often militated against the growers' interests. 
He claimed to speak to the 1912 Commissioners on behalf of 
1,000 to 1,500 canegrowers from Queensland and New South 
Wales, the group's membership being based on a petition to 
the Federal Government. Actually his organization was viable 
on a local scale, the eight Bundaberg branches representing 
two hundred and fifty growers. However, other groups such 
as the Pioneer Farmers' and Graziers' Association in Mackay 
were of a similar opinion. The year after the 1912 Commission 
21. Easterby, op.cit., p 143. 
22. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-1912, p 159. 
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such groups amalgamated to form the United Cane Growers' 
Association of Australia (UCGA), reorganized in 1926 as 
the Queensland Cane Growers' Council. The UCGA feeling 
that growers' interests were not adequately represented 
by the miller/grower Australian Sugar Producers' Association 
(ASPA), formed in Townsville in 1907 with branches throughout 
the canefields, is reflected in the statement in "Evidence 
that growers "had to try and help themselves or go under, 
as their position..-was intolerable, the miller paying as 
little as he could to the grower for his cane..., the worker 
was demanding more than the grower could afford in wages". 
In his evidence in 1912, Cattermull suggested that some of 
the Bundaberg growers' difficulties arose from the existence 
of a zone system by which Bundaberg milling companies forced 
a grower "to take his cane to a certain mill or leave it in 
23 the field". His personal resentment of Millaquin's 
centralizing policies may have sharpened his advocacy of 
protection for growers against the zone system. He had 
formerly been a juice miller supplying Millaquin Company. 
Three or four years before, the Queensland National Bank 
had bought Ashfield mill and 
the Millaquin Company...made an agreement with 
the owners [of] Bonna and Pemberton [Buss and 
Davidson] to stop taking Sunnyside sugar or cane 
[Cattermull's property]. At that juncture they 
wanted to close me down, and make sure that I 
took my cane to their mill. In a conversation I 
had with Mr. Buss, in Brisbane, he acknowledged 
that fact.... Mr. Buss is part-owner of some of 
the mills. One of the suppliers came to Mr. 
Pemberton, [Buss? who] said 'We cannot take your 
cane, it has got to go to Millaquin'. 24 
23. Ibid., p 759. 
24. Ibid., p 760. 
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Mr. Buss claimed that it was an unusual and personal 
arrangement, made in order that his uncle might sell 
25 
Ashfield to Millaquin. 
Countering the Commissioner's suggestion that the 
mills could deny the grower the "benefit of competition", 
William Gibson discounted Cattermull's charges that specific 
arrangements existed between Bingera and Gin Gin Central 
Mills. Angus Gibson claimed that all mills had an 
understanding in the sense of a 'moral obligation' not to 
encroach on another mill's territory; since most mills were 
fully supplied, there was no need to search for suppliers. 
Moreover, the cost of haulage would usually set the 'invader' 
at a disadvantage in prices offered to the grower. Bingera 
and Millaquin had come to an agreement after Millaquin had 
built a train line "right into the heart of his [Gibson's] 
territory" in an attempt to "blow him out". However, the 
suppliers stayed with the Gibsons who bought "the white 
elephant" of a train line in return for three years' lack 
27 
of competition. 
In further evidence, it emerged that the millers 
themselves were subject to pressure in the marketing section 
of the sugar cycle. Both Bingera, half its output being 
white sugar until 1912, and Millaquin faced competition 
on the market with CSR's refined and raw sugars. William 
Gibson and Joseph Johnston, manager of Millaquin, claimed 
that the price was governed by CSR and that their firms had 
no option except to follow. In 1912, Fairymead also 
manufactured "practically all white sugar - we make very 
25. Ibid., p 901. 
26. Ibid., p 870-
27. Ibid., p 824; p 778. 
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2 8 little raw sugar, it is hardly worth mentioning". Young 
admitted that their sales were made at unacceptably low 
prices. For these reasons, perhaps another phase in the 
history of the pioneer firms of Fairymead and Bingera 
ended when both changed from the production of white to 
raw sugar in 1912. 
The problems revealed by the 1912 Royal Commission 
indicated that a social revolution had been in progress 
from the 1880s to 1915 as small growers replaced pioneer 
planters. The separation of the function of milling and 
cultivation had further defined two groups which were 
interdependent yet whose interests often were seen as 
incompatible. This tension was eventually eased by 
governmental supervision and by 1912 a search for a solution 
by clearer definition of these problems was under^way. 
28. Ibid., p 825 
CHAPTER 9 
Kanakas and Chinese 
During the early 1860s, the United States of America 
was debating on the battlefield the moral, economic and 
political implications of slavery and its abolition, reaping 
and sowing simultaneously the bitter harvest of deep 
divisions in its society- Possibly conditioned by these 
events, the Brisbane Courier announced on August 1863 the 
A 
beginning of what it labelled the "Slave Trade in Queensland" 
It seems ironic that a war which, on the surface, was about 
slavery opened the way for the unorthodox trade in labourers 
* 
from Melanesia to Queensland. However the American Civil 
War gave local growers of tropical produce the opportunity 
to secure markets temporarily deprived of supplies, one 
example being the English mills' urgent demand for cotton. 
The positive and negative repercussions of employing 
this labour were manifested in the colony's economic and 
social development until the twentieth century. While 
indentured labourers did vital work in clearing much of the 
heavy coastal scrubs and opening the way for the European 
farmer, gradually the economic justification for their use 
was undermined by their own work. The voice of organized 
* "The recruits were generally classed as Polynesians, 
but nearly all were black skinned, wiry Melanesians. 
They were called kanakas - a Melanesian word meaning 
'man'. The true Polynesians of Hawaii, Samoa, Tonga, 
and other eastern Pacific islands were raided by 
Chilean labour vessels, but the blackbirders from 
Queensland and Fiji preferred their darker skinned 
neighbours." H. Holthouse, Cannibal Cargoes, Adelaide 
1969, p 3. 
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white labour joined the chorus demanding the expulsion 
of alien elements from Australian society. Local 
confrontations on this issue had occurred in various 
Australian colonies from the middle of the nineteenth 
century although the Chinese remained the main target in 
the increasingly bitter campaign of the 1880s and 1890s 
which culminated in the enunciation of the White Australia 
policy. 
The 1901 Federal legislation decreed deportation of 
Polynesian labour by 1906 (with some exceptions) and thus 
wrote finis to a colourful episode in the history of 
Queensland's sugar towns. They had not been left to find 
ad hoc solutions but emerging national sentiment had 
forced them to relinquish the short term economic advantages 
for long term questions of social stability. The still 
unresolved problems of small farmers, millers and white 
workers by 1915 were partly a legacy of dislocation caused 
by the loss of coloured labour. Adjustments were aimed at 
building positively for the future. 
Black Labour 
Bundaberg district growers made an unusually late 
start in the use of kanaka labour. The first shipment did 
not arrive in the Burnett River until 1879, sixteen years 
after the traffic began in Queensland. By then the battle 
lines were drawn and Bundaberg's involvement began just as 
the debate was entering the final and most bitter phase. 
The economic necessity of coloured labour for the survival 
of the sugar towns had been demonstrated sufficiently for 
both planters and businessmen of these districts by 1880 
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to suggest that the solution of the problem would not be 
simple. Bundaberg proved no exception. It was launched 
as a successful sugar town during the 1880s, a decade when 
kanaka labour made its greatest impact on the colony's 
economy. There were reported to be 13,000 kanakas in 
Queensland by 1883, the peak year of their employment. 
Almost from separation in 1859, the importation of 
coloured labour to counteract the scarcity of European 
workers was viewed as essential for the development of the 
vast colony. Successive governments tried to frame land 
legislation to attract European migrants but since these 
were slow to fill the vacuum there were entrepreneurs who 
had other suggestions for securing the necessary cheap 
labour. In 1862 the government passed the Coolie Act 
setting out conditions under which Asiatics could be 
indentured to work in Queensland. The experiment's success 
was hindered from its inception firstly because of the 
protective conditions imposed by the Indian government and 
secondly by the government's reluctance to pay an 
Immigration Agent's salary. The Act stayed on the Statute 
books and a later government attempted to make it operative. 
An immediate solution to the labour shortage came through 
Robert Towns' initiative. 
A leading Sydney merchant, with far-ranging Pacific 
trading interests. Towns came to Queensland in 1859. After 
an initially unsuccessful investment in the cattle industry, 
he turned his attention to cotton growing, hoping to take 
advantage of the temporary decline caused in the United 
States' industry by the Civil War. He had already experienced 
1. C Wood, Sugar Country: a short history of the raw sugar 
industry in Australia 1864-1964, Brisbane 1965, p 18. 
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the advantages of cheap labour in the 1840s and 1850s when 
he brought in Chinese and Indians to work on his pastoral 
holdings in New South Wales. He planned to use kanaka 
labour, with whose qualities he was already acquainted from 
2 
his shipping days in the Pacific. Queensland's "slave 
trade" started quietly with the arrival of sixty-seven 
kanakas on 17 August 1863. The cotton "boom" was ephemeral 
but even before it ended. Towns' successful experiment with 
kanaka labour had been extended to the pioneer sugar 
industry. Ex-Indian army officer, Claudius Whish and his 
partner, Trevillian, first used kanaka labour, converting 
their Caboolture River farm into a sugar plantation in 1865; 
Queensland's other sugar pioneer, Louis Hope, began to use 
them in 1867. By early 1868, 2,107 Melanesians had officially 
arrived in Queensland, while many were surreptitiously 
3 
smuggled into the country. 
Irregularities in recruiting and employment heightened 
opposition to the trade. Missionary reports from the New 
Hebrides gave ammunition to local opponents whose chief spokes-
man was William Brookes. He remained a zealous campaigner 
against coloured labour as both parliamentarian and private 
citizen. The Queensland government passed the Polynesian 
Labourers' Act in 1868 in an effort to control conditions of 
recruitment and employment of the natives. Importers had to 
be licensed, had to make a return of the men's names, the 
terms of their employment, guarantee their return to their 
islands within three years. A register of kanakas was to 
be kept and all deaths and desertions reported to the 
2. See A.T. Yarwood (ed), Attitudes to Non-European 
immigration, Melbourne 196 8, p 15. 
3. H. Holthouse, Cannibal Cargoes, Adelaide 1969, p 38. 
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nearest bench of magistrates. Recruiting ships had to be 
licensed, and the number of labourers and their employers' 
names had to be reported on arrival. A certificate was to 
be produced, signed by a responsible person that engagement 
of the labourers was voluntary and that the terms of 
employment were understood. Masters of recruiting ships 
were to enter into a £500 ($1,000) bond to prevent 
kidnapping and provisions were made to ensure that the 
recruiting ships provided comfortable accommodation. This 
was the ideal. The recruiting phase of Polynesian labour 
continued to be attended by scandal. Contemporary evidence 
indicates that determined blackbirders found ways of 
circumventing the law. Legal sanction seemed to be given 
by a Select Committee appointed in late 1869 which 
recommended that the traffic not cease. The price of the 
kanaka continued to rise. Originally a three-year term 
cost the planter £7 ($14) passage money; by 1869, it was 
£12 ($24). The profitability of the trade encouraged 
abuses. Commanders of British warships had jurisdiction 
to police the traffic under the old Anti-Slavery Act but 
their quarry, even when in the wrong, proved skilful in 
eluding justice. Such was the bitter experience of Captain 
George Palmer R.N., captain of H.M.S. Rosario, who took the 
schooner. Daphne, fitted out like an African slaver to 
Sydney so that members of her crew and government agents 
could stand trial. It was licensed only for the Queensland 
trade but was overloaded with illegal recruits for the 
flourishing Fijian trade. The case was dismissed but Palmer 
exposed the iniquities of the trade in a book entitled 
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Kidnapping in the South Seas which he published in Great 
Britain in 1871 and in which he sarcastically outlined a 
thirteen-point programme on how to enrich oneself within 
the law. 
Governments tried in vain to close all loopholes in 
the laws governing recruitment. Possibly making more impact 
on the local electorate were reports of abuses in the 
treatment of kanakas in Queensland. This was not the 
general rule; kanakas had recourse to government inspectors 
and Henry St. George Caulfield, of Bundaberg, was apparently 
popular with the islanders there. He had spent thirteen 
years in Ceylon as overseer of immigrant labour until his 
arrival in Queensland in 1881 and both Melanesian and 
European assessment of his work indicates that he understood 
the problems of his charges well. A recent historian has 
commented: "He was zealous in his duties as an inspector 
of plantations, banking agent, and investigator of 
5 
islanders' complaints against their employers". Other 
government inspectors earned comparable reputations. Many 
employers such as J.M. Knox, general manager of the CSR, 
were equally solicitous, but official dossiers could contain 
unpleasant reading. Government inspectors filed reports of 
inferior conditions although noting as a general rule that 
the situation was worse on plantations, where labour was 
fed by contract, rather than on farms where the kanaka 
shared his master's food. One particularly bad situation 
was uncovered by two doctors in 1880, reporting on high 
4. G. Palmer, Kidnapping in the South Seas, Harmondsworth, 
Penguin, 1973, pp 62-65. 
5. P. Corris, "Pacific Island Labour Migrants in Queensland", 
Journal Of Pacific History (JPH), vol. 5, 1970, p 52. 
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mortality rates on the plantations of Robert Cran and 
Company, Maryborough. The average death rate had been 
92 per thousand in the preceding five years and the medical 
officers ascribed this to "poor feeding, bad water, over-
work and absence of proper care when sick". 
The provisions of the 1868 legislation were expanded 
by Sir Thomas Mcllwraith's Government in 1880. The Pacific 
Islands Labour Act raised the minimum age of recruits from 
sixteen to eighteen, insisted on their return to their 
proper island and aimed to improve their conditions 
generally; it also limited their employment to tropical 
and semi-tropical agriculture. These arrangements did not 
conciliate the electorate. Moreover, Sir Samuel Griffith's 
Government elected in 1883 on an anti-coloured labour 
ticket, had to pass an Amendment Act in 1884 issuing 
regulations to make the 1880 Act operative. 
Temporary expedients to improve the quality of the 
kanaka traffic were swept away in the scandals revealed 
by the Royal Commission into recruiting malpractices by 
the Hopeful and five other ships in New Guinea waters 
during 1883 and 1884. The Commission followed a trial of 
seven of the Hopeful's crew during which 
the public clamour had risen to a crescendo, 
with one side demanding a Royal Commission 
into the whole labour trade, and the other 
drawing attention to irregularities in the 
trial and claiming it was nothing more than 
a political farce designed to get public 
support for Griffith's plan to do away with 
kanaka labour. 6 
6. Holthouse, op.cit., p 201. 
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The planters' fears were realized in November 1885, when 
the Act to stop importation of kanakas after 1890 was 
passed. 
Before the sugar towns felt the impact of this 
legislation, they had witnessed working class objections to 
another aspect of servile labour which could in time 
constitute a rival pool of employees. A vital issue in the 
188 3 election campaign was the proposed introduction of 
Indian coolies. Even before the Polynesian abolitionist 
legislation of 1885, recruiting ships from the Solomons 
and New Guinea were yielding fewer returns. This scarcity 
had made kanaka labour a more expensive proposition; in 
1882, kanakas cost £17/10/0 ($35) on arrival, more than 
white immigrants. Mcllwraith, under pressure from his 
planter constituents, had sought some alternative to the 
dwindling and expensive kanaka supply. Griffith, while 
undecided frequently on the Polynesian question, was 
adamant that Indian labour would not be introduced whether 
he was able to find a solution to the labour question or 
not. D.K. Dignan has noted that "The 18 8 3 election was 
not, as Mcllwraith claimed, a contention in sugar economics 
7 
but a grave social dispute". Griffith admitted that the 
colony might make quick profit out of Indian coolies but 
that "there was no justification to endanger the social 
fabric of the community", where he saw a free European 
yeomanry thriving under a democratic form of government. 
In July 188 2, Griffith had already moved to secure the 
repeal of the 1862 Coolie Act under which Mcllwraith was 
7. D.K. Dignan, Sir Thomas Mcllwraith, his public career 
and political thought, unpublished B.A. history thesis. 
University of Queensland, 1951, p 128. 
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negotiating with the Indian government on possible 
regulations under which coolie migration might be initiated 
on a large scale. Griffith urged that "the advancement of 
the whole community should be put before the personal 
enrichment of the few" and pointed out the "incompatibility 
o 
of servile labour without rights in a democratic colony". 
He also could not see how a self-governing colony could 
regulate its internal arrangements on the suggestion of the 
Indian government as the regulations demanded. When put to 
the vote, the bill was narrowly lost but it became law that 
regulations had to be approved by both Houses of Parliament. 
Griffith, as leader of the Liberal party, came to face 
the problem of dissidents within his party who objected to 
any form of labour which undercut the white labourers' 
position. While this could eventually threaten his position 
as leader and an increasingly organized white labour movement 
become an unpredictable force, Griffith drew support at this 
juncture from working class oriented Anti-Coolie Leagues; 
they had carried one or two by-elections for the Liberals 
and they and the Working Men's Reform League lent support 
in his anti-coolie campaign. Mcllwraith's schemes to indent 
Indian labour under governmental auspices failed and 
Griffith's new Government in 1883 immediately put his 
campaign platform of restricting coloured labour into 
effect, officially informing the Indian government that 
any prior schemes were invalidated. Griffith also 
introduced a bill to repeal the 1862 Act by which such 
migration could be introduced but the Legislative Council 
8. J. Vockler, Sir Samuel Walker Griffith, unpublished 
B.A. history thesis. University of Queensland, 1953, p 162 
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quashed it. 
Residents of the sugar towns diametrically opposed 
on this question had not been passive spectators in this 
legislative tussle over an issue vital to their economic 
futures. In 18 82, anti-coolie demonstrations occurred 
in Mackay, Charters Towers and Townsville and in 188 3 
Mackay residents petitioned the government to impose 
penalties on the employment of kanakas outside tropical 
agriculture. By 1882, white labourers in North Queensland 
were facing competition from time-expired Polynesians, 
re-engaged at higher wages. Bundaberg opinion remained 
relatively acquiescent on the kanaka issue but before the 
benefits of the sugar industry had been concretely 
demonstrated to the community in the growth period of the 
1880s, attitudes had not dovetailed neatly with planters' 
interests. In November 1882, Bundaberg witnessed what has 
9 
been called the "Battle of the Burnett". The precipitating 
factor was the arrival of the steamer Devonshire with a 
privately promoted shipment of coolies from Ceylon. They 
disembarked at Burnett Heads to avoid confrontation with 
irate European workers, but as they were being allotted to 
various planters, the working men of Bundaberg, countering 
the fait accompli about to be foisted on them, marched to 
the Heads. After violent scenes, the Cingalese were removed 
under guard to the yard of Queen's Hotel while an angry 
crowd and police did battle at the walls; the only victim 
was Jo Gillen, co-proprietor of the ferry, who was fined 
£5 ($10). The Cingalese were finally despatched to their 
9. E.W. Docker, The Blackbirders, Sydney 1970, p 166 
10. Walker, op.cit., p 187. 
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employers without further trouble but Bundaberg planters 
did not choose to repeat the experiment in the 1880s. In 
1906, when coloured labour legally ended in Queensland cane 
fields, the forty-eight Indians on Bingera appeared to be 
the only large concentration of such labour employed in 
the Bundaberg district. 
When the iniquities of the blackbirding trade were 
revealed by the Royal Commission 1884-85, Mcllwraith, 
advocate of coolie labour, voted for the abolition of the 
Polynesian traffic. He argued that one of the reasons why 
he had attempted to introduce Indians was to end the socially 
disruptive character of kanaka labour, particularly its 
recruitment, and that the colony would come to its senses 
when the effects of the lack of cheap labour was observed. 
Capital inflow would cease as investors lost confidence and 
Queensland's key agricultural industry would grind to a halt. 
When in fact the boom of the early 18 80s burst because of 
foreign competition, planter inefficiency and uncertainty 
about the importation of coloured labour, vested interests 
argued all the more emphatically for the employment of cheap 
labour to keep the industry afloat. Like their northern 
counterparts, the Bundaberg planters stuck tenaciously to the 
kanaka as the immediate, if not permanent panacea to their 
problems. 
In 1887, Angus Gibson and Augustus Purling Barton 
organized a local Planters' Association to act as a pressure 
group on parliamentary and piiblic opinion to gain an extension 
to kanaka labour threatened by the Polynesian Labourers' 
11. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission, 1906, p 506. 
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Amendment Act of 1885. While strenuously participating 
on a long-term basis in efforts to secure reciprocity 
agreements with Victoria, whose breweries and jam and 
biscuit factories constituted a large market for Queensland 
sugar and which was a source of much capital investment, 
Bundaberg planters joined with growers from the Johnstone, 
Herbert, Burdekin and Mackay districts at a Townsville 
conference in 1889 in resolving to delay the loss of kanaka 
labour. Premier Griffith was cast in the role of villain 
bent on destroying the only means by which Queensland's 
most vital agricultural industry could be expanded in 
labour and investment terms. Feelings ran high in the 
northern sugar town and were best epitomized by the "Mackay 
Toast" - "Damn Sam Griffith". 
Because of continuing depressed conditions in the 
sugar industry, recorded by the investigation of the 1889 
Royal Commissioners and the failure of efforts to attract 
Southern European labour, Griffith was eventually forced 
to grant a ten-year stay in the loss of coloured labour in 
1892. Griffith argued that his dramatic volte face was 
justified because he felt that planting interests had used 
this period to adjust to the inevitable and had tentatively 
brought the sugar industry to its embryonic modern form by 
subdivision of estates to cut costs and encourage small 
settlers, promotion of scientific farming methods and 
abandonment of inefficient milling. The shock of threatened 
cessation of coloured labour by the Pacific Islanders Act 
of 1885 had already triggered a change in direction in the 
sugar industry and the Sugar Works Guarantee Act in 189 3 
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was a signpost to the future although it was not so 
positively read at the time. 
In defending his right to cheap labour, the planter 
questioned the European's ability to do agricultural work 
in the tropics. The argument was more a legalistic ploy 
to buy time rather than one based on the permanent exclusion 
of the white labourer. 
A report compiled by the Bundaberg Planters' Association 
put the case succinctly for planters from Mossman to 
northern New South Wales and incidentally indicated some 
of the weaponry they would use against white labour:-
...a cheap and reliable source of labour is 
at present an indispensable condition to 
profitable cultivation. [In Bundaberg], the 
bulk of most valuable sugar-land is newly-
cleared volcanic scrub...encumbered with 
surface boulders, and an area of scrub is 
still standing...such land cannot be made 
immediately fit for horse or steam cultivation 
and [most] of the field work must be done by 
manual labour. For such work, as well as for 
trashing and cutting, the Kanaka is entirely 
suited. The white labourer cannot, or will 
not except under the pressure of extreme 
want, perform such work. If he could or 
would, a sufficient supply is not available 
when requisite; and if there were, the 
enhanced cost, at current wages, would kill 
the industry. 12 
The altruism suggested by "the white labourer cannot 
...perform such work" constituted an important point in the 
planters' fight to retain cheap labour. The 1889 Commissioners 
had listened to evidence seeking to "prove" that the white 
man could not work in the tropics. A refinement on this 
argument was that it was degrading for the white man to do 
the work of a coloured labourer; this had been one of 
12. Walker, op.cit., Appendix, p 11. 
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Mcllwraith's arguments for attempting to introduce coolie 
13 labour. This argument fell into disfavour, particularly 
with respect to Bundaberg sited in the cooler southern 
zone. In 1901, C Van de Velde, addressing the Victorian 
Chamber of Manufacturers on the implication of the White 
Australia policy, argued that the tropical cane industry 
was doomed with the disappearance of kanaka labour. He 
supported the planters' contention that white men refused 
to do this kind of work but he stressed that 
In the semi-tropical zone of Queensland... 
from Bundaberg to the south the climate is 
totally different; the mean temperature is 
lower and there is less moisture in the 
atmosphere, rendering it less oppressive 
and enervating. It is abundantly proved 
that in that region white men can and will 
do work on the plantations. There are at 
present about 5,000 coloured men that can 
be replaced by white labourers. 14 
Dr. Walter Maxwell, the American expert seconded from Hawaii 
to advise the government on the sugar industry, also argued 
along lines which gave Bundaberg planters less justification 
for pessimism than their northern counterparts. 
In the Bundaberg district, white labour has the 
highest value and receives the lowest wage. The 
island labour has the lowest value and receives 
the highest wage; in Mackay white labour has a 
decidedly less value than in Bundaberg district, 
but receives a higher wage; while the islander 
reaches a greater value, probably the highest, 
and receives a lower wage. In the Cairns 
district, white labour falls to its lowest 
condition of efficiency and value, and reaches 
its highest wage; the compensation of white 
labour being 26^% higher in Cairns than in the 
Bundaberg district while its efficiency is quite 
comparably less. 
13. D.K. Dignan, Sir Thomas Mcllwraith, pp 24-25. 
14. C Van de Velde, Kanaka Labour and the Commonwealth 
Sugar Supply - address to the Victorian Chamber of 
Manufacturers, 18 April 1901, p 6. 
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By the turn of the century Bundaberg planters had to bow 
to the inevitable but in the early 1890s, they would not 
have accepted Maxwell's differentiations that "the white 
man, as labour power, attains the highest value in the 
most temperate conditions of climate, and can become an 
economic impossibility in the conditions which are the 
15 
natural environment of other races". 
In the earlier stages of the debate over which labour 
would best serve the sugar industry, white workers came a 
poor third to Polynesian and coolie labourers. Strengthening 
the employers' hand against the white worker was the latter's 
lack of organization. In the 1880s he tended to be 
defenceless. Complementing his anti-coloured labour 
legislation and in keeping with his long-range plans for 
the sugar industry as colonizing agent of the Queensland 
coast, Griffith found it necessary to try to preserve the 
white labourer's status. By the amended Polynesian 
Labourers' Act of 1884, a European enjoyed relative 
protection in his employment: "engineers, engine fitters, 
blacksmiths, mechanics, wheelwrights, farmers, sugar-boilers, 
carpenters, sawyers, splitters, fencers, bullock-drivers, 
grooms or coachmen, waggoners, or household servants were 
the preserve of the white man". 
In Bundaberg, as in other sugar districts, there were 
reported failures to observe the law and evidence collected 
in the 1880s and 1890s became telling ammunition as the 
white worker developed the weapons to establish his rights. 
At the end of two decades of struggle, George Barber, the 
15. QVP, Vol. IV, 1901, p 248 
16. Bernays, op.cit., p 69. 
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Labor M.L.A. for Bundaberg, registered a strong protest in 
evidence to the Royal Commission on Sugar Industry Labour 
in 1906: "the planters have been able to play a pretty 
strong game of bluff. At every opportunity they have 
dispensed with the white man; they have not been loath 
about committing breaches of the Pacific Island Labourers' 
Act in getting the 'boys' to cut firewood and do work that 
17 IS distinctly illegal". In areas north of Townsville, 
employment of kanakas reached a peak in 1903 and it would 
appear that like their fellow sugar-growers throughout 
Queensland, Bundaberg employers of kanaka labour were 
attempting to make the most of the years left after the 
Federal legislation of October 1901. This prohibited the 
entry of kanakas into Australia after 31 March 1904. 
After 1906, all island labour was to be deported with a 
few exceptions. Those who had entered Australia before 
1879; who were married to women not of their race; whose 
children were being educated in State schools; who possessed 
freehold land or who were fearful of their lives if they 
returned to their former home. 
The labour recruiting "fleet" gradually reversed the 
pattern of their operations, repatriating those not governed 
by the regulations. There was a campaign in sugar districts 
to re-engage the experienced sugar workers, many of whom 
were long-term time-expired men even after the Federal 
legislation was enacted. Not only were planters and growers 
interested in retaining their labour but one authority 
17. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission, 1906, p 64. 
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suggests that they had allies in the business community: 
"In 1906 some Bundaberg storekeepers, interested in 
keeping the islanders' custom, attempted to persuade men 
to re-engage"; these shops were probably situated in a 
quarter of town variously known as Kanakatown or Chinatown, 
situated between Tantitha and Toonburra Streets, near 
Saltwater Creek. Today, the motor and machinery firms ply 
their prosperous trade where the "kanaka" shops, owned by 
Chinese and European storekeepers used to flourish. For 
these people, the kanaka's departure would have been a 
significant factor in changing their personal life-styles. 
The kanaka entering Queensland had faced a multiplicity 
of influences to be assimilated or rejected. On the one 
hand, government inspectors and missionaries tried to supply 
guidelines, the former advising on the control of their 
wages; the latter to keep the temptations of Kanakatown at 
bay while simultaneously weaning them away from the errors 
of their former existence - fighting, dancing, spirit-
worship and cannibalism. On the other hand, there were 
stores, boarding-houses, gambling dens, liquor supplies 
and brothels of the Kanakatowns which became a feature of 
18 Queensland's sugar towns. In time, they became the 
starting points of riots, a problem which Bundaberg shared 
with other sugar towns in the late nineteenth century. In 
Bundaberg, the catalyst would sometimes be inter-island 
rivalry between the peaceful Tanna from New Hebrides and 
more belligerent Malaitans from the Solomons; sometimes it 
would be a clash between kanaka and white but the increasing 
18. Corris, op.cit., p 55. 
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intensity of these incidents was a spur to furthering the 
idea of an Australia reserved for those of predominantly 
British stock. 
In the 1880s when these clashes were minor, Michael 
Duffy claimed that the kanakas were "the quietest race of 
men I ever saw in my life". He told the 1889 Royal 
Commissioners that "an objection was raised some two years 
before to their coming into town at night on account of 
drunken rows, and they were kept out of town for a few 
months, but the business people were glad to get them 
back again". Duffy blamed any "street rows" on the larrikin 
element and claimed that "one or two cases of attempted 
* 
murder happened on the plantations, and...not in town". 
Government Polynesian Inspector Caulfield concurred with 
Duffy's opinion although he admitted that kanakas "were 
encouraged to go there [to 'kanaka haunts'] by the Whites 
19 
who sell them liquor". 
Countering the temptations of Kanakatown were the 
missionary activities of several Bundaberg residents; they 
had their counterparts in sugar towns along the Queensland 
coast but none seems to attract as much comment as the 
respected and indefatigable Miss Florence Young, sister of 
Fairymead's founders and head of the Queensland Kanaka 
Mission from 1882. Her original field of endeavour was 
Fairymead. Like most of the missionaries, she appeared 
to have no quarrel with the morality of indenting island 
labour and on the evidence, it would be a disservice to 
interpret her motives cynically. After her Bundaberg work 
* One planter, Jeremiah Worth, was in fact murdered, 
19. QPD, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 159. 
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was done, she spent the rest of her life as a missionary 
in the Pacific and Asia. 
With funds gathered in the name of the Queensland 
Kanaka Mission, Florence Young directed the husband-and-
wife teams of the Johnstons and Eustaces to plantations 
on the northern and southern sides of the Burnett respec-
tively. Like Mrs. Mary Robinson of the Melanesian Mission 
in Mackay, Florence Young was basically interested in 
instilling a fundamentalist faith in the Melanesians in 
her care. The Anglican Church was active in Bundaberg, 
Maryborough and Rockhampton and by 1886, Bundaberg's 
Anglican priest, the Reverend William Morris, had baptized 
seventeen kanakas. In 1892, the Reverend J. Clayton 
established kanaka classes. An average of 236 attended 
services on Sunday, while more than 20 0 came to weekly 
evening classes. About thirty baptisms resulted annually. 
Angus Gibson's daughters on Bingera also conducted classes 
to teach the "boys" to read pidgin English, a by-product of 
all the missionaries' activities, possibly a more 
influential factor than the material benefits taken home 
by the repatriates. 
What was the significance of this missionary work? 
It is possibly best to try to summarize it through Florence 
Young's work and techniques. She frequently met new 
arrivals and farewelled converts. She used enthusiastic 
methods suited to the "merry-hearted" Melanesian - open-air 
hymn singing and mass baptisms in the Burnett. One 
commentator has put forward the interesting point that: 
"For the islanders, membership of this mission helped to 
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compensate for the distance from home and the absence of 
20 
kin [and gave them] a sense of belonging". 
As early as 1889, Government Inspector Caulfield 
believed the behaviour of several kanakas had been improved 
by religious teaching. One employer at first sceptical of 
her plans, later told Miss Young that the lessons kept the 
"boys" on the plantation on Saturdays whereas they had 
21 formerly gone to Kanakatown to drink. Walter Adams, m 
a speech cited from Hansard in an admittedly pro-kanaka-
labour pamphlet The Re-Introduction of Polynesian Labour 
into Queensland mentioned that over 700 Melanesians reciting 
scripture and singing hymns, farewelled Miss Young on her 
departure to China. The planters probably extracted as 
much material as possible from the missionaries' work, in 
categorizing them as a stabilizing factor in a society 
which viewed the repercussions of activities in Kanakatown 
with trepidation but it could be said that the missionaries 
may well have reduced the level of tension created by the 
presence of an alien element in Bundaberg society. 
Anti-kanaka feeling, based on economic and social 
arguments, was the strongest factor shaping Bundabergians' 
opinion on White Australia, but in another sphere of less 
significance to Bundaberg's individual history, the 
activities of some of its residents conformed with the 
Australian pattern. 
The anti-Chinese discrimination which gathered force 
in the eastern colonies in the period from the late 1880s 
to federation at first appears to be unrelated to the sugar 
20. Corris, op.cit., p 62. 
21. Young, op.cit., p 45. 
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industry's problems. Although the White Australia policy 
when formally enunciated at the inception of the Common-
wealth did apply to "all peoples whose civilization and 
standards of life at that time differed fundamentally from 
those of Australians", growing opposition to Chinese 
settlers had been the motive force behind the increasing 
application of restrictive practices in the last half of 
the nineteenth century. 
Myra Willard outlined three periods leading to the 
final phase, the general policy in 1901, each movement 
becoming wider in application: "Isolated and temporary 
action with the object of checking Chinese immigration in 
the time of the mid-century gold-rush; attempted concerted 
action in the early eighties; and the adoption of fairly 
uniform restrictive measures by the Colonies in 1888", 
when it appeared that the migration had the backing of the 
Chinese government rather than being based on individual 
22 
action. 
The first obviously has no application to Bundaberg's 
history but several Bundaberg citizens became embroiled in 
these discriminatory movements from the 1880s onwards. 
The situation never reached the proportion of the problems 
on the North Queensland gold fields in the 1870s; the 
influx of Chinese on to the Palmer diggings had particularly 
caused alarm and resulted in restrictive legislation. The 
Chinese frequently moved into other occupations in the last 
two decades of the nineteenth century. Chinese shops in 
Bundaberg's Kanakatown were part of a pattern along the 
22. M. Willard, History of the White Australia Policy, 
Melbourne 1923, passim. 
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Queensland coast. A Sydney Morning Herald reporter 
commented in 1901 on the "strong Asiatic element in the 
population [of the towns from Cairns to Mackay]. They 
are acute businessmen, and enter into competition with the 
whites in trade, in field work and in social relations". 
Other Chinese found employment as cooks. Many became 
market gardeners in the 1880s and 1890s where, often as 
tenants of Europeans, they had a virtual monopoly in 
Northern Queensland. It was as market gardeners, boarding-
house keepers and storekeepers that the Chinese apparently 
attracted the attention of Bundabergians; just how far the 
intolerance was embedded in the community is dubious. 
Northern mining towns had had epheraeral Anti-Chinese 
Leagues in the 1880s such as was formed in Bundaberg in 
May 1887, the committee mainly comprising businessmen; as 
further evidence that Bundaberg was not unique in this 
was the selection of three delegates to be present at a 
Brisbane Conference of Anti-Chinese Leagues in late 1887. 
The Bundaberg Reporter gave notice of the local committee's 
decision to circulate a "monster petition...for presentation 
to Parliament [which] will be signed by every man of the 
town. A concert is to be given by the League, to raise 
funds and to keep the object of the movement constantly 
before the public...". The petition netted only one hundred 
and eighty-nine signatures and the sentiments expressed were 
generalities requesting harsher and inhibitory financial 
clauses against Chinese migration - the main complaint, 
unbacked by specific evidence, was that European labourers 
were being jeopardized and undercut by Chinese labour. The 
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only real manifestation of local opposition was the League's 
offer of prizes for European-grown vegetables, the exhibition 
23 
attracting "three lots of vegetables". 
The activities of the Bundaberg League and petitioners 
may have represented only a minority viewpoint but they 
gained significance in that they coincided with similar 
activities elsewhere; these actions preceded the last 
determined phase in the development of the White Australia 
policy. Under New South Wales leadership from 1888, the 
emphasis began to swing from restriction to prohibition. 
This principle was nationally accepted and applied to all 
aliens in 1901; however, the anti-kanaka feeling exhibited 
in Bundaberg at the turn of the century appeared to be a 
more potent force in winning support for a White Australia 
than the earlier opposition to the Chinese. 
For most Bundaberg district residents, the pattern of 
the past was irrevocably reversed and this colourful and 
temporary element which had enlivened the sugar towns' 
histories gradually returned to the New Hebrides, the 
Solomons and New Guinea. 
The 1906 Royal Commission minutes contain evidence of 
ships still engaged in returning natives but one historian 
has noted the last recorded repatriation trip was made by 
the ketch-rigged auxiliary steamer, the Lady Nomnan, leaving 
24 from Bundaberg. A late-comer to the kanaka trade which 
transformed its history, Bundaberg symbolically farewelled 
the end of an era for the rest of Queensland as the Lady 
23. QVP, Vol. I, 1887, p 469; CT-BMPM, p 21; BR, 13 August 
1887; Australian, 18 June 1887. 
24. Holthouse, op.cit., p 223. 
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Norman left the Burnett with "those reluctant pioneers", 
although some obviously preferred to stay when the 
opportunity offered. Like all sugar towns, Bundaberg was 
now faced with restructuring the sugar industry in such a 
way that the white worker found the equitable position 
which his advocates had been demanding since the 1880s. 
CHAPTER 10 
White Labour 
"In spite of gloomy predictions, the sugar industry 
after staggering for a while, was soon standing on firm, 
white Australian feet." In essence, this statement 
captures the revolution in the sugar industry in which 
Bundaberg participated and summarizes the themes which 
made the period 18 90 to 1915 dynamic in both national and 
local terms. Bounties and excise duties eased the path 
for the planter and small grower in the period of transition 
from coloured to white labour but the system had its 
critics. Their scepticism was dictated by the changing of 
the times where for some, the death throes of the old system 
seemed more significant than the birth pangs of the new. 
One inclined to be optimistic about emerging trends 
was Thomas Donnelly, grower and president of the Woongarra 
branch of the Australian Canegrowers' Union of Australia. 
In evidence to the Federal Royal Commission into conditions 
concerning the sugar industry 1912, he claimed: 
With the introduction of the Federal Tariff, 
and the increased protection afforded through 
the Customs and Excise Acts of 1902, quite a 
revolution took place in the industry. The 
percentage of white-grown cane rose from 14.4 5 
per cent in 1902 to 92.1 per cent in 1910. In 
1900, there were 2,610 cane growers in Queens-
land; by 1910 the number had increased to 4,232, 
and the average for each grower was 34 acres. 2 
He also indicated that the period of "staggering" was not 
over for grower, miller and labourer and that remedial 
legislation was needed to place the industry on a firmer 
1. Holthouse, op.cit., p 224. 
2. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-12, p 864. 
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footing. 
The Queensland legislation of 1915, governing the 
marketing and production cycle did much to alleviate the 
problems of the new class of small grower which Donnelly 
represented. While many of their problems were caused by 
pressure from the millers, they also had difficulties in 
adjusting their economies to payment of white labour. One 
authority^.has claimed that the anti-kanaka agitation tended J ' 
to be outside the main-stream in the formulation of White 
Australia but in local terms, there remained a legacy of 
division and distrust over settlement of this issue. This 
came to light in evidence to the 1906 State Royal Commission 
on labour in the sugar industry and the Federal Commission 
of 1912, which followed a bitter strike to improve sugar 
workers' conditions. During this period of change, 188 0 
to 1915, political alignments were given a new dimension by 
the evolution of the Labor Party and in both its industrial 
and parliamentary activities, it ensured that the transition 
period in the sugar industry would be lively. 
The member for Burrum, Charles Powers, a solicitor , 
argued in 1889 when examining the proposition "whether white 
men want this Tabour [hard field-work] or not" .that the 
Bundaberg community generally endorsed Polynesian employment. 
Taking the case of Bundaberg and Musgrave, he stated: 
The whole of the cane-growers in that district 
put together amounted to 53 men and the men 
entitled to vote to 1,700. Do you think that 
those 53 men can control the votes of 1,700? 
No, but the majority... in Bundaberg declared 
in favour of coloured labour....Those 1,700 
men have the fact before them that if Kanaka 
labour is abolished their employment is taken 
from them...It is the same in every sugar-
growing district - that white men return members 
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in favour of the Kanaka Act...in Bundaberg, 
I am convinced that there are not twenty 
men who do not recognize the connection 
between the employment of white men and 
Polynesians. 3 
Walter Adams was Bundaberg's member of parliament at 
this juncture and, as a planter, summarized the standard 
approach to the kanaka question in the debate on the 
Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Bill in 1892: 
...following the sugar came...many comforts, 
and the means for educating the children. The 
owner of the selection became an employer of 
labour, and is now beginning to provide for 
the rainy day....One can hardly wonder that as 
a man gets land of his own worth cultivating 
and near a sugar mill, his objection to black 
labour very much disappears. 4 
The fears engendered by the mutual interdependence of the 
business community and the sugar industry had been evidenced 
in the 1889 Royal Commission. The incentives of a higher 
standard of living and the uncertainty dogging the industry 
which had brought Bundaberg out of the doldrums could have 
persuaded many voters to retain Walter Adams, a representative 
who had served community interests well since pioneering the 
district in 1871. However, straws being cast in the wind 
indicated that errant breezes, if not yet a significant 
change in direction, were beginning to make the weather vane 
of parliamentary representation a less predictable gauge of 
community opinion. 
In 1882, the Bundaberg working man had independently 
flexed his muscles to protect his interests against the 
importation of Cingalese labourers in the "Battle of the 
Burnett". A decade later, he had the backing of a union 
3. QPD, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 537. 
4. QPD, Vol. LXVII, 1892, p 187. 
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movement and was able to express, with greater impact, his 
opinion of a state inimical to his future. Given the 
conclusions of the 1889 Royal Commissioners and the 
depression of the early 1890s, there had been a fear that 
the kanaka traffic would be re-introduced. Griffith's 
volte face in 1892 concerning this issue confirmed this 
fear and possibly played a large role in ending complacency 
that Bundaberg was a "safe" black labour seat. In the same 
year, George Hall, carpenter and lay-preacher, contested a 
by-election and was returned in a surprise victory as 
Labor's second member then in parliament, voted in on an 
anti-kanaka ticket. He was unsuccessful as the endorsed 
Labor candidate for Bundaberg in the 189 3 general election 
although this was a temporary reversal for Labor. The 
return of sixteen members in that year gave Labor a workable 
parliamentary team and was a fitting culmination of the 
union activity of the previous decade. 
Before Labor was able to form its first permanent 
ministry in 1915, union activities in Bundaberg were 
parallelled in other parts of Queensland. The road to 
victory was not without obstacles. Whether Labor could 
better realize its platform in the industrial or parliamentary 
arena was a matter for debate and unionism suffered setbacks 
before it became a significant factor in both local and 
national history. 
Labor's performance at the polls in New South Wales 
and Queensland gave reason for confidence that political 
representation was a line of action worth pursuing. Labor 
5. Murphy et.al. (eds), op.cit., pp 10, 126, 108. 
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candidates in New South Wales had won 36 of the 4 8 seats 
contested in 1891 and while they were not winning in 
Queensland by-elections, they polled creditably. In 1892, 
the initial electoral success for the new Labor party was 
scored by the "first" T.J. Ryan, a shearer, returned as 
member for Barcoo. Ryan was soon joined by George Hall 
of Bundaberg. His victory marked the beginning of a trend 
towards Labor representation in the Bundaberg electorate, 
although he personally was defeated in the 1893 elections. 
Thomas Glassey, leader of the Labor party until 1899, 
having been defeated in his own seat of Bundamba, was 
returned for Bundaberg in 1896 and 1899. An interesting 
tussle reflecting conflict within Labor ranks and coming 
to a head over Glassey's and the Australian Labor 
Federation's different interpretations of the Boer War 
led to his resignation on 4 July 1900. In the ensuing 
contest against Labor stalwart Albert Hinchcliffe, Secretary 
of the ALF and manager of the Worker newspaper, Glassey 
was returned as member for Bundaberg. He left the state 
scene to be an Independent Labor Senator in 1901. Under 
George Barber, quarter-master and former sugar-mill employee, 
Bundaberg remained a Labor stronghold; he won the eight 
elections contested 1901 to 1915, thus confirming the 
changed social alignments and economic interests of this 
electorate from 1880 to 1915. 
Labor had tended to emerge from the 1893 general 
elections as a mining and western pastoral party. Of the 
first four victorious representatives in parliament in 1892, 
6. Ibid., p 315. 
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only one remained; sixteen Labor members, including 
Andrew Fisher the future Prime Minister, were elected 
but the optimism dissipated as union membership fell 
despite a widening of the Labor platform. Fifty-four 
unions with 21,379 members were registered in 1890; there 
were nine with 780 members in 1894 and seven with 240 
7 
members in 1895. 
In Bundaberg there was an issue which served as an 
important rallying point for Labor. The fear of coloured 
labour had been reflected in a policy discussed at the 
first Labor-in-politics Convention in 1892; fear of being 
undercut by cheap labour, given the depressed economic 
conditions in the pastoral, mining and sugar industries led 
to the adoption of a plank calling for exclusion of 
coloured labour. Griffith's extension of the employment 
of Polynesian labour may have been the catalytic factor 
in Hall's election in Bundaberg, crystallizing resentment 
among his constituents. Hall conducted an active anti-
kanaka campaign and union organizers had been busy in the 
Bundaberg area in 1892. After Hall's defeat in 1893, 
Henry Boote one of the most outstanding Labor journalists 
produced in Australia was despatched to Bundaberg as the 
editor of a new anti-black labour paper, the Guardian to 
continue, by propaganda, to keep the issue alive in the 
o 
minds of voters. Perhaps they did not need much persuasion 
and there were other factors at work in Labor's success 
from 1896 but it was a contentious issue at a time when 
7. D.J. Murphy (ed.) Labor in Politics, The State Labor 
Parties in Australia 1880-1920, Brisbane 1975, p 155. 
8. Ibid. 
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Labor stocks were sinking and was one which Labor 
organizers used well. 
Kanakas, often time-expired, constituted quite a 
pool of rival labour to the white worker. Complaints about 
the scarcity and inefficiency of European labour were at 
times justified but expert opinion concurred that white 
labour should be given a fair chance in the moderate southern 
zone. The Noakes brothers of Springhill, Bundaberg, had, 
according to one source, held out against employment of 
kanakas in the early 1880s and had been the inspiration 
behind Griffith's dream of a European yeomanry in the 
g 
tropics. By the latter part of the decade, they joined 
the ranks of kanaka employers, using 58 Polynesians and 
five white workers. James Noakes professed disappointment 
with the standard of migrant attracted to the colony. In 
1887, he complained: 
...I don't despise my own skin and I would 
try...to get some one to stick to his job but 
it was no good.... The first man worked for 
one week...and then cleared without saying 
'goodbye'.... Although some of them were 
making 7/- per day, as one of them admitted, 
within a week of their coming six of the nine 
men walked off, stating they could not make 
wages. 10 
Adding to Noakes' complaint on working class perversity was 
the comment by a Brisbane^ Courier correspondent in March 
1892 that Bundaberg planters were justified in distrusting 
white labour; he mentioned that the growers in this district 
offered to give work to those unemployed through the 
depression at £ 1 ($2) per week with rations. "A number of men 
went there on these terms but emissaries of the unions 
9. Docker, op.cit., p 229. 
10. W B & B D , 1887, p 70. 
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appeared in the camp, sowed distrust and discontent, and 
the foolish workmen left the planters in the lurch... 
shouted for bread or work at 8/- a day..." 
Against this background, breaches of the Pacific 
Islands Labour Act by which white labour was discriminated 
against in protected occupations gained more attention. 
In 1897 the Worker accused one Bundaberg plantation of 
using kanakas to build railways, echoing Hall's arguments 
of 1892. He had written an open letter to Walter Adams 
published in the Bundaberg Star 5 April 1892, referring to 
developments on Rubyanna plantation: 
...thirty kanakas...are principally engaged 
in taking to pieces the machinery, loading 
and carting it to the river, clearing bricks, 
and, in fact, doing work that should in all 
fairness be done by white labour - work that 
some white men have applied for and have been 
refused.... Tenders had been called for this 
work. The firms...would have employed white 
labour, and tendered accordingly. Every 
tender was over high and declined... ^ 
As noted previously, George Barber argued in 1906 that 
discriminatory practices had been a continuing factor 
with which white labour had to contend. 
The economic factor was the strongest motivation 
behind the opponents' arguments about coloured labour but 
the social implications heightened the emotional atmosphere 
in which the debate was conducted. A serious riot on 
Bourbong Street in 1903 recalled unpleasant episodes in 
Bundaberg's social history in the period from 1880 to the 
early 1900s. 
The average Bundabergian, not involved in the sugar 
industry or in commercial interests derived from the kanaka 
trade may have found the following sight alarming. 
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From all quarters you will see swarms of 
kanakas coming quietly down the middle of 
the street with all the graciousness that 
money and 'trade' drapery can make them. 
A tall straw hat, with a sharp silk necktie 
that would shame the sun at noonday, with a 
pipe generally a clay - all this, with much 
gutteral chattering and laughing makes up 
a Bundaberg Kanaka on Saturday night and he 
never travels singly. 11 
A colourful piece of journalese by a Sydney Bulletin 
correspondent in January 1901 painted a lurid picture for 
its readers: 
The joys of living in a Kanaka town on Xmas 
Eve - 1,00 0 Kanakas inspired by whiskey, gin 
and opium, started to raise cain in the town 
of Bundaberg. A posse of police, assisted 
by sundry citizens, managed to arrest the 
ringleaders and eventually put down riot. 
Some of these days some of the Kanaka towns 
of Queensland will be laid in ruins by the 
drunken orgies of their semi-cannibal 
population. Just think of it! A thousand 
semi-intoxicated heathens raising Hades round 
the residences of decent citizens, women and 
children unable to stir out without peril of 
outrage, business paralysed for hours in the 
neighbourhood and everyone filled with 
apprehension: And we are gravely informed by 
leading Queensland politicians that these 
fellows 'made the country and created the 
sugar industry'. 
Despite the hyperbole, the social implications of 
incidents such as this furnished justifiable ammunition for 
the advocates of "White Australia". 
Prime Minister Barton visited Bundaberg in the course 
of his Queensland tour in early 1901. Besieged by represen-
tatives of both planters and white labour, he maintained 
pmrnisct i dr\d±. 
the guise of neutral fact-finder, lout."we shall...secure 
the gradual abolition of the coloured population by firm 
and ju3t legislation" since "the settled public opinion of 
11. Ibid., p 9. 
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Australia...demands that the continuance of this class of 
labour shall not be indefinite". During his address at 
Queen's Theatre reactions to his comments on kanaka labour 
confirmed the support given by the majority of Bundaberg 
voters for Federation and White Australia. Glassey, the 
member, had been a leading spokesman for Federation, in 
opposition to the Trades Hall faction which tended to be 
against it. 
The Worker reporter captured the Bundaberg scene: 
Along the gallery reserved for women was 
unfurled a huge banner 'The Prayers of the 
Women of Bundaberg are with you for a White 
Australia' while in the body of the hall 
men waved bannerets covering the range of 
White Australia arguments from economics to 
race degradation. It must have been a 
spectacle to stir the blood. Brave men and 
women of Bundaberg! In the face of the 
planter bosses who crowded the platform, 
they struck a bold blow at the iniquitous 
black traffic that befouls Queensland...» 12 
However, in the formal,address presented by white workers 
a calmer tone prevailed. While concerned for the welfare 
of the sugar industry and not wishing to injure it, "we are 
convinced, sir, that with some measure of assistance from 
the Commonwealth, it can dispense with coloured labour and 
continue to thrive while paying a fair living wage to White 
Australians". 
Did governmental action and employers' attitudes allow 
the worker to find his place in the sun in the new era 
ushered in by state and federal legislation from 1901 to 
1915? 
Parallelling organizational development in other branches 
of the industry with the formation of the ASPA and UCGA, sugar 
12. Worker, 2 March 1901. 
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workers were consolidating their ranks. The first wave 
of unionism had been flattened by depression and the 
failure of the great strikes in the 1890s; union funds 
were depleted and membership reduced but better seasons 
and conditions resulted in a general revival of unionism 
after 1904. In the ensuing period, "the nature of unionism 
changed from 'home-craft to national-industrial' under the 
13 influence of indigenous and international influences"; 
Bundaberg workers became involved in these developments 
which made organized labour a force with which to reckon. 
The trend was towards amalgamation of unions so that on the 
national scale, workers could benefit from the awards in 
the Commonwealth Courts of Conciliation and Arbitration 
and in a situation of confrontation with employers, labour 
would be able to mobilize a massed front of union forces, 
not easily broken by whatever threats employers could use 
as leverage against striking workers. The Australian 
Labour Federation session meeting held soon after the 1908 
state election indicated that Federation membership had 
grown with the affiliation of the Amalgamated Workers' 
Association (AWA), the Bundaberg District Workers' Union 
and the Mackay Sugar Workers' Union. 
The AWA formed in September 1907 under the leadership 
of E.G. Theodore and W. McCormack marked a new chapter in 
Labor organization in Queensland; its features were a 
strong executive and central control of funds. It had 
started on the North Queensland mining fields; by 1908 it 
included railway workers and general labourers from that 
region. At the first annual conference in March 1909, the 
13. J. Dalton, The Queensland Labor Movement 1889-1915, 
unpublished B.A. history thesis. University of Queensland 
1961, Chapter 4, p 1. 
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Amalgamated Sugar Workers' Union joined the amalgamation. 
The Bundaberg branch joined the AWA in April 1910, giving 
that organization a southern string to its bow. A Brisbane 
branch was formed late 1910, completing a coastal coverage 
of labour and foreshadowing rivalry with the ALF with 
which it continued to be affiliated. 
Organized labour experienced triumphs and disasters 
in the period 1910-12, before the 1915 electoral success 
but "the most important feature...after [the] 1913 Convention 
and before the 1915 election was the dramatic rise of the 
new A.W.U. as the most powerful and political union in 
14 the State". This union, the culmination of Theodore's 
and McCormack's efforts, was an amalgamation of the AWA, the 
Australian Workers' Union, the Carriers' Union; the new AWU 
"virtually absorbed the A.L.F.". The superior organizing 
ability of the men who made the AWU, and who were also 
parliamentarians, had been demonstrated in the successful 
sugar industry strike of 1911, preceded by a significant 
curtain-raiser in 1910. 
By virtue of the sugar industry, Bundaberg workers 
had been directly drawn into the events shaping the evolution 
of the Queensland Labor Party and had taken part in the 
strike of 1911. When the AWA had been expanded in 1910, 
Theodore became Vice-President but the presidency went to 
the sugar-workers. During the same year there had been 
major conflicts over conditions in the sugar industry which 
were climaxed by the use of southern non-union labour by 
mill owners. The unions began to apply pressure to improve 
14. Murphy et.al. (eds.), op.cit., p 105. 
„15 
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conditions. The target was CSR monopoly but the ASPA was 
also in the dispute. The sympathies of the small grower, 
caught in an unenviable position between miller and 
worker, tended to be with the worker. Theodore claimed 
that "In Bundaberg, large numbers of growers considered 
the demands of the A.W.A. as absolutely fair and reasonable 
as had growers in Ayr and Proserpine. Herbert Cattermull, 
who, as noted previously, had formed a union of Bundaberg 
growers having affiliations with other sugar districts, 
had led a deputation to local millers to secure better 
prices so that wages demanded by the AWA could be paid. 
The ALF was also active in campaigning for better 
wages and conditions. Their organizer, A.J. Eraser, after 
touring the sugar areas, claimed that in Bundaberg "the 
result of the deportation of the Kanaka had been to 
17 substitute white slaves for black. . .." Living conditions 
continued to draw fire from other union investigators; 
they claimed mill owners were too slow in adapting 
accommodation used in kanaka days to the white workers' 
need as in all sugar towns. Harry Hall, local union 
organizer for the AWA, echoed labourers' complaints heard 
by the Commissioners of 1912 from all sugar areas when he 
condemned sanitation arrangements and the quality of food 
18 in local mills. A manager of a large local plantation 
admitted under questioning, while he accepted the change 
15. QPD, Vol CVIII, 1911-12, p 44; see pp 34-80 for total 
debate. 
16. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-12, p 760; 
p 766. 
17. BM, 23 January 1911. 
18. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-12, pp 846-49. 
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from black to white labour from a national point of view, 
he preferred kanaka labour "because they were easier to 
work, they were more docile, and the great thing was they 
19 
were permanent...*" This same plantation was said to 
have a black-list lodged with a labour agent in Bundaberg 
so as to exclude trouble makers. 
From 1 February 1911 letters were despatched to various 
millers and producers requesting a conference between them 
and the AWA. Rejection by directors of the government-
owned central mills, something of a test case, particularly 
20 
rankled. Contributing to the explosive situation in 1911 
was the anti-union Government of the new Liberal Premier 
Digby Denham, and so it was probably inevitable that the 
directors of these government-guaranteed mills, several of 
which were still in debt, would inevitably reject union 
demands for reform and a Wages Board to replace the local 
wages board system. 
On the local scene, Millaquin workers had already been 
forewarned by the reception to their request for an eight-
hour day, a reduction of two hours on normal working time 
for a six-day week. The general manager assured them that 
A 
"he would recommend it to the Directors and the new 
arrangements would probably come into operation on the next 
21 
eight-day week". The ASPA and the CSR rejected union 
overtures and in April 1911 the AWA decided on strike action. 
In his tour of the canefields. Eraser, the ALF 
organizer, had warned that this would be inevitable if demands 
19. Ibid., p 856. 
20. QPD, Vol. CVIII, 1911-12, pp 35-36. 
21. BM 19 January 1911. 
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were not met and that field workers numbering 29,69 0 
and 2,4 07 mill workers would be involved if an eight-
hour day in mill and field, a minimum 30/- a week for 
mill labourers, and equal rights of workman and employer 
were not granted. 
The first mill out of action in the Bundaberg district 
was the government-owned Gin Gin mill but the Bundaberg 
Mail's sympathy for farmers face to face with the "tyranny 
of unionism" soon switched to the local scene as Bundaberg 
workers, following union directions, made their way to the 
strike camp established at Franklin Estate, South-east 
Bundaberg. Although local AWA membership was eight hundred, 
the camp's peak population appears to have been four 
22 
hundred. Workers from G m G m swelled the ranks on 6 
July 1911. Greeted by fellow strikers at the railway 
station, they marched down Bourbong Street under the 
banner of the AWA's red and white flag, "the Mail office 
and all therein coming in for a good healthy volume of 
23 hooting". 
Although the Mail labelled it "the strike that Faileth" 
as the employer/employee impasse continued unbroken into 
August, it proved to be a major triumph of massed unionism. 
The strikers' solidarity held firm despite strike-breakers 
brought from the south with the assistance of the Queensland 
Government led by Denham and the action of farmers, unable 
to stand any more financial loss, who in desperation worked 
their local mills. This happened, for example, at Qunaba. 
22. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-12, p 846. 
23. BM 6 July 1911. 
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There were many causes why industrial action since the 
1890s had failed but this time "accusations of lawlessness 
and destruction of property to arouse public opposition to 
the strikers, police harrassment and arrests of leaders 
and other strikers [and] opposition by the non-Labor 
24 press" failed to break the unions' stand. Two days 
after the ALF had called on seamen, waterside workers, 
storemen and packers to declare sugar 'black' the employers 
capitulated and worker demands were met. In attaining 
this victory, state organizations had been supported by 
interstate aid. Acting Prime Minister, William Morris 
Hughes, as president of the Waterside Workers' Federation 
and the Executive of the Seamens' Union, announced that 
their unions would not handle non-union sugar. The Federal 
Labor Government also refused sugar companies' requests 
for migrant labour and set up a Commission to enquire 
into the strike when it was over. 
The ALF faded from the Queensland political scene 
after its handling of the 1912 General Strike (the Brisbane 
Tramway Strike). The disorganization and excesses 
associated with this industrial exercise were unfavourable 
compared with the AWA's handling of the sugar strike of 
1911. The AWA successfully amalgamated with the AWU and 
other rural unions in 1912 and 1913. The organizers' 
"evangelical zeal", demonstrated by educational newspaper 
articles and staged debates in local union branches, bore 
fruit. They had preached the abolition of sectional 
24. J.B. Armstrong, Closer Unity in the Queensland Trade 
Union Movement 1900-1922, unpublished M.A. history 
thesis. University of Queensland 1975, p 137. 
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unionism and the need for industrial unionism to cooperate 
politically with the Parliamentary Labor Party. The 
successful sugar strike in 1911 had promoted the fusion of 
the movement for "closer industrial unity...[and] the re-
surgence of the political wing of the Queensland labour 
25 
movement". This movement was crowned by electoral 
victory in 1915 when Labor formed its first permanent 
Ministry under the "second" T.J. Ryan. 
Before electoral victory in 1915 solution of sugar 
industry difficulties became an effective tool which Labor 
used to divide and conquer the wavering conservative 
Government of Denham, and the driving force behind framing 
a coherent approach to the problematical industry both 
before and after the 1915 election was T.J. Ryan. 
Workers' opposition to inadequate wages and living 
conditions had been evidenced by the 1911 strike and their 
answers to the 1912 Federal Royal Commission into the 
sugar industry. Labor policies had long opposed monopolies 
such as CSR and the crux of the matter was to solve the 
difficulties of growers caught between wage demands and 
the profit motive of private enterprise. Ryan had drawn 
attention to this point in parliamentary debate before 
the strike was settled and from the time he was elected 
leader of the Parliamentary Labor Party in 1912, he worked 
on rural policies designed to bring sugar growers and 
farmers generally into the Labor fold. Many had previously 
been miners and canecutters who were likely to respond on 
25. Ibid., p 121. 
26. D.J. Murphy, T.J. Ryan, A Political Biography, Ph.D. 
history thesis. University of Queensland, 1972, pp 
125-28. 
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a variety of levels to policies stabilizing the sugar 
industry. Contentious issues included marketing, because 
of sugar prices dictated by monopolies, wages conditioned 
by growers' difficulties, and defence of Queensland's north 
through settlement by a stable sugar industry based on 
white labour. 
Soon after Labor's overwhelming victory in early 1915, 
Ryan faced crisis in the sugar industry. The CSR and 
growers sought a rise in refined sugar because of shortages 
occasioned by drought and CSR export of sugar to Canada. 
Hughes, as Federal Attorney-General, used the situation to 
investigate the industry- To overcome the short supply, 
CSR was allowed to import cheap sugar from Java but a more 
permanent solution to sugar prices was obviously required. 
The inadequacies in the marketing cycle, revealed to the 
1912 Royal Commission, affected the whole structure of the 
industry and by June 1915 the industry's future revolved 
about the price paid by the CSR for raw sugar. The solution 
arrived at by Hughes, Ryan and Fisher, then Prime Minister, 
was that under the Sugar Acquisition Act, the Queensland 
G(J)vernment would acquire the whole 1915 crop at £18 ($36) 
a ton, a rise of £ 3 ($6) on the previous; the Commonwealth 
Government would purchase the sugar from Queensland at cost 
and sell the refined sugar to the community at the lowest 
possible price. Backed by this guarantee, although the CSR 
attitude was open to doubt, the industry again began 
functioning and the promised Cane Prices Boards to settle 
the price paid by millers to growers was the next logical 
step. The Labor Government had to face court action by a 
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recalcitrant CSR over administration of this legislation 
but it was eventually settled by constitutional and 
legal means. 
While Ryan was overseas in 1916, another crisis 
erupted over wages and placed the Government in an invidious 
position on its arbitration and conciliation policy. Judge 
Macnaughton of the Arbitration Court had granted wage 
increases to field and mill workers in the sugar industry 
in 1915 but under the Industrial Peace Act of 1912, these 
awards were valid for twelve months. The AWU applied for 
another increase in 1916. Acting Judge Dickson was on the 
bench. He conducted an exhaustive enquiry covering all 
relevant conditions in all Queensland sugar districts, 
taking evidence from all branches of the industry. Employers 
wanted no increase while the Government, with their control 
over central mills, wanted no more than a 5 per cent increase. 
Dickson, arguing that the sugar industry had recovered from 
the drought and that the new method of selling sugar had 
created a favourable situation, granted a 50 per cent 
increase and improved the provisions of the Workers 
Accommodation Act. Several growers felt that the award 
was too generous and most mills south of Townsville were 
closed, some for two months, and cane left standing in the 
field. Labor's dilemma over the award was three-fold. 
With time they could hope for the growers to be forced by 
economic necessity to harvest; they could attempt to persuade 
the AWU to accept a reduced award or negotiate to raise the 
price of sugar. The first move would probably alienate the 
sugar farmers for whose support Labor had been working; the 
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second alternative would undermine confidence in Labor's 
political goal of arbitration. Unionists would be dis-
enchanted with manipulation of an award made to their 
advantage. The only alternative was to have the Commonwealth 
increase the price of raw sugar. The complicated situation 
occasioned by the impasse reached in negotiations between 
Hughes and Ryan was demonstrated by the dilemma of 
parliamentarians in Queensland sugar seats. 
[Labor] had based its sugar cane prices 
legislation on the thesis that to pay good 
wages the grower must receive a good price 
for his cane. Now in a conflict between 
grower and worker arising out of an 
arbitration decision, on whose side should 
the member stand? 27 
The agreement negotiated by Hughes in December 1916 
with the CSR to refine all Queensland sugar and to pay the 
mills £18 ($36) a ton for raw sugar did not solve the 
problems caused by the high Dickson award and Ryan's first 
tactic to end the turmoil in the industry was to break the 
alliance of interests forming between the ASPA (whose 
leading officials were in the Nationalist party) and the 
UCGA (representing growers). From negotiations, it became 
obvious that the former wanted complete Commonwealth 
control; the latter preferred State control since government 
policies had clearly demonstrated its goodwill to growers. 
A conference with representatives of the ASPA and UCGA was 
held in March 1917 but collapsed. However Ryan's prestige 
was enhanced in the growers' opinion as he was clearly on 
their side against the CSR and the millers. The Government 
provided finance for a growers' deputation to discuss their 
27. Ibid., p 276; see too pp 260-64. 
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case with Hughes who agreed to an increase in the price 
of raw sugar to £21 ($42) a ton. A conference of millers, 
growers and employers to settle the wages dispute failed 
and the whole issue was referred to Judge McCawley in the 
new Arbitration Court to review the contentious Dickson 
award. He reduced the increase but maintained the other 
conditions, such as improved accommodation. The AWU 
accepted it (although for only 12 months) and the agreed 
price of £21 ($42) a ton stood. 
While the crisis had been paralyzing the industry, 
the Labor Government had secured legislation which 
permanently improved the employees' position. After much 
opposition by the Legislative Council, the recalcitrant 
Upper House which was the bane of the Labor Governemnt 
until its abolition in 1922, the Industrial Arbitration 
Act of 1916-17 was passed, replacing the coercive Industjrial 
Peace Act, a legacy of Denham's administration in 1912. 
The Labor Government had come through a baptism of 
fire with triumph. The machinery for running the sugar 
industry may have creaked a little in its early operations 
but by negotiation and sound political tactics Ryan and 
Theodore had eliminated running-in problems and the 
employee, backed by the protection of a respected union 
movement and an impartial Court of appeal had travelled 
a long way from the defenceless white worker in the sugar 
industry of the early 1880s. 
CHAPTER 11 
An Environment for Growth 
The pattern of Queensland economic evolution 
significantly differed from that of its southern neighbours 
in the period 1860 to 1915. Urban development was a 
slower process despite Queensland's rapid population growth 
in comparison with all other Australian colonies 1860 to 
1900; "even in 1901 its half million people did little to 
fill its 670,000 square miles of area and 3,000 miles of 
coastline". 
Primary industries continued to be a much more 
important constituent in Queensland's economy than in those 
of the more heavily industrialized and populated colonies 
of New South Wales and Victoria and secondary industry was 
more closely allied to primary produce processing. These 
trends were accentuated by Federation by which a national 
market could be exploited by the diverse, larger-scaled 
manufacturing concerns of the southern states. Federation 
simultaneously boosted the Queensland pattern, particularly 
in her key agricultural industry, sugar, for which a 
protected market was ensured. The rural predominance 
continued to be reflected by population figures. "Between 
1891 and 1921 only 45 per cent of the new population was 
absorbed by urban areas and more than 54 per cent settled 
2 
m rural areas". 
1. M. Gough, H. Hughes, B.J. McFarlane, G.R. Palmer, 
Queensland: Industrial Enigma, Manufacturing in the 
Economic Development of Queensland, Melbourne 19 64, p 1, 
2. Laverty, in Murphy, et.al. (eds.) Prelude to Power, p 32 
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The different development patterns were also reflected 
by the significance of their capitals. Brisbane's tenure 
as capital had always been a focus for criticism and other 
ports and secessionist movements had been promoted 
throughout the nineteenth century. Brisbane was inefficiently 
situated as an administrative centre and export figures for 
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne indicate that economically, 
the Queensland capital's position encouraged decentralizing 
tendencies. "In 189 6 Sydney handled 77 per cent of New 
South Wales imports and exports, Melbourne 87 per cent of 
Victoria's trade and Brisbane accounted for only 36 per 
3 
cent of Queensland's seagoing trade". Direct shipments to 
the southern colonies or overseas of primary produce from 
ports strung along the Queensland coast further suppressed 
the emergence of Brisbane as an industrial centre along the 
lines of the southern capitals in the nineteenth century. 
In the 1880s, as part of their task to boost the vast 
State's development, Queensland governments poured money 
into railway construction, which became the government's 
most important economic activity and the pattern of urban 
decentralization was reinforced as the coastal rail link 
and sporadic port amelioration schemes gave the Queensland 
ports an environment for growth, of varying pace according 
to their hinterland and the quality of their ports. 
The increasingly organized governmental interference 
in the sugar industry from the 1880s on indicated official 
assessment of that industry's significance in promoting 
settlement of Queensland's empty spaces. It is obviously 
3. Gough, et.al., op.cit., p 2. 
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more land and labour intensive than the pastoral industry, 
which had been the keystone of the Queensland economy up 
to the 1890s, and repaid governmental nurturing. 
Despite factors retarding as fast a rate of urban 
growth as in the south, by 1915 "Brisbane and many 
provincial towns had expanded vigorously in response to 
overall economic growth, providing widening employment 
opportunities and more suitable conditions for trade union 
4 
development". Already in the 1912 election. Labor had 
won the sugar seats of Bundaberg, Herbert and Cairns where 
farmers had combined with substantial numbers of urban 
dwellers whose livelihood was related to the well being of 
the rural community - waterside workers, carriers and 
labourers. A further recognition of the link between rural 
and urban interests was Labor's policy. From 1912 to the 
year of its electoral victory. Labor, led by Ryan, added 
planks to its political programme aimed at improving the 
sugar farmers' position. The Royal Commissioners of 1889 
had often heard evidence concerning the mutual interdependence 
of the rural and urban communities and by 1915, that pattern 
of dependence had intensified in Bundaberg. 
Developments in Bundaberg during the period 18 80 to 
1915 could be taken as a case study for the following 
proposition: 
...the development of the primary industries had 
'linkage' effects throughout the economy which 
generated urban expansion...the sugar industry, for 
example, created new demands for timber^ shipping, 
transport, and communications, while the mechanization 
of sugar cultivation and the milling and refining of 
sugar fostered the manufacture of agricultural 
4. Laverty in Murphy, et.al. (eds) Prelude to Power, p 42. 
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implements and necessitated the installation 
of expensive plants and machinery, which, in 
turn, gave an impetus to engineering works 
and foundries. 5 
It has been established that the expansion of the 
sugar industry around Bundaberg was very dependent on the 
establishment of milling facilities. The milling story 
is not so much an industry ancillary to the primary 
function of growing cane but an essential complementary 
activity. The establishment of Millaquin refinery was an 
added bonus which did much to ensure Bundaberg's rapid 
growth as a sugar district. With the subsidiary industry, 
rum-distilling, Bundaberg added another rare feature to 
its sugar story. Back in the late 1880s, at a time when 
insolvency was the fate of many major northern properties, 
several Bundaberg plantation owners had reason to hope 
for measures to eliminate uncertainty dogging the industry. 
These men had just become subscribers in the small 
Bundaberg Distilling Company, incorporated on 2 November 
1888 with a nominal capital of £5,000 ($10,000) divided 
into 5,000 shares - compared with these humble beginnings, 
the present company had a nominal capital of £300,000 
($600,000) in 1965.^ 
Although on a modest scale, investment in the 
distillery in 1888 was a mark of the relative prosperity 
of Bundaberg's sugar industry; on the other hand, it 
represented an attempt to increase the industry's 
profitability by utilizing a waste product, molasses, most 
5. Ibid., p. 33. 
6. From a speech given at the opening of a new office 
block of the Bundaberg Distilling Company by the then 
general manager, Mr. E.W. Duus, Millaquin Sugar Co. 
Ltd. and former chairman of directors, Bundaberg 
Distilling Company, April 1965. 
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of which had formerly been pumped into the river or 
7 
"detailed with costly difficulty into the nearest ditch". 
Many well known names appeared on the roll of shareholders 
- Fred Nott, H. Palmer, J. Penny, Fred Buss, John Gaylard, 
W. Farquhar, A.P. Barton and the Noakes brothers. The 
company operated with difficulty until reconstructed in 
1894. As with all phases of the sugar industry, the 1890s 
and the first decade of the twentieth century were years 
of consolidation, but throughout the various amalgamations, 
the rum trade continued to expand. However, when it is 
considered how uncertain were the times in which the 
original Distillery Company in East Bundaberg and a 
smaller plant at Waterview were floated, the modest but 
calculated risk by several Bundaberg planters backed the 
g 
Commissioners' favourable assessment of them. With the 
acquisition of the Windermere and Hummock Estates, Millaquin 
took a significant step and gave impetus to the rum-
distilling industry which has made Bundaberg famous. The 
two estates had been large shareholders in the Bundaberg 
Distillery. The reconstruction of the original company in 
1894 had still led to modest profit but by the end of 1900 
sales warranted duplication of most of the plant and 
triplication of the still capacity at a cost of £2,000 
($4,000). In this year, the Queensland National Bank 
became a shareholder. Paralleling consolidation in other 
branches of the sugar industry, the other pioneer distillery, 
Waterview, was taken over by the Bundaberg Distillery. In 
September 1910, the Queensland National Bank announced 
7. Walker, op.cit., p 200. 
8. QVP, Vol. IV, 1889, p 80. 
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plans to erect a rum-making plant on the Millaquin land. 
When in 1912 the acquisition of Windermere and Hummock 
Estates gave the Millaquin Company a controlling interest 
in the Bundaberg Distillery, the two plants worked in 
conjunction. The nominal capital of the Bundaberg 
Distillery was raised to £50,000 ($100,000) and that 
Company bought the Millaquin plant as a going concern for 
£25,000 ($50,000). The Millaquin Distillery closed down 
in 1917 and was transferred to the Bundaberg Distillery. 
The assured market for local molasses and the increasingly 
healthy condition of the rum business may be measured by 
the construction of the first of the vast reserve under-
ground molasses tanks, holding 500,000 gallons in 1917; 
two years later, another of these tanks, the heavy sweetness 
of the atmosphere around them belying their stygian 
appearance, was built. The nominal capital of the Company 
was increased to £100,000 ($200,000) and the process by 
which Bundaberg Rum became a household name was well 
underway-
By 1915, Bundaberg had become in its basic industrial 
development very much the 'sugarapolitan' with an action/ 
reaction pattern well established as district mills, 
refinery and distillery processed the basic crop of an 
expanding rural community. 
It is Noel Butlin's contention that Australian 
economic development 1861 to 1900 "is mainly the story of 
9 
urbanization". He maintains that historians have failed 
to analyze this phenomenon and he suggests that basic 
9. N.G. Butlin, "The Shape of the Australian Economy 1861-
1900", Economic Record, Vol. XXXIV, No. 67, 1958, p 21. 
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indices needing investigation are the development of the 
building industry; manufacturing "by far the fastest-
growing segment of the Australian economy"; railway 
transport which accounted for much government expenditure 
and the other fast growing segment, tertiary occupations, 
which included expansion of "personal service" (domestic 
service), which declined throughout the whole period, and 
professional services. The latter increased matching the 
growth in public services developed to serve the needs of 
town and country dwellers and since those offering 
professional and public services would be urban dwellers, 
the growth in both areas serves as indices of urbanization. 
Developments in Bundaberg bear out J. Laverty's point that 
while Butlin's thesis does not accurately portray Queens-
land's economic expansion 1861 to 1900, it has application 
in the 1880s. In this decade of rapid expansion in 
Queensland's most important agricultural industry, sugar, 
there were signs of increasing sophistication in the 
Bundaberg district's economy and society. Some assessment 
of the neglected indices suggested by Butlin could 
justifiably be made to examine further the earlier statement 
of the effects of the sugar industry on the growth of non-
metropolitan towns such as Bundaberg. 
Large-scale manufacturing of sugar equipment was 
inhibited in the developmental years by lack of risk capital 
and the preference of most Bundaberg planters to import 
their specific equipment from specialist sources. The 
Crans and Youngs sent family representatives to Great 
10, Laverty in Murphy, et.al. (eds) op.cit., p 31. 
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Britain to choose mill machinery. Throughout the 1880s, 
the Mail reported the arrival of these cargoes which were 
to transform the district. In November 1881, the Scottish 
Hero arrived with Fairymead's machinery; in January 1882, 
the Scottish Prince brought Millaquin's. As the tempo of 
investment in sugar increased, so did activities on the 
wharves. August 18 82 was typical, marking the arrival of 
machinery for the Notts, Walter Adams, Buss and Jones. So 
it continued throughout the decade of the 1880s. A.P. 
Barton of Mon Repos brought in plant from Glasgow in 1888 
and Buss in the same year imported equipment for his 
11 increasing number of properties. Not all the ships 
carried overseas cargoes. The Noakes of Spring Hill had 
purchased their mill from the estate of a Chinese firm at 
Cairns. This "cannibalizing" of district mills was 
repeated in several sugar districts, but two other instances 
in the Bundaberg district were Waterloo, brought by Thygesen 
from the Northern Rivers district and the one at Baffle 
Creek in 1917, originally used on the Albert River. Some 
millers probably followed the example of E. Turner of the 
Hummock plantation in buying his equipment from Walker and 
Company in the neighbouring town of Maryborough. 
Even if planters of the boom period could not wait 
for technological advances locally, in an expanding 
agricultural community there was scope for the wares and 
skills of tradesmen such as William Watson, "Agricultural 
Implement-maker, Blacksmith and Wheelwright" who established 
his business in 18 80. He constructed timber waggons, drays. 
11. CT-BMPM, pp 10, 11, 23. 
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and some agricultural equipment. The firm of Willmore 
and Stringer^established in 1885, was another of the nine 
businesses providing similar services, although the 1889 
Commissioners noted that depression in the sugar industry 
was adversely affecting the foundries of Mackay, 
Maryborough and Bundaberg. 
The history of Bundaberg's first foundry and two of 
the pioneer ironmongery businesses, Woolley, Bergin and 
Company and Wyper Brothers are interwoven. The eventual 
mergers and subsequent specialization of functions open 
a chapter in Bundaberg's subsidiary industrial history 
which gains in significance in the twentieth century, and 
adds diversity to the Bundaberg commercial scene in the 
nineteenth. Both Woolley and Bergin had worked as 
assistants in the ironmongery department of Buss and 
Turner's store. Frederic Buss had founded this general 
business with W.H. Williams in 1876. He continued with a 
variety of partners, including his brother, George, to 
extend the business and the fiinn continues to the present 
day as a mercery store on Bourbong Street. In the early 
years. Buss's store was 'foster nurse' to half the business 
houses in town; it was said that "no employee ever leaves 
12 
Buss except to set up for himself". Woolley and Bergin's 
Company was no exception. Backing Woolley was his 
experience at Walker and Company, Maryborough, and in 1881 
as the Bundaberg sugar industry began to gain momentum, 
the partners purchased the stock of Batstone's small 
ironmongery and plumbing business. Woolley and Bergin 
12. W B & B D , 1887, pp 12-14. 
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floated a company and, with financial backing from two 
silent partners, bought out Buss's ironmongery department 
in 1885. In the same year, the first castings were made 
in the "Bundaberg FoundGry". The owner of this small 
13 
venture was T.O. Child; when Woolley, Bergin and Company 
bought it, the plant was shifted across the river to North 
Bundaberg from their original site in Targo Street. 
In 1901 Woolley, Bergin and Company was bought out 
by the Wyper brothers, William and James. By late 1901, 
the two pioneer firms found that the success of one was 
detrimental to the other; Woolley submitted certain 
proposals involving the purchase of goodwill of either 
concern and the disappearance of the other. Surprisingly, 
it was the junior firm of Wypers which decided to buy. 
The Wyper brothers had come to Bundaberg in January 
1888. James had worked as a contractor and drover in 
northern and western Queensland after his arrival from 
Scotland in the mid-1870s. William , after serving a 
trade apprenticeship, emigrated to Brisbane in 18 8 0 where 
he was employed by Perry brothers, a leading hardware 
business; with similar experience behind him in Toowoomba 
and Ipswich, he joined Woolley, Bergin and Company in 
14 1886. Encouraged by the continuing expansion of the 
town and environs and the settlement in the Isis, Electra, 
15 G m Gin, Currajong Creek and North Kolan, William 
assessed that the time was right for launching into the 
ironmongery business. The brothers combined their limited 
13. CT-BMPM, p 16. 
14. The Story of Wypers Brothers Limited - 50 Years of 
Progress 1888-1938, Brisbane 1938, p 8. 
15. QW_, Vol. II, 1882, p 483. 
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capital and purchased the stock of a store rather removed 
from the main business area but to overcome this difficulty, 
they rented a store opposite to Woolley and Bergin's and 
began their cautious way to success. Their stock, limited 
because of their small resources, was carefully selected 
to meet local demands. Wypers gradually extended the range 
of services available to an expanding population, acquiring 
a plumbing business and a hardware store. This latter 
purchase in 1898 necessitated leasing an adjoining store 
which enabled them to move out of the 'necessity' range 
with a crockery and glassware department; in the extended 
bulk store area and yard room, they began to carry heavy 
lines - bar and sheet iron, coach-builders and wheelwrights' 
supplies and agricultural implements, a field that 
increased in significance for them as the twentieth century 
progressed. An indication of the firm's prospering 
condition in one decade was the growth of the staff "from 
the two principals, one Assistant and a Carter" to seventeen, 
a number boosted by the absorption of Woolley, Bergin and 
Company's business and employees. 
While the Wypers were developing one branch of Woolley, 
Bergin and Company's original business along these lines 
at the turn of the century, the foundry section of the old 
firm had been taken over in 1898 by the newly-formed 
Bundaberg Foundry Co. Ltd. From the familiar names on the 
first Board of Directors it was obvious that, in the 
intervening decade, sugar leaders had developed an interest 
in a manufacturing plant that could be allied with their 
industry. Apart from John White, prime mover in the company 
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and P. Nielsen representing Woolley, Bergin and Company, 
there were the Hon. A Gibson, C.J. Young and J.B. Atkinson. 
With the extra capital, skilled labour was imported from 
the Vulcan Foundry in Maryborough. From its inception it 
produced winding plants and batteries which found customers 
at Gympie, Eidsvold, Mt. Perry and other mineral fields, as 
well as railway bridge equipment, rolling stock and sugar 
, . 16 
machinery. 
The pattern of total dependence on outside sugar 
machinery had begun to break down before World War I, but 
the disruption of shipping during the war provided the 
opening for a large-scale approach to the manufacture of 
sugar machinery, particularly with respect to Wypers. The 
firm was equipped for the new avenues opening; the size of 
pre-war business had already led to its conversion into a 
limited liability company with a nominal capital of 
£40,000 ($80,000) in 1907. 
Mining and railway equipment figured prominently as 
an early incentive for the Bundaberg Foundry, perhaps the 
most promising of these ventures in the pre-World War I 
period. That and agricultural equipment provided the basic 
sustenance of these firms and there was plenty of scope to 
fight the battle for the survival of the fittest. The 
possibilities which pioneer businessmen had glimpsed and 
the services which they were starting to provide either by 
importing or manufacturing equipment were indices of 
increasing exploitation of Bundaberg's hinterland. 
While the Mt. Perry line did not fulfil its original 
purpose as a mineral freight line, it promoted settlement 
16. BNM, 20 November 1948. 
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and with the fluctuating state of the world copper market, 
the initial stages of rail construction had prevented 
unemployed miners from drifting away from the district. 
Population figures for Kolan in 1876, 1881 and 1886 reveal 
this; they were respectively 220, 829, and 1,037. Despite 
two brief revivals, the mines remained closed from 1887 
to 1903 but ex-miners and former railway workers joined 
longer-term settlers such as the Smith brothers of 
Maxwellton who, by 1893, had been supplying hardwood logs 
to Sam Johnston's mill for twenty-two years and James 
Clark, of Beenleigh, who had felled and carried many 
17 
thousands of feet of timber to Bundaberg. 
As early as 1882, the Brisbane Courier carried reports 
that trains, running along the forty-four miles of track 
between Moolboolaman and Bundaberg three times weekly, 
were carrying significant timber freights: "The demand... 
is on the increase now in consequence of the timber-getters 
on the Burnett being unable...to raft any down, and the 
saw-mills are dependent on the supply by rail". The 
Bundaberg Mail reporter surveying the Currajong Creek and 
North Kolan as a potential cane-growing area, continually 
alluded to the fine timber and felt certain of an assured 
future for the industry in the construction of sugar mills 
and in local railways. 
The associated timber, brick and building industries 
automatically benefited as the urban population grew to 
service rural needs and as the countryside was transformed 
by the erection of mills. 
17. "The Sugar Industry", BM, 1893, p 6. 
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Although not unique in the structure of provincial 
towns, another Bundaberg business which prospered because 
of "buildings...going up so rapidly in the suburbs" was 
Powell's tin and galvanised iron works in Targo Street. 
Apart from his wholesale trade, the proprietor found that 
"the greater portion of his time [was] occupied in making 
tanks and arranging the spouting on these residential 
18 buildings". The expansionary trend in the local building 
and timber industries was reflected in the interest rates 
paid by the Bundaberg building society, founded in 18 79. 
These societies were one of the most common means of 
financing residential buildings during the rapid urbanization 
of the Australian colonies, 1860-90; almost every Queensland 
town had its building society or mortgage group. The 
(reported) high dividends which sound excessively high, to 
Bundaberg's investing members of eighteen per cent (in 
1884) and fifteen per cent (in 1886) were indices of the 
19 high rate of local building activity. 
The success of Millaquin refinery had underwritten 
much of this confidence. The town's changing appearance 
was a yardstick of the district's growth. The tendency 
for rural land values to soar after Millaquin's construction 
was echoed in the urban areas. In 1877, following the sale 
of an allotment on the corner of Targo and Quay Streets for 
£345 ($690), the Mail had exultantly remarked "£140 [$280] an 
20 
acre! Who says that land is not valuable in Bundaberg?" 
18. BR, 20 April 1888. 
19. CT-BMPM, pp 14, 18 
20. Ibid., p 3. 
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A decade later, Michael Duffy spoke of an allotment bought 
by him "in Bourbon [sic] Street when Millaquin started for 
£350 [$700]. Well, the actual value of the allotment today 
without the buildings, is from £4,000 [$8,000] to £5,000 
21 [$10,000]." Millaquin's construction had given a foretaste 
of the change which the success of the sugar industry could 
bring. The local firm of H. Schliemann scored the initial 
contract for 400,000 bricks in 1881. After the 'boom' 
decade of the 1880s, "The building industry [in Queensland] 
suffered the catastrophic and prolonged collapse in the 
22 
nineties" and its allied industries also experienced a 
downturn. The brick'-making industry recovered only half 
the value which it had held a decade before. The rapid 
growth from twenty-six yards through the colony in 1894 
(64 employed) to forty-two yards a year later (236 employed) 
"was to a considerable extent due to the demand for bricks 
23 in connection with the construction of sugar mills". 
Another ancillary to the building industry, timber-
processing met a heavy demand in home and mill construction; 
sawmilling recovered much more quickly from the strictures 
of the 1890s as preference was given to timber constructions 
over brick. 
These industries helped to hold population in the 
Bundaberg district. By 188 8, one of the town's largest 
sawmills, Sam Johnston's, already employed fifty-five white 
workers. The sugar mills were also potential sources of 
permanent residents for the provincial centres. Millaquin 
21. QP£, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 148. 
22. Butlin, op.cit., p 20. 
23. T. Weedon, Queensland Past and Present, Brisbane 1898, 
p 337. 
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refinery, just a mile from Bundaberg, gave steady 
employment to a work force which the Crans estimated, in 
the late 1880s, at between 175 to 200, engaged on the 
mechanical staff and in bagging and storing the finished 
24 product. 
As the sugar industry progressively employed white 
labourers, in mill and field, in the twentieth century, it 
became obvious that unless off-season employment could be 
found (a factor which has remained a problem well into the 
twentieth century), Bundaberg, like all sugar towns would 
feature a floating population. There were alleviating 
factors - Millaquin and the plantation system gave 
employment in 1912 for "roughly...nine months of the year" 
("twice as long as the ordinary crushing season") and that 
"at any rate, it was fair to assume that the proximity of 
Millaquin to a large centre of population like Bundaberg, 
and the longer period of employment there should enable 
Millaquin to get a steadier class of worker than the mills, 
25 
especially in the North". Percy Clapperton, manager of 
the small Waterloo sugar mill, said that about "50 per 
cent of their employees belonged to the Bundaberg district; 
of the others, 40 to 50 per cent returned with each five 
month season"• William Gibson estimated that at Bingera 
"Sixty per cent are permanently employed and resident on 
the plantation; that is, 60 per cent out of 294...about 80 
per cent would live all the year round on the place". The 
Youngs of Fairymead employed 400 to 500 in the season. 
24. QP£, Vol. LVII, 1889, pp 316, 150. 
25. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1911-12, p 855. 
26. Ibid., p 878 (Clapperton); p 791, p 855; p 773 
(Gibson and Young) . 
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Charles Young commenting on Bundaberg's changing scene also 
indicated another point of interaction between the rural 
and urban interests. He noted that those labourers not 
resident on the plantation, used to commute to work on 
horseback but by 1912, the pattern had changed. "We used 
to be feeding 100 horses but since bicycles came into use 
most of the men living in town use bicycles instead of 
27 horses." If these men were not permanent residents, 
they lived in boarding houses and hotels. 
John Alison, spokesman for the Gin Gin Canegrowers 
Association to the 1912 Royal Commission, suggested that 
the 'nomadic bachelor' was in the majority among the 
2 8 
seasonal workers and it emerged in evidence that on his 
wage, this sort of worker could not seriously entertain the 
idea of marriage and thereby become a permanent settler. 
This did not necessarily preclude his being an asset to 
the business community in terms of consumer spending. 
Questions relating to the working man's capacity for and 
the right to drink recurred frequently in the 1912 Commission 
so that it would appear that the healthy growth of the town's 
hostelry noted during the 1880s continued. While it was 
revealed that the married labourer lived on a very tight 
budget even he did not avoid aspersions cast on his character. 
One witness claimed that the troubles of the working man 
were partly precipitated "in great measure due to the abuse 
of liquor...nearly all his earnings go over the bar of the 
public house". The questions eliciting these answers were 
not of a frivolous nature but were forerunners to probing 
27. Ibid., p 791. 
28. Ibid., p 784. 
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the serious problem of just how much surplus money workers 
had to expend on the necessities of life. The Woongarra 
Canegrowers and Farmers Association was nevertheless 
optimistic. P.L. Elliot commented to the 1912 Royal 
Commissioners: 
The effect of white labour (either permanent 
or temporary) on local trade had been favourable 
in that, as higher wages have been paid, more 
money has been spent. The volume of local trade 
has considerably grown, and, at the same time 29 
led to an increase in population and buildings. 
If Bundaberg is a typical example, the sugar industry, land 
and labour intensive in nature, apparently was fulfilling 
the function of settling the coastal lands of Queensland. 
Moreover, the subdivision schemes of Bundaberg's planters 
revealed another source whereby men with the requisite 
determination could acquire farms and become permanent 
settlers. 
While it emerged in evidence to the 1911-12 Royal 
Commission that sugar was the district's principal industry 
William Gibson, among others, commented that several 
farmers combined cane-growing with dairying. The 18 93 Mail 
survey noted that the sugar industry had "a good footing" 
on the lower Kolan but that dairying was the key industry 
further up-river. While the farmers of North Kolan in 
30 the Gooburrum area supplied all of Bundaberg's butter, 
it has been seen that their ambitions regarding the sugar 
industry were at first thwarted by lack of central mills. 
Even when this problem was overcome by extension of 
private tramways or easier access to government railways. 
29. Ibid., p 839. 
30. "The Sugar Industry", BM, 1893, p 52. 
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a viable dairying industry continued to co-exist with 
sugar-growing in both the Woongarra and Gooburrum shires. 
On 3 February 1897, a meeting held in Bundaberg led to 
the formation of the Bundaberg Co-operative Milk, Butter, 
Cheese and Bacon Company Ltd. (later called the Co-operative 
Dairy Company Ltd.). Leading sugar-growers were A. Boreham, 
Fred Buss, A.M. Broom, later owner of Miara Mill, George 
Noakes and CM. Algeo. Another pioneer was James Drinan. 
The Company's capital was £4,000 ($8,000) and sufficient 
share capital had been subscribed by July 1897 for the 
Company to be registered. Creameries were built throughout 
the district, their sites indicating the area served by 
the factory built in 1898 - Barolin, Kalkie, Burnett Heads, 
31 Gooburrum, Electra and Goondoon. Ironically, some 
pioneer farmers who were Company shareholders did not send 
their cream to the factory and its butter met with strong 
competition in the early years from farm-made butter as 
well as the produce of the Tiaro Butter Factory. Although 
dairy production has steadily declined as sugar and beef 
prices have improved, dairying, like the timber industry, 
opened large tracts of Bundaberg's hinterland, sustaining 
pioneer farmers until sugar was established and it has 
continued to play a supporting role. 
Given these developments, governmental action 
fortunately coincided with Bundaberg's needs in matters of 
transport where deficiencies existed, Bundabergians 
petitioned to draw the government's attention to obvious 
needs. 
31. E. Parsloe, manager, Pt. Curtis Co-operative Dairy 
Association. 
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During the Australia-wide spate of rail construction 
in the 188 0s, the country's enemy, distance, was gradually 
tamed by "the civilizer of the age". In Queensland, 2,140 
miles of rail were laid from 1880 to 1900; 1,500 miles of 
32 
these were constructed in the 1880s. After the 
depression early in the next decade, railway construction 
again went ahead to meet the needs of a re-expanding sugar 
and mining industry. The pace of expansion of Queensland's 
rail system went more evenly in the period 1900 to 1920. 
During these years, when rail did not face competition 
from road or air transport, the governmental resources 
poured into developmental rail construction seemed justified 
by the fact that rail users returned one-third to a half of 
consolidated revenue. However, the optimism of this factor 
was tempered by the growing debate over whether the rail 
system could continue to be both a developmental agency 
for agricultural land and a viable business concern, given 
the fact that ratio of population per rail mileage was the 
33 highest in Australia and that running expenses were rising. 
Before this debate was fully joined, the Bundaberg 
district had benefitted from construction of the Mt. Perry 
line but as priorities for developmental lines were being 
established in the first decade of this century, Bundaberg 
pressure groups ran into difficulties in persuading the 
government that the line should be extended, particularly 
in the period of recession in the sugar industry 1905 to 
1911. 
32. G. Blainey, The Tyranny of Distance, Melbourne 1966, 
p 131. 
33. G. Lewis, A History of the Ports of Queensland, 
Brisbane 1973, p 138. 
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Before 1880, when Australia had not developed any 
semblance of a unified economy and sea transport was 
cheaper between ports, all Australian colonies had several 
railway systems each running shuttle services between 
ports and hinterlands. Queensland's ran west from Brisbane, 
Maryborough, Bundaberg, Rockhampton and Townsville. The 
Bundaberg-Mt. Perry line was finally completed in 1884. In 
the long term, the direct effects of the mining industry in 
Bundaberg's hinterland were chimerical but during the 188 0s, 
exploitation of the Molangul gold reefs and the promise of 
Reid's Creek, Eidsvold and Cania gave ammunition to the 
Western Railway Extension Committee and to its later 
counterparts, the Bundaberg and the Burnett Valley Railway 
Leagues. The latter group was formed in 1910 to pursue not 
only the dreams inspired "by the vast mineral belt along 
Dawes Range, and across to Rawbelle and down to Eidsvold 
34 
..." but to stress the agricultural rather than the 
mineral potential of the upper and lower Burnett and Boyne 
valleys. Supporters had already watched chagrined as lines 
radiated from their old rival, Maryborough, to Gayndah, 
Mundubbera and through Isis Junction to Cordalba and 
Dallarnil. The cost of bridging the river ruled out 
Maryborough's proposition to link Dallarnil with the 
Goodnight Scrub and Bundaberg continued to press for a line 
which would branch off the Mt. Perry line at Goondoon. 
Striking away from the impossible terrain west of Mt. Perry, 
this line was intended to exploit agricultural rather than 
mineral resources, serving Wallaville, where the Gin Gin 
34. "The Goodnight Scrub", extract from BM, 1908, p 2. 
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Co-operative Mill was struggling to survive, and the 
Goodnight Scrub. The seventeen miles between Goondoon 
and Wallaville were eventually completed by 1919 and a 
later extension brought the rail to Morganville, the final 
small instalment in Bundaberg's campaign for a western 
railway. These later lines were the logical extensions of 
the first of the 1880s, serving the rural population 
infiltrating further into Bundaberg's hinterland. The 
rationale behind the branch lines from Bundaberg and 
Maryborough were subjected to two Royal Commissions. The 
first rejected the mooted Nanango to Brisbane line because 
of the damage it would do to the two towns' economies and 
trade patterns; by the time of the second it was reported 
"the various extensions have culminated in four dead-ends 
35 
within a radius of twelve miles", the epitome of 
unsystematic and uneconomic development. 
Bundaberg residents conducted a long campaign to bridge 
the Burnett because the lack of it was "retarding the 
progress and checking the natural growth of this important 
community". Petitioning for a traffic bridge had begun in 
1879 and in the mid-1880s some Bundabergians, led by old 
campaigners such as Walter Adams and Michael Duffy, had 
ambitiously agitated for a combined railway and traffic 
bridge. The coastal railway was gradually edging north 
towards Bundaberg. The Gym.pie-Maryborough link had been 
opened in 1881 and was extended to the Burrum coalfields 
two years later. Throughout 1887, the line pushed north 
from Howard to Gregory, finally reaching Bundaberg in 
35. Lewis, op.cit., p 137. 
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December. The request for a traffic/rail bridge was 
refused and the local authorities for a time entertained 
plans for a pontoon bridge, potentially disastrous in 
the flood-prone Burnett. The original means of crossing 
the river - a manually operated punt - was soon rendered 
obsolete by the increasing traffic. All promising 
developments were grist to the petitioners' mill and in 
stating their case to the Legislative Assembly they argued 
that the bridge was essential because of the "great 
development in the sugar and other industries, and the 
recently discovered mines at Reid's Creek, which must ere 
36 long give it a vast impetus". The government wharf and 
that of Howard Smith and Son, built in 1880, were on the 
Burnett's southern bank yet agricultural produce from 
Fairymead, Bingera, Gin Gin, the Kolan River settlements, 
and the occupation of country between Bundaberg and 
* 
Gladstone for homesteads and cattle stations were baulked 
to a large extent by the Burnett, about eight hundred feet 
wide at the town. 
In the late 1880s, two Bundaberg local authorities 
partially resolved the dilemma by acquiring the steam-
powered iron-ferry punt, the Transit; prior to this the 
small fleet of ferries had been hard-pressed to accommodate 
the traffic in people, livestock and agricultural produce. 
The bridging of the Burnett by rail in 1891 had signifi-
cantly alleviated the problem. The bill authorizing the 
traffic bridge was passed in 1889 but construction did not 
36. QVP, Vol. Ill, 1886, p 561. 
* The rail link was begun from both these teimiini and 
finally met in 1897. 
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begin until 1898. The steel-girder bridge on cylinder 
foundations 1,352 feet in length opened to traffic on 24 
August 1900- A parallel project completed in September 
1899 was the Kennedy Bridge across Saltwater Creek, an 
arm of the Burnett River, and the eastern boundary of 
Bundaberg. A wooden bridge, erected in 1878, had been 
weakened by heavy traffic - sugar shipments from the 
Woongarra; coal and timber supplies to feed the Woongarra 
mills and more advanced machinery to increase their prolific 
output. The new single span bridge was a small-scale 
replica of the Burnett Bridge, its cost being £6,999 
($13,998) compared with the latter's cost of £64,243 
($128,486).^^ 
The railway eliminated difficulties caused by 
recurrent flooding of the Burnett. J.Y. Walker estimated 
that the number of vessels calling at Bundaberg more than 
doubled in the 1880s and the volume of traffic continued 
to increase as settlement spread. Bundaberg, given its 
sugar and timber statistics, could justifiably claim 
remedial work on the bar and shifting flats. Plans for 
harbour improvements begun in the 187 0s were expanded in 
the optimistic atmosphere of the 18 80s. A noted English 
engineer. Sir John Coode, was commissioned to submit a 
report on the progress of these various works. Mackay, the 
colony's leading sugar port, and the key pastoral ports of 
Townsville and Rockhampton cornered most of the funds 
allocated for harbour improvements but among smaller ports 
37. A.J. Goldsmith, "Burnett and Kennedy Bridges", the 
Institution of Civil Engineers - Minutes of 
Proceedings, 1902-3 session, p 4. 
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receiving attention in the 1880s were Bundaberg, Maryborough, 
Gladstone, Port Douglas, Cairns and Cooktown. A sum of 
£10,000 ($20,000) was voted for dredging the main channel 
of the Burnett and closure of the treacherous northern area. 
The dredges Saurian and Maryborough attempted to cut the bar 
and had almost completed a channel to a depth of nine feet 
38 down the river in 1886-87 but the benefits of further 
dredging were eliminated by the 1889 floods. The river was, 
in fact, closed to traffic until the Maryborough again made 
it navigable. Floods throughout Bundaberg's history have 
resulted in continued silting in the Burnett's lower reaches. 
Despite continued dredging, Bundaberg's entrance depths 
were 7 and 8^ feet in 1900 and 1919 respectively. Some ports 
made the move into deep water and out of problematical rivers 
Maryborough, the importance of which had declined in 
comparison with Bundaberg, shifted its port to Urangan on 
the coast, following the trend set by the major regional 
ports of Rockhampton and Townsville. The correction of 
Bundaberg's problems did not come until the construction of 
the deep water port in the 1950s but the possibility of 
such a solution had occurred as early as the late nineteenth 
century. During discussions on the siting of the new port, 
the New Bundaberg scheme was recalled: 
A subdivision plan drawn in 1883 of a 
proposed town settlement at New Bundaberg 
will be adopted by the Bundaberg Harbour 
Board for the new $1,250,000 Port site there. 
The names of several pioneers were given to the streets 
which cut the five acre lots. Unfortunately, neither the 
38. P.M.L. Cotter, Ports and Harbours in Queensland, 
unpublished B.A. history thesis. University of 
Queensland 1958, p 159-
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plans' initiators nor their intentions have been revealed 
by research. If they hoped that New Bundaberg would rival 
the upriver town as the promoters of Cleveland had planned 
with respect to Brisbane, for example, or if it were merely 
to serve as a more convenient port, their expectations did 
not eventuate. Although some of the allotments were sold 
in February 1883, the Bundaberg Mail's only other reference 
to the project was a report that visitors, possibly 
prospective buyers, were punted downstream to see New 
Bundaberg. 
Economically, by 1915, Bundaberg had moved an encouraging 
distance from the maize-growing community of the 1870s. While 
her economy was not widely diversified, the boundaries of the 
district's basic industry, sugar, had been widely explored 
and the groundwork of most of the avenues which paved the way 
to Bundaberg's future development had been laid down. 
Bundaberg owed what port developments were made to her sugar 
exports and the often disputed branch line westward into her 
hinterland grew under the impetus of expansion of the sugar 
and dairy industries. The economic inter-relationship of 
town and country was firmly established and the labour 
situation associated with the sugar industry economically 
and socially involved many Bundabergians who were not 
directly concerned with the sugar industry. 
The lives of other Bundabergians did not centre directly 
on the sugar industry or in occupations which were ancillary 
to that industry but were employed in supplying the public 
39. CT-BMPM, p 12. 
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and private services catering for the population of this 
sugarapolitan and district. 
What sort of city was emerging to serve the needs of 
Bundabergians in business and leisure hours? 
CHAPTER 12 
A City is Born 
Even before Bundaberg's sugar industry was fully _ 
underway, the Bundaberg Mail announced in a 1878 issue: 
"" A A 
"...nothing but unforeseen disaster can impede our Icnarch 
of progress: occasional lulls may eventuate, but these 
will be but momentary; for we have that inert wealth 
around us which defies permanent retrogression and 
warrants our faith in Bundaberg's constant progression". 
The men holding local government offices in the period 
1880 to 1915 helped to make this vision a reality. Their 
efforts, complementing State government expenditure, 
helped to create a suitable environment for the growth 
of a community. 
For many pioneers, the building of the traffic bridge 
over the Burnett epitomized the extent of Bundaberg's 
progress in the last two decades of the nineteenth centuiy 
and the means of its continuing prosperity. Community 
spirit had been channelled into public meetings and 
petitioning for this basic agent for promoting the "welfare 
and prosperity of this important district". While economic 
motivation was undoubtedly high on the list of the 
petitioners' priorities, these words also conveyed pride 
in the community which they were helping to build. Members 
of the Bundaberg Railway League whose agitations for a 
western railway, continued through the first two decades 
of the twentieth century, possibly hoped that the road 
bridge would bring more settlement in the hinterland and so 
^jV . Ci-becf Wdl^?jr op.cih. p iio. 
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improve their case for extending the Mt. Perry line. One 
strand of their argument centred on the unexploited mineral 
wealth inland and the Mail, putting the League's case in 
190 8, berated those apathetic Bundabergians who did not 
share their optimism. 
Membership in these pressure groups overlapped. 
Those who dreamt of a western El Dorado were backed by 
those who would argue that the extension of mixed farming 
into Bundaberg's hinterland was a more admissible piece 
of evidence in putting Bundaberg's case for a road bridge 
and a western railway. Father John Mimnagh, Roman Catholic 
priest and Mayor of Bundaberg in 1914, was a member of the 
Railway League and president of the Bundaberg Chamber of 
Commerce in 1916. His membership in both bodies represented 
a realization among many responsible and imaginative men 
that the town and country were mutually dependent and on 
many occasions, local government bodies made joint efforts 
to forward the district's interests. The Burnett traffic 
bridge was a product of this co-operation. It was completed 
at a time when funds for local authorities were scarce 
because of priorities given by the government to develop-
mental railways. Half the cost was met by endowment; the 
other half was to be advanced to the local authorities in 
a loan repayable in forty years. The construction of 
another important bridge, the Kennedy Bridge across 
Saltwater Creek, was funded under the Local Works Loan 
Act of 1880; the Bundaberg Council and Woongarra Divisional 
Board bore two-thirds of the cost, another example of co-
operation between urban and rural local authorities for 
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the district's advancement. 
Co-operative action was also necessitated by the 
constitution of the Bundaberg Harbour Board. It had four 
representatives, appointed from the four local authorities 
concerned and four members elected by those who paid 
harbour dues. The legislation of 1892 paralJ^lei other 
moves by the central government in Brisbane to force local 
authorities to enlarge the scope of their activities. The 
general response throughout the State was apathetic, but 
Bundaberg joined the large regional ports, Rockhampton and 
Townsville, as the first to form Harbour Boards in 1895 
under the Harbour Board Act of 1892 and subsequent years. 
It is again a measure of Bundaberg's spirit of independence 
that it exhibited a willingness to shoulder responsibilities 
and to base improvements on advice from local sources 
affected by port defects. The Boards were to be funded 
by Harbour and Improvement Dues; revenue from rents of 
land under Harbour Board control and from Harbour Board 
loans. Special projects were to be funded from the State's 
consolidated revenue. Retaining walls were built and 
dredging continued under the Harbour Board jurisdiction. 
This was basically remedial work and the Bundaberg situation 
had not radically improved by 1915. The decision to transfer 
the port from river to deep sea in the 1950s finally solved 
the recurrent problems of silting and shifting channels. 
A natural corollary of the district's growing 
population was the sharper definition of local government 
units. From the 1880s on,local government realignments 
reflected the pattern of development in town and district. 
1. Morrison, op.cit., p 20. 
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The original divisional boards controlling the countryside 
around Bundaberg were Barolin on the Burnett's southern 
bank and Kolan on the north, established automatically 
under the colony-wide local government legislation of 
1878-79. This arrangement functioned until 1885 when the 
distribution of the growing population necessitated change. 
The initiator of change was No. 3 subdivision, Barolin, 
gazetted in December 1885 as Woongarra division. Its wealth 
and population meant that it contributed much more to 
general funds than the other two subdivisions, yet it was 
possible that its three representatives could be outvoted 
by the Board's other six members. A similar pattern evolved 
on the north side of the river with the separation of the 
existing Kolan Board into Kolan and its former No. 3 sub-
division, Gooburrum^in 1886. 
Further adjustments became necessary. The Woongarra 
division gazetted in 1885 comprised an area marked by 
varying stages of development. Most land was agricultural 
but one section encompassed urban areas within Bundaberg. 
In 1887, the new Woongarra division comprised three districts;j 
suburban lands were limited to No. 3 Woongarra subdivision. 
The growing gap between country and urban interests led 
rural ratepayers to protest against having to fund amenities 
primarily enjoyed by residents of No. 3. Plans for street 
lighting in that subdivision brought matters to a head in 
1904. The Woongarra Council suggested that the shire 
boundaries be altered. No. 3 East Bundaberg subdivision 
had gaslighting, a sanitary system, water supply, concrete 
channelling and gravel footpaths, thus fitting it for 
incorporation with the town Council. This in fact eventuated 
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on 28 February 1908. In its place, Woongarra Shire Council 
proposed to take over No. 3 division, Barolin Shire. 
Reluctantly, the latter Council parted with its most 
valuable portion. The changes were eventually gazetted 
21 December 1912. Most of the remainder of Barolin was 
absorbed by Woongarra Shire in January 1918. 
The following Bundaberg News-Mail's description twenty 
years after the changing pattern of amalgamations gives the 
basic features of the two shires as they stabilized into 
their modern form. 
The [Woongarra] Shire takes in the famous 
Woongarra cane areas and the boundaries are 
the Pacific Ocean in the east, extending from 
Burnett Heads to the Elliott Heads and taking 
in Pine Creek in the west. Qunaba Sugar Mill 
is in the Shire which also embraces several 
seaside resorts, including Burnett Heads, Mon 
Repos, Nielson Park, Bargara, Windermere and 
Elliott Heads. 
In what has become one of Bundaberg's popular, beaches the 
names of the two original divisions are remembered. Notice 
was given by the Railway Commissioner when inspecting the 
Woongarra branch-line in 1913, that the Sandhills was 
officially changed to Bargara, incorporating Barolin and 
Woongarra. 
Gooburrum Shire was far larger. The boundaries 
commenced just beyond the 
North Bundaberg State School, following the 
Burnett River up as far as Goondoon, where it 
meets the Kolan Shire Boundary, and then across 
through Bullyard, taking in the Bucca district, 
and down to the Pacific Ocean through Mullett 
Creek and Watalgan. The sea frontage of the 
Shire extends from Skyringville to a point near 
LittM)ella Creek,...a fine stretch of beach... 
for 20 miles, including Moore Park. 2 
2. BNM, 7 June 19 39. 
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Enclosed in the arc of these two shires lay Bundaberg 
which graduated to the status of city on 20 November 1913. 
Further rationalization of local government boundaries 
occupied district authorities in the succeeding decade. 
As the Labor government sought to rationalize local govern-
ment with a policy of "greaterisation" of urban and near 
urban areas, Cr. Cattermull (Woongarra) moved in 1917 that 
a ward system comprising North Bundaberg, East Bundaberg 
3 
and part of Barolin be represented by three members. This 
was followed on 1 January 1918 by the creation of the 
Greater Bundaberg area and sections of the adjoining shires 
were duly incorporated. The Shire of Barolin was abolished 
and divided in the same year. City planning was further 
facilitated by an alteration to the Local Authorities Acts 
1902 to 1920. In 1921 annually elected councils gave way 
to administrations with three years' jurisdiction; in 1924 
the ward system of administration was abolished and 
Bundaberg became an integrated administrative district with 
an area of eight and a half square miles. Labor had long 
attacked property franchise, demanding one man one vote, and 
the election of the Mayor or Chairman by the whole of the 
electors was finally passed. The Mayor had more freedom of 
action as direct representative of the voters and the whole 
community had a stronger vested interest in local developments. 
While the new system of urban government, 1921-24, and the 
attendant clarification of shire boundaries promoted the 
possibility of more coherent policies, the men serving on 
Town and Shire Councils in the late nineteenth century and 
3. Council, 9 January 191*] , p 251; 6 June 1917, p 259. 
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the first two decades of this century had initiated or 
negotiated to bring essential public services to the 
growing community. 
After the institution of the Main Roads Board in 1920, 
the liaison between local authorities and State government 
meant gradual improvement to neglected major roadworks. 
Before this, it has been argued that the local authorities 
had to bear sole responsibility for their roads while the 
central government channelled its resources into the top-
priority task of a State-wide developmental railway system. 
Its subsidies to local authorities decreased through the 
1890s and ceased in the early twentieth century. The 
Woongarra Shire Council found a novel way to cope with the 
unequal struggle to maintain key roads. As Millaquin's 
operations gradually closed the Woongarra juice mills, the 
juice piping system became obsolete; horse teams taking 
heavy sugar loads from the Woongarra to the wharves churned 
the road surfaces. The Council called several meetings, 
the initial one was attended by only eight ratepayers, but 
Crs. Cattermull, Nott, Strathdee, Thomas, Fleming and P.L. 
Elliott remained adamant that rates would inevitably increase 
if a railway were not built and put it clearly to the meetingj 
"A few years ago they were paying Id. and l^d. rates; now 
in No. 2 division they pay 4d. and all the money has been 
5 going on the m a m roads" . The tramline was built m the 
following year, 1914, and the Council began to develop 
Nielson Park as a holiday resort so as to boost revenue. 
The line served the agricultural areas of Pemberton, Millaquin 
4. Dignan, op.cit., p 122 
5. BM, 8 March 1913. 
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Fairymead's suppliers at the Grange siding and Qunaba. 
During the 18 80s, improvements to Bundaberg's main 
thoroughfare reflected the rising level of prosperity and 
the town's emergence from its raw pioneering days. The 
early businessmen of Bundaberg were an energetic group many 
of whom also served on the Town Council. In April 1883, 
the Mail reported that an asphalt surface and concrete 
gutters had been constructed and in October, the Council 
borrowed £2,500 ($5,000) to complete Bourbong Street. The 
basic task of stumping the various streets had commenced 
under the Bundaberg Board in 1880. That Bundabergians were 
increasingly conscious of their town's growth in status, or 
perhaps some had memories of unpleasant encounters, was 
captured in a quaint news item in November 1883, recording 
the order for the "annihilation of all goats roaming within 
the municipality". 
In 18 82, the Town Council had decided to plant shade 
trees down the centre of Bourbong Street but it appears 
that their successors had an alternative order of priorities 
for the decision was rescinded and reinstated at least twice 
throughout the 1880s. Their dilemma was finally settled by 
the generosity of Fred Buss whose donation allowed the 
Council to commence a tree-planting programme in Bourbong 
7 
Street. Unfortunately, to meet the exigencies of modern 
parking problems, many of these have had to be sacrificed 
but the decision of 1882 was an early indication of the 
civic pride which is a feature of modern Bundaberg. 
6. CT-BMPM, p 22. 
7. Walker, op.cit., p 164. 
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The business centre of Bundaberg sometimes underwent 
unintentional changes. There were costly fires in Bourbong 
Street in 1881 and 1883, causing £8,000 ($16,000) damage on 
each occasion and a spate of smaller fires between 1878 and 
188 3 led to the formation of a fire brigade under the 
legislation of 1882. Rebuilding programmes necessitated 
by the fires and the prosperity brought to the community 
by the sugar industry gradually gave the town a permanent 
and progressive air. The Mail frequently reported the 
construction of "two-storied brick" buildings, some replacing 
the more temporary structures of the 1870s. Walter Adams' 
new Metropolitan Hotel, opened in 1886, was one of many 
hotels in this category. Of the activity in this area, 
J.Y. Walker commented: 
It is a fact indicative of general easiness, 
and a large amount of loose money that in 
Bundaberg the hotel business is largely 
prosperous. Among these as favourable 
specimens of street architecture may be 
mentioned the Grand, the Palace, the 
Metropolitan and the Federal Hotels and the 
proposed Royal Hotel on Bourbon [sic] Street. 
With this flourishing hotel trade, the City Brewery, 
founded in 1883, by the Austrian-Irish partnership of Steindl 
and Fleming had a promising milieu in which to prosper. 
Recurring floods had forced pioneer businessmen into 
a strategic withdrawal from Quay Street in 1877 to Bourbong 
Street, one block away, but the former thoroughfare still 
attracted its share of those transacting business in the 
late nineteenth century. The Queensland National Bank was 
among several banking companies which chose to build in the 
street where the wharves. Customs House, Lands Office and 
Polynesian Immigration offices were situated. 
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It must have been exciting for the pioneers of the 
previous decade to see their town changing rapidly during 
the 18 80s. Many of the hotels built then still bring 
memories of another era with their wide colonial verandahs. 
One elegant building in this style, recently restored even 
to its shingled roof is that of the Commercial Banking 
Company of Sydney Limited, completed in 1891, on a site 
bounded by Maryborough and Bourbong Streets. Another 
measure of the town's growth and increasing business tempo 
was the large Post Office opened in 1890. A substantial 
brick and cement building dominated by a clock tower 30 
metres in height, it still serves the Bundaberg community. 
Another project under the auspices of the Council and 
benefiting the business community was the establishment 
of a gas supply to Bundaberg in 1884. A reporter in 1887 
wrote "after teatime, soon after the gas gets lit up, 
o 
young Bundaberg and his wife tour down Bourbong Street" 
past the growing business centre. Gas lamps had been 
installed in the main streets in December 1884, a month 
9 
after the gasworks began operations. Just as the tram 
had been hailed as the "civilizer of the age" in the 
Victorian era, helping to conquer time and space, gas 
ass\imed a special significance in this period of material 
progress. A leading English social historian has commented: 
"gas had always been taken as a symbol of 'improvement'", 
and cites as an illustration of its contemporary social 
importance a pamphlet entitled "A Sketch of the Principal 
Means which have been Employed to Ameliorate the Intellectual 
8. WB & BD, 1887, p 12. 
9. CT-BMPM, p 15. 
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and Moral Conditions of the Working Classes at Birmingham", 
the introduction to an historical sketch on the origins 
and progress of gas lighting. "Municipalizing" gas or 
assuming control of private gas companies was an important 
feature in the "working out of the civic gospel". The aims 
of Birmingham's Mayor, Joseph Chamberlain, to control the 
profits of gas production for the good of the people, for 
example to finance health services or to furnish art 
galleries, and to increase the local council's power and 
influence were shared by administrators in other key English 
cities; the exception was London, a target for the Fabian 
Socialist Society. 
Bundaberg's young Council had no such radical 
aspirations yet they were fully aware that their negotiations 
with Mr. Robert Fleming, founder of the Bundaberg Gas and 
Coke Company, marked a progressive step for their town. 
Born in Liverpool, Fleming had constructed and supervised 
gas works in Scotland, Canada, Melbourne, Toowoomba, Townsville 
and Brisbane before he built Bundaberg's gasworks, near 
Saltwater Creek. Mains were eventually laid through city 
and suburbs; coke, a by-product of gas production, became 
an important heating agent in such concerns as Millaquin and 
the Foundry. Another by-product of significance was 
bitumen, used in the local Councils' roadmaking in town and 
suburbs. The coal supplies were drawn from Torbanlea, south 
of Bundaberg. The coalfields of Howard, between Maryborough 
and Bundaberg, had prospective customers in the 33 districts 
mills as the original supply of firewood became exhausted in 
10. A. Briggs, Victorian Cities, London 1963, p 220. 
11. BNM, 7 June 1939. 
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the 1880s; fuel consumption for the 1887 season at Millaquin 
alone was assessed at 14,000 tons of coal and teamsters 
had hauled these supplies into Bundaberg before the rail-
link went through. But the axes ceased their ringing as 
the land was cleared and the teamsters were replaced by the 
engines of the train; the gasworks were built on the banks 
of Saltwater Creek and Bundaberg residents were afforded 
a facility which, by gradual extension, eliminated yet 
another hardship of pioneering life. Gas was a fitting symbol 
of progress for, by 1884, when supply was initiated, the 
conversion of Bundaberg into a prosperous sugar town was 
under way. By 1915, as its basic industry was being 
refashioned along efficient lines to meet the exigencies of 
a competitive world, a symbol of progress in this modern 
age, electricity, had reached Bundaberg. 
Following the first tentative experiment with electricity 
in 1882 when a section of Adelaide Street, Brisbane, had been 
lit, the General Post Office and neighbouring shops received 
Brisbane's first public supply in 18 88; service to private 
consumers followed in the 1890s. Local authority or private 
enterprise undertakings gradually developed the new industry 
throughout the State. In 1914, the Bundaberg Council made 
a contract with a private company, whose chairman was D.M. 
Finemore. Operations were apparently on an experimental 
scale at first because the franchise obtained was for street 
lighting within the town proper, excluding North, East and 
West Bundaberg past the hospital or over George Street and 
South Bundaberg past Walker Street. World War I interrupted 
the shipment of essential machinery but temporary equipment 
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allowed the company to fulfil its street lighting contract. 
Despite this uncertain start, services were extended when 
generators and two gas engines (eighty H.P.) arrived in 1915; 
consumers were connected in the following year and demand 
soon outstripped supply. A steam plant boosting power to 
three hundred and fifty H.P. was installed and the franchise 
12 
extended to serve North Bundaberg and the Burnett Bridge. 
In yet another area, Bundaberg was assuming modernity. 
Other important developmental projects were undertaken 
by the Council in the early twentieth century. In 1902, it 
secured a Government loan of £22,500 ($45,000) to implement 
the first phase of Bundaberg's reticulated water supply. 
Springs in East Bundaberg were tapped and the water was 
pumped to various sectors of the town from the 40,000 gallon 
capacity tank. Topping the gravitation tower was a sturdy 
brick structure thirty-six feet at the base and one hundred 
13 
and four feet high. With improvements made to pressure, 
these facilities met Bundaberg's needs for several years. 
While much construction work was carried out from 18 80 
to 1915 by the local councils which led Bundaberg from small 
maize town to the status of city, the conduct of local 
government was not without its ructions. The development 
of unequal burdens on certain subdivisions of Woongarra 
Shire resulted in petitioning, meetings and change in the 
12. The Company used gas, steam and oil plants in turn to 
generate power but services continued to expand. Plans 
for a Council takeover in the 193 0s did not eventuate 
and like other private enterprise concerns and local 
authority undertakings, the Company was eventually taken 
over in 1946 by a Regional Board under State Electricity 
Commission auspices as part of the government's rationali-
zation of electricity services throughout the State. From 
information supplied by the Wide Bay Electricity Board. 
(BWGHS files.) 
13. BM 1 January 1908. 
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first decade of the twentieth century. Local government 
affairs were also enlivened by an interesting development 
in the mayoralty stakes. The unpopularity of the City 
Council grew during 1913, mainly over street and drainage 
problems. As demonstrated so frequently in Bundaberg's 
history, its citizens, if dissatisfied, organized for 
action. A vociferous Ratepayers' Association was foinned 
under the presidency of Father John Mimnagh,"'"'^  to bring 
pressure to bear on the February 1914 Council elections; 
in fact the Association had previously conducted a spirited 
campaign to have the Council dissolved. Elections were 
still held annually at this stage; three aldermen,the 
Mayor, Aid. Dunn, Aid. S. McCracken and Aid. Leask, all 
still eligible for re-election if they so wished, were 
retiring. For the election of 3 February 1914, the 
Ratepayers' Association nominated three candidates - Mimnagh, 
E. Steptoe and H. Hurst and the results were undoubtedly a 
triumph for the Ratepayers' Association. Mimnagh, Steptoe 
and Hurst polled 541, 536 and 490 votes respectively to 
Dunn's 36, McCracken's 287, and Leask's 275. 
At a special meeting to elect a Mayor, Mimnagh was 
nominated by Steptoe and Hurst and Aid. J. Redmond by Aid. 
Cole and Aid. Maynard. Redmond was elected and it has been 
suggested that Mimnagh said at that meeting that Aid. Redmond's 
seat on the Council could possibly be tested in the Supreme 
Court. The antagonism inherent in this suggestion became 
14. Information on Father Mimnagh was collated from the 
files of the BM 1914 by the editor of the BNM, Mr. 
R. Harvey and from the Catholic Advocate, 1911-16, 
supplied by Rev. Father F. Douglas. 
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overt as Aid. Redmond and Aid. Mimnagh, chairman of the 
Council's Works Committee, clashed over various issues 
including cleaning up the grounds of the Catholic cemetery 
and charges over Mimnagh's influencing drainage and roadwork 
in Woondooma Street, near his own property. Mimnagh 
resigned, challenging Redmond to do likewise. The gauntlet, 
having been flung down, was picked up and the ensuing special 
election of 13 November 1914 led to Fr. Mimnagh's victory 
by 26 votes. 
His sojourn as Mayor of Bundaberg was brief, since he 
did not seek re-election in the regular February election, 
preferring to withdraw to his priestly role. He had been 
in the Bundaberg district since 1893 and celebrated his 
silver Jubilee as a priest in June 1916. It was said of 
his mayoral role_, "He came forward as a citizen at the 
request of the ratepayers, to assist in pulling the city 
out of a rut, as it were, and having succeeded, he felt 
15 that he could retire...". However, he promised to keep "a 
watchful eye" on district matters and remained "an ardent 
advocate for the railway connection between Bundaberg and 
the Upper Burnett" and presided over the Chamber of Commerce 
in 1916. To all accounts, he was an interesting and fiery 
"character" who enlivened the local government scene in 
Bundaberg during the sombre war years. 
While local authorities raised the standards of 
essential services for the community. State legislation and 
church authorities were creating new opportunities for 
Bundabergians to widen their inner horizons. 
15. The Catholic Advocate, 29 June 1916. 
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The beginnings of Bundaberg's educational institutions 
in the 1870s have been briefly examined in an earlier 
chapter. However, two factors which emerge during the 
period up to World War I again reflect the importance of 
the contribution of certain individuals to the betterment 
of the general community standards. The School of Arts 
Committee was active, trying to generate public support for 
Bundaberg's youth at primary, secondary and technical training 
levels. When government assistance could not be secured, 
sometimes because the initial financial response from local 
sources was not forthcoming, "private" schools played quite 
a significant role even after State legislation directed 
money towards furnishing educational facilities for provincial 
areas in both the primary and secondary spheres. 
W.E. Curtis had founded Bundaberg's first school, a 
private institution, and his departure in 187 3 had spurred 
local leaders into action for government assistance. By the 
end of the 1870s, quite a number of State schools had been 
built in urban and rural areas. Bundaberg's first State 
school "Hickman's School", so-called after the first teacher, 
closed in June 1885 and a week later, two separate schools 
for boys and for girls (and infants) opened; their names 
were changed to Boys Bundaberg Central and Girls and Infants 
Bundaberg Central Schools in 1894. 
The Roman Catholic Church had also been in the vanguard 
of providing for the children of a district where "the 
introduction of sugar cane brought the town of Bundaberg into 
existence as if by a magician's wand". The Sisters of St. 
Joseph began their work in 1876 and "...have made this 
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school a success and have many Protestant children on the 
rollbook...". They left Bundaberg for a brief period 
1880-81 but returned in that year, serving there until 1893. 
Mother Mary of the Cross (Mackillop), founder of the order, 
was stationed in Bundaberg for some time. The nuns trained 
both girls and boys and by 1886, had a school room capable 
of accommodating 200 pupils. The Sisters of Mercy came to 
Bundaberg in July 1897. Until World War I, their school, 
attached to the Holy Rosary Church in Barolin Street, was 
the chief institution of Roman Catholic education, but 
since 1918, three other girls' schools have been established, 
with secondary school facilities being added as the demand 
arose. The Christian Brothers school (primary and 
secondary) opened in February 1919. 
Secondary education had also been privately offered by 
several institutions. Before State finance became available, 
"there existed Shaw's School, virtually a 'finishing' school 
with secondary education. It stood in Toonburra Street, near 
the Woongarra Street intersection and later moved to the 
Oddfellows Hall...but after the State High School came into 
17 being...". Bundaberg had a Grammar School reserve but 
money, sufficient to earn the government subsidy, was never 
raised. The land was eventually used for the High School 
(and part of the reserve was taken as the site of the Lady 
Chelmsford Maternity Hospital, built in 1909). A Bundaberg 
Boys' Private Grammar School was conducted in a building at 
the corner of Quay and Bingera Streets, the headmaster being 
Mr. E. Schultze and at the same time (19 07), there was a 
16. BM, 24 August 1876. 
17. BNM, 23 May 1967. 
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High School for Girls, in Christ Church schoolrooms. The 
principals were Misses M.A. Eaves and V.E. Curtis. Another 
private school was conducted by Misses E. and H. Strachan 
at West End. 
However, in 1912, these institutions were augmented 
by the Queensland Government's decision to provide six 
provincial cities with high schools, one of which was built 
in Bundaberg, providing academic and vocational courses in 
commercial and domestic science work. One factor influential 
possibly in securing this finance was the long-term 
successful existence of the Technical College established 
under the control of a sub-committee of the School of Arts 
in 1890, the scope of whose activities necessitated the 
appointment of a separate committee after two years. The 
course offering included drawing, languages, carpentry, 
dressmaking and mechanical drawing. Primary school children 
also made use of these facilities. Provincial Technical 
Colleges were brought under the control of the Central 
Board of Technical Instruction in 1902 but this system met 
with various difficulties and the Board was disbanded three 
years later, an Inspector of Technical Colleges being 
appointed. With keen assistance from the School of Arts 
committee, (president F. Payne and secretary W.F. Lewis), 
district demand for classes grew; branches were formed in 
Childers, Cordalba, Gin Gin and Mt. Perry. 
When the High School was established, under the head-
mastership of B. Krone, it occupied a building previously 
used by the Sugar Experimental Station and the Technical 
College, on the bank of the Burnett River. From the initial 
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enrolment of 60, there was a rapid expansion, necessitating 
construction of a new building "still standing east of the 
Port Curtis Dairy butter factory and still used as 
government offices" but even this soon proved inadequate to 
the demand and by 1921, a new High School/Technical College 
had opened in South Bundaberg on the former Grammar School 
reserve, a leading figure in the agitation being Mr. W. 
Marshall, president of the Technical College Committee. 
While this development came after the war, the basic 
institution for the secondary education of young Bundabergians 
was established and the local educational scene had moved a 
long way from the self-help campaigns of the 1870s. 
Another public service which of necessity had to be 
expanded to meet the needs of the growing district population 
was the hospital. The original building standing on a large 
site overlooking a pleasant reach of the Burnett River, was 
opened in 1881. The work of the hospital staff among the 
kanakas kept the mortality rate at a commendably low level. 
During the years 1880 to 1915 it was well administered and 
in 1911 moves were made by the public for a modern brick 
building. The appeal was well supported and the building, 
designed by N. Faircloth and built by N. Steffensen, was 
opened in 1914. An auxiliary service was the Ambulance 
brigade opened in Bourbong Street in 1907; its equipment 
was a hard, iron-tyred litter with stretcher but during the 
next year, a horse-drawn vehicle brought patients in more 
quickly. In 1912, a two-story brick Ambulance building was 
erected in Maryborough Street. 
The arts had not languished in Bundaberg's first period 
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of rapid growth. The Bundaberg Reporter in 1887 hailed 
the efforts of "our indefatigable member, Mr. Adams", 
following the passage of the Bundaberg School of Arts 
Enabling Bill; the correspondent hoped for a substantial 
building to be erected on a three-quarter acre site on the 
corner of Bourbong and Barolin Streets, to replace the 
original 1871 structure demolished in 1880; this new building, 
which provided reading and chess rooms would "...add to the 
appearance of Bundaberg and be a memorial to its progress""^^ 
a function it still fulfils, standing on Bourbong Street, 
surrounded by the modern administration buildings of the 
district's local authorities. 
Artistic endeavour and thriving community spirit were 
represented by the activities of the local volunteer Brass 
Band, Music Union, the Literary and Debating Society, and 
Amateur Dramatic Society, all products of the 1880s. While 
these activities were not unique to Bundaberg, they do indicate 
that after the dour struggle of the 187 0s, Bundaberg residents 
were able to pursue other than utilitarian activities. The 
Queen's Theatre became the venue for professional and amateur 
theatrical performances (and political rallies). Travelling 
troupes performed plays which were so lengthily analyzed in 
the town's newspaper, that frequently all elements of surprise 
in the denouement must have been eliminated for the 
prospective theatre-goer. The talents of other professional 
groups encompassed 'skatists', bell-ringers, opera singers 
and pianists. Bundaberg's vigorous amateur theatrical scene 
has provided an encouraging environment for many local artists 
who later reached world standard. Proudly hailed as 'Our 
18. BR, 15 October 1887. 
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Glad'J Gladys Moncrieff made her first stage appearance at 
the Queen's Theatre at the age of six when singing in a 
charity concert. This anecdote opens her autobiography. 
Born in Bundaberg in 1892, she returned her hometown's 
affection with the compliment that Bundaberg "is the great 
sugar town of my home state". The Moncrieff family 
eventually left for Townsville but before then Gladys had 
played her first professional role in Bundaberg as Little 
Willie in the melodrama "East Lynne" a role which was 
attended by some amusing complications, according to her 
biography-
Bundaberg residents began to exploit their pleasant 
environment for leisure activities and by 1912 a branch 
railway made for easier access to some of Bundaberg's coastal 
resorts; the wide Burnett River had been a source of 
recreation for some time. During the 1880s, boating clubs 
had been formed and the Council constructed floating baths 
at the end of Tantitha Street in 1881. The initial Bathing 
Company Committee included Walter Adams, Buss, Goodwin and 
Lamb. Some resources were given to developing a reserve on 
the Burnett's banks, where the natural bushland setting 
interlaced with paths and clearings, has been further tamed 
as pleasant orderly park-land and botanical and zoological 
gardens. 
Many of the leisure activities enjoyed by Bundabergians 
reflect a peaceful pace of life. Gladys Moncrieff remembers 
that her family, whose various members were musically talented, 
entertained themselves with family concerts which they found 
19. G. Moncrieff, My Life of Song, Adelaide 1971, p 15. 
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their neighbours in Electra Street enjoyed. The influence 
of "moving pictures" was invading the town and one employer, 
whose outlook the 1912 Royal Commissioners condemned as 
being "a little spartan", argued that the children of 
working men were protected by their lack of entertainment 
20 
money from the insidious effects of films. 
The leisure activities of Bundabergians and basic 
services offered to them did not make Bundaberg unique. In 
the district's basic industry, the combination of distillery, 
refinery and continuing plantation system was unique but 
there were other sugar districts with one or other of these 
features and government intervention was increasingly giving 
Queensland sugar towns a uniform framework of development by 
1915. Coloured labour and white workers' problems too had 
a growing measure of conformity. How does one capture the 
ethos of a city to find what differentiated it from other 
cities whose institutions are similar? An individual's 
actions often dictate the course of his personal history and 
his attachment to a place is a distillation of his reactions 
to the human and physical environment. On this personal 
levelj it is then perhaps an impossible task to capture the 
essence of what made a man claim Bundaberg as his home-
town. Yet many had found conditions conducive to permanent 
settlement. As early as 1892 Premier Griffith had commented 
on the success of the small selector experiment in Bundaberg 
in his manifesto restoring kanaka labour. The Royal 
Commissioners of 18 89 had noted that the Bundaberg economy 
had been buoyant in comparison with many other sugar districts 
20. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1912, p 791. 
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The climate of Bundaberg during the 1880s thus appeared 
to afford a sense of security to those seeking a permanent 
home. Another factor of possible significance was the high 
percentage of itinerant workers who returned to Bundaberg 
annually; witnesses to the 1912 Royal Commission noted 
that up to 50 per cent of employees in minor and major 
concerns were regular returnees. Bundaberg's position in 
the temperate zone may have initially appealed to those 
coming from the cooler European climate. 
Perhaps the best way to capture some conception of the 
'inscape' of Bundaberg is to examine the factors shaping 
the public mind. One theme already elaborated has been the 
calibre of local leaders and parliamentary representatives 
involved in building the community, particularly those 
during the last two decades of the nineteenth century, and 
there were able inheritors in the first two decades of this 
century. Their practical plans and dreams shaped, within 
the scope of finances available, the quality of life offered 
to the community and usually they met with the support of 
that community. 
Newspapers are to a large extent the image-makers of 
a locality in two senses. Bundaberg's several newspapers 
in the period 1880 to 1915 mirrored the evolution of the 
district and they promoted their divergent ideas about the 
way in which the district should develop. Outside newspapers 
also reported on the vital issues of the day and when 
Bundaberg made the intrastate and national press as did 
other coastal towns, the reports related to coloured and 
white labour problems and government plans for the sugar 
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industry. Hard-fought elections and the issues generated 
by the sugar industry were major catalysts in proliferating 
the number of Bundaberg printing presses in the years 
between 1880 and 1915. The city has always been well served 
by journalists. From 1876 to 1925 there were at least two 
newspapers and the fourth estate conducted lively campaigns, 
often in unbridled language, for the public mind. There 
were the long-time rivals the Star, and the Mail,but the 
' - y — — — J 
struggle to influence the changing voting patterns of the 
district threw up competitors to supplement these papers. 
Three which did not survive were the Reporter, which found 
the competition from the Mail and the Star too strong, the 
Patriot and the Tribune. The Reporter appeared in 18 88 and 
was edited by J.G. Drewery, later headmaster of North Kolan 
School, who sold after eighteen months. The new proprietor 
with hopes for the mining industry, shifted his enterprise 
to Eidsvold. Despite this inhibiting occurrence, Bundaberg 
still appeared a favourable milieu for investment a few 
years later to the owners of the Patriot which was published 
in Bundaberg from 1893 to 1900. The Tribune, a contemporary 
of the Reporter, aired opinions on the kanaka issue from 
1888 to 1890 and another thermometer of local opinion on 
this issue was the Guardian. The defeat of the Labor 
representative, G.H. Hall, led to the publication of this 
paper in 1894 so that the European labour and anti-black 
labour cause had a local advocate. Its editor was Henry 
Boote, a former compositor from Liverpool. He later edited 
the Worker in Brisbane and then in Sydney, "a noted figure 
in Australian Labour's political and literary life." He 
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had been directed to Bundaberg by indefagitable union 
organizers. Mat. Reid and Albert Hinchcliffe, as part of 
a reorganization campaign by Labor. Despite parliamentary 
representation numbering sixteen, the movement was facing 
a period of recession because of the 1890 strike and the 
depression. The Bundaberg Guardian lasted only eighteen 
months but its work appears to have been effective as the 
"conservative" candidate lost to Labor man, Thomas Glassey, 
in 189 6. Another paper, with a permanent role to play in 
Bundaberg's history emerged after a hard-fought four-
cornered election in 1907. George Barber (Labor) beat 
Michael Duffy by fourteen votes. Duffy charged that the 
Mail had not represented his cause justly. Interests backing 
him sponsored the publication of the News which first came 
out as a daily on 30 November 1907. With the appointment 
of Steve Walker, who had previously worked on the Mail and 
the Guardian, the News came to be regarded "as a major voice 
of the Queensland sugar industry". Walker apparently played 
an influential role in the cane prices legislation. The Mail 
had taken advantage of an organizational delay in the 
launching of the News and began to publifh as a daily in 
October 1907. The "liberal" Star, in print since 1875, was 
incorporated with the News in 1908. The Mail and News papers 
were to amalgamate in 1925 but Bundaberg sustained two dailies 
until that time, an indication of a lively interest in 
community affairs and also strong divisions of political 
opinion within the community. That the Guardian and News 
were published confirms this. 
Bundaberg by 1915 was a city in transition. Angus Gibson 
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had remarked to the 1906 Royal Commissioners^"I belong to 
a firm which never says die" . ^•'^  In many ways, this could 
be Bundaberg's motto. From 1880 to 1915, Bundaberg had 
moved through possibly its most significant years, growing 
in stature from a small maize town of struggling farmers 
to the paramount sugar city of southern Queensland. Bundaberg 
had combatted early disadvantages inhibiting its development 
and throughout the period its leaders evinced confidence in 
the district's ability to progress. 
While giving evidence to the 1889 Royal Commissioners, 
Walter Adams, planter and parliamentary representative, had 
pondered the rhetorical question "What would Bundaberg be 
22 
today if It were not for the sugar industry?" William 
Gibson had given the opinion in 1912 that sugar was still 
23 
"the principal standby" of Bundaberg but a gulf lay between 
the Bundaberg of 1889 and 1915. The fears besetting 
Bundabergians at the end of the first decade of prosperity 
were being allayed by governmental action to rationalize 
the sugar industry. There were still tensions in society as 
both small farmers and white workers gave an air of being 
dispossessed and those who had entered the industry in the 
earlier plantation era seemed to have difficulty in adjusting 
their traditional values to a changing world. 
Walter Adams' question could be even more legitimately 
asked in 1915 and some of the answers lay hidden in the 
decades after 1915. 
21. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1906, p 41. 
22. QPD_, Vol. LVII, 1889, p 166. 
23. Minutes of Evidence: Royal Commission 1912, p 775. 
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EPILOGUE 
By 1920, Bundaberg district strongly exhibited the 
characteristics of a permanent community, although 
problems inhibitory to the area's progress remained to 
be solved. During the interwar period, there was no 
startling deviation from established economic and social 
patterns and in 1940, Bundaberg could still be described 
as the Burnett's entrepot. 
Between the wars, the industrial scene was dominated 
by the Millaquin Refinery and the Bundaberg Foundry, the 
products of which had put Bundaberg's name on the map even 
before World War I; some further minor diversification 
began in the interwar period, but changes of degree did 
not emerge until after World War II in an atmosphere more 
favourable to private enterprise. Coinciding with a 
period of general expansion in the sugar industry and 
coherent community leadership at local and State levels, 
the growth pattern of the district developed new dimensions. 
The second half of the 1950s and the early 1960s were 
years of unprecedented growth. The buoyancy and boundless 
optimism of earlier periods when Bundaberg had grown 
rapidly became features in planning again. 
In the interwar period, Bundaberg and other Queensland 
sugar districts were primarily concerned with eliminating 
elements of uncertainty in their basic industry. Federal 
and Queensland governments sought safeguards to protect 
sugar from the repercussions of worldwide depression and 
overproduction. The national defence arguments of White 
Australia, which had operated in the early twentieth 
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century, continued to be the rationale behind protective 
legislation. The search for stable markets in the 1930s was 
partly dictated by sugar's strategic importance, but the 
social implications of the industry's direct and indirect 
support of over 100,000 people in districts along the 
Queensland coast by 19 30 made government assistance 
imperative. 
Before Commonwealth regulation of cane prices in 1920 
to counter high costs of production, grower and miller 
were caught in an unenviable position and some growers in 
the Bundaberg district abandoned the unequal struggle. 
In 1913, a small company had been formed at Baffle Creek 
to operate a mill brought from the Albert River, but the 
project was short-lived, the price paid for cane being 
insufficient. The mill closed in 1917 and was eventually 
scrapped; the farmers returned to dairying, pig-raising, 
maize and arrowroot cultivation. Transport problems 
hindered a new attempt at cane-growing there for Gibson 
and Howes, Bingera, in 1919 but with the advent of Henry 
Ford's "tin-lizzies" in 1924-25, the farmers of Waterloo, 
2 
Watalgan and Winfield were again in the cane business. 
The sugar industry was then operating under a different 
system. 
In 192 3, the Commonwealth government released its 
wartime controls over the industry and the Queensland Labor 
1. Quoted B.J. Costar, Political and Social Aspects of 
the Great Depression in Queensland, 1929-1932, 
unpublished M.A. qualifying history thesis. 
University of Queensland, 1973, p xii. 
2. Information from E. Grills, Councillor of the 
Gooburrum Shire Council. 
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Government, which had been overhauling the marketing 
organization of many primary industries since 1915, moved 
into a more central protective role. The industry formed 
a pool, free of Commonwealth control, to buy raw sugar 
at guaranteed prices and market it; the CSR was appointed 
as the Sugar Board's agent in this capacity. With the 
triennial adjustment of this agreement, growers were 
given some assurance for expansion in the 192 0s. Further 
development was promoted by the completion of the rail 
link from Brisbane to Cairns in 1925 and the opening of 
the Tully mill. 
Bundaberg did not take part in the ensuing "mad 
race" for production which the 1939 Royal Commission into 
sugar peaks and cognate matters warned might have serious 
3 
consequences for total communities. Overproduction became 
a serious problem despite the Central Board's instructions 
to limit assignments. In 1926, sugar industry authorities 
established the Peak Year Scheme, the peak being determined 
by nominating any mill's highest production figures since 
1915 as that mill's future limit. In 1938 the farm peak 
scheme provided for limitations to operate on every cane-
grower assigned to a mill. 
The revocation of the protective embargo, the ensuing 
reduction of high domestic sugar prices and the search 
for stability in glutted overseas markets were problems 
which Bundaberg growers shared with those involved in 
3. QPP, Vol. II, 1939, p 1079 
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the North Queensland sugar industry during the 19 30s. 
However, while outwardly Bundaberg's sugar industry 
conformed to governmental guidelines in organization, 
there were specific problems to be solved; private 
enterprise and state authorities began to eliminate 
barriers to Bundaberg's progress in the interwar years. 
The strength of the rural sector provided a 
protective barrier for the Queensland economy during 
the depression which hit hard at manufacturing centres 
in the southern states. The sugar industry was recognized 
as the most efficient of Queensland's rural industries 
and the state's southern sugar areas led the way in 
efforts to overcome technical difficulties. Gumming and 
other diseases had severely inhibited the Bundaberg sugar 
industry for many years prior to 1929. Properly planned 
gumming-resistance trials, the first for any cane disease 
in Queensland, were begun at the Bundaberg Experiment 
Station in September 1928. By 1933, the gum-resistant 
4 
varieties, C O. and P. O. J., were ready for farm use. 
Royal Commissioner, E. Smith, noted at the enquiry into 
the sugar industry in 19 39 that the higher yield in 
Bundaberg during the preceding decade came from an acreage 
5 
of about the same or less than in 1929. The director of 
the Sugar Experiment Stations, Dr. H.W. Kerr, stressed 
Fifty Years of Scientific Progress - Bureau of Sugar 
Experiment Stations, Brisbane 1950, p 52. 
QPP, Vol. II, 1939, p 1085 
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that more efficient methods had boosted the average tonnage 
of sugar produced per acre from 2.4 to 3.1 tons in the 
state. By 1938, three Bundaberg mills, Bingera, 
Fairymead and Millaquin had strong cases for the expansion 
7 
of their mill peaks. 
A sub-tropical handicap under which Bundaberg has 
always laboured was its erratic rainfall since the 1880s. 
It has been noted of the state generally that: 
drought is still the chief and constant 
hazard of the grower. The lesson he may well 
learn from the story of the last 100 years, 
from the Burdekin, Fairymead, Bingera, from 
individual irrigation plants everywhere, is, 
if possible, to irrigate. 8 
The Bundaberg area proved to be drier than most other 
Australian sugar-producing areas, averaging 41-45 inches 
rainfall. This is similar to that of the Burdekin, where 
irrigation began earlier on a large scale and which 
9 
produced Australia's highest yield of sugar per acre. 
The proprietors of Bingera had carefully gauged the 
Burnett's flow since 1909 and full data was available 
regarding the practicability of irrigation. During 1932, 
only 1,381 points of rain fell; following this, the 
second worst season of this century, Bingera secured 
6. Ibid., p 1069. 
7. Ibid., p 1085. 
8. Wood, op.cit., p 33. 
9. The Bundaberg Scheme - Bundaberg and District Irrigation 
Committee, n.p. 
10. A case for capital water storage and irrigation works 
for the Lower Burnett Area, Queensland - Bundaberg and 
District Irrigation Committee, Appendix A. 
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government assistance to build a weir across the Burnett 
River. The success of this experiment gave an interesting 
reference point to those campaigning for a dam in the 
1950s. The benefits accruing on a small scale then opened 
new horizons for the whole district. In a drought year, 
irrigation means the difference between a moderate harvest 
and disaster and in a normal year, it ensured continuous 
growth, increased yield and assured income and employment. 
In the renewed optimism of the post World War II 
period, sugar milling organizations became close partners 
in securing a constant water supply and a port to advance 
district interests. Following the drought conditions of 
1964-65, a report compiled by the Bundaberg and District 
Irrigation Committee suggested future difficulties with 
underground water supply. Spokesmen for the sugar 
industry provided the most cogent arguments for large-scale 
storage of surface water. By 1969, the Queensland 
government provided substantial funds to implement phase 
one of the Bundaberg scheme which was a rescue operation 
to prevent depletion of existing underground supplies; 
phase two was water storage for protection from drought. 
This long-term project is now under way in the 1970s with 
the construction of Monduran Dam on the Kolan River. 
Other industries have benefited from the assured water 
supply; tobacco has emerged as one of the most significant 
alternative crops to sugar since World War II, a necessary 
development in Bundaberg's essentially one-crop economy. 
The port situation for Bundaberg grew steadily worse 
in the interwar years. Bowen, Maryborough and Bundaberg 
trading figures reflected the effect of competition with 
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rail and other coastal ports which grew at their expense. 
As an example of the situation it could be noted that in 
1934 most of Bingera's sugar was railed to overseas 
steamers at Gladstone and to the CSR's Brisbane refinery-'''^ 
The 1942 floods struck a definitive blow at already 
inadequate port facilities. 
Significantly, much of Bundaberg's development occurred 
in what has been labelled a "dynamic decade" in the sugar 
industry. The Gibbs Committee of Inquiry in 1963 recommended 
expansion and the 1963-66 period was marked by "hectic 
. . 14 
activity". In the export field, developments unfolded 
along the lines predicted by the Committee. The increased 
amounts of sugar found outlets in the United States and 
in Britain, Canada and New Zealand, long-established 
Commonwealth customers. Japan has become an increasingly 
important market and Singapore and Malaysian refineries 
absorb the Australian raw sugar. It became essential to 
bring Bundaberg's port facilities into the twentieth 
century- The floods of 1942 restricted shipping to vessels 
under 1,000 tons and the 1954 floods extinguished 
Biindaberg as a river port, leaving 6 inches at the bar 
11. Lewis, op.cit., p 238. 
12. A. Pratt (ed.). The National Handbook of Australia's 
Industries, Melbourne 1934, p 417. 
13. BNM, 16 February 1942; 21 February 1942. 
14. E.T. Pearce, "The Future of the Sugar Industry in 
Queensland", Australian Sugar Journal, Vol. 59, 
September 1967, p 326. 
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at low water. Industry leaders began to investigate the 
possibility of bulk-handling sugar in 1956. By 1959, 
Bundaberg's new port and the Bulk Storage Terminal, the 
third development of its kind in Queensland, was built 
nine miles downstream from the city's old wharves. 
The local administration elected in 1945 made a 
promising beginning in coping with community needs but 
Bundaberg entered into a new era in 1950. In this year, 
E.J. Walsh began his 19-year term as Bundaberg's State 
Parliamentary representative. He became Queensland 
Treasurer in 1952, a position held until the Labor 
Party "split" in 1957; he remained as representative 
until 1959 as a Queensland Labor Party (QLP) and then 
Independent candidate. 
In his initial electoral campaign, during which both 
Liberal and Labor candidates stressed the neglect of 
Bundaberg in the interwar years, Walsh concentrated on a 
constructive policy for the future of Bundaberg within 
the context of State development. His three-point 
programme encompassed water conservation, irrigation, soil 
conservation, and flood prevention; adequate transport 
facilities, including harbour improvements; and a plan 
for new government buildings for Bundaberg and district. 
Plans for the significant harbour and irrigation schemes 
were quickly brought to fruition but government spending 
in socially oriented schemes also transformed the Bundaberg 
scene. During the later 1950s, many construction schemes 
15. BNM, 13 April 1950. 
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were completed. Included were school improvements and 
new buildings, such as Bundaberg's second High School, 
and large-scale hospital extensions. An Olympic 
swimming pool enhanced Alexandra Park. A new Court 
House, Customs House and Social Services Department 
transformed Quay Street and all three local authorities 
constructed modern premises in the city's heart. The 
opening of the Civic Centre in 1962 was the culmination 
of 25 years' planning. It faces on to Buss Park, already 
flanked by Christ Church,a graceful Gothic church,built 
during the more austere 1920s. Complementing this are 
the more stalwart lines of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church 
across the street. Also within sight are the restored 
premises of the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, a 
gracious echo of Bundaberg's initial period of rapid growth. 
As would be expected from Bundaberg's postwar building 
boom, the construction industry and allied trades in the 
tertiary sector are significant employers of labour. In 
the industrial sector, several engineering firms - mainly 
servicing, fabricating and constructional - have joined 
the long-established Bundaberg Foundry and VJyper Brothers, 
forming the largest group of industries in the district. 
Inventors in many sugar centres experimented with mechaniza-
tion during the interwar period but Bundaberg has emerged 
as the Australian centre for the manufacture of cane-
harvesters and has found markets for a full range of 
agricultural equipment in cane-producing countries throughout 
the world. The success of former cane-farmers, Colin and 
Harold Toft, may be taken as representative of local 
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industrial successes. The pioneer Bundaberg Foundry 
consolidated a number of postwar manufacturing firms under 
its control and one subsidiary, Bundaberg Shipyards, 
secured contracts for prawn trawlers and oil rig supply 
1 16 
vessels. 
In 1911, Bundaberg was a major centre of the big 
sugar strike. Throughout its development as a sugar 
district and now a partly industrialized area, Bundaberg 
has retained a strong local political and industrial Labor 
movement. Bundaberg is the AWU headquarters of the 
Central district of Queensland, encompassing the area of 
coastland between Maryborough and Rockhampton as well as 
extending inland. . The change in membership around Bundaberg 
itself reflects the shifting pattern of employment in 
the postwar period. Shortage of labour during the war 
encouraged experimentation in mechanization of the cane 
industry, but the expansion of the 1950s accelerated the 
trend. A significant displacement of manpower resulted. 
By the early 1960s, there were fears that unemployment 
would result from a more efficient sugar industry but where 
the local union organization has lost in members from the 
sugar industry, there has been a flow into the industrial 
field as Bundaberg's sugar harvesting and agricultural 
machinery firms have expanded. While there is less 
employment in the sugar fields, the city and district are 
17 
still growing as a labor employment centre. The AWU 
16. BNM, 18 January 1969. 
17. Information from G. Coding, branch president, Australian 
Workers' Union, Central district, Queensland in interview 
1974 and 8 July 1974 correspondence. 
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includes among its members workers in local authorities, 
hospitals, water supply and sewerage and forestry. 
An established mainstay, timber, has remained an important 
employer of labour. 
Statistics still reveal the strong rural bias of the 
area. The Department of Industrial Development survey in 
1965 noted: 
The region shows signs of maturity in its 
employment structure with 47% of the work 
force employed in tertiary activities. 
However, the primary section (32%) is still 
greater than the secondary (20%) with 1% in 
the unclassified industries. 18 
As the sugar industry made the transition to a 
European labour basis, Bundaberg became Labor in its state 
political allegiance. It was a Labor stronghold under 
George Barber 1912-35 and Bernard McLean 1935-41. However, 
there is a strongly individualistic streak in the Bundaberg 
ethos which has been particularly manifested in the 
political arena. For more than half of the years from 
1941 to 1969, Bundaberg voters returned Independent 
candidates. Possibly a sense of escapism growing from the 
lack of advancement of the city between the wars combined 
with corporate admiration of his rampant individualism 
may have caused Bundaberg residents to be won by the 
charismatic and erratic Frank "Bombshell" Barnes. Given 
his disruptive performances during his "nine years' war 
19 
with Parliament", the continued support given him appears 
18. Preliminary Survey of Regional Resources, 1965 
19. C Lack, Three Decades of Queensland Political History 
1926-60, Brisbane 1952, p 680. 
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enigmatic but the personal following of E.J. Walsh, which 
sustained him after the Labor Party "split", was born of 
the enthusiasm which he demonstrated for his adoptive 
district and his practical solutions to the Bundaberg 
area's problems. 
Bundaberg residents frequently recall many famous 
'sons' in fortifying their sense of local identity. The 
city has been disproportionately well-represented at 
national and State levels in sporting activities - the 
Bolewskis, the Heidkes and Noel Hazzard in Rugby League; 
cricketer Don Tallon, golfer Gail Corry and swimmer 
Rosemary Lassig are among those whom Bundaberg admires for 
their contribution to Australia's sporting image. The wide 
Burnett is a popular venue for rowing championships and 
like Bargara beach, has proved a training area for local 
teams who have achieved state-wide success. Residents 
are also quick to claim as Bundabergians leading musical 
comedy soprano, the late Miss Gladys Moncrieff, Australia's 
'Our Glad', and tenor Donald Smith, who has sung major 
roles with the Sadlers' Wells Company and the Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust. 
Pioneer aviator, Bert Hinkler, born in Bundaberg in 
1892, best epitomizes the intense pride which the 
community has in itself. In February 192 8, he made the 
first solo flight between England and Australia, landing 
his Avro-Avion on North Bundaberg's Recreation Reserve, 
20 
since renamed Hinkler Park. There have been recent 
20. The News-Mail issued a souvenir number capturing "the 
biggest event in district history" - "the welcome home 
to Bundaberg's most famous son", 28 February 192 8. 
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attempts to bring the Avro to Bundaberg. During his boyhood, 
ibises had inspired his visionary dreams which culminated 
in glider and propelled flights over his home territory. 
Like a latter-day da Vinci, he dissected an ibis to study 
its wing structure and so unravel the mystery of its flight 
21 
mechanism. As an adult, he designed a 'plane, among 
others, called the Ibis but his skills as an aeronautical 
engineer were thwarted by the depression. In central 
Bundaberg, Hinkler is honoured by a sculpture by George 
Virine and by a Grecian altar in granite from the Italian 
Alps where he died in an aircraft accident in 1933. One 
of the earliest memorials with which Hinkler's hometown 
remembered him was erected on the Hummock in 19 37. 
Tourists to Bundaberg inevitably visit the Hummock, 
an extinct volcano and the district's only sizeable 
elevation, which rises starkly from the surrounding coastal 
flats. Reminders of Bundaberg's past and pointers to her 
future may be seen from this vantage point. Basaltic rock 
originating from the Hummock is the basis of the bitumen 
roads which allow swift access across the former Woongarra 
'scrub' where the first significant agricultural settlement 
of the district began. In the late afternoon light, 
Bundaberg appears from the Hummock like a mirage across 
the flat Woongarra canefields that lap the city's boundaries. 
Squares of green cane and red volcanic loam make such an 
orderly mosaic that it seems impossible that a century ago 
21. R.D. Mackenzie, Solo - The Bert Hinkler Story, 
Brisbane 1962, p 3. 
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the area spreading from Bundaberg to the sea was an 
impenetrable scrub. Yet prompting the visitor's memory 
is the statue sculpted by local artist, J. Hooper, and 
erected in 1964 on the summit of the Hummock by the 
Woongarra Shire Council. A representative figure of an 
axeman, it recalls the efforts of early agriculturalists-
cum-timbergetters, who opened scrub areas in the Woongarra, 
and by extension in Bundaberg's hinterland. Further out 
in the Woongarra in the more open areas on the road to 
Bargara, basaltic rock fences erected by kanakas define 
the paddocks and are a more anonymous reminder of others 
who cleared the fields for sugar cultivation. 
Turning to another point of the compass, the visitor 
to the Hummock can also see a key to Bundaberg's continuing 
prosperity, the bulk-handling facilities at the port of 
New Bundaberg, Burnett Heads. Between the Hummock and port 
lies Qunaba mill and across river is Fairymead. Their names 
are legacies of Bundaberg's past but their activities like 
those of Bingera and Millaquin refinery further up-river 
continue as always to be vital factors in the district's 
economy. The co-existence of distinctive plantation areas 
attached to Bingera and especially to Fairymead with the 
pattern of profitable small grower ownership of farms makes 
Bundaberg district a unique twentieth century demonstration 
of the two key historical forces making possible permanent 
settlement along the Queensland coast. Large-scale invest-
ment of risk capital and the nineteenth-century legislators' 
dream of the yeoman farmer created a stable basis for a 
prosperous community. 
Bundaberg has continued a strong pattern of growth 
since World War II. Unlike Mackay and Gladstone to the 
north, the mineral resources of its hinterland which the 
nineteenth century pioneers enthusiastically promoted 
have not been a factor in its twentieth century development. 
As always, it awaits the stimulation of an expanding sugar 
industry to spur it on. Bundaberg holds to a steady 
course and remains tied to the fortunes attending its 
basic industry, sugar. From the dour determination of the 
1870s to the present complacency which still contains a 
readiness to counter any possible setbacks Bundaberg 
has emerged as a well-integrated community, a prosperous 
city, focus of and buttressed by the two shires of 
Woongarra and Gooburrum. 
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